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ABSTRACT

TRISO-coated particle fuel is to be used in the next generation of gas-cooled reactors. In

anticipation of future licensing applications for gas-cooled reactors, the United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) seeks to fully understand the significant features of TRISO-

coated particle fuel design, manufacture, and operation, as well as behavior during accidents.

The objectives of the TRISO Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) program are

to (1) identify key attributes of gas-cooled reactor fuel manufacture which may require

regulatory oversight, (2) provide a valuable reference for the review of vendor fuel qualification

plans, (3) provide insights for developing plans for fuel safety margin testing, (4) assist in

defining test data needs for the development of fuel performance and fission product transport

models, (5) inform decisions regarding the development of NRC's independent reactor fuel

performance code and fission product transport models, (6) support the development of NRC's

independent models for source term calculations, and (7) provide insights for the review of

vendor fuel safety analyses. To support these objectives, the NRC commissioned a PIRT panel

to identify and rank the factors, characteristics, and phenomena associated with TRISO-coated

particle fuel. PIRTs were developed for (1) Manufacturing, (2) Operations, (3) a Depressurized

Heatup Accident, (4) a Reactivity Accident, (5) a Depressurization Accident with Water Ingress,

and (6) a Depressurization Accident with Air Ingress.
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FOREWORD

In anticipation of future licensing applications for gas-cooled reactors, the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) seeks to fully understand the significant features of TRISO-
coated particle fuel design, manufacture, and operation, as well as behavior during accidents.

To address this objective, the NRC convened the formation of a panel of experts to identify and
rank the factors, characteristics, and phenomena associated with the life-cycle phases of
TRISO-coated particle fuel. The products of the panel are Phenomena Identification and
Ranking Tables (PIRTs) and the associated documentation.

Six phenomena identification and ranking tables (PIRTs) were developed by the panel and are
presented in this report. They are: (1) Manufacturing, (2) Operations, (3) Depressurized Heatup
Accident, (4) Reactivity Accident, (5) Depressurization Accident with Water Ingress, and (6)
Depressurization Accident with Air Ingress.

Analyses and summaries for each of the six PIRTs are presented. A total of 327 factors,
characteristics and phenomena are identified in the six PIRT tables. The importance of each
factor, characteristic, process or phenomenon was assessed relative to the magnitude of its
influence on fission product release or in a more accident consequence-related term, the source
term. One hundred-ten (110) factors, characteristics and phenomena were assigned an
importance rank of "High" by each panel member. The panel concluded that these 110 factors,
characteristics and phenomena had the most significant impact on fission product release.
Each panel member prepared a written rationale supporting the importance rank assigned to
each highly ranked factor, characteristic or phenomenon. These rationales are included in this
report. The level of knowledge for each factor, characteristic or phenomenon was also
assessed and documented. Of particular interest to the agency are those factors,
characteristics or phenomena assessed by the panel as being of high importance but not yet
adequately understood.

The PIRT results will be used by the agency to (1) identify key attributes of gas-cooled reactor
fuel manufacture, (2) provide a valuable reference for the review of vendor gas-cooled reactor
fuel qualification plans, (3) provide insights for developing plans for fuel safety margin testing,
(4) assist in defining test data needs for the development of fuel performance and fission
product transport models, (5) inform decisions regarding the development of NRC's
independent gas-cooled reactor fuel performance code and fission product transport models, (6)
support the development of NRC's independent models for source term calculations, and (7)
provide insights for the review of vendor gas-cooled fuel safety analyses.

This report is consistent with the NRC strategic performance goals (NUREG-1 614, Vol. 2)

Farouk Eltawila, Director
Division of Systems Analysis and Regulatory Effectiveness
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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APPENDIX E

PANEL MEMBER DETAILED PIRT SUBMITTALS FOR TRISO FUEL
DEPRESSURIZATION ACCIDENT WITH WATER INGRESS

The INEEL submittal is provided in Appendix E.1 (pages E-2 through E-79).

The ORNL submittal is provided in Appendix E.2 (pages E-80 through E-160).

The SNL submittal is provided in Appendix E.3 (pages E-161 through E-238).
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Appendix El

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the INEEL Panel Member

E. A. Petti
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Accident with Subsequent Water Intrusion

Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element The temperature, burnup and fast fluence history of the layer
Subsequent Irradiation history
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowleige Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Irradiation history determines inventory Rationale: Closure Criterion:
at risk and initial conditions in particle relative to
internal pressure in the particle and stress state.

Additional Discussion
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale ReCedy for Iradequate Knowr edge/Issue

Rank: 11 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Mechanism describing the transport of fission Rationale: Air or water ingress can change the microstructure of Closure Criterion:
products in matrix of the fuel element. Important to the matrix, which can influence the surface diffusion of fission
understanding source teni for the reactor. products by making transport easier. At very low partial

pressures, air and water oxidation rates can be determined by
the number of active sites in the matrix at which the oxidation
can occur. In some eases oxidation can be catalyzed by
impurity elements that are trapped at adsorption sites in the
graphitic matrix. Thus there can be competition between fission
product adsorption and the reaction between the air or steam
and the matrix. The isotherns are fairly well known. The key
issue is whether the internal surface area of tse matrix has been
changed by the air or water oxidation event and thus the amount
of material available for release. Dislocations and/or defects can
act as trapping sites for fission products as they transport
through the matrix. If the number of dislocations is about the
same as the number of fission products then the effect may be
important. If the fission product concentration is much greater
than the dislocation density then the effect is probably second
order. Exact values have not been measured nor has any
transport behavior been directly correlated with these
parameters. The influence of the oxidation event may be to
provide enough energy to the matrix to release fission products
from the traps. Sensitivity analysis can be performed to scope
this out.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure). Xther factors include holdup, cracking, adsorption,
Water Intrusion site poisoning, permeability, sintering and annealing.

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale | Closure Criteria l

Rank: I1 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Gas phase diffusion is thought to be the Rationale: Air or water ingress can change the Closure Criterion:
mechanism for gpscotus fission product transport in microstructure and porosity of the matrix, which
the matrix. can influence the gas diffusion of fission products

by making transport easier. The interconnected
porosity can be a transport path for the air or wvater
intrusion. The reaction of air or water with the
matrix can change the microstructure, porosity,
tortuosity, and permeability, and hence affect
gaseous fission product transport in the matrix.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Transport of Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest
Subsequent metallic Fps through fuel

Water Intrusion element
Chemical form

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Transport has been assumed to be Rationale: Closure Criterion:
elemental for the major fission products (Cs, Ag, 1,
Xe, Sr). Potential changes in chemical form due to
the presence of air or water can be calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam

Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CRomerf Criteria

Rank: 1! 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important to determining the Rationale: Some reaction rate data exists and Closure Criterion:

overall course of the oxidation transient. sensitivity analysis can be used to address
uncertainties.

Adulitional Dlicussion

:
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank-: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can alter reaction rate and Rationale: Oxidation rate data have been Closure Criterion:

thus behavior expected in the reactor. determined for actual pebbles and compacts and
thus implicitly include the effects of impurities.
The effects of fission products have not been
included because oxidation testing has not been
performed on irradiated material. In principle
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent by atcr
Wubtequentrso Changes in chemical form of

Water Intrusionfission products _____________________________________________

Remedy for Inadequatc KnowletlgellssucImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CRosuredCriteria_ Closure Criteria
Rank: II 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or wvater ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion (Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knorledge/Issue

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the graphite by creating tunnels this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
or pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discussion

E-10
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent bv water
Water Intrusion I loldup reversals

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale ClosuR y Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the matrix may simplistic, yet conservative manner if details are
be released because of the thermal energy not well known or more sophisticated models with
associated with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well known and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material, as a result of the energy MELCOR). The degree of fine detail in the model
generation, is properly calculated. may be an open question but can be handled with

sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion

E-12
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Laver Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent W(as-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgc/lssue
Importance Rank anl Rationale Knowledge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Release from intact particles is less Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients for Closure Criterion:
important than from particles with exposed kernels noble gases through PyC exist for both German
in the presence of water. and U.S. PyC. The Knudsen diffusion formalism

has not been historically used in the modeling. The
efecct of oxidation on changes in the transport
behavior has not been studied. Sensitivity studies
can be performed to bound potential changes to
determine the impact on the overall source terrm.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer
Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion Inter-granular diffusion an/or intra-grannular solid state diffusion.
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge L~evel and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Release from intact particles is less Rationale: Data exist on the effective diffusivity of Closure Criterion:
important than from particles with exposed kernels Cs, Ag, and Sr through the PyC layer. The
in the presence of water. mechanism responsible tor the transport has not

been definitively identified. The effect of
oxidation on transport properties has not been
studied. Sensitivity studies can be performed to
bound potential changes to determine the impact
on the overall source term.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

A W Outer PyC Laver Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction

Subscqucent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion

_L Remedy for Inadequate Know ledge/lssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of OPyC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PyC are know n at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel element.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident Wid. Outer PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement

Subsequent Stress state
Water Intrusion (compression/tension)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 X Remedy:

Rationale: The stress state is judged to be oflow Rationale: Stress state is easily calculated using Closure Criterion:
importance for a chemical oxidation event. current finite element models for coated particles.

Additional Discussion

E-16
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Trapping of species between crystallite planes of the graphite structure
Subsequent Intercalation
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Cfor CriteriaClosure Criteria
Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: In an intact particle, little diffusion of Rationale: Closure Criterion
fission products is expected. If the level of
adsorption or defect sites is high in the OPyC due
to neutron irradiation, for example, then these sites
may be effective in holding up fission products if
they are not annealed out during the oxidation
event. In a failed particle, the number of fission
product atoms is so large that such a mechanism is
very small. This is based on diffusion and trapping
modeling performed for tritium under the NPR
program in the early 1990s. The oxidation event if
severe enough could probably liberate any
adsorbed or trapped fission products. Sensitivity
studies with a diffusion and trapping model can
study this in more detail to determine overall
significance in the core for the oxidation event.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defects
Subsequent Trapping
Water Intrusion II

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: In an intact particle, little diffusion of Rationale: Closure Criterion:
fission products is expected. If the level of
adsorption or defect sites is high in the OPyC due
to neutron irradiation, for example, then these sites
may be el'ective in holding up fission products if
they are not annealed out during the oxidation
event. In a failed particle, the number of fission
product atoms is so large that such a mechanism is
very small. This is based on diffusion and trapping
modeling performed for tritium under the NPR
program in the early 1 990s. The oxidation event if
severe enough could probably liberate any
adsorbed or trapped fission products. Sensitivity
studies with a diffusion and trapping model can
stud), this in more detail to determine overall
significance in the core for the oxidation event.

Additional Discussion

E-18
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Lifc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during operation or an accident
Subsequent Cracking
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lIsue
Imp~ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: A cracked OPyC will not retain fission Rationale: Models can be used to calculate the Closure Criterion:
gases and would act as a fast transport path for stress state in the OPyC layer.
oxidation of the SiC.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent attack bv water

Water Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of 01yC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PyC are knioxwn at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel element.

Additional Discussion

E-20
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Life Cvylc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lsiue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Rcmedy:

Rationale: Impurities can change reaction rates and Rationale: Reaction rate testing of PyC would Closure Criterion:
thus influence course of the ingress event. implicitly include the effects of any impurities on

the overall oxidation. No chemical reaction rate
measurements have been performed using
irradiated PyC where fission products may be in
the layer. In principle sensitivity calculations can
be performed with variations in the oxidation rate
to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
attack by water

Subsequent Changes in chemical form of
Water Intrusion fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueClosure Criteria
Rank: II 7 Remedy:

Rationale: '[his can be important because the Rationale: This can be calculated for a range of Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion

E-22
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in difftusivity, porosity, adsorptiv.ity, etc.
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intmtsion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the PyC by creating tunnels or this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathwvays in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allowv sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent attack by water

Water Intrusion I loldup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the PyC may be simplistic yet conservative manner if details are not
released because of the thermal energy associated well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outcr PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/ssue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: H 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is wvell knowvn and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the chemical MELCOR). The high conductivity of the PyC
reaction is properly calculated. should make the gradient quite small in general.

The degree of fine detail in the model may be an
open question but can be handled wvith sensitivity
studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer )iffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Water Intrusion I

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1-1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
understanding the transport is very important. both the U. S. and Germany for the fission gases

through the SiC. They are probably a combination
of bulk diffusion and Knudsen diffusion at these
high temperatures but the two mechanisms have
never been individually sorted out in any
experiment. The parameters needed for such
detailed models and the changes in microstructure
of the SiC particle to particle and/or across the
layer and/or as a result of the oxidation make such
an effort very expensive and time consuming. The
use of effective diffusion coefficients although less
scientifically satisfying is more pragmatic and may
be completely acceptable in system safety analysis
when accompanied by proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion

E-26
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed-phasc diffusion
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationaic Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier Rationale: EfTective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
tmderstanding the transport is very important. both the U.S. and Germany for the metallic fission

products through the SiC. They are probably a
combination of bulk diffusion and grain boundary
diffusion at these high temperatures but the two
mechanisms have never been individually sorted
out in any experiment. The parameters needed for
such detailed models and the changes in
microstructure of the SiC particle to particle and/or
across the layer and/or as a result of the oxidation
process make such an effort very expensive and
time consuming. The use of effective diffusion
coefficients although less scientifically satisfying is
more pragmatic and may be completely acceptable
in system safety analysis when accompanied by
proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading
Subsequent Ihemial
Water Intrusion deterioration/decomposition

Reed forr InaeqatKowldg/Isu

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Less important in oxidation events than Rationale: Closure Criterion:
in the longer term traditional heatup event. (See
similar factor in heatup PIRT table for more
information).

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Fission product corrosion
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueImportance____________________________ _ RaClosure Criteria
Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: The detcrioration of the SiC layer via Rationale: Various research institutions have Closure Criterion:
Pd attack has been postulated as a key failure performed many measurements. The kinetics of
mechanism because Pd forms suicides based on this mechanism is not known with enough certainty
phase diagram and experimental measurements. since extrapolations from the database are required.
This is very important for the high burnup fuel More testing would help develop a better
being proposed in new reactor designs since the Pd understanding of the phenomena and its impact
yield from Pu fission is much greater (- 25 x) that above 1 600'C. Synergistic effects betwveen
from U fission. Overall, it is judged to be of less oxidation and Pd attack (e.g., increase in
importance in the oxidation event since it is temperature due to oxidation and its impact on
assumed that the chemical energy associated with greater Pd corrosion) have never been studied
the oxidation event would dominaite the subsequent experimentally, but can be examined use computer
fission product behavior in the particle. models with appropriate sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through the intact layer
Subsequent I-leavy metal diffusion
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Although higher oxides of uranium Rationale: I-Ieavy metal diffusion has never been Closure Criterion:
(tJ)O,) can be volatile, this factor is judged to be observed in German accident heating tests.
of low importance in air or water ingress events
since the ability of air or water to get to the kernel
to mobilize the uranium is quite small given the
large amount of carbon in the system available to
react with air or steam.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cvele Factor, Charactcristic or
Phasc Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion I

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank ant Rationale Knowledige Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 5 Remedv:

Rationale: Oxidation by air or water is important to Rationale: Some data exist, but the database is Closure Criterion:
understand the response of the fuel. incomplete.

Additional Discuqsqin
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Life Cvclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

. . SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the butfer region through defects in the SiC layer

Subsequent Fission product release through
Water Intrusion undetected defects

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
understanding the transport is very important. both the U.S. and Germany for the fission gases

through the SiC. Release via defects has never
been individually sorted out from the other
transport mechanisms in any experiment. The
parameters needed to model release via defects and
the presence or absence of defects in the SiC layer
particle to particle, and/or across the layer, and/or
changes in the defect structure as a result of
oxidation makes such an effort very expensive and
time consuming. The use of effective diffusion
coefficients although less scientifically satisfying is
more pragmatic and may be completely acceptable
in system safety analysis when accompanied by
proper sensitivity studies that assume some
percentage of defective SiC layers present in the
core.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during
Subsequent Fission product release through operation or an accident
Water Intrusion failures, c.g., cracking

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueClosure Criteria
Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: A particle with a failed SiC layer, but Rationale: Such a causal relationship can be Closure Criterion:
intact PyC layers, will not release fission gas. The modeled and sensitivity studies performed to
PyC layers must fail in order to have fission gas determine the overall impact in an oxidation event.
release. A failed layer sometimes is modeled as
having no fission product retention characteristics
in ftiel performance models. This conservative
assumption is reasonable assuming that the code
can adequately calculate when an SiC layer can
fail. The oxidation event may cause failure of the
layer, which would then result in fission product
release.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Chemical form of fission products including the effects of solubility, intermetallics, and chemical
Subsequent Thermodynamics of the SiC- activity.
Water Intrusion fission product system

WeadtferIndeuattKruedg/Ion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/risueClosure Criteria
Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Critical to tmderstanding transport Rationale: 'Ihermodynamic calculations have been Closure Criterion:
behavior of fission products performed for both the UO2 and lJCO systems over

a broad temperature, bumup and enrichment range
to establish the chemical forms of the fission
products. Similar calculations can be performed in
the presence of steam or air to determine the
changes in chemical form of the fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Change of SiC microstructure as a function of temperature
Subsequent Sintcring
Water Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowletIgelssue
__ __ __ __ __ __ Rank nzi atioalc nowlilRatinaleClosure Critcria

Rank: L 2 Remedy:

Rationale: The CVD SiC is very high density Rationale: Closure Criterion:
almost theoretical, so it is difficult to see that there
would be much of a role for sintering to change the
microstructure. Chemical effects from the
oxidation event are much more important.

Additional Discussion

, e.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RemCdy for Inadequate Knowlrdge/Issue

Rank: I1 6 Remedv:

Rationale: Oxidation by air or water is important to Rationale: Some data exist, but the database is Closure Criterion:
understand the response of the tuel. incomplete.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent water
Water Intnzsion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____________________________________ Rankand_______evelandClosure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can modify the reaction rate Rationale: Some air oxidation rate data have been Closure Criterion:
and thus impact the course of the event. determined for SiC and thus implicitly include the

effects of impurities. The effects of fission
products have not been included because oxidation
testing has not been performed on irradiated SiC
material smith fission products. In principle
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
l|ariations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC I ayer: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent water
Water Intnision Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowlrdge/Issue

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: this can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes in SiC properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Know ledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 2 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the SiC by creating tunnels or this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cvclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Release of SiC FP inventory
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Ioldup reversals

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the SiC may be simplistic yet conservative manner if details are not
released because of the thermal energy associated well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent water
Water Intnision Temperature distributions

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdge/Issue
Importance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well knovsn and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material, as a result of the chemical MELCOR). The degree of fine detail in the model
reaction, is properly calculated. may be an open question but can be handled with

sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Inner lPyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Wias-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion

. Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Transport through intact particles is less Rationale: PyC effectively retain fission gases. Closure Criterion:
important than those with exposed kernels in Elffective diffusion coefficients for noble gases
ingress events. through PvC exist for both German and U. S. P-y C.

The Knudsen diffusion formalism has not been
historically used in the modeling. The effect of
oxidation on changes in the transport behavior has
not been studied. Sensitivity studies can be
performed to bound potential changes to determine
the impact on the overall source term.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident Wi.h Inner PyC Layer
Subsequent Condensed phase diffusion Iater-granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rankandi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Rcmedy:

Rationale: Transport through intact particles is less Rationale: Data exist on the effective diffusivity of Closure Criterion:
important than those wvith exposed kernels in Cs, Ag, and Sr through the PyC layer. The
ingress events. mechanism responsible for the transport has not

becn definitively identified. The effect of
oxidation on transport properties has not been
studied. Sensitivity studies can be performed to
bound potential changes to determine the impact
on the overall source term.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Stress loading of the layer by increased pressure from fission products
Subsequent Pressure loading (Fission
Water Intrusion products)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
a RClosure Criteria

Rank: H 8 Remedy:

Rationale: A key parameter to determine stress in Rationale: Noble gases contribute to the pressure Closure Criterion:
coating layer loading in the particle. The effect of temperature

due to the oxidation event on the pressure is easily
calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by carbon monoxide by increased pressure

Subsequent IPressure loading (Carbon
Water Tntrusion monoxide)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1I for U0 2 and 1 for UCO 8 Remedy:

Rationale: A key parameter to determine stress in Rationale: Co (for UO only) contributes to the Closure Criterion:
coating layer pressure loading in the particle. The effect of

temperature due to the oxidation event on the
pressure is easily calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel
Subsequent .Laver oxidation
Water Intrusion

a RRemedy fir Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 3 Remedy:

Rationale: At high temperatures, oxygen release Rationale: Known at these temperatures Closure Criterion:
from kernel increases over that in normal
operations because of instability of some oxidic
fission products at high temperatures.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Laycr The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
SubsequentStress state
Water Intrusion (compression/tension)

eRank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance nClosure Criteria

Rank: L 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The stress state is judged to be of low Rationale: Stress state is easily calculated using Closure Criterion:
importance for a chemical oxidation event. current finite element models for coated particles.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Cracking
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lIssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: II 5 Remedy:

Rationale: A cracked IPyC will not retain fission Rationale: Closure Criterion:
gases and would act as a fast transport path for
metallic fission products to the SiC layer.
Furthermore, a cracked IPyC will allow CO to
attack the SiC layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Intercalation
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge L~evel and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Surface and bulk diffusion with Rationale: Transport models do not consider Closure Criterion:
intercalation of Cs and Sr (trapping) is probably intercalation. Effective diffusion coefficients exist
the underlying mechanism of transport through the in both the U.S. and Germany for the Cs and Sr
pyC. Given the large number of Cs atoms, the through IPy C. The data are probably a
trapping may be somewhat less important in the combination of diffusion and trapping via
IPyC than in the OPyC Where fewer Cs atoms are intercalation at these high temperatures but the two
expected and their concentration may be more on mechanisms have never been individually sorted
the order of the number of trapping sites. out in any experiment. Furthermore, the models do

not consider effects that oxidation could have on
changing the microstucture and the intercalation
behavior. The parameters needed for such detailed
models and the changes in microstructure of the
lIlyC particle to particle and/or sometimes across
the layer and/or as a result of oxidation make such
an effort very expensive and time consuming. The
use of effective diffusion coefficients although less
scientifically satisfying is more pragmatic and may
be completely acceptable in system safety analysis
.when accompanied by proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Dilcutlon
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent attack by water

Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmldy for Inadequate Knowlrdge/issue

Rank: 11 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of lPyC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PvC are known at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel element.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PvC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction ratc by fission products or impurities
Subsequent attack by wvater
WaSer Int us Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedga/Issue

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Impuritics can alter reaction rates and Rationale: Reaction rate testing of PyC would Closure Criterion:
change course of the ingress event, implicitly include the effects of any impurities on

the overall oxidation. No chemical reaction rate
measurements have been performed using
irradiated PyC Where fission products may be in
the layer. In principle, sensitivity calculations can
be performed * ith variations in the oxidation rate
to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion

.4..
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Acciduent Wattack bv water

Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of
fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in ditfusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

_a Remedy for Inadequate Knowvledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdge Level and Rationale Closure Crltcria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the PyC by creating tunnels or this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc., can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite lP inventory
Subsequent attack bv water

Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importancc Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the PyC may be simplistic yet conservative manner if details are not
released because of the thermal energy associated well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Impact or graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Siubsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmldy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is wvell known and can be done in Closurc Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the chemical MELCOR). The high conductivity of the PyC
reaction is properly calculated, should make the gradient quite small in general.

The degree of fine detail in the model may be an
open question but can be handled with sensitivity
studies.

Additional Discussion

. To
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

. . Buffer Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,Accident Wth Cias-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Subsequent
Water Intrusion

.. l Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 7 Remedy:

Rationale: 'Ihe transport is fairly rapid and thus Rationale: Rapid diffusion through the porous Closure Criterion:
oxidation is not expected to affect the transport in structure of the buffer is assumed in both US. and
this layer significantly. German transport models. Knudsen diffusion

calculations confirm rapid gas phase transport.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion
Water Intrusion I

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Thc transport is fairly rapid and thus Rationale: Rapid transport of metallic fission Closurc Criterion:
oxidation is not expected to affect the transport in products through the buffer has also been
this layer significantly. historically assumed in U.S. and German models.

Key measurements needed to develop grain
boundary diffusion models along the edges of the
crystallite plans have never been obtained. Instead
effective diffusion coefficients are used.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling
SuAsequent Response to kernel swelling
Water Intrusion

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rankc and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Not expected to be important in Rationale: I fas been predicted by EU fuel modelers Closure Criterion:
oxidation events to be important at high burnup where swelling is

large. Usually this is accommodated by
appropriate changes in the buffer thickness to
ensure that the kernel does not come in contact
with the TRISO coated and cause large mechanical
stresses. Has not been shown to be a problem in
current irradiation database at relatively low
burnup.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With 3uffer Laver Maximum loading of fission products that can deposit from the gas phase onto surfaces of materials
Subsequent Maximum fuel gaseous fission surrounding the fuel kernel
Water Intrusion product uptake

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lIssuc
Imp ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 2 Remedy:

Rationale: Not important in oxidation events; Rationale: Closure Criterion:
probably more important in reactivity related
events

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

A . Buffer Layer Reaction of buffer layer with oxide materials in the kernelAccdentLar oxidation
Subsequent
Water Intrusion

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H1 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Some oxide materials in the kernel Rationale: In IO,2 excess oxygen from fission Closure Criterion:
become less stable resulting in additional oxygen reacts with fission products and then carbon from
that can react with the buffer causing additional the buffer. This is well known and can be
CO formation. calculated and has been measured at low bumups.

In UCO fuel no oxidation is expected.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With 7Buffer Layer Change in temperature with distance
Subsequent Thermal gradient
Water Intrusion II_ _

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgclssueClosure Criteria
Rank: 1, 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Tn pebble cores, the temperature Rationale: Temperature gradients can drive thermal Closure Criterion:
gradients are generally low because of the lower diffusion (Soret effect). Temperature gradients
power per particle in the core. Thus, Soret effects under normal operation are very high in prismatic
are much less important. Thus, this effect is cores (up to 10000 K/cm) which can cause Soret
important as an initial condition for the accident. effects in fission product transport. Values of the
Under oxidation events the gradients are much heat of solution needed to model the fission
smaller and thus much less important during the product transport are sorely lacking.
accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accdn Wh Buffer Laver Dimension changes in the buffer layer or changes in its porosity produced by irradiation or by exposure

Subsequent Irradiation and thermal to elevated temperatures
Water Intrusion shrnkage

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Lcvei and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Rapid densification can occur in the Rationale: This is fairly well known and can be Closure Criterion:
bulffr under exposure to neutrons. The state of the calculated.
buffer is an important initial condition in fission
product modeling. Thermal densification is not
expected to be important at these temperatures.

Additional Discussion
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Lifc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phasc Phenomenon Definition

AcciBuTr Layer: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of stcam
Subsequent byKwater
Watcr Intmision Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueClosure Criteria
Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Overall considered to be of lower Rationale: Oxidation rates for 1PvC can be adjusted Closure Criterion:
importance than the other layers in the particle to estimate rates for the buffer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With ur Layer: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale ClosureqCriteria

Rank: L 3 Remedv:

Rationale: In general, the effect is felt to be less Rationale: Reaction rate testing of low-density Closure Criterion:
important for this layer than other layers since carbon would implicitly include the effects of any
rapid tission product transport through the layer is impurities on the overall oxidation. No chemical
already assumed. reaction rate measurements have been performed

using irradiated buffer material where fission
products may be in the layer. In principle,
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent by wvater
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Rlmedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationalc: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmedy for Inadequate Knowledgr/isaue

Rank: 1. 3 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the buffer by creating tunnels or this effect.
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc., can also change. Given the high porosity in
the buffer and the rapid fission product transport in
this layer, these effects are not considered
important.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

ABuffer Layer: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory

Subsequent by
Water Intrusion I loldup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueImp~ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Lcvel and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Given the rapid transport expected in Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Closure Criterion:
the bufler, this cffcct is not expected to change the fission products trapped at sites in the buffer may
transport properties significantly. be released because of the thermal energy

associated with the oxidation. This can be
accounted for in a very simplistic yet conservative
matter if details are not well known or more
sophisticated models with detrapping can be used
if the fundamental data needed for such models
exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion I emperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 8 Remedv:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well kiown and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response ol the material as a result of the chemical MFLCOR). '[he degree of line detail in the model
reaction is properly calculated. It is rated medium may be any open question but can be handled with
because the reaction is endothermic. sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Maximum fuel temperature attained by the fuel kernel during the accident
Subsequent Maximum fuel temperature
Water Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closurc CriterIa

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Temperature is the key parameter that Rationale: This can be calculated and sensitivity Closure Criterion:
drives fission product migration in the coated studies can determine its overall importance in any
particle fuel. accident scenario.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time
Subsequent Temperature vs. time transient
Water Intrusion conditions

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Clo sure CriteriaKl

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Similar to temperature and time at Rationale: Sensitivity studies can be easily Closure Criterion:
temperature, the thermal response of the particle is perfomied to determine the impact of this factor on
important to calculating fission product behavior in the overall progression of the accident.
the particle.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Kernel Flow of heat within a medium from a region of high temperature to a region of low temperature
Subsequent Energy Transport: Conduction
Watcr Intrusion within kernel

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdgellssue
Implortanc Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Needed to calculate thermal response of Rationale: Thermal conductivity of U0 2 is fairly Closure Criterion:
kernel high and reasonably well known. Conductivity of

UCO is assumed to be that of U02. Can be varied
easily in sensitivity studies to determine impact.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Chemical and physical state of fission products
Subsequent [hermodynamic state of fission
Water Intrusion products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Imp~ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I-I 7 Remedy:

Rationale: 'Thermodynamic state of fission Rationale: Thermodynamic studies have been Closure Criterion:
products can determine volatility and mobility of performed for UM. 1UCO and IJC2 systems and
the species. chemical states of major fission products have been

identified as a function of burnup and temperature.
The impact of air and/or water can be evaluated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time
Subsequent Oxygen flux
Water Intrusion II

Remedy for Inadequatc KnowledgclIssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Less important in air and water ingrcss Rationale: Closure Criterion:
cvents than in traditional heatup events

Additional Discussion

. .
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion
Subsequent Grain growth
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 4Remedy:

Rationale: Not important or air or water ingress Rationale: Closure Crierion:
events

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Kernel Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (ULJQ) to forn UC2 and CO ( gns)
Subsequlent Buftcr carbon-}kcmcl interaction
Water Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RemCdy for n r adcqute Knowledige/issu

Rank: I1 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The reaction of the kernel and the buffer Rationale: Closure Criterion:
is known to form a "rind" of UC2 at the interface
between the two layers. Photomicrographs show a
different phase that is easily distinguished
optically. Such interaction can result in release of
fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a finction of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent Kinet
Water IntrUsion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Kinetics determine changes in physio- Rationale: Data exist on the steam oxidation of Closure Criterion:
chemical behavior of the kernel and associated UJ0 2 with lesser information available for I JC(.)
fission product release. Especially important for
exposed kernels assumed in this scenario.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent w% ater
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcugc/Issuc
Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can affect reaction rates, but Rationale: Implicitly built into the data on Closure Criterion:
influence of oxygen potential is more important. hydrolysis of irradiated U0 2 and UCO kernels.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Derinition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent water

Changes in chemical form of
Water fntnision Iission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and RationalRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
oatClosure Criteria

Rank: II j Remedy:

Rationale: 'Ihe oxygen potential in the system
(which is directly related to the oxygen partial
pressure for air and the hydrogen to steam ratio of'
water) determines the chemical states of the fission
products which affects their mobility.

Additional Discussion

Rationale: Can he calculated using thermodynamic Closure Criterion:
tools
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes in kernel properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: Influence of water vapor on release Closure Criterion:
microstnicture of the kernel and the resultant from exposed kernels has been studied in in-pile
transport properties. Hyperstoichiometric uranium tests.
dioxide will behave differently than U0 2. In UCO,
the oxygen will react with the carbide phase to
produce more U0 2. The O/U ratio is a function of
the hydrogen to steam pressure ratio. These are
very important effects to determine fission product
mobility in the kernel.

Additional Discussion
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Appendix E.2

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the ORNL Panel Member

R. Morris
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Accident With Subsequent Water Intrusion

Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Deriition

Accident With Fuel Elemcnt Thc temperature, burnup and fast fluence history or the layer
Subsequent Irradiation history
Watcr Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedge/Issuc
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowsledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 °C: 7 Remedy: None if the operating envelope remains
the same, otherwise additional testing is necessary

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The fuel behavior is strongly related to Rationale: (' 1600 °C) The Germans have Closure Criterion: Verification that the fuel can
its irradiation history. Increasing burnup and collected a large database for their fuel under their meet any new operating condition.
fluencc beyond established limits generally specific operating conditions. Deviations from
degrades performance. The fraction of particles these conditions wvarrant additional testing. Note
failed during normal operation is important as well that the proven fuel envelope is less demanding
as they will release first. than that required for the turbine concepts.

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion of the best performing fuel see:

Performance E'vahliatio ofillodent HTR TRISO Futel, R. Gontard, Tl. Nabiclek, IITA- IB-05/90, July 1990

Fuel Perforanaice and Fission Procluct Behavior in Gas Coolel Reactors, TlAEA-TECl)DC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon .

Accident With Fuel Element Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion
Water Intrusion

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1I- < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Defer to fission product transport area.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The major barriers to fission product Rationale: (< 16()0 'C) The fuel element matrix Closure Criterion: Diffusion and trapping
release are the particle coating lavers. The sorbs some of the released fission products coefficients for the material of interest as a
diffusion through the fuel element matrix is (metals); data exist to estimate the inventory, function of temperature
considered to be relatively high, although it does however, chemical attack may alter things.
sorb and trap some fission products. When this Rationale (> 160)0 -C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
material is oxidized, these fission products can be
released, so the inventorv is important.

Additional Discussion
Diffusion through the fuel element matrix is fairly rapid compared to the particle coating layers. Gases are not held up, but there is significant sorption of the
released metals. Overall, the reactor core components can provide an attenuation factor of 10-1000 for the metallics, oxidation could release this inventory. 'The
G'T-MIIR may change its matrix composition from the historical resins; if so, additional investigations may be necessary.
For examples of diffusion and sorption behavior in different IITGR materials see:

Fuel Perbrinance andl Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

For general interest in the transport of volatile fission products through the reactor system see:

Plateout Phenoomena in Direct-Cycle High Temperature Gas-(CooledReactors, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2002. 1003387.
Xn analytical Study' of lolatile A Metallic Fission Product Release Fromn i ery High Temnperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel and Core, S. Mitake, et. al., Nuclear
Technology. 8 1 (1988), pages 7-12.
Fission Prodluct Plateout and Liftoff in the AiJ/TGR Primary Svstem: .A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

There are several codes for examining fission product transport in a FITGR core. TIhe US, Germans, and Japanese all have models.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element Ditfusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure). Other factors include holdup, cracking, adsorption,
Water Intrusion sitc poisoning, permcability, sintering, and annealing.

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteral

Rank: II 5 1600 °C:7 Remedy: None
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The fission gases migrate rapidly Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Data shows that the gases Closure Criterion: None
through the fuel element matrix after they escape move rapidly through the matrix material and
from the particle. This fact is used to monitor fuel quickly enter the coolant and/or fuel element.
behavior via RI1. Any damaged particles %%ill Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
release fission gases. Water will react in these
regions.

Additional Discussion
Fission gnses move rapidly to the coolant once they exit the particle. In a reactor they are removed by the coolant purification system so the circulating inventory
is low. mransport of volatile metallics is determined by the sorption isotherms and dust. Gases released by damaged particles vill rapidly move through the
reactor core system.

The actual reaction of water with the core materials is more complex. For a discussion of vater ingress accidents and their effect on fuel see:

Fuel Performtnmce and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TEICDOC-978 (1997)
Source Ternn Estimationfor Snall-Sized llTRs: Statits and Futrl her Yeeds, Extracted From German SafetlyAnalysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193
Mlethods and Data for IHTGR Fuel Performance and Radionuclide Release Hiodeling during Nonnal Operational and Accidentsfor Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1

For examples of the type of modeling that has been done for transport see:

Fission ProdIuct Plateou t and Lifloffin the 1IIITGR Primnary System: A Revies, NUR GICR-5647

For ftiMel accidnt models sce Compilation ofFuel Perfonnance and Fission Product Tratnsport Models and Database forAtHTGR Design, Martin, RC.,
ORNI./NIR-)1/6
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident Wti Fuel Element: Transport of Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest
Subsequent Wt metallic FPs through fuel

Suseu nt element
Water IntrusionChmclfr

______________(Chemical form

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine the need for this detailed
knowledge.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The chemical form of the fission Rationale (K 1600 'C) Thennochemical Closure Criterion: If necessary, collect or calculate
product will determine how it interacts with the calculations can give plausible chemical forms, but the compounds.
reactor system materials. The chemical this author is not aware of any measurements
environment of the kernel and the reactor system confirming the chemical states.
can be quite different and depend on the kernel
composition and the coolant impurities. 'Ihe
kernel is expected to be somewhat oxidizing and Rationale (> 1600 .C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
the normal reactor system quite reducing, thus the
chemical form ofthe fission product may change
as it leaves the fuel. Once the accident starts, the
environment may become oxidizing again.

Additional Discussion

This issue of'chemical forms probably should be covered under fission product transport since the reactor system has a difference chemical potential than the
fuel. It will change again with the accident. Water will oxidize any carbides. See:

Fission Product Plateout ant Liftoff in the MjJl1TGR Primary System: A Review, NIJREG/CR-5647
Chemical Behavior of Fission Products in Core Hleatup Accidents in Hfigh-nhmperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear 'Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
Source Tenn Fstimation/Jbr Simatll-Sized HTRs: Status and Further Needs, Extracted From German Safety Analysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear 'I'echnology,
135, (200 1), pages 183-193
.Methods and Data/br 'HIGR Fuel PerI an Radionuclide Release Alodeling during Nornal Operational and Accidents for Saftty Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcrmition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fucl Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale for Inadequate Knowleri geassue

Rank: II < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review data and perform tests to fill in
gaps.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The kinetics are necessary in order to Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Some testing has been done Closure Criterion: Sufficient data to resolve gaps.
determine the reaction rates. on the reaction of steam with matrix material and

graphite.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
The reactor design should be accessed for the water ingress potential before proceeding with this testing, as it is expensive. Some testing has been done in this
area. See:.

Source Tenm Estimation for Smnall-Sized IITRs: Status aindJ Furthler Needs, Extracted From Genran Safety Analysis, R Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Teclnology,
135, (2001),pages 183-193

Fuel lerforzmance and Fission Prodhct Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAIA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Compilation of Fuiel Perfonrance and Fission Prodhct TransportAfodels and DatabaseforlM lTGR Design, R. Martin, ORNI/NPR-91/6

Atfetlhodls atol Dat(aforIIT7GR Futel Performance and Radiornuclide ReleaseA foleling diring Nonral Operational andAccidenitsfor Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-2721

Tie Reaction of Steam itl Large Specimens of Graphite For The Experimental Gas-Coolel Reactor, R.E. lelms, R.E. MacPherson, ORNL-TM-984, March
1965

Reactivity of Graphite and ul;eled Graphite Spheres witht Ofrilizing Gases, J.P. Blakely, ORNL-TM-751, lFebruary 1964

Oridation of Unfteleel and Futteled Graphite Spieres by Steam, J.L. Rutherford, J.P. Blakely, LG.. Overholser, ORNL-3947, May 1966
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Life Cycic Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion ataly is

RlRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
mImortance Rak and Rationale Knowledge LeieI aund Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M • 160() 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this information
and whether the issue is important.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: 'The presence of catalysis can greatly Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: Sufficient data to resolve the
increase local reaction rates. However, this is an in this area. 'T'his is the water-gas reaction and it data need.
endothermic reaction, so the consequences are has been investigated for similar materials.
much less severe that for air. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The steam carbon reaction has some industrial importance and has been investigated. It remains to be seen how much of this work can be applied to nuclear
grade materials.

An industrial report is: Catalytic G;asiqicafion of Graphite or Carbon, H. Heinemann, 1,BL-21702, April 1986
Also see chemical textbooks.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
.Subsequent by water
Wuber Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products .-

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: II < 1600 °C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in thc chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Littile uncertainties
properties, confirmation work is available.

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discusslon

The forms and migration of the Fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Rission Protiect klateout nndcLifloff in theAHIITGR Primnry Systen: A Review, NUREC/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Procducts in Core fleahtp Accidlents in High-Tenmperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-07.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel l'lement: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivitv, porosity, adsorptivitv, etc.
Subsequent Whb water

er qnrusint Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: 11 < 1600 °C: 4 Remedy: Determine the data needs and new
materials and see if the existing data base is useful

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in graphite properties may Rationale: ( < 160() °C) Steam corrosion of' Closure Criterion: Sufficient information to
changes the rate at which the graphite reacts. graphite has been investigated tor HETGRs resolve the issue.

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Some investigations are contained in:

The Reaction of'Steavn with Large Specimens oJ Graphite For The Exrperimental Gas-Cooled Reactor, RrE. Helms, R.E. Macl'herson, C)RNL-'IM-984, March
1965

Reactivity ofjGraphite and Fueled (Graphite ,Spheres with Oxidizing Gases, J.P. Blakely, ORNL-TM-75 1. February 1964

'The particular material under relevant conditions needs to be examined, as there can be considerable variation in results.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcrinifion
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Release of graphite l'P inventory

Subsequent by wwater
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdge/Issue
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: Determine the fission product inventories
likely to be released and their impact on the safety
case. Collect data as necessary to resolve the issue.

> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: One concern of chemical attack is the Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: Determination of the safety case
release of fission products deposited on reactor in this area. and/or data to access the impact.
core materials.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The importance of this issue depends on the amount of fission products outside of sound particles. If the fuel quality is very high, then the amount of material
available for release wvill be very low. If this is the case, then detailed analysis may be unnecessary. See:

AIletodis andc Datafor 117GR Fuel Performance and Radiontclile Release Aodleling thiring Normal Operational antlAccidentsfor Safeti' Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material

Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

c R k Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II • 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review the ability to calculate
temperature distributions and determine if the
situation warrants more work.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Reaction rates are generally strong Rationale: (< 1600 0C) General modeling has been Closure Criterion: Resolution of the calculational
junctions of temperature. done for graphite and fuel oxidation. The specific and data needs.

case needs to be accessed.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Some investigations are contained in:

The Reaction o/Slewn with Large Specimens of Graphite For The Experinmental Gas-Cooled Reactor, R.F. Helms, R.E. MacPherson, ORNI.-TM-984, March
1965

Reactivity oflGraphite and Fueled Graphite Spheres with Oxidizing Gases, J.P. Blakely, ORNL-TM-75 1, February 1964

The particular material under relevant conditions needs to be examined, as there can be considerable variation in results.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 IC: 5 Remedy: Insure that proper PyC is manufactured.
Material properties are difficult to characterize.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The PvC layers hold gases well. The Rationale: (< 1600 0C) A great deal of testing has Closure Criterion: Test fuel performs as expected
diffusion coefficients are generally quite low. The been conduced on PyC at the temperatures of
biggest concern is the rupture of the layer and the interest. The primary concern is fabricating the
release of gases. This layer may be attacked by proper material and its loss during the accident.
air/steam.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done of the PyC for BISO and TRISO fuels under helium conditions, less so under air/steam see:

Perfonmance Evaluation ofifodem H1Th TRISO Fiel, R Gontard, II. Nabielek-, HTA-IB-05/90. July 1990

Friel Performance and Fission Produact Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

MNclear Technology, 35, Number 2 (entire issue devoted to coated particle fuels)

If the OpyC is unbreached, the helium heatup issues generally apply. If the layer is damaged or burned away, then the loss of OPyC issues asould apply.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

AccdentOuter PyC Laer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusio
Subsequent t Condensed-phase diftusion

Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 l C: 7 Rcmedy: None

> 16(N) °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Metallic Fission products generally Rationale: (S 1600 °C) The OpyC offers little Closure Criterion: None
diffuse through the layer rapidly at high holdup to metallics at accident temperatures.
temperatures. Its loss would make some Rationale (> 1600 (C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
difference, but the primary issue would be
exposing the SiC to the steam.

Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done of the PvC for in helium BISO and TRISO) fuels; less has been done for air/steam. See:

P'etformance Evaluation of Afo&ren HTR TRISCO Fuel, R. Gontard, H. Nabielek, H'fA-lB-05/90, July 1990

Fuel Performnice and.1 Fission Prodhct Behavior in Gras Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Nuclear Technology, 35, Number 2 (entire issue devoted to coated particle fuels)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion ___

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueClosure Criteria
Rank: 11 l600 C: 4 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and

collect the necessary data.
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The oxidation rate determines the life of Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Testing has been done, but Closure Criterion: Resolution of the data gaps.
this layer under steam ingress. Generally, a bulk it is of a more integral nature.
rate is assumed rather than detailed behavior. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For inrormation on fuel exposure in steam see:

Source Temi Estimation for Small-Sized HTRs: Status and Further Needs, Extracted Fromi German Safety Analysis, R Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193

Futel Performance and RFission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Compilation of Ftel Performance and Fission Prothict Transport Ifodels and DatabaseforAfIfTGR Design, R. Martin, ORNL/NPR-91/6

Allethods (md DataforIITGR Fuel Perfomiance and Radionuclide Release Alodeling lutring Aormial Operationaland Accidentsfor SafetyAnalysis. K.
Verfondeem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Defnition
Phase Phenomenon

. . Outer PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movementAccident With Strs tt
Subsequent state
Water Intrusion (compression/tension)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 6 Remedy: Review and collect new data for the
codes if necessary. Material properties are the
major issue.

_ > 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The stress state of the OPyC helps keep Rationale: (< 1600 'C) The fuel design codes Closure Criterion: Adequate test fuel performance.
a compression force on the SiC. Failure of the include these calculations. (Assumes the PyC is
OpyC by oxidation increases the likelihood of SiC irradiation stable)
failure.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See the PIRT Design Table for references on fuel design. Also see the accident models. The most common accident model is pressure vessel failure. See:

Revised MIHTGR High-Temperature Fuel Performiance Models, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

Alethods and Datafor HTGR Fuel Perloz7nance and Radionuelide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidentsfor Saftly Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1

Compilation of Fuel Perfonnance and Fission Product TransportAModels and Database]brAMHTIGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Revised .M1ITGR High-Temnperature Fuel Perfornance Models, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

Fuel Peifonnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or Deftnition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident Witht Outer PyC Layer Trapping of species betwecn sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Intercalation
Water Tntnision _

_n RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Tmportancc Rank and Rat lonaic Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: Review data to determine if it is
important.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Small amounts of material may be Rationale: (' 1600 0C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: None
trapped in the layer, but the material sorbed in the in this area, but it has not been an important driver.
matrix is expected to be much larger. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

With good SiC, the fission product transport to the OPyC is very lowv. Some new modeling efforts are determining if this is an important factor.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dermition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defects

Subsequent Trapping
Water Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issur

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Review data to determine if it is
important.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Some trapping is used in the modeling Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Some modeling has looked Closure Criterion: None
and it may play a role in the transport, but the FPs at this
in the matrix appears to be the major concern. Rationale (> 1600 0 C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

With good SiC, the fission product transport to the OPyC is very low. Current modeling efforts are investigating this effect. Even if it is a real effect, it may be
consumed up by general data uncertainties.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Derinition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during operation or an accident
Subsequent Cracking
Water [ntrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedge/Tisua
Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 °C: 5 (models determine failure rather Remedy: Better data and model for fuel
than cracks) performance, especially PyC behavior.
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Failure of the OpyC Wffects the Rationale: (e 1600 °C) Fuel models have been Closure Criterion: Models that predict fuel
likelihood of SiC failure and exposes it to developed to model normal and accident behavior. behavior under normal and accident conditions.
air/steam. Cracking of particle layers can result in Particles are assumed to fail when they meet some Does one need cracks or just failure? This adds a
particle failure. One intact PyC can retain gases, weakness criteria based on a layer stress. Details lot of complexity.
but metallic release will be high. Modeling often of cracks are not modeled (yet). Agreement has
assumes that particles fail by overpressure rather been good for high quality fuel
than a small crack. A crack is assumed to equal
failure.Rtionale (> 1600 C) NA Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
For some work on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see:
Consideration of the Effects on Fuel Particle Behaviorfmna Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner Pvrocarbon Layer, G.Miller, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.
Key Differences in trhe Fabrication, Irradiation and Safetv Testing of U.;. ancd Gennan TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications on Fuel Performance,
D.A. Pctti, et. al Nuclear Engineering and Design, 222 (2003) 281-297.

AII7ITR TRI.SO-P FutelFailtrre Evaluatiot, Report, DOE-I ITGR-9039OConipilatlon of FnelPerformance andFission Prodcct TransportAfodels andDatahase
forAlit3TUR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Methods and Datafor H7GR Ftel Performance and Radiontclide Release Afodeling during Vormal Operational an/d ccidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721

Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport A1odels and DatabaseforAHIITGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9116

RevisedA11ITGR Iligh--Temperature Fuel Performance Afodels, RC. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

Fuel Performance andl Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAE A-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Defition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent attack by mater
Water Intrusion Ketics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the relevance of the event and
collect the necessary data.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The kinetics determine the reaction rate Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: The need and the required data.
and duration of the accident. in this area. The rate is sensitive to the specific

material.

Rationale (> 1600() C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See:

Compilation of Fuel Per formance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forA1HITGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNI,/NPR-91/6

Fuel Performnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Oxidation of UPnfiteled and Fueled Graphite Spheres by Stec,,, J.L. Rutherford. J.P. Blakely, L.G. Overholser, ORNL-3947, May 1966
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
attack by waterSubscquentCalyi

Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
eKnowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 C: 4 Remedy: Review the literature and determine if it
is relevant or important

_. > 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: A catalysis can increase the reaction Rationalc: (c 1600 'C) The carbon steam reaction Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
rate in the layer and hasten its failure. has been studied in some detail. It needs to be necessary.

applied to the fuel.
Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fission product inventory in the PyC is low and its loss does not significantly increase the SiC failure probably, then this issue may be unimportant. The
industrial literature needs to be consulted, as this is an important commercial reaction.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical fonn resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Accident With attack by water
Subsequent Changes in chemical form of

Water Intrusion fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. confirmation work is available.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the inventory of the layer is low, this issue may be of little practical importance. Ihe forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some
information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftoff in the MVHTGR Primnary System: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Prodjucts in Core Heatup Accidents in High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Laver: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent attack by wvater
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImporanceClosure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 IC: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (' 1600 °C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumcd to disappear
at some rate. Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the failure or the SiC may dominate.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
IClosure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and
collect the necessary data.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: As the (OPyC is removed; any inventory Rationale: (c 1600 'C) Some steam ingress Closure Criterion: Determine the relevance of this
of fission products will be released. The inventory experiments have been done. need and collect data.
of this layer is low for high quality fuel. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fuel performs as expected, the inventory of this layer will be very low. Thus, the actual details of its release may not be important. The greater problem
will be that its loss exposes the SiC to water. See:

Compilation of Fuel Peijbrinance and Fission Product Transport Alodels and Database for AHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1/6

Fuel Perfonrance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Defiition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer ItyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledg e Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 0C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
reaction rates and thus howv fast the layer is done to reasonably estimate the temperatures.
attacked. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I-I • 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine relevance of this issue and
collect data if necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The SiC is an important barrier to Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Germans have done Closure Criterion: Resolution of the uncertainties.
fission products. Its damage will allow fission extensive testing in this area with a helium
product to migrate. It is assumed that the OPyC atmosphere. The major problem is attack of the
has been destroyed so that air/steam can reach the layer. Some work has been done in this area.
layer. Also, note that the IPyC must also fail for Extensive work to collect diffusion coefficients has
gas release. not been done.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Much work has been done in a helium atmosphere, but less has been done with steam. See:

Compilation ojfFuel Perfonnmance and Fission Product TransportA1fodels and DatabaseJ]r1MHTGR D)esign, Martin, R.C., (ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Per/bmnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, TAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Methods and Data for HTGR Fuel Performance and Radionuclide Release Alodeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Outline the course of the accident and
collect the relevant data.

> 1600'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The SiC is the major barrier to the Rationale: (S 1600 'C) Integral experiments Closure Criterion: The course of the accident and
release of metallic fission products. It is assumed exposing a particle to air and steam have been the necessary data.
that the OPyC has been removed and team is done.
attacking the SiC. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Much work has been done in a helium atmosphere, but less has been done with steam. See:

Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database for MHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNLINPR-91/6

Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Methods and Data for HTGR Fuel Performance and Radionuclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidentsfor Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading
Subsequent Thermal
Water Intrusion deterioration/decomposition

Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance RClosure Criteria

Ranik: M < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: If 1600'C and the irradiation envelope
are adequate then okay; otherwise testing may be
necessary, especially if air/steam contact layer.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The loss of the SiC will result in the Rationale: (• 1600 0C) Extensive testing at 1600'C Closure Criterion: Accident definition and the
release of metallics even if the PyCs are in good has shown it to be a "safe" limit, but exposure to uncertainties with air/steam resolved.
shape. The loss of the OPyC will probably result air/steam may accelerate the process.
in accelerated failure due to loss of strength. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

1600'C has been used as the maximum temperature; it is conservative and some researchers feel that 1650-17000C may be allowable, but the steam exposure my
greatly change the situation. The modeling approach to this situation needs to be resolved. This is a complex issue. Some references:

Compilation of Fuel Per/brinance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forMAIHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, JAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

A'fethods caind Data for HTGR Fuel Perfo rnance and Radionzuclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Fission product corrosion
Water Intrusion I.-

Remcdy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 7 Rcmcdy: None, if the particle operating
temperature/time is below an acceptable damage
limit.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Some fission products may migrate to Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This effect has been studied Closure Criterion: Insure that the operating
the SiC layer and damage it. This corrosion both in-pile and out of pile. Controlling the conditions are acceptable
process is a function of temperature. The maximum operating temperature is a major factor.
corrosion mostly occurs during normal operation at
the higher temperatures and weakens the particle Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
for the accident. At the higher accident
temperatures, thermal decomposition effects
dominate.

Additional Discussion

Palladium is one element that is of great concern for high temperature corrosion of SiC and temperature is an important driving factor. Corrosion rates are strong
functions of temperature. See the other PIRT Tables and:

Fission Product Pd-SiC Interaction in Irradilated Coated-Particle Fuels, T.N. Tiegs, Nuclear Technology, 57, pages 389-398.

.Silicon Carbide Corrosion in Hligh-Temnperature Gas-CooledReactor Fuel Particles, 11. Grubmeier, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35 (1977), pages 413-427

Out-of-Reactor Studies of Fission Product-Silicon Carbide Interactions in JITGR Fuel Particles, R. Lauf, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 120 (1984), pages
6-30

Carbon A/onoxide-Silicon Carbide Interaction in IITGR Fuel Particles, K. Minato, et. al., Journal of Materials Science, 26 (1991), pages 2379-2388
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through layer
Subsequent Heavy metal diffusion
Water Intrusion __

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L, • 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Diffusion of heavy metal through the Rationale: (S 1600 0C) To this author's knowledge, Closure Criterion: None
particle could result is the redistribution of fissile heavy metal diffusion through the SiC is not a
material. problem.

Rationale (> 1600 TC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Significant migration of fissile material through SiC during an accident is not an issue at the temperatures of interest. See: Coinpilation of Fuel Perfornance

and Fission Product Thansport Models and Database for MHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
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Life Cycle Factor, Characterlstic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RemCdy for Ina Crquate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: M c 1600 IC: 4 Remedy: Determine chemical conditions and
release time for the relevant case.

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Oxidation of the SiC layer vill destroy Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Experiments have been Closure Criterion: Resolution of release rates.
its fission product retention capability. A major done with particles and spheres.
issue is whether SiO or SiO2 is produced. SiO2  Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
will produce a layer that impedes mass transfer
while SiO is volatile. Also, if the IPyC breaks, the
SiC layer may be exposed to CO that could slowly
corrode it. 'Ihis is less of a concern for UCO fuel.

Additional Discussion

This is a complex issuc. Some references:

Compilation of Fuel Perforznarce tird Fission Product Transport Mode/s and DatabaseforAlH7GR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNI,/NPR-91/6

Fruel Performance antd Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Afethodls ad Datafor 117;R Fuel Performance andlRadionuiclide Release Modeling diuring Aormal Operational and Accidentsfor SafetvAnalysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-2721
CO corrosion can be a problem at the higher pressures and temperatures if a crack in the lI'yC allows access to the SiC. Controlling the IPyC properties and
controlling the CO by using UCO or gettering the fuel can mitigate this problem. See other PIRT tables and:

Carbonr onoxide-Silicon Carbide Interaction in H7GR Ftel Particles, K. Minato, et. al., Journal of Materials Science, 26 (1991), pages 2379-2389
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through defects in the SiC layer
Subsequent Fission product release through
Water Intrusion undetected defects

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M • 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: Defer to fuel fabrication

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Defective SiC will allow gas transport if Rationale: (S 1600 'C) This is a manufacturing Closure Criterion: None
the PyCs both fail. This is more of a issue that shows up during accident conditions.
manufacturing issue that shows up when the fuel is Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
stressed.

Additional Discussion

The SiC layer can be damaged during compact fabrication by iron impurities. The particles will still retain gases as long as one of the PyCs is good. See the
PIRT on Manufacturing Design. It is not known if the chemical attack will worsen the situation.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definitlon
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during
Subsequent Fission product release through operation or an accident

c . o .failures, e.g. crackingWater Intrusion IvI

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: If the fuel is used outside of its tested
region, more testing is needed.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Failure of the SiC will allow fission gas Rationale: (S 1600 0 C) C Accident models have Closure Criterion: Resolution of identified
to pass through it. If the PyC remains good, the been compared to experiments to approximately concerns.
gas wvill not be released, if not, the gas will be model the situation. If material properties are
released. Metallics will be released in both cases. consistent, useful predictions can be made,
See previous SiC entries. however chemical attack issues can change the

results.
Rationale (> 1600 OI) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
Most SiC failure models are based on pressure vessel failure. More recent models are considering cracking. See the other PIRT Tables and:
Revised A NTGR Higl-7ernperature Fiel Performance. Modlels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16
Alethods an(l Datafor HTGR Fuel Performance ancd Rarlionuclide Release Afocleling during Nonial Operational and Accidentsfor SafetyAnalysis, K.
Vcrfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
,11ITGR 7RISO-P F el Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-IITGR-90390, 1993
Fuel Perfonnance andi Fission Prothtu Behavior in Gas Cooledl Reactors, IAEA-TECI)OC-978 (1997)

' I
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Chemical form of fission products including the effects of solubility, intermetallics, and chemical activity
Thermodynamics of the SiC-Subsequent.

Water Intrusion fission product system

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None, if the particle operating
temperature/time is below an acceptable damage
limit.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Some fission products may migrate to Rationale: (< 1600 0C) This effect has been studied Closure Criterion: Acceptable performance.
the SiC layer and damage it. This corrosion both in-pile and out of pile. Controlling the
process is a function of temperature. See the entry maximum operating temperature is a major factor.
on corrosion. If the SiC fails and steam enters, the
oxidation state may increase, which mav not be
bad. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See entries on corrosion and the other PIRT Tables. Also see entries on UCO. One of the goals of kernel design is to stabilize the corrosive elements so they do
not migrate to the SiC. Also, determine if steam attack kernel.

During normal or accident conditions, the SiC can crack or break due to over pressure or an interaction with cracked PyC. High temperatures increase the
pressure in a particle. Above 1600 0C or so, decomposition begins to weaken the SiC and it can fail.

For some work on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see the other PIRT tables and:

C'onsidleration of the ffects on Fuel Particle Behavior from Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner Pyrocarbon Layer, GMiller, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.

Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of U.S and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications on Fuel Performance,
D.A. Petti, et. al., lNEEL/EXT-02-00300
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RevisedI!1TGR Ifigh-Tenperature Fuel Performance Models, RC. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

A lethods and Datafor IITGR Funel Performance and Radionuclide ReleaseA fodleling during Normal Operational and Accidentsfor Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-272 1

A IIITGR 7RI.SVO-P Frel Failure Esialuation Report, DOE-HTGR-903 90, 1993

Ftel Performaence and Fission Product Behavior in (as Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Change of graphite microstructure as a function of temperature
Subsequent Sintering
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImporanceClosure Criteria

Rank: L c 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None if temperatures are below 1600 'C,
an steam environment may modify this.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: SiC doesn't appear to suffer any Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Extensive testing at 1600 Closure Criterion: None
significant changes at normal operating conditions 'C for hundreds of hours has shown the good
and survives at 1600 0C without large changes. behavior of SiC.

_ Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The major challenge is to reproduce the SiC that performed so well in past testing. The exposure to steam is expected to lead to corrosion effects rather than
sintering effects. '[he loss of the SiC integrity is the major issue.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Laycr: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent swater

Water Intmsion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationalc Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knoeledge/Issue

Rank: M < 1600 °C: I Remedy: Determine chemical conditions and
release time for the relevant case.

> 1600 IC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The rates determine how long the SiC Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Not much is known about Closure Criterion: Resolution of reaction rates.
will last. Also, oxidation of the SiC layer ,nill this rate. It is assumed to be small and most
destroy its fission product retention capability. A experiments look at kernel oxidation rather than
major issue is whether SiO or SiO2 is produced. SiC. SiC work has been done at lower
SiO2 will produce a layer that impedes mass temperatures.
transfer while SiO is volatile. This is less Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
important for steam.

Additional Discussion

Steam is less aggressive than air and this may not be a significant problem. Some references:

Compilation of Futel Perfornanace anid Fission Prodluct Transport Modlels and DatabaseforAKITGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1/6

Fuel Performance anl Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Alethocds and Datafor 117-GR Fuel Perfonnance and Raclionuclide Release Afodeling diuring Nonnal Operational andJAccilentsfor Safetyv1 tah'sis, K.
Verfondem, et. al.. Ju1-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 1 Remedy: Determine the relevance of this issue.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: A catalysis could increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Unknown Closure Criterion: Resolution of issue.
rate and enhance the failure of the SiC.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This area is less explored for fuel. Some industrial literature may exist. Since water is less aggressive than air, this issue may be less important.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident Wifli SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent xmater
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowlcdgc Level and Rationalc Closure Criteria

Rank: I I< 1600 IC: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. Once the SiC fails, the potential for confirmation work is available.
significant particle releases increase. The greatest
change may come from the reaction of UC and the Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
change in kernel structure.

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftoff in lhee JJJTGR Prima,'Svstern: A Review, NUREJ/CR-5647

Chendical Behavior ofFission Products in Core Ifeatup Accilents in High-Tenmperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-47.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcfinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes in SiC properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M c 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedv: N/A

Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumed to disappear
at some rate. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the SiC fails. An integral failure of the SiC may be sufficient
without all this detail.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dermition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Release of SiC Fl? inventory
Subsequent ater
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importane Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImporanceClosure Criteria
Rank: L < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and

collect the necessary data
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: As the SiC is removed; any inventory of Rationale: (' 1600 0C) Some air ingress work has Closure Criterion: Determine the relevance of this
fission products wvill be released. The inventory of been done. need and collect data
this layer is low for high quality fuel

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fuel'performs as expected, the inventory of this layer will be very low. Thus, the actual details of its release may not be important. The greater problem is
that its loss exposes the high inventory kernel. See:

Compilation of Fuel Perfonrmace and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forAI1J7GR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1/6

Fitel Performance aned Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECTOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Defiton

Accident With Sic Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1- < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedv: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
rates and thus how fast the layer is attacked. done to reasonably estimate the temperatures

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Lifc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Laycr Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgeflssue
Imp~ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: U ' 1600 °C: 4 Remedy: None at present
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A.

Rationale: Gas diffusion through the PyCs is Rationale: (' 1600 °C) Gas diffusion through the Closure Criterion: Acceptable test fuel behavior
generally quite low at the temperatures of interest. PyCs has been shown to be quite low. The issue is
The SiC layer must be breeched for the gases to the layer behavior after is has been attacked. Some
get out. If the SiC layer has been damaged, the integral testing has been done.
failure likelihood of the IPyC is increased. If Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
attack of the IPyC occurs, significant release will
soon follow.

Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done on various fuels over a range oftemperatures. The challenge is to reproduce this good material. See:

Performance Fvaltation offodeJenr ITH ThISO Fuel, R. Gontard, Ii. Nabielek, IITA-IB-05/90, July 1990
Fuel Performtance atn Rission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
Fission-Product Release During Postirradiatlon Annealing ofSeveral Types of Coated Fuel Particles, R.E. Bullock, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 125 (1984),
pages 304-319

The conccm is how the chemical attack affects the layer. For accident models see:

Compilation of Ftel Performance and Fission Product TransportAlodels and DatabaseforAtul7TR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
Revised1,flT7GR fligh-Temperature Fuel Perfonnance Aodels, RC. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16
Alethods and Datafor JZIR Futel Perfonnmace and Radionutclide ReleaseAfodelinrgdttringNormalOperational an cl,kilentsforSafety A,,alysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion
Water Intrusion .... _.

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M c1600 'C: 4 Remedy: None, nothing can be done
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The diffusion of metallic fission Rationale: (< 1600 C') The PyCs are generally Closure Criterion: None
products through the PyCs is known to be fairly assumed to provide limited retention to metallic
high. Only modest credit can be taken for PyC as a fission products at accident temperatures.
barrier or release delay for metallics. Any chemical Chemical attack may make the situation worse.
attack will only enhance the diffusion. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion of PyC and metallics see:

Nuclear Technology, 35, Number 2, Fission Product Release Section, pages 457-526
For the higher accident temperatures, the PyCs are assumed to have essentially no resistance to metallic transport. The PyC offers some impedance to metallic
transport, but is not a major barrier. Chemical attack will worsen the situation, but the SiC layer is the important one.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the laver by increased pressure from fission products
cubsequent 'Pressure loading (Fission

Water Intrusion products)

Remcdy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 < 1600 °C: 7 Remedy: Proper design and fabrication
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Depending on the particular Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Acceptable fuel performancc
configuration, the PyC layers can help keep the by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
SiC in compression. Loss of a PyC layer can Analysis and designs are available
increase the probability of SiC failure. Rntionale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

According to the fuel models, the PyC functions as an important load-bearing component of the fuel particle. See the PIRT Design Table for more information
concerning the stresses. Loss of other layers due to chemical attack influences the structural stability of the entire particle.

A major concern is the proper material properties - see the Manufacturing Design PIRT

,.S
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by carbon monoxide by increased pressure
Accident Withon
Subsequent Pesr odn Cro
Water Intrusion monoxide)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: HI < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: Control pressure by design

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: High CO product will result in high Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Proof testing of final fuel design
particle pressures, especially at the higher accident by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
temperatures. Changing the kernel composition Analysis and designs are available.
can control CO production. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion on kernel design to minimize CO and immobilize key fission products see:

Stoichiometric Effects on Perlbrmance of figh-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuels from the U-C-O System, F.J. Homan, el. al., Nuclear Technology, 35,
pages 428-44 1.
See the other PIRT Tables for fuel design issues.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Dernition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphic with oxygen released from the kernel.
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion _

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for InaCequate Knorledgeassue

Rank: 11 < 1600 °C: 3 Remedy: Collect relevant data
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Defects or cracks in the OPyC and SiC Rationale: ('f 1600 IC) This behavior is similar to Closure Criterion: Reasonable calculational basis.
can allow steam to enter the particle and oxidize the bum leach tests used to determine fuel quality.
the IPyC. This ,%ill release fission gases and The rates arc assumed to be the same as for OPyC
provide a direct path to the kernel. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If both the OPyC and the SiC are breeched, then the particle is releasing.

Performaniace Evaliation of Aodlen HTR TRISO rFtel, R. Gontard, H. Nabielek, HTA-IB-05/90, July 1990
Fuel Perfonnrtmce andl Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IMAA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
Fission-Prodhicl Release During Postirradiation Annealing of Several 7vpes of Coated Fuel Particles, R.E. Bullock. Journal of Nuclear Materials, 125 (1984),
pages 304-319

For accident models see:

Compilation of Ftel lerfornmanice aid Fission Prodttct TransportAfodels and DatabaseforIfH7GR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
RevisedlAItll7? R1igh-TenmperattireFutelPerforntniceAModels, RC.Martin, ORNLNPR-92/16
Af.lethocis and Datafor ]JTOR Futel Performnice and Radionttclice ReleaseAMocleling dnring Nonral Operationtal ad Iccidentsfor Safety.inalysis K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Subsequent Stress state
Water Intrusion (compression/tension)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: El < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: Control pressure by design

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Failure of the PyC can increase the Rationale: (S 1600 'C) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Proof testing of final fuel design
likelihood of SiC failure. See the previous by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
pressure loading entries. Analysis and designs are available

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See the table entries about pressure loading and also the PIRT Design Tables.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Cracking
Water Intnision

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
__ __ __ __ __ __ Rsmk nd Raionae Levl RatinaleClosure Criteria

Rank: I1 <1 600 'C: 4 (failure only, cracking is not Remedy: Review and collect new data for the
calculated) codes if necessary.
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Failure of the IPyC affects the Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Fuel models have been Closure Criterion: Models that predict fuel
likelihood of SiC failure. See the entry on stress developed to model normal and accident behavior. behavior under normal and accident conditions.
state. The lengths, widths, and number of cracks particles are assumed to fail when they meet some Does one need cracks or just failure? This adds a
don't really matter - the failure does. Many weakness criteria rather based a layer stress. lot of complexity.
models assume the SiC layer will dominate the
particle failure. ElTects of chemical attack may not Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
be included.

Additional Dlicussion

Under accident conditions, a pressure vessel type failure model has been used with the particle failing when the pressure exceeds a critical value. The accident
models may not include all the chemical attack effects.

For some wvork on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see:

Consideration of the Fffects on Fuel Particle Behaviorfrom Shrinkage Cracks in thle Inner Pyrocarbon Layer, G.Miller, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.
Key Differences in tlhe Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coatecd 'article Fuel and T/,eir Implications an Euel Perfornance,
D.A. Petti, et. al Nuclear Engineering and Design, 222 (2003) 281-297.

MIITGR TRISO-P Fu el Failure E ahiation Report, DOii-HTI1GR-90390

Compilation of Fuel Perfonnance and Fission Product TramsportAfodcls and DatabaseforAfIITGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
Revised XI! TOr? Iighi-Temperature Fuel Performance AModlels, RC. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/1 6
,I fethlods and Datafor 117GR r Fuel Perforniance andl Radlionuclide Release A fodeling thiring Normal Operational and Accitlentsfor Safety Analysis, K.
Vcrfondeem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Massive pyrocarbon failure In HRB-21 due to a design flaw (seal coats) resulted in cracks that appear to have compromised the SiC and resulted in releases.
(ORNL)
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Intercalation
Water Intrusion _

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closurc Criteria

Rank: 1. < 1600 C: 2 Remedy: None
> 1600 °C:N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: This layer is likely to be saturated ssith Rationale: (< 1600 °C) This situation has not Closure Criterion: None
fission products and this effect may only make a caused problems
minor differene. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Some modeling is looking at this situation.

I
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 OC: 3 Remedy: Determine the relevance of the event and
collect the necessary data.

> 1600 'C: N/ARemedy: N/A

Rationale: The kinetics determine the reaction rate Rationalc (< 1600 'C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: The need and the required data.
and duration of the accident. in this area. The rate is sensitive to the specific

material.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See:

(C'ompilation of Fuel Pelfonmance and Fission Product Transport Alodels and Database forNAIHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNLUNPR-9 1/6

Fuel Petformnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAFA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Oridation of Un,'ijeled and Fueled Graphite Spheres by Steamn, J.L. Rutherford, J.P. Blakely, L.G. Overholser, ORNL-3947, May 1966
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Defnition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent attack by wvater
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review the literature and determine if it
is relevant or important

> 1600 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: A catalysis can increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 0c) Tre carbon steam reaction Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
rate in the layer and hasten its failure, has been studied in some detail. It needs to be necessary.

applied to the fuel.
Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fission product inventory in the PyC is low and its loss does not significantly increase the SiC failure probably, then this issue may be unimportant. The
industrial literature needs to be consulted, as this is an important commercial reaction.

1-.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Accidquent Wattack by water
Wubeqentr n Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: 11 < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. Once the SiC fails, the potential for confirmation work is available.
significant particle releases increase. The greatest
change may come from the reaction of UC and the Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
change in kernel structure.

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftoff in the MHTGR Primayy Systemn: A Review, NJRE G/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Products in Core Heatup Accidents in lHigh-Teinperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Laycr: Chemical Changes in diflusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent attack by wnter
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Tmportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (5 1600 'C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumed to disappear
at some rate. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the failure of the SiC may dominate.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Aucident W attack bv water
Subsequent
Water Intrusion IHoldup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Nothing, as the kernel release will
dominate.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Once the SiC fails and the IPyC is Rationale: (< 1600 0C) The actual inventory of the Closure Criterion: None
exposed, releases begin to increase rapidly. The IPyC at the time the SiC is breeched is only
inventory of the IPyC is irrelevant compared to the roughly known.
kernel, which is exposed as soon as the IPyC is Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
damaged.

Additional Discussion

Once the IPyC is exposed to chemical attack, releases will increase, as the kernel will be exposed.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: TI < 160 0 °C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 IC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
reaction rates and thus how fast the layer is done to reasonably estimate the temperatures.
attacked. Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer j Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulkt diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationalc Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: El < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer is designed to be a void Rationale: (< 1600 0C) The buffer layer appears to Closure Criterion: None
to collect the gases released from the kernel. The work as planned. Gases are expected to diffusive
problem would be if it weren't porous. through this layer.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once this layer is exposed, the kernel is essentially exposed.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident Wi.t Buffer Laver Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed-phase diffusion
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Clonsue Criteila

Rank: H c1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer is essentially void Rationale: (< 1600 'C) The buffer layer appears to Closure Criterion: None
volume and is not expected to offer resistance to work as planned. Fission products are expected to
transport. Some material may be sorbed on this diffusive through this layer.
layer. tionale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once this layer is exposed, the kernel is essentially exposed.

-'a V
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Defmition

Accident With Buffer Layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling

Subsequent Response to kernel swelling
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
m n RClosure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 0 C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer must be wveak enough Rationale (< 1600 0C) All evidence to date Closure Criterion: None
that it will deform or crush without transmitting indicates that the buffer layer performs as
high forces to the IPyC as the kernel distorts. expected.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

In the accident fuel testing done to date, no evidence of adverse buffer reaction to kernel swelling was apparent.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With lBuffer Layer Maximum loading of fission products that can deposit from the gas phase onto surfaces of materials
Subsequent IZhMaximum fuel gaseous fission surrounding the fuel kernel

Water Intrusion product uptake

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
__ __ __ __ __ __ Rank Rtionlc Lcel an RatlnaleClosure Criteria

Rank: 11 < 1600 °C: 7 Remcdy: None
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer must have sufficient Rationale: (< 1600 IC) All evidence to date Closure Criterion: None
v oid volume to control the pressure from released indicates that the buffer layer performs as
fission gases and CO. expected.

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This is really a design issue. See thc PIRT Design Table.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

. . Buffer Layer Reaction of buffer layer with oxide materials in the kernel.
Laver oxidationSubsequent

Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L <1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None
> 160() 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A small portion of the laver is oxidized Rationale: (< 1600 'C) No problem ahs been Closure Criterion: None
by the excess oxygen released form the kernel. observed. The basic problem is CO production
This is of no consequence, as the layer has no that has been outlined elsewhere.
structural function. It is of no consequence if the Rationale (> 1600 OC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
buffer is oxidized by air/steam as the particle is
already failed.

Additional Discussion

See the discussions on the use of UCO to control CO pressure.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Change in temperature with distance
Subsequent Thermal gradient
Water Intrusion .

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy Cor Inadequate KnowlCdirIssue

Rank: L < 1600 IC: 7 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: During accident conditions, the particle Rationale: (5 1600 0C) The codes can compute Closure Criterion: None
gradient is low because the power production is these temperatures.
low relative to operating conditions and heat Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
transfer is no longer driven by strong convection

Additional Discussion

It is not likely that the chemical reactions \ ill generate thermal gradients that are comparable with normal operation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Dimension changes in the buffer layer or changes in its porosity produced by irradiation or by exposure

Subsequent Irradiation and thermal to elevated temperatures
Water Intrusion shrinkage

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 TC: 6 Remedy: None

> 1600 OC: N/A

Rationale: Ideally, the buffer layer should isolate Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Modest buffer shrinkage Closure Criterion: None
the kernel from the IPyC, but small cracks or and small cracks don't.seem to result in problems
limited shrinkage do not seem to cause trouble. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

In this high burnup Pu kernel (ORNL), considerable shrinkage took place in the buffer layer and the IPyC separated from the SiC. While one would like to see
less behavior of this sort, the particle performed well under irradiation.

One concern is that cracks could offer a direct path for corrosive fission products to the SiC if the IPyC also breaks. Some current modeling is looking at this.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Butfer Layer: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lIssue
Importance Rank an(I Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review the literature and determine if it
is relevant or important

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: A catalysis can increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 0C) The carbon steam reaction Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
rate in the layer and hasten its failure. has been studied in some detail. It needs to be necessary.

applied to the fuel.
Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The industrial literature needs to be consulted, as this is an important commercial reaction.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review the literature and determine if it
is relevant or important

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: This layer is already releasing and Rationale: (< 1600 0C) The carbon steam reaction Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
increasing the rate may not matter much. has been studied in some detail. It needs to be necessary.

applied to the fuel.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once the buffer is exposed, additional chemical attack may not matter much.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

I_ fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 0 C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 IC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (' 1600 IC) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. The greatest change may come from confirmation work is available.
the reaction of UC and the change in kernel
structure Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional DiMcusslon

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Iission Procdict Plateot and Liftoff in khe MHTGR Primnary System: A Review, NURFG/CR-5647

Chuenmical Behavior of Fission Pro(lucts in Core Heatrp Accicdents infligh-Tenmperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-07.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent jy water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L • 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (S 1600 'C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumed to disappear
at some rate. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the failure of the SiC may dominate.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Release of graphite Fl1 inventory
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion I loldup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: None.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: By the time the buffer layer is attacked, Rationale: (< 1600 OC) The buffer inventory is not Closure Criterion: None.
the particle has failed and is releasing. The kernel well known under accident conditions.
is now the dominate factor. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The kernel release is now the dominate mechanism.

-g...
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

AccidentBuffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material

Subsequent y
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M • 1600 0C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The buffer temperature is the same as Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations
the kernel, which is dominating the releases at this done to reasonably estimate the temperatures
point since all the other layers have failed. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See the reactor core models for temperature distributions.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accid.nt With Kernel Maximum fuel temperature attained by the fuel kernel during the accident

Subsequent Maximum fuel temperature
Water Intnision I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and RationaleKnoledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria
Rank: I I< 1600 0 C: 7 Remedy: Insure that core models are up to date.

> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The SiC layer is the primary barrier, but Rationale: (<1600 IC) The core codes should be Closure Criterion: Acceptable uncertainties.
diffusion through the kernel does delay the release good enough to calculate the temperatures.
somewhat. The kernel retains a considerable Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
amount of material and release is a function of
temperature.

Additional Discussion

For a study comparing the relative contributions of core and fuel materials and fission product retention see: tin Anlytical Study of Volatile Metallic Fission
Proluct Release From VeryI1igh Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel and Core, S. Mitake, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 81, 7-12.

. . I
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomcnon

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time
Subsequent Temperature vs. time transient
Water Intrusion conditions

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None, expect to watch for hot spots
> 16(X) OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: 'he temperature history of the fuel is Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Modem codes can Closure Criterion: Calculations within the needed
important. Higher temperature operation even if it computer the time history of the fuel. The greatest uncertainties.
is followed by lower temperature operation can problem is material property uncertainties.
result in greater corrosion problems. I-ugh
temperatures also increase fission product Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
diffusion.

Additional Discussion

This is really a core design issue.
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Lire Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Flow of heat within a medium from a region of high tempcraturc to a region of low temperature

Subsequent Energy Transport: Conduction
Water .itnision within kernel

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The kernel conductivity determines the Rationale: (' 1600 'C) These numbers have been Closure Criterion: None
kernel peak temperature. The kernel is fairly measured for the fuels of interest. No major issues
small, so modest changes in conductivity wvon't are associated with them.
matter much. Higher temperatures could result in Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
greater diffusion of fission products out of the
kernel.

Additional Discussion

Kernel conductivity depends on the kernel composition and changes as the kernel bums up. The small size of the kernel limits these ceffects in coated particle
fuel.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Deiition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Chemical and physical state of fission products

Subsequent Thermodynamic state of fission
Water Intrusion products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerlssue

Rank: H • 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: If fuel kernels other than U02 are to be
used, testing is required to assure that they work as
expected.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The chemical state of the fission Rationale: (< 1600 'C) A considerable amount of Closure Criterion: Demonstrated performance
products determines how they will migrate and the work has been done kernel composition to limit the under the conditions of interest
temperature dependence. It is desirable to oxidize migration of fission products and control CO
some fission products without producing CO. pressure. However, only U0 2 has been extensively
Steam could cause additional changes by reacting tested in a high quality fuel. Also, the kernel will
with the UCO. oxide with air and water.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion on kernel design to minimize CO and immobilize key fission products see:

Stoichiometric Fffects on Petformance of High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuels from the U-C-O System, F.J. Homan, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35,
pages 428-44 1.

The effect of Water Vapor on the Release of Gaseous Fission Products from High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel Compacts Containing Exposed
Uranium 0)xvcarbide Fuel, B. Myers, DOE-HTGGR-88486
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time
Subsequent Oxygen flux
Water Intrusion __

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Cdor uCriteria

Rank: 1, < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine if this area is of any
significance

> 1600 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The mass of oxygen from the kernel Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: Resolution of the issue.
will determine the rate at which CO is formed and in this area. The full implications are not clear.
particle pressure. Since the particles are designed Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
assuming maximum pressure, die rate does not
seem that important, but his area is somewhat
unexplored. Water will oxidize the kernel. See
previous entry.

Additional Discussion

Tests have shown that the oxygen does not immediately leave the kernel, leading to a somewhat lower CO pressure than normally would occur. This effect is
probably more important for low burnup fuel than high burnup fuel. Upcoming tests on German fuel at higher burnups should shed more light on the oxygen
issue. See:

Prociuction ofCarbonslonoxide During Burn-tp of U02 KerneledlITR Fuel Particles, E. Proksch, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 107 (1982) pages 280-
285.

Influtence of Irradiation Temperature, Burtnp, and Fitel Composition on Gas Pressure (Xe, Kr, CO, C02) in Coated Particle Ftuels, G.W. Horslcy, et. al.,
Journal of the American Ceramic Society, 59, Number 1-2, pages 1-4.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or .i.
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion

Subsequent Grain growth
Water Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: L < 1600 0C: 3 Remedy: None at present

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Kernel grain growth has not been an Rationale: (< 1600 IC) The grain growth issue Closure Criterion: None at present
issue. The higher burnups of coated particles fuels appears to be less important with coated particle
often results in the destruction of any structure. fuel because the layers form the fission product
Gas release could be higher, but this issue hasn't boundary.
come up. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Unlike LWR fuel, the grain structure appears to be less important.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcfinitlon
Phase Phenomenon

Accidcnt With Kernel Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (U02) to form UC2 and CO (gas)

Subsequent Butier carbon-kemel interaction
Water Intrusion _

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationaic Closure Criteria
Rank: L < 1600 0C: 5 Remedy: None

> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: A significant problem in this area has Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Reactions of this nature can Closure Criterion: None
not been observed. be investigated using thermochemical codes.

Nothing has come up to date.
Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This issue is discussed to some extent in: Stoichiornelric Effects on Performance offHlgh-Tentperatthre Gas-Cooledl Reactor Fiuelsfrom the U-C-0 Systemi, F.J.
Ifoman, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35, pages 428-441.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H1 < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: Determine if the existing data is good
enough, collect more if necessary

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: This determines the enhanced rate at Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Moisture ingress tests have Closure Criterion: Enough data to bind the accident
which the fission products are released from the been done on U0 2 and UCO fuel. of interest.
kernel.

Rationale (> 1600 0 C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
The amount of damaged fuel determines how significant this issue is. If the fuel performs as advertised, then it may not matter. See
Fuel PeJbirmance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

The effect of tWater V`apor on the Release oj'Gaseous Fission Products from High-Temperature (;as-Cooled Reactor Fuel Compacts Containing Exposed
Uraniumn Oxycarbide Fuel, B. Myers, DOE-HTGR-88486
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M c 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if relevant.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A catalysis could increase the reaction Rationale (< 1600 TC) Unknown Closure Criterion: Collection of relevant data.
rate and accelerate releases.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Accelerated releases from the kernel under accident conditions due to catalysis have not been explored.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent wlatcr
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowvledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 0C:N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. The greatest change may come from confirmation wvork is available
tie reaction of UC and the change in kernel Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
structure

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product olateout and Lifloff in the buffTGR Primary~ S'vstenv: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Products in Core Ileatup Accidents in Hligh-Temperamure Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moornann, NuclearTechnology, 94 (1991),
pages 56X67.
Futel Perfonnrmce and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997) -^
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine the relevance of this situation

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: As the kernel restructures because of Rationale: (<1600 'C) Moisture testing has been Closure Criterion: Relevance of this situation and
oxidation, it releases some its stored inventory of done and exposed kernels are the major issue, any data.
fission products, mostly gases. rather than good fuel.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The amount of damaged fuel determines how significant this issue is. If the fuel performs as advertised, then it may not matter. See
Fuel Peufbrinance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDO)C-978 (1997)

The effijct of Wfater Vapor on the Release of Gaseous Fission Products from High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel Compacts Containing Exposed
Uranium iOrvearbide Fuel, B. Myers, IX)E-HTGR-88486
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Appendix E.3

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the SNL Panel Member

E. A. Powers

p..
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Accident With Subsequent Water Intrusion
This PIRT is based more on geometry than it is on phenomenology, despite the name. The PIRT seems to be attempting to identify the critical component of the
coated particle fuel structure that deserves the most attention. This is done at the expense of identifying the critical phenomena that need to be understood to
anticipate the behavior of the fuel in normal and off normal circumstances. As a result questions are asked repetitively about each of the major elements of the
fuel perhaps to see if one or more of the elements are more vulnerable than others. The questions do not illuminate in any detail the type of information that must
be derived for coated particle fuel or the types of testing that must be done to gather the information. For instance, lumped within the simple question of gas
phase diffusion are bulk and Knudsen diffusion. Though the question is repeated for each layer even when the layers are very similar, such as inner and outer
Py C, there is no request for details of the materials that would be essential to estimate Knudsen versus bulk diffusion such as porosity and tortuosity. There is no
indication of whether tests of permeability need to be done for layers in situ or such data can be obtained from macroscopic samples of analog material. We do
not know from the PIRT whether phenomena such as thermal diffusion require testing to be done in prototypic gradients or just known gradients. We do not
know from the PIR'T whether diffusion must be considered as approximately binary diffusion or has to be viewed as a multicomponent process. This focus on
the structure at the expense of phenomena limits the utility of the PIRT for the design of fuel models and experimental studies. Perhaps, the PIRT is more useful
in other respects because of its focus on structure.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element The temperature, burnup and fast fluence history of the layer
Subsequent Irradiation history
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgcelssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: II Level: 3 Remedy: There is a need for studies of the
energetics of radiation damage to the materials
making up the coated particle fuel layers. (Damage
to the kernel is of lesser interest). The needed
information can probably be obtained by thermal
analysis of specimens irradiated under prototypic
conditions for varying lengths of time. There is
further need for information on the kinetics of
oxidant reactions and reactions of nitrogen with the
materials as functions of temperature.

Rationale: The fast fluence history of the layers Rationale: We have some knowledge of the Closure Criterion:
will dictate how much radiation damage is built radiation damage that can develop in carbon
into the materials. This will affect the kinetics of materials at the operating temperatures of interest
reaction. Also as reaction proceeds, the radiation for this work. We don't have such information
damage energy will be released augmenting the about the specific materials involved in the coated
energy of chemical reactions with the layers particle fuel. Furthermore, we don't have data or

models on the effects of radiation damage on the
kinetics of oxidant interactions with the materials

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Inter grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Surface diffusion
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: I Remedy: The essential remedy is to wait until a specific and
reproducible material is specified. Then the material has to be
characterized in terms of grain size and orientation as well as in
terms of the surface and grain boundary diffusion coefficients of
irradiated material. Diffusion studies will have to take into
account the fact that the material will not be isothermal. Rather
there will be necessarily a temperature gradient across the
material from the fuel particles (which are the source of the
decay heat) and the coolant. A major issue to confront here is
whether the release modeling should be so complete that it
considers release limitations by the matrix material surrounding
the fuel particles. It would not be an unreasonable conservatism
to neglect this barrier to release since it appear unlikely that
there will soon be useful experimental data to validate models
of the barrier

Rationale: Grain boundary and surface diffusion of Rationale: The bulk matrix material has not been Closure Criterion:
fission products will be faster mechanisms of mass specified and certainly has not been characterized
transport of fission products from the perimeter of the sufficiently to estimate diffusion coefficients for the
fuel particles to the surfaces of the matrix material and fission products. There are of course no measured data
into the reactor coolant system from where they can because the specification of the material has not yet been
escape into the plant environment. Surface diffusion and made. Studies of generic material may provide some
grain boundary diffusion are notoriously sensitive to guidance.
impurity concentrations of the material. They are also
sensitive to the grain sizes and the preferential
orientation of grains. Presumably they are also sensitive
to the irradiation of the material though I am not familiar
with definitive studies of this issue. Diffusion in the
systems will be complicated by the presence of a thermal
gradient across the material.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
beqent Gas diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure) Other factors include holdup craking adsorption, site

Water Intrusion poisoning, permeability, sintering and annealing

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I I Level: 4 Remedy: The gas phase mass transport across elements rom
multi-point sources is a sufficiently complicated process that it
is probably useful to act up models now and test them against
models used for catalysts and the like. Detailed analyses of the
issue will have to wait until there are real data on the fuel matrix'
materials that %%ill be used in the reactor.

A major issue to confront here is whsether the release modeling
should be so complete that it considers release limitations by the
matrix material surrounding the fuel particles. It would not be
an unreasonable conservatism to neglect this barrierto release
since it appear unlikely that there will soon be useful
experimental data to validate models of the barrier

Rationale: Vapor transport through pores and voids in the Rationale: The physics of the process is relative well understood
matrix material will be the fastest mechanism of mass transport and, indeed, fairly sophisticated models of this kind ofmass
of fission products from the fuel particle surfaces to the transport have been developed by the catalyst community. A major issue to confront here is whether the
boundary of the fuel elements, The transport may driven by What we don't know with any detail is the speciation of the release modeling should be so complete that it
pressure differences or it may be by diffusion (either chemical fission product vapors or the pore and void structure of the
or Knudsen). The presence of a thcrmal gradient wvill affect the matrix material. Diffusion coefficients for the vapors can be considers release imitations by the matix materal
diffusion process. It may be necessary to develop the diffusion estimated with surprisingly good reliability from simple first surrounding the fuel particles. It would not be an
equations to include thermal diffusion. Certainly the mass order Chapman Enskog theory. Second order theory must be unreasonable conservatism
transport will have to address multicomponent effects using used to estimate thermal diffusion coefficients wihich may not
something like the Stefan Maxwell equations rather than be negligible if the thermal gradients are large and if there are
Fickian diffusion equations gases that have lowmolecularweights relative to the fission to neglect this barrier to release since it appear

product vapors. Application of models of this type to the issue is unlikely that there will soon be useful experimental
not possible now because we do not have data on the material data to validate models of the barrier
such as its void and porosity structure and its permeability
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Transport of Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest

Subsequent metallic Fl's through fuel
Water Intrusion element

I Chemical form

Importance Rank and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
RClosure Criteria

Rank: II Level: 4 Remcdy:There needs to be an agreed upon thenmodynamic data
base for the important species arising in the analysis of fission
product release at these gas-cooled reactors. Much of the data in
this base could be borrowed from existing data bases. There
needs also to be a search for possible species many of which
have been identified in the literature but not characterized
sufficiently to include in data bases now available.

Rationale: metallic fission products are going to be Rationale: Elemental vapor pressures are rather well Closure Criterion:
transported through the matrix material primarily as established for most of the fission products. Databases
vapors. .'he effective vapor pressures of the metallic exist for most oxides and some hydroxides. Hydride,
fission products depend on their gas phase speciation. carbonyl, carbide data are scattered in the literature and
There have been fairly limited investigations of the have not been systematized nor has there been a
speciation ofthe fission products in the strongly systematic survey to identify more exotic vapor species.
reducing environment of the fuel element. Certainly the
elemental forms iill be important. What is of interest is Polyatornic vapor species become less important as
whether there are more exotic species such as carbonyls temperatures increase and pressures decrease.
and carbides and even cyanides that can augment the
vapor pressures significantly. A reliable database on the
thermodynamics of fission product species appropriate
for this kind of a reducing environment (At least prior to
oxidant intrusion) has not been assembled. Existing
databases treat primarily elements, oxides and in some
cases hydroxides. Once the oxidant (water vapor)
intrudes, these other possible vapor species as well as
vapor phase hydrides need to be considered to know the
vapor pressures of the fission products .
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Fuel Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Accident With by water
Subsequent Kntc
Water Intrusion Kinetis

Importane Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy:13ecause water is so ubiquitous in the
reactor situation it will be imperative that any
model of fission product release and transport
account for the effects of water.

Rationale: There is one essential difference Rationale The databases on steam attack on the Closure Criterion:
between the attack of water on graphite and the specific types of graphite used for the fuel matrix
attack of air. Water attack on graphite can be are not rich. There are data for analogous reactions
endothermic rather than exothermic. Otherwise of similar materials
many of the points raised in connection with the
attack on graphite by air are applicable for water as
well. The attack can be localized. The speciation of
the fission products is affected locally. Transport
pathways arc affected. Kinetics must be evaluated
to know if the fuel particles as well as the matrix
*vill be attacked by the oxidant. Instead of the
issues of cyanogens and its effects on vapor
pressure the effects of hydrogen and the formation
of gas phase hydrides needs to be considered. For
example CsH becomes an important vapor phase
species of cesium at moderately high temperatures
in the presence of hydrogen.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Accient ithby water

Subsequent
Water Intrusion Catal.sis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy: This will have to be included in any
model of graphite reactions with steam.

Rationale: catalysis of the steam reactions with Rationale: some data available on analogous Closure Criterion:
graphite are known and the catalytic agents are the materials. A suitable model does not exist
same as those that catalyze the reactions of
oxygen.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Accient lthby water

.Subsequent by xvt
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale for uat Knitc d lu

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: II Level: 5 Remedy: The speciation of the fission products ill
be an essential part of any model of fission product
release and transport. The model wvill probably
have to speciation as a spatially dependent
calculation

Rationale: Just as for air intrusion the presence of Rationale: there is a technical basis for estimating Closure Criterion:
lwater can affect the speciation of the fission the speciation for fission products though it is not
products and consequently the vapor pressures. as strong as the basis for doing the speciation of
The prcsence of swater raises the possibilities of gas fission products in light water reactors
phase hydroxides of the fission products. The
presence of hydrogen as a reaction product raises
the possibility of vapor phase hydrides of fission
products such as CsII and Rull contributing to the
vapor pressure. See also the discussion of
speciation during air intrusion. .

Additional Discussion
I,.
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 2 Remedy: This modeling of the oxidation along
pathways for mass transport could be a very
challenging feature of a fission product release
model. Whether the development of such a model
needs to be done or not depends on whether credit
is taken for the barrier to fission product release
provided by the matrix material

Rationale: As noted above, especially at lower Rationale: The prediction of the effects of oxidant Closure Criterion:
temperatures, oxidant attack on graphite is attack on the pathways is challenging. There has
localized, not uniforn and the localized attack is been some work in the chemical engineering field
on the regions that will facilitate gas phase mass on analogous issues that could serve as a basis for
transport of fission product vapors through the fuel modeling this phenomenon
matrix like cracks and pore networks, the attack
opens these pathways and makes transport easier The effects of oxidant attack on cracks and pore

networks becomes less important as temperature
become very high

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: It is not clear that this phenomenon needs
to be included in a model. Certainly it does not
need to be included if the barrier to release
presented by the matrix is neglected as a
conservative measure that considerably relieves the
challenges in estimating releases for risk
assessments

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites wvill adsorb Rationale:) We probably do not have sufficient data on Closure Criterion:
fission product vapors and create some holdup of the the holdup to make quantitatively decfnsible estimates of
release of radiouuclides. It is not cvident that there are the holdup. We do know enough to make simple
enough of these sites to cause the holdup of a significant qualitative arguments about its significance
fraction of the radionuclide inventory. It is known that
chemical reactions that destroy energetic sites or even
the intrusion of polarizable gases that evill compete for holdup on the matrix surfaces is less important at high
site occupancy can result in the release of the adsorbed temperatures because of the high vapor pressures of the
fission products. But it the desorption does not involve a tempraturespecius of te h hor erthe
large fraction of the inventory of particular class of know ness about holdup on the surfaces at high
fission products the phenomenon is not significant temperature thanwe know at low temperatures, we

probably know enough to say that if the importance of
the phenomenon is questionable at low temperatures, it
certainly is unimportant at very high temperatures

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I-I Level: 5 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
will have to have a reliable description of the
temperature distributions along the flow pathway.

Rationale: Because the reactions with graphite are Rationale: It is in principle possible to calculate the Closure Criterion:
not iosenergetic, they will affect the temperature distortion of the temperature distribution to an
distribution in the fuel element. Elsewhere it has accuracy adequate for fission product release
been established that this temperature distribution transport analysis. It is however not trivial even if
can affect the transport of fission products through we had good models of the thermal conductivity of
the fuel element to the surface the material and the effects of growing pores and

voids on the thermal conductivity. The essential
problem is that the oxidation process does come to
be localized so simple geometries are not
appropriate.

The problem of calculating the temperature
distribution actually becomes easier as reactions
become more homogeneous and radiation across
the pores and voids tends to even out their effects
on the apparent thermal conductivity of the
material.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas Phase Diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
wvithin the fuel particle % ill have to include a gas phase
mass transport model recognizing bulk diffusion,
pressure driven flow and Knudsen diffusion

Rationale: These gas phase mass transport processes are Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore Closure Criterion:
the fastest ways for fission products released from the and crack network in the layer it is possible to calculate (continued from previous column)
kernel to cross the Outer PyC layer. the gas phase mass transport across the layer. We can the pore, crack and void nctwork in the layer. We know

estimate most of the gas phase diffusion coefficients. the layers still not by spherically symmetric. Docs the
The mass transport is probably not modeled well by deviation from symmetry have a significant effect on the
Fickian diffusion and one will have to develop a rate of transport? Similarly the layers will not be
multicomponent diffusion model much like the uniformly thick and this may create short circuits or
membrane models that have been developed in the preferred pathways for mass transport. We do not have
chemical engineering literature. It may be necessary to good data on the pore and void network. We are not
include in these models the effects of thermal diffusion likely to get adequate data from microscopic analysis.
especially if the gas includes both low molecular weight The cracks pores and voids that are of interest are too
species such as CO (MW-28) and fission product vapor small to readily identify and detect and microscopic
species (MW>100) and temperature gradients are examinationsvwill never yield anything but a biased
significant as they surely must be to get decay heat out estimate of the concentration and sizes of the networks.
of the particle. The most complicated part of the Transport data are needed, but it is not readily apparent
modeling will be to treat the geometries of the layer as a how such data are obtained for the microscopic layers of
whole and the particles.

The situation is much the same at elevated temperatures
though gas phase mass transport becomes an even more
dominant mechanism simply because the gas phase
concentrations are higher. The ability to estimate
diffusion coefficients and thermal diffusion coefficients
for polyatomic vapor species begins to degrade because
inelastic collision become more important
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PvC Layer lntergannular diffusion and'or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed phase diffusion
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport across
the Outer PyC layer xvill have to include these processes,
though it is likely that even with only modest vapor
pressures the gas phase mass transport processes will be
more important mechanisms. The diffusion process has
the same problems discussed above. Spherical symmetry
may be an overly crude approximation as may be the

.___. .assumption that the layer is uniformly thick.

Rationale: Fission products that arc not volatile wvill be Rationale: We do not have surface and grain boundary Closure Criterion:
transported across the barrier posed by the outer PyC diffusion coefficients for the fission products and
layer by the condensed phase diffusion processes. Bulk materials of interest here and surface and grain boundary
diffusion is the slowest of these a low temperatures, but diffusion are likely to be the dominant condensed phase
it has the highest activation energy so it does eventually transport processes. These coefficients cannot be
become the dominant process. Even if the metals have estimated. They have to be measured and they are
only small vapor pressures, gas phase mass transport of notoriously sensitive to impurities accumulated on the
fission products may still be the dominant mechanism grain surfaces and at the grain boundaries
for most fission products. There do appear to be some
exceptions such as the transport of Ag. At sufficiently high temperatures (and it by no means

established that 1600 is sufficiently high) bulk diffusion
of fission products will be dominant transport processes
for nonvolatile species. We do not have useful bulk
diffusion coefficients for irradiated material. The need
for irradiated material is to be emphasized since it is
knownx that radiation defects can act as traps for
diffusing species

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kemel
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I-l Level: 2 Remedy: Analysis of fission product release during air
intrusion or water intrusion accidents will have to
account for the elfects of oxidant on the integrity of the
outer PyC layer. It Nsill have to be a kinetic analysis so
that the analyst will know how much oxidant survives
the interaction with the layer to attack other regions of
the fuel particle.

Rationale: Oxidant can reach the Outer PyC layer either Rationale: The oxidation reactions kinetics are Closure Criterion:
coming from oxygen evolved from the fuel kernel or enormously sensitive to impurities that can catalyze
oxidant intruding into the core (air or weater). It is likely reactions. Fission products themselves may act as
that the source of oxidant coming form the fuel sill be catalysts. Though we have some data on the oxidation
sufficiently weak that most of this oxidant will be reactions, ev do not have data on the specific material.
consumed by reactions faith graphite etc. before it can Without these data accurate quantitative analysis of the
reach the Outer pyC layer in any form other than'CO. oxidation process at the Outer PyC layer is really not
Oxidant from intrusive sources wtill have to survive possible
reactions with graphitic materials along its transport path
to the fuel particle. When it does survive this transport The situation becomes a little simpler at very high
the results can be catastrophic with respect to fission temperatures .where the kinetics are less affected by the
product transport across the PyC layer. The oxidant tvill catalytic processes and proceed in a more uniform
thin the layer, but more importantly localized attack on process. Still we donot have validated kinetic models
energetically preferred sites will result in videning and
smoothing the cracks and pores through the layer
thereby facilitating gas phase mass transport across the
layer. The oxidation reactions can also heat the layer

M
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Outer PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Accident With Stress state

Water Intrusion (compression/tension)
Remeyefr IadetatuKnwlege/ssu

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale _ Closure CriteriaKg

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: it isn't clear that any remedy is needed

Rationale: This is a more important issue during Rationale We really don' t know much about these Closure Criterion:
normal operations since it can result in rupture of forces
the layer prior to the accident . Thermal expansion
may cause some stresses on the layer and it would
be of interest to know if rupture can occur.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycic Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer pyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Intercalation
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites in the Rationalc: We don't really know how much holdup Closure Criterion:
PyC layer will provide sites for fission product can occur
deposition and holdup. There can be a preference
for fission products to migrate toward the basal At sufficiently high temperatures there really will
plancs of the graphite structure and be intercalated. not be any holdup since the vapor pressures of the
It is not apparent that sufficient concentrations of fission products will be so high
sites shill be formed to holdup a significant fraction
of the radionuclide inventory of the fuel particle.
Eventually oxidation or thermal annealing will
eliminate these energetic sites and lead to the
desorption of fission products that have been
attracted to the sites. The elevated temperatures
vill eventually move fission products from the
intercalation sites as well.

Additional Discussion L
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With (Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defects
Subsequent Trapping
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: 1. Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites in the Rationale: We don't really know how much holdup Closure Criterion:
PyC layer will provide sites for fission product can occur
deposition and holdup. There can be a preference
for fission products to migrate toward the basal At sufficiently high temperatures there really will
planes of the graphite structure and be intercalated. not be any holdup since the vapor pressures of the
It is not apparent that sufficient concentrations of fission products will be so high
sites will be formed to holdup a significant fraction
of the radionuclide inventory of the fuel particle.
Lventually oxidation or thermal annealing will
eliminate these energetic sites and lead to the
desorption of fission products that have been
attracted to the sites. Tie elevated temperatures
will eventually move fission products from the
intercalation sites as well.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Cracking
Water Intnision

Remedy for Inadequate Know ledlge/I ssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CoruInd CriteriaClosure Criteria

Rank: I I Level: I Remedy: It is clear that any model of fission
product transport through the fuel particles has to
recognize the possibility of cracks in the material
providing a short pathway for transport. Whether
the cracking has to be modeled or cracking is input
to the transport model is a decision that must be
made. This decision may well rest on whether
cracking occurs during the accident transient or is
primarily a process that occurs during normal
operations.

Rationale: Cracks through the layer facilitate gas Rationale: It is not apparent that ws are in any Closure Criterion:
phase mass transport of fission products across the position to predict the cracking of the layers under
layer any circumstances let alone under accident

circumstances. It may not be practical to predict
cracking and w cwill have to rely on empirical
evidence for cracks. This is a challenge since
cracks that can affect fission product release rates
may be very difficult to detect microscopically

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC lIayer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
attack by water

Subsequent - Ki.tc
Water Intrusion Kintics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale _ Closure Criteria

Rank: H I Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
treating intrusion accidents will have to consider
water vapor reactions with the graphite and carbon.

Rationale Water attack, while not likely to be as Rationale: There is a lot of information about the Closure Criterion:
dramatic as attack by air will still be of rates of steam reactions with carbon - though
considerable influence both as it affects the perhaps not the specific carbon of the fuel
volatility ol the fission products and as it affects particles.
flow pathways and temperature distributions

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Aubedcnt attack by waterSubsequent
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I I Level: 3 Remedy models of reactions will have to recognize
that catalysis including catalysis by fission
products %vill affect the kinetics:

Rationale: steam reactions with carbon are Rationale: see discussions of catalysis of air Closure Criterion:
catalyzed especially in the lower temperature range reactions

catalysis is of less importance at high temperatures
where reaction rates arc rapid and eventually are
limited by mass transport

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent attack by water
WuaserIntri Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy: The speciation of fission products will be
an essential part of any model of fission product
release and transport. This is especially the case
here because of the dominant role that vapor phase
mass transport is expected to play in the transport
of fission products released from the kernel to the
surface of the fuel particle. There will then have to
be a significant model of the fission product
thermochemistry in the fission product release
model. In comparing predictions of release say to
predictions by the applicant for certification, a key
issue will be the thermodynamic data base used to
make predictions of fission product speciation and
vapor pressure.

Rationale: Just as for air intrusion the presence of Rationale: There is a technical basis for estimating Closure Criterion:
water can affect the speciation fo the fission the speciation for fission products though it is not
products and consequently their vapor pressures. as strong as the basis for doing the speciation of
The presence of water raises the possibilities of gas fission products in light water reactors
phase hydroxides of the fission products. The
presence of hydrogen as a reaction product raises
the possibility of vapor phase hydrides of fission
products such CsH and RuH contributing to the
vapor pressure. Se also the discussion of speciation
during air intrusion

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knotledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 3 Remcdy:The modeling of oxidation along pathways for
mass transport could be a very challenging feature of a
fission product release model. It is important to include .
because gas phase mass transport of fission products is
the most important mechanism to move materials from
the surface of the kernel to the surface of the fuel
particle. Some work has been done in the Chemical
Engineering field to look at the ways chemical reactions
open pathways in porous solids. This might be a useful
starting point for the development of a model.

Rationale: The important elfect of oxidation aside from Rationale: The calculation of the localized oxidation that Closure Criterion:
changing the volatilities of the fission products is to leads to the opening of gas phase flow pathways is
facilitate the transport of fission products released from difficult to do. We don't now have the needed data on
the kernel across the fucl particle by either thinning the these pathways nor do we have the kinetic information
barrier layers such as the outer PyC layer or, and more on the reaction rates of steam with the particular material
importantly, opening the void networks and cracks of interest. We do have data on some analogous
through the layer for gas phase mass transport. materials so it might be possible now to formulate

estimates whose quantitative reliability may be open to
some question.

The situation is largely the same at the higher
temperatures. however, the reactions become more rapid
at elevated temperatures and consequently the material
thinning becomes more important than the reactions to
form more open pathways.

Atlditional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 4 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: Oxidation will destrov the energetic Rationale: we don't have the needed data on the Closure Criterion:
sites that have absorbed fission products and thus fractional holdup in the layer by the adsorption
release the fission products. It is not apparent that process. One would suspect that for the outer layer
adsorption of fission products on energetic sites of PyC this holdup is small if the fuel has
produces holdup of sufficient fractions of the operational integrity.
fission products for this reactive desorption
process to be risk important At elevated temperatures, the vapor pressures of

the important, volatile radionuclides are so high
that the adsorption fraction is low. Though we
don't know any more at high temperatures than we
do at low temperatures there is probably less need
to know a great deal for high temperatures.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase PhenomenonDeinition

Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Accident With attack by water
Subsequent Tmeauedsrbto
Water Intrusion 'fm raredsibto

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadcquate Knowledgellssue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: IT Level: 3 Remedy: Any model of fission product release and
transport wtill require quite a good model of the
local temperature distributions in the fuel particle.

Rationale: The chemical reactions of oxidants with Rationale: We generally know the heats of Closure Criterion:
the carbon materials are not iso-enthalpic, so they reaction. We don't have as good an understanding
wvill distort the temperature distributions in the of the rates of reaction especially of irradiated
particle. As'noted'elsewhere these temperature material where reaction will simultaneously
distributions can affect release both through the involve the destruction of defects introduced by
effect on the thermodynamic driving force for irradiation during operations.
transport across the particle and from an effect on
the transport processes themselves. The situation is largely the same at higher

temperatures though the importance of irradiation
defects will decrease as they are thermally
annealed.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D i o
Phase Phenomenonfi

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion
Additional Discussion ______________________

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale ClosureqCriteria

Rank: 1-I Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport within
the fuel particles will have to include an gas phase mass
transport model recognizing bulk diffusion, pressure
driven flow and Knudsen diffusion The mechanistic
detail with which a model could be constructed is
probably not supported by adequate characterization of
the irradiated layer. It may be necessary to adopt a more
empirical modeling retaining perhaps the functional
forms suggested by the theory of mass transport through
porous materials.

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport across the SiC layer Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore Closure Criterion:
through cracks or through the pore and void network in and crack network in the layer it is possible to calculate (continued from previous column)
the material will be by far the fastest mechanism for the gas phase mass transport across the layer. We can reaction of carbon materials with the urania fuel kemel.
mass transport of fission products across this layer estimate most of the gas phase diffusion coefficients Complication in the analysis come about if the

about as accurately as they can be measured. The mass deviations from spherical symmetry of the layer are
transport probably cannot be calculated using Fickian significant and if the variations in the layer thickness is
diffusion and neglecting temperature gradients in the significant. Characterization of the pore, void or crack
material. A multicomponent model similar in nature to network in the layer is most important and quite
the models of mass transport across membranes used challenging since the voids or cracks that can be
widely in the chemical engineering field will have to be effective for mass transport are not easily detected by
used. It may be necessary to recognize the effects of microscopic examination. It is furthermore quite difficult
thermal diffusion if the temperature gradients are large to average sets of visual observations of cracks and voids
and there are significant differences in the molecular to come up with a suitable average' description for the
weights of gases. This analysis of mass transport. What would really be
may well be the case especially inside the SiC layer desirable would be permeability measurements ofthe
which will be pressurized with CO from the layer. It is of course not practical to make such
(continued next column) measurements.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Laycr Intcr-grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed phase diffusion
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationalc Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport will
have to include the modeling of condensed phase
mass transport.

Rntionalc: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale: We really don't have good condensed Closure Criterion:
will transport across the layer by diffusion. At low phase diffusion coefficients for fission products
temperatures, grain boundary diffusion and surface during bulk, surface or grain boundary diffusion
diffusion will be the more rapid processes. for the specific material that is of interest. Bulk
Because the activation energy for bulk diffusion is diffusion coefficients from analogous materials
highest, it wvill become, eventually the dominant may be adequate IF the defects in the crystal
mechanism of mass transport as the temperature is lattices produced by'irradiation don't act as traps
increased. Still, even if the fission product has only for diffusing species. Grain boundary and surface
a very small vapor pressure, gas phase mass diffusion coefficients depend so much on the
transport may outstrip condensed phase diffusion impurity levels at surfaces and grain boundaries
processes. There are some exceptions to this. Ag where these impurities accumulate, that it would be
seems to be capable of fast transport across the difficult to ascribe significance to data sets for
layer and this fast transport has been ascribed to anything except the actual material of the layer
condensed phase diffusion although there are not including the correct crystallite orientation etc.
the data necessary to conclusively demonstrate
this.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

. SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading
Accident WithThml
Subsequent Thermal
Water Intrusion Ideterioration/decomposition

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank:M Level: 3 Remedy: no remedy may be needed.

Rationale: SiC is a most peculiar material. There Rationale: To quantitatively examine this issue we Closure Criterion:
have been reports of phase changes in the material would have to have considerable data on the
from cubic to hexagonal at elevated temperatures. product of the particle formation process to see if
Modem phase diagrams do not reflect this phase polytypism occurs and also to see if radiation
change. It may be more important that the material restructuring can occur during an accident
is subject to polytypism based on the hexagonal temperature transient. Then we would need data to
structure. If the formation of the layer does not see how annealing affected the permeability of the
yield the thermodynamically stable product, layer
thermal annealing during the temperature transient
of an accident could cause some restructuring that The situation is the same as above for lower
will create pathways for gas phase mass transport. temperatures
It might also be possible during a thermal transient
for the heavily radiation damaged material to
restructure to relieve the accumulation of strain
energy of the irradiation defects ( A sort of analogy
to the formation of the rim in heavily irradiated
fuel!). This restructuring could well lead to gas
phase mass transport paths that will facilitate the
transport of fission products released from the fuel
kernel across the layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Fission product corrosion
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank andl Rat lonal Knowledlge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy: AT this juncture it appears to me that
holdup by chemical reaction with the SiC layer can
be neglected until there is evidence that this
important for more important radionuclides than

._ Pd.

Rationale: Chemical attack on the layer by fission RationaleWe don't have a comprehensive survey Closure Criterion:
products will affect transport across the layer and of the attack on SiC by fission products in part
certainly may affect the transport of the fission because SiC under reducing conditions is not an
product doing the transporting since it will be especially reactive material.
converted to a more stable form which may be less
volatile. It is however to become excessively
concerned over this since the fission product
inventory of the kernel is not large enough to
produce massive damage to the layer that will
affect the transport of all fission products. There is
only one example of significant attack and that is
with P'd which is not an especially important
fission product from an accident consequences
viewv point. The attack by Pd may suggest other
noble metals such as Ru and Mo will produce
similar attack. There would have to be substantial
evidence of this to rate the process of higher
significance. .

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through layer
Subsequent Heavy metal diffusion
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/ssue

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport will
have to include the modeling of condensed phase
mass transport

Rationale: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale: We really don't have good condensed Closure Criterion:
will transport across the layer by diffusion. At low phase diffusion coefficients for fission products
temperatures, grain boundary diffusion and surface during bulk, surface or grain boundary diffusion
diffusion will be the more rapid processes. for the specific material that is of interest. Bulk
Because the activation energy for bulk diffusion is diffusion coefficients from analogous materials
highest, it will become, eventually the dominant may be adequate IF the defects in the crystal
mechanism of mass transport as the temperature is lattices produced by irradiation don't act as traps
increased. Still, even if the fission product has only for diffusing species. Grain boundary and surface
a very small vapor pressure, gas phase mass diffusion coefficients depend so much on the
transport may outstrip condensed phase diffusion impurity levels at surfaces and grain boundaries
processes. There are some exceptions to this. Ag where these impurities accumulate, that it would be
seems to be capable of fast transport across the difficult to ascribe significance to data sets for
layer and this fast transport has been ascribed to anything except the actual material of the layer
condensed phase diffusion although there are not including the correct crystallite orientation etc.
the data necessary to conclusively demonstrate
this.

Additional Discussion
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Lre Cvclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank ant Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remcdy for Inadequate Knowledgelissue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: No remedy needed.

Rationale: I distinguish here between the reaction Rationale: There is a lot of information about the Closure Criterion:
of SiC with oxidant to form CO and SiO and the response of SiC to oxidizing conditions of various
uptake to form nominally SiOC. This later uptake oxygen potentials. I don't' find information that
can only progress to the point of saturation. It will indicates processes during uptake that would affect
only be important if it causes swelling or fission product transport (but see below when
decrepitation of the SiC layer and I can find no reaction is discussed)
evidence that it does. All my experience is with
higher oxygen potentials where SiO is not stable
and SiO2 is the condensed product of reaction and
this SiO2 does act to occlude surfaces which
would interfere in gas phase mass transport at the
highest temperatures. SiO, a vapor in the
temperature ranges of interest could condense
elsewhere in the particle and have some
ramifications on the transport of fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

. . SiC Layer Passage of fission gas from the buffer region through defects in the SiC layer
Subsequent Fission product release through

Water Intrusion defects

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H Level: I Remedy: This mechanism probably cannot be
modeled mechanistically. It will have to be treated
by proViding empirical evidence of the change in
layer permeability as irradiation progresses.

Rationale: Defects introduced into the SiC lattice Rationale: We don't have the information to assess Closure Criterion:
by manufacture or by irradiation will become this process now
mobile at elevated temperatures and accumulate to
form dislocations that themselves will lead to the
formation of porosity networks. These networks
will provide a pathway for gas phase mass
transport that will be the dominant mechanism for
fission product transport across the layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission gas from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during operations
Subsequent Fission product release through or an accident
Water intrusion failures, e.g. craking

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank ani Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II Level: 4 Remedy: Mechanistic modeling of gas phase mass
transport across a failed layer of SiC may not be
undertaken though it can be done. A true failure of
the layer may be taken somewhat but not greatly
conservatively as meaning the layer no longer
poses a barrier to fission product transport.

Rationale: SiC layer failure will permit the venting Rationale: We don't have information that allows Closure Criterion:
of accumulated fission product vapors and the us to know when SiC layers fail or how massive
ongoing releases of fission product vapors as they the failures are. If we had this information it should
escape the fuel kernel and reach the SiC layer not be difficult to model the gas phase mass

transport across the layer through the failure
locations.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Include solubility, intermetallics, and chemical activity
Subsequent Thermodynamics of the SiC-
Water Intrusion fission product system

Remeyefo IndtruteionwldIeIss I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: The remedy is some compatibility studies
of fission products with SiC

Rationale: Fission products that dissolve in the SiC Rationale: There is amazingly little information Closure Criterion:
lattice will be stabilized and will be held from about the phase relationships in the Si-C-FP
release at least temporarily. It does not appear, systems of interest.
however, that this is major factor in the release of
the more important, volatile fission products like 1,
Cs, Xe, Kr, Te etc. It may be more important for
some of the transition metal fission products.
Certainly Pd actually can react with SiC. Similarly
Zr might react. It would also be of interest to know
if other materials interacted badly with SiC, but
even if we knew of some bad interactions
involving materials other than fission products, we
would have to have some idea of how these
materials came into contact with the SiC within a
fuel particle.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Change of graphite microstructure as a function of temperature

Subsequent Sintering
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Jnadcquate Knowledgellsiuc
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: I. Level: 6 Rcmedy no remedy necessary:

Rationale: I do not find anything to suggest that Rationale : there is really quite a lot of information Closure Criterion:
changes in the microstnicture of graphite %%ill about the sintering of SiC in the literature. It does
affect the SiC layer there may be some information not necessarily cover the entire region of interest
suggesting that bonding of the graphite to the SiC nor does it address the effects of the fission product
affects the integrity of this layer, but it has nothing species on the sintering process. It should,
to do with microstructure issues however, be sufficient to estimate the magnitudes

of any effects attributable to sintering on fission
product transport. Far more important than simple,
classic sintering avill the thermal annealing of the
radiation-induced defects in the SiC structure

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steamAccient ithwater
Subsequent Kinetics
Water Intrusion IiItI

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: I Remedy:Reaction kinetic information is required
and the best information will involve dynamically
prepared SiC reactions after material irradiation to
produce representative defect concentrations. The
data on reaction should also include data on the
changes of permeability of the layer to gas phase
mass transport.

Rationale: In this context water vapor is an oxidant Rationale: I have not been able to identify a suitable data Closure Criterion:
much like air except the additional complexities of base. I cannot find data for irradiated material of possible
nitrogen reaction can be neglected IF one assumes pure polytypism to address the question
water vapor can enter and no air can. An additional
complexity that arises is the possibility that the products
of reaction will include Si(OH)4 and Si(OH)2 rather
than SiO. Still all these species are gases at the
temperatures of real interest. The other product of
reaction is hydrogen (as well as CO) and this leads to the
possibility that hydrides may be formed to carry away
material. Still the overall issue is whether the reaction of
water vapor with SiC will facilitate fission product
transport across the layer either by thinning the layer (a
modest effect in light of the likely availability of
oxidant) or my opening pathways for gas phase mass
transport of fission products across the layer by
preferential reaction with voids pores and cracks. These
issues are of high importance only if the water vapor can
survive transport to the SiC which is by no means
established but clearly possible

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent water

CatalysisWater Intrusion _________

Imp~ortane Rank and Rationale Knowledg e Level and Ratonale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssuca RClosure Criteria
Rank: M Level: I Remedy see above:

Rationale: There is some evidence that impurities Rationale: I can't identify suitable databases Closure Criterion:
at the grain boundaries will accentuate the indicative of catalysis of water attack on SiC.
localized rate of attack on SiC. This might be of
especial concem if it leads to more facile gas phase
mass transport across the layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

c R k Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy: Any effort to model the release and transport of
fission products from coated particle fuel will have to
track the fission product speciation and especially the
vapor phase speciation as changes in local temperature
and chemical potentials occur. To do this there will have
to be a reliable thermochemical data base, again
especially for the vapor species. Ilere mention is made of
vapor phase oxides, hydroxides and hydrides.ln the
context of air intrusion vapor phase nitrides and cyanides
are also of interest though the data bases for these arc not
at all well developed. Even without intrusion, vapor
phase carbides and carbonyls need to be recognized and
this will require development of data bases since these
species have not been well explored.

Rationale: As with oxygen intnrsion. the availability of Rationale We have some databases that can be used to Closure Criterion:
water vapor can locally alter the speciation of fission estimate the effects of water vapor and reaction products
products making some more volatile such as Ru, Pd, and on the vapor pressures of fission products. Best
Mo and others less volatile such as Ba, Sr, Ce, and La. developed are the databases for elements and oxides.
Water vapor has the ancillary capability of creating Bases for vapor phase hydroxides are mostly estimates
vapor phase hydroxides of species such BaOH that can obtained by considering the hydroxides to be pscudo
enhance the vapor pressure of fission products. Finally halides somewhat intermediate in volatility between the
hydrogen produced by the reaction of water vapor with fluorides and the chlorides of the fission product species.
carbon can lead to the formation of vapor phase hydrides More spotty is the data base on hydrides of fission
of fission products such as Csl I and RuH that will products
enhance apparent fission product vapor pressures and The situation is largely the same at higher temperatures
consequently accentuate the release and transport of except that vapor phase hydrides can become more
fission products. important to the overall vapor pressure

Additional Discussion
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Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porositv, adsorptivity, etc.
Accideqnt Wihwater
Subsequent Changes in SiC properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgeslssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closaur Criteria

Rank: II Level: I Rcmcdy If it is concluded that there is a possibility
of some water vapor reacting with the SiC layer
and these reactions are to considered in the
predictions of fission product transport, then there
needs to be a data base on how water vapor
reacting with dynamically prepared, irradiated SiC
changes the permeability of the SiC:

Rationale: reaction of water vapor in the pores and Rationale: I can identify no suitable data base on Closure Criterion:
networks of the SiC layer wvill facilitate the the reactions and the changes in the macrostructure
transport of fission products across the layer by gas of SiC layers wsith reaction
phase mass transport

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Release of SiC FP inventory
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale __ Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level 1 Remedy no remedy needed:

Rationale: As discussed repeatedly above in Rationale: I can find no data on the adsorption in Closure Criterion:
connection with other layers, it is known that the the layer
reactions of energetic sites with adsorbed fission
products will lead to the release of the fission
products, but it is not clear that the layer will retain
enough fission products to make this risk
significant

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With. SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CRosurf Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 5 Remedy: modeling of fission product release and
transport will require detailed temperatures locally.

Rationale: The chemical reactions are not iso- Rationale We should be able to calculate the Closure Criterion:
enthalpic so they will affect the temperature effects of reaction on the temperature distributions
distributions in the layer and as noted elsewhere since we know the enthalpics of reaction. A
these temperatures affect both the volatilities of complication arises because the reaction energies
fission products and their transport. will also involve the energy release associated with

the destruction of energetic radiation defects. We
do need to know the kinetics of reaction well -
which we do not now know.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Inner PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,

SacberuntrWith Gas Phase Diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water IntrusionIII

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank;: I-1 Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport within
the fuel particle will have to include a gas phase mass
transport model recognizing bulk gaseous diffusion,
pressure driven flow and Knudsen diffusion

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport is the fastest Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore Closure Criterion:
mechanism to move fission products release from the and crack network through the layer it should be possible (Continued from previous column)
fuel kernel across the barrier posed by the inner PyC to calculate the gas phase mass transport across the layer. the decay heat away from the fuel kernel.
layer We can estimate the gas phase diffusion coefficients for The most complicated part of the modeling will be a

most of the dominant gaseous species. The diffusion realistic portrayal of the layer geometry and the pore and
process itself probably cannot be modeled as strictly crack networks. It is tempting to model the layer as a
Fickian diffusion. One will have develop a spherical shell, but this is only justified if the deviations
multicomponent diffisionmodel much like the from spherical are not sufficient to provide a short circuit
membrane modest that have been developed in the pathway in some regions. Similarly, it will be tempting
chemical engineering literature. It may be necessary to to treat the layer as uniform in thickness though it never
include in these models the effects of thermal diffusion will really be. We do not have meaningful data on the
especially since we will have low molecular weight pore and crack network. These networks may change if
species (CO MW=-28) migrating along the same paths as there is reaction with the intruding gases. We may not be
the high molecular weight (> 100) fission product vapor able to derive useful descriptions of the pore and crack
species. The importance of this will depend on the networks through the layer from microscopic
magnitude of the thermal gradients across the layer examinations of these networks. Cracks and channels to
which surely must be significant given the relatively small to be readily identified in microscopic analyses can
high conductivity and the need to move be effective in the transport of material across the layer.
(Continued next column)

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characterlstlc or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Inter-grannular and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Condensed phase diffusion)
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Crlterda

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
across the inner PyC layer will have to include the
condensed phase mass transport process to account
for mass transport of fission products when the
layer does not have pore and crack network.s to
facilitate gas phase mass transport across the layer

Rationale: lFission products that are not volatile Rationale We do not have surface and grain Closure Criterion:
still be transported across the inner PyC layer by boundary diffusion coefficients to model the mass
the condensed phase diffusion processes. Bulk transport of fission products across the layer at
diffusion is the slowest of these at low lower temperatures. These cannot be estimated or
temperatures but it has the highest activation transferred from studies of analogous materials
energy so it does eventually become the dominant since they arc notoriously sensitive to the precise
process. Even if the metals have only small vapor grain structure and the nature of impurities at the
pressures, gas phase mass transport of fission grain boundaries. We don't even have a data set of
products may still be the dominant mechanism for bulk diffusion coefficients for the PyC layer of
mass transport demonstrated reliability.

At sufficiently high temperatures bulk diffusion
will be the dominant condensed phase mass
transport process This process is very sensitive to
the presence of defects produced by irradiation
acting as traps for diffusing species and we don't
seem to have data on this.

Additional Discussion

w so
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by fission products by increased pressure

Subsequent Pressure loading (Fission
Water Intrusion products)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy to evaluate the pressure drop one would
have to have some estimate of the permeability of
the layer:

Rationale: Pressure loading will more likely be by Rationale: We need permeability data that seem Closure Criterion:
CO pressure produced by the reaction of carbon not to exist to estimate the pressure drop across the
with the fuel kernel. The loading will probably be layer. If this is significant then the layer can act at
on the SiC layer rather than the inner PyC layer least temporarily as a barrier to fission product
though it is possible that there will be some transport. But, if the pressure drop is significant
pressure drop across the layer then the layer is likely to rupture and completely

lose its effectiveness as a barrier as the accident
progresses and additional pressurization from both
CO build up and fission product release occurs

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by carbon monoxide by increased pressure
Subsequent Pressure loading (Carbon
Water Intrusion monoxide)

ImportanccRank andRationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedgcllssue
________________________________________ _ aeC losure C riteria

Rank: II Level: 2 Remedy:no remedy needed

Rationale: The loading by CO should dominate Rationale: We need permeability data that seem Closure Criterion:
that by fission products. Still it is not evident that not to exist to estimate the pressure drop across the
the layer %vill have a substantial pressure retaining layer. If this is significant then the layer can act at
capability and the SiC layer is a more important least temporarily as a barrier to fission product
layer for this. transport. But, if the pressure drop is significant

then the layer is likely to rupture and completely
lose its effectiveness as a barrier as the accident
progresses and additional pressurization from both
CO build up and fission product release occurs

)

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel
Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water Intrusion I _II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: II Level: 2 Remedy: Analysis of fission product transport will
have to treat the effects of oxidants and ascertain if
oxidants can reach the inner PyC layer. If so, the
possibility of preferential and even catalyzed
oxidation of the layer will have to be considered.
Decent data sets on the reactions of the specific
materials with oxidants are really needed.

Rationale: This high importance is assigned under Rationale: The layer really does not take up Closure Criterion:
the presumption that oxidant can reach the layer. oxidant. It reacts to form CO (and other equivalent
The oxidant that comes is more likely to be from species such as C20 and C203) that vaporizes.
the fuel kernel than from the gases intruding in the The reactions are enormously sensitive to catalysis
accident scenario. Intruding gases will have to pass and fission products can act as catalysts. We don't
over an awful lot of reactive material before they have a lot of data on which fission products will
can reach the inner PyC layer. On the other hand produce catalysis, We do know that Cs can
oxidant from the fuel will have to pass through a catalyze the oxidation of C. We also know that
buffer layer of carbon to reach the inner PyC layer. irradiation makes the material more reactive. More
If the oxidant reaches the material it can cause than just rate of reaction data for the specific
thinning of the layer (probably not especially material, we need to know if the reaction takes
important) or opening of the pathways for gas place uniformly over the surface or if there is
phase mass transport of fission products making preferential reaction especially to open pathways
the transport by gas phase processes even more for the gas phase transport of fission products
rapid. across the layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

A W Inner PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement

Subsequent Stress state
Water Intrusion (compression/tension)

Remedy for Wnadequate Know ledgellsunImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criterla

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: Models or data to predict rupture of the
layer are needed. These models may be nothing
more than criteria identifying conditions for which
layer integrity can no longer be assured.

Rationale: It is known that stress state can affect Rationale: We don't really know much about the Closure Criterion:
both condensed phase and gas phase diffusion forces and especially forces induced by the
across a layer, but this is a pretty subtle effect. radiation caused growth of materials
More important is whether the layer stays in tact or
is ruptured and allows essentially unimpeded gas
phase mass transport across the layer, but this is
treated in other questions

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident

Subsequent Cracking
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank-: H Level: I Remedy: Any model of the fission product
transport across the inner PyC layer wtill have to
admit to the possibility of cracks - perhaps quite
Mnrrow cracks - developing in the layer from
radiation-induced growth or thermal expansion or
mechanical forces on the layer including
pressurization examined above.

Rationale: Any cracking of the layer will create Rationale: We are not really in the position to Closure Criterion:
effective pathways for gas phase mass transport predict cracking of the layer. Though there are data
across the layer in abundance for PyC they are not for the specific

material in the fuel particle and not for the material
subjected to thermal transients and irradiation of
the type that will be seen by the PyC layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
xSubsequent Intercalation
Water Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy:WE need some sort of data or analyses to
show whether intercalation wvill be an effective
holdup mechanism for fission product release.

Rationale: Intercalation could act as a holdup Rationale: I have no data on intercalation as a Closure Criterion:
mechanism for fission products. Intercalation dynamic process either during an accident or
usually occurs during the simultaneous during fuel operations
condensation of vapors and graphitic material.
Intercalation could occur because of the radiation Intercalation will reverse at very high temperatures
displacements of materials. Intercalation is known and not be an issue
to be an effective way to trap potassium in graphite
and so it might be effective in trapping Cs in the
graphite. Still, it is not evident that so much of the
radionulcidc inventory can be trapped in the layer
that this is risk-significant issue

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D it
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerissue

Rank: 1-1 Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport treating
intrusion accidents will have to consider water vapor
reactions with graphite and carbon. The issues include
both the quantitative kinetics and the homogeneity of the
attack on carbon. Uniform attack only thins the layer.
Though thinning the layer certainly facilitates mass
transport across the layer the effect need not be dramatic.
More important will be preferential reaction in pores and
cracks that opens these pathways for gas phase mass
transfer across the layer.

Rationale: As with air attack the rating for this issue is Rationale: There is a lot of information about the rates of Closure Criterion:
conditional on the ability of oxidant to get to the layer. steam reactions with carbon though perhaps not the
Reaction of water with the inner PyC layer is not as specific, heavily irradiated carbon of the fuel particle.
dramatic as reaction of air. Still the reaction will affect Irradiation is an important issue because it will affect the
the volatilities of fission products both because of the rates of reaction because the defects introduced by
effect on ambient oxygen potential and because of the irradiation are quite reactive.
possible fbrmation of vapor phase hydroxides and the
transport of fission products either by thinning the layer
or opening pathways for gas phase mass transport. If the
steam is consumed the hydrogen gas could lead to the
formation of vapor phase hydrides which are also
pseudo-halides and could augment the vapor pressure of
the fission products via formation of vapor species like
Csfl and RuH.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subseuentattack by waterSubsequent alyi

Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank ant Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 3 Remedy:Models of the reactions of the inner PyC
layer will have to recognize the possibility of
catalysis especially at lower temperatures where it
is more likely that oxidant E ill be available to
penetrate to the inner PyC layer

Rationale: steam reactions with carbon are Rationale: see discussion s of catalysis of air Closure Criterion:
catalyzed and catalysis leads to preferential attack reactions
and even to penetrations through the layer to
facilitate gas phase mass transport of fission Catalysis is of less importance at high temperatures
products across the layer. where reaction rates are high and eventually are

limited by mass transport, Furthermore localized
attack becomes less likely than uniform ablation of
the layer material

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
attack by water

Subsequent Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: I-I Level: 5 Remedy:The speciation of the fission products will
be an essential part of any model of fission product
release and transport. This is especially the case
here because of the dominant role that vapor phase
mass transport is expected to play in the transpor
across the inner PyC layer. Significant model
components will be the thermochemical data bases
used to calculate speciation. It will be important to
have reliable thermochemical data and estimates to
compensate for the incompleteness of the
experimental studies of species likely to contribute
to the transport across the layer.

Rationale: Just as for air intrusion the presence of Rationale:There is a technical basis for estimating Closure Criterion:
water vapor can affect the speciation of the fission the oxygen potential effect on the vaporization of
products and consequently their vapor pressures. fission products. The database on vapor phase
The effect is compounded by the possibility of hydroxides consists mostly of estimated properties
formation of vapor phase hydroxides like BaOH though some species such as CsOHI, BaOCH, SrOH
and SrOH. If the steam is all reacted by the time it are known well. The data base for vapor phase
reaches the inner PyC layer the product hydrogen hydrides has not been systematically developed.
can affect fission product vaporization via the
tormation of vapor phase hydrides like CsH and
Rul I

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent attack by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgcllssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Ceosyfo Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 3 Remedy:Preferential reactions of oxidant with the
layer material to open pathways for mass transport
wvill have to be considered in a model of fission
product transport through coated particle fuels

Rationale: Again, IF water vapor can reach the Rationale: The calculation of the localized Closure Criterion:
inner PyC layer, its important effect aside from oxidation that leads to the opening of gas phase
changing the volatilities of the fission products will pathways across the layer is difficult to do. We
be reaction to remove material from the layer. don't now have the needed data on the pathways
Thinning the layer is a modest effect. More nor do we have the reaction kinetics information
important and more likely especially at lower for the particular material of interest. If we had
temperatures is preferential reaction in pores and these data the calculation could be based on models
cracks to open pathways for'gas phase mass of porous media reaction developed in other
transport of fission products across the layer. contexts in the chemical engineering literature)

The situation is somewhat the same at higher
temperatures though the reactions become more
rapid at elevated temperatures and the propensity
for localized or preferential attack on the carbon
becomes less dominant.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Wattack by water
SubsequentIlodprvsa
Water Intrusion IIoldup reversal

Importance Rank and Rastionale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueClosure Criteria
Rank: L Level: 4 Remedy:Not evident that a remedy is needed.

Rationale: Oxidation will destroy the energetic Rationale: We don't have the needed data on the Closure Criterion:
sites that have adsorbed fission products and thus fractional holdup in the layer fy the adsorption
release the fission products. It is not apparent, process. Nor do have the needed data on the
however, that the inventory of fission products concentrations of energetic sites available for
absorbed on this layer will be so large that its adsorption
release will be risk significant.

At elevated temperatures, the vapor pressures of
the important volatile radionuclides are so high that
adsorption fractions will be quite low. Though we
don't know more about the adsorptionldesorption
processes at high temperatures than at low
temperatures, we don't need to know as much to
know that this will not be an important holdup
process

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent attack bv water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importanec Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmedy for Inadequate KnowledgeClssua

Rank: H1 Level: 3 Remedy: Any model of fission product release and
transport will require auite a good model of the
local temperature distributions in the fuel particle.
Good data on the thermal conductivity, reaction
_kinetics and defect energies will be needed.

Rationale: The chemical reactions of water vapor Rationale: We generally know the heats of reaction Closure Criterion:
wvith PyC are not iso-entahlpic so they will distort with pristine material. These heats need to be
the temperature distributions in the particle. As modified for the effects of defect destruction by
noted elsewhere these temperature distributions do reaction. Then, if we understood the kinetics and
affect release both through the effect on the the thermal conductivity of the material we could,
thermodynamic driving force for transport across in principle calculate the effects of reactions on the
the particle and the effects on the transport temperature distributions
processes themselves

The situation is largely the same as at lower
temperatures except radiation heat transfer
becomes a more important factor to consider.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Buffer Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 4 Remedy a fairly sophisticated model of the layer
porosity will be needed as will a very sophisticated
model of mass transport across the layer:

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport across this Rationale Given the nature of the porosity in the Closure Criterion:
layer will be the dominant transport mechanism for layer it should be possible to calculate the gas
volatile fission products because the temperatures phase mass transport quite well. We can estimate
are high and because the material is quite porous. the diffusion coefficients for most vapor species.

The analysis probably cannot treat the diffusion as
Fickian. A multicomponent model will have to be
considered because there will be a flow of CO
across the layer that may be, in fact, pressure
driven rather than diffusion. Diffusion may have to
be augmented by consideration of thermal
diffusion because of the large temperature gradient
and the mixture of molecular weights of the
gaseous species. Other complexities in the analysis
include lack of spherical symmetry of the layer and
the variations in the layer thickness

Additional Discussion
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Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accdnt With Buffer Lavcr Inter-grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Condensed phase diffusion
Water Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
ImpIortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Critcria

Rank: L Level: I Remedy:no remedy needed

Rationale: Fission products that reach the interface Rationale: Don't have definitive condensed phase Closure Criterion:
between the buffer carbon and the fuel kernel will diffusion coefficients for the material
have all escaped the kernel as some sort of a vapor
species through the interconnected pore network in Condensed phase mass transport rather than vapor
the urania. (The flux of fission products from the phase mass transport is even less likely to be
fuel via intragrannular diffusion is really quite dominant at higher temperatures and the condensed
small at temperatures that are wvell below the phase diffusion coefficients are even less known at
urania melting point) It does not seem likely that elevated temperatures
significant transport of even species with very
modest vapor pressures would switch to a
condensed phase process upon encountering the
highly porous buffer region.

Additional DiscusIon
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Lift Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling
Subsequent Response to kernel swelling
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RemCdy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M Level: 4 Remedy:Because integrity of the layer is not
critical, it may not be necessary to develop a very
detailed understanding of the mechanical
properties of the buffer layer. It may not even be
present in future incarnations of coated particle
fuel pellets

Rationale: cracking and otherwise opening Rationale We have been shown some evidence that Closure Criterion:
pathways for gas phase mass transport as a result in the current inadequate fuels that mechanical
of mechanical interactions could facilitate fission interactions can rupture the buffer layer. We have
product transport across the buffer region, but the not been shown any indication that this process can
region is already quite porous so the incremental be predicted in a quantitative way. There are data
effects of cracking on gas phase mass transport are on the mechanical properties of materials
not likely to be as dramatic as cracking of the more analogous to materials in the buffer region, but
compact structural barriers in the coated particle these data may not be applicable to the thin layer
fuel. that can bond to either the kernel or to the

bounding PyC layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buflfer Layer Maximum loading of fission products that can deposit from the gas phase onto surfaces of materials
Accident t Maximum fuel gaseous fission surrounding the fuel kernel

Water Intrusion product uptake

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CloRure Criteria

Rank: 1 Level: 3 Remedy no remedy needed:

Rationale: It is likely that some fission products Rationale We know deposition can take place. We Closure Criterion:
evill deposit in the buffer region at least don't have quantitative information on the density
temporarily and this effect has to be considered in of active sites for deposition or
developing the modeling of the fission product adsorptionldesorption isotherms for the fission
transport. But it does not appear likely that the products
fraction of the released fission product inventory
that can deposit in this region will be sufficiently Adsorption on active sites become'even less
large to be of risk significance important at elevated temperatures first because the

vapor pressures at such elevated temperatures are
so high and second because at elevated
temperatures active adsorption sites are being
thermally annealed. So it is not that wve know more
about the situation at high temperatures, it is that
relatively we need to know less.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

AcdnWihBuffer Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel

Subsequent Layer oxidation
Water IntrusionIII

Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleClosure Criteria

Rank: H1 Level: 2 Remedy Easily one of the most important characteristics
to understand for coated particle fuels is the reaction of
carbon with the urania fuel. This may well be a
heterogeneous reaction of gas phase oxidant with carbon.
It may also involve a homogeneous direct reaction of
two solid materials especially under conditions of
irradiation. The reaction will be dependent on the
ambient CO pressure. In fact leakage of the CO from the
coated particle fuel may well dictate the extent of
reaction

Rationale: The -uptake' is really the reaction of oxygen Rationale Reactions of carbon with urania are Closure Criterion:
from the fuel reacting with caron in the buffer layer to thermodynamically possible at sufticiently low CO
formn CO that pressurizes and possibly ruptures the partial pressures even at low temperatures. They do
compact barriers with the fuel particle such as the PyC appear to be slow, Irradiation of the carbon may create
layer and the SiC layer. Rupture of these layers will energetic sites that are more reactive than might be
allow the venting of the vapor phase fission products expected based on tests with unirradiated materials. Still
within the particle and provide a facile pathway for the the empirical evidence is that the reactions are slow in
gas phase mass tran sport of fission products out of the absence of some sort of catalyst. Always a concern is
fuel particle as the accident progresses, The reaction that the fission product species may act as catalysts
could also damage the crystal structure of urania at the under circumstances not so far encountered in the studies
surface of the kernel - converting it into UCO and of coated particle fuels
eventually UCx. Thle crystallographic changes are
sufficiently large that fission products within grains. of Reactions of carbon with urania definitely occur at more
the surface fuiel will be expelled and ready to vaporize elevated temperatures. I am not aware of definitive rate
without mass transport limitations that affect release of data for the reactions
fission products from grain surfaces within the fuel
kernel.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Change in temperature with distance
Subsequent Thermal gradient
Water Intrusion Remedyfor__adquteKnwledg/issu

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale for Inadequate Knowridaellssue

Ran}: 11 Level: 4 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport in the
coated particle fuels swill require that there be a detailed
model of the local temperatures and temperature
gradients. To do this for the buffer layer svill firit require
that the porosity of the layer be characterized and then
some heat transfer modeling be done to develop
expressions for the thermal conductivity of the material.

Rationale: Thermal gradients across the buffer layer - Rationale: In principle we can calculate the mass Closure Criterion:
which could be substantial in magnitude - will affect the transport across the layers given the temperature
fission product release both by chemical diffusion of distributions. Calculations of the thermal distributions
vapors and by thermal diffusion of vapors are made complicated by the poor knouledge of the

material thermal conductivity and the effects of radiation
defects and pores or cracks on the thermal conductivity.
It is unlikely that simple corrections of material thermal
conductivity using things like the Loeb correction will be
adequate since the layer is so thin the bulk averaging
inherent in the Loeb correction and similar corrections
simply will underestimate the effects of porosity.
Something much more sophisticated wtill have to be
done.

The situation is largely the same at elevated temperatures
except that radiation heat transfer within the layer
becomes more of an issue. It is not simple to calculate
because the ambient CO cannot be taken as transparent
to the radiation.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Dimension changes in the buffer layer or changes in its porosity produced by irradiation or by exposure
Subsequent Irradiation and thermal to elevated temperatures
Water Intrusion shrinkage of buffer

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issueImporanceClosure Criteria

Rank: 1 Level: 5 Remedy: The only real issue that must be borne in
mind is whether the dimensional changes are
sufficient to cause rupture and then this is of
concern only if holdup of fission products in the
buffer layer is actually credited in the transport
process.

Rationale: The effects are small enough that they Rationale: We know that the buffer layer material Closure Criterion:
will probably be safely neglected in the modeling will grow as a result of radiation-induced defects in
of fission product transport. Of course, if the the material. Thermal expansion during accident
changes open pathways for gas phase mass transients will affect the material. While w e don't
transport of fission products they facilitate this have data for the specific material, we do have data
transport as discussed above, for analogous materials
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With luffer Layer: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam
Accient ithby water

Subsequent
Water Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdgc Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L - but see additional discussion below Level: 6 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: for conventional intrusion scenarios it is Rationale There is quite a lot of data on the kinetics Closure Criterion:
difticult to believe that oxidant still penetrate to of steam reactions with carbon but none specific to
the butTer layer without having reacted wvith other the material of interest here. The information does
carbon materials along the way. Far more suggest that at low temperatures attack can be
important %vill be the oxidation of the buffer layer localized and the reactions can be catalyzed.
by oxygen coming from the hot fuel kernel. Reaction rates %vill be very sensitive to impurity

levels and the specifics of porosity and
microstructure at low temperatures

Attack of steam on carbon is much more uniform
at very high temperatures. Still information
specific to the material of interest here seems not to
be available.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: 1. Level: 4 Remedy:no remedy needed

Rationale: Catalysis of the reactions of water vapor Rationale We know the reactions can be catalyzed Closure Criterion:
may not be important if water vapor cannot reach and that some fission products can act as catalysts
the buffer layer prior to reacting with other carbon including Cs.
materials along the way.

Catalysis is less important at high temperature
where heterogeneous reaction rates are intrinsically
rapid.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristlic or
Phase Phenomenon Derinition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy: Thermodynamic analyses essential in the
modeling of fission product release and transport depend
crucially on the identification of all the important vapor
species. Not all the species that still contribute to the
processes have been identified and characterized in the
literature in a way that Icts these species be included in
the codes. NRC was advised by a panel of the National
Academy of Science to estimate properties of species
and include them in their fission product release models
to assess possible importance and need for experimental
investigations to prove the species exist and determine
accurately their properties. This needs desperately to be
done for the hydrides of fission product elements.

Rationale: Though the water vapor may not penetrate to Rationale: There has not been a systematic examination Closure Criterion:
the butl'er layer the gaseous product of wvater vapor of how vapor phase hydrides iill affect the vapor
reactions iith carbon - hydrogen- can penetrate to this pressures of the important fission products. We do know
layer and in fact %vill penetrate to this layer. The oxygen that Csl I can be an important vapor phase form of
potential .vill not be affected. but there is the potential cesium and species like Rul I. Ball and the like can form.
that hydrogen partial pressures will be high enough that We don't really have agreed-upon thermodynamic data
the vapor pressures of some ofthe fission products svill to assess the importance of these species. Furthermore,
be augmented by the formation of vapor phase hydrides there has not been a systematic search for hydride
w.hich are typically as volatile as the corresponding species of all the fission products of interest.
halides.

Additional Discussion

I...
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy:no rememdy is needed

Rationale: Again, if the oxidant cannot reach this Rationale Without a better characterization of both Closure Criterion:
buffer layer, the effects of preferential oxidation of reaction kinetics and the nature of pore and crack
the buffer layer cannot be important (but note the structures of the buffer layer it would not be
caveat about alternative accident scenarios above) possible to calculate the effects of reaction on

porosity even if it could occur

localized attack is less likely at higher temperatures

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Butler Layer: Chemical attack Release of graphite I-TI inventory
Subsequent by _ vater
Water Intrusion I-loldup reversal

Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Ie Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 4 Remedy: no remedy is needed

Rationale: It is not evident that intruding water Rationale: We know reactions %vill release Closure Criterion:
vapor can reach the buffer layer to cause this adsorbed fission products. We don't have the
release nor is it evident that holdup in the layer is information on site density and isotherms to
so large that quantitative release of adsorbed quantitatively calculate the holdup or the
fission products would be risk significant. subsequent release in the event of reactions

I loldup becomes less important at elevated
temperatures as active sites anneal and vapor
pressures are so high that the adsorption is very
small. So though we don't know more about the
phenomenon at elevated temperatures than we do
at low temperatures, we don't need to know as
much for high temperature situations

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent by water
Water Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport in the
fuel particle will require a detailed model of the
temperature distributions in the layer. To do this for the
buffer layer requires some characterization of the
porosity and a way to treat it in the thermal conduction
modeling.

Rationale: As discussed in the case of reaction of air, Rationale: The pertinent knowledge bases are those Closure Criterion:
water vapor attack on the buffer layer is not going to associated with water vapor reactions with other layers
affect temperature distributions significantly. But water and the calculations of temperature distributions
vapor attack on other layers will affect the temperature throughout the particle. Most pertinent to the
distributions in the buffer layer temperature distributions in the buffer layer is the

thermal conductivity of the material. The material
thermal conductivity is not so much of a problem since
this can be estimated with adequate accuracy from data
for analogous materials. The problem is the effects of
porosity on the thermal conductivity of the small layer.
Usual corrections for the effects of porosity on the
thermal conductivity are not applicable. The layer is just
too thin to get the necessary averaging of orientations
implicit in the usual correction factors. A more
sophisticated treatment is needed. A roadmap for such a
more sophisticated treatment exists in the literature.
Input to the treatment is a better characterization of the
porosity of the layer
The situation at very high temperatures is about the same
as above but radiation heat transfer becomes an
additional issue complicated by the fact that the ambient
CO will not be transparent to the thermal radiation.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phse Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Maximum fuel temperature attained by the fuel kernel during the accident
Subsequent Maximum fuel temperature
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closur Criteria

Rank: H Level: 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Temperature is well known to be one of Rationale: In principle, it should be possible to Closure Criterion:
the dominant variables controlling the release of calculate the maximum kernel temperature fairly
fission products form urania kernels accurately. Even so, errors on the order of 50

degrees are possible. Definitive, defensible
calculations for credible accidents have not yet
appeared.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time

Subsequent Temperature vs. time transient
Water Intrusion conditions

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Cl sure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Fission product release is a strong Rationale: Though fairly reliable temperature Closure Criterion:
ftmction of both time and temperature histories are in principle possible to predict

defensible calculations have not yet been produced.
Most existing calculations are hopelessly
optimistic about heat loss pathways.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Flow of heat within a medium from a region of high temperature to a region of low temperature
Subsequent Energy Transport: Conduction
Water Intrusion within kernel

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale | Closure CritcriaKl

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Conduction as well as decay heat Rationale: Conduction in moderately porous urania Closure Criterion:
generation determine the temperature history of the is known with some accuracy. But, the porosity of
kernel during the event the urania kernels can become heroic during

extended operations and the events of the accident
could easily produce porosities and configurations
of the kernels that are quite intractable for
conduction calculations.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Chemical and physical state of fission products

Subsequent Thennodynamic state of fission
Water Intrusion products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CosuredCriteriaClosure Criteria
Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Fission product release depends on the Rationale: We have a useful understanding of Closure Criterion:
chemical activity of the fission products. chemical activities of fission products in urania
Completely diluted in the urania matrix, the fission fuel at moderate burnups. At the higher burnups
product activities could be quite low. But, when expected for some gas reactor fuels, our knowledge
the segregate into separate phases such as uranate and predictive capabilities begin to fail us
phases or metallic nodules, chemical activities can
be driven up substantially - orders of magnitude.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time
Subsequent Air Oxygen flux
and Water
Intnision

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Diffusion of fission products will occur Rationale: Release analysis recognizing the Closure Criterion:
simultaneously with the diffusion of oxygen from multicomponent nature of the transport within fuel
the kernels to the reactive graphite at the buffer- grains have not been published. In
kernel interface. The release is far more a multicomponent systems, remarkable things can be
multicomponent process than we have encountered predicted that appear counter-intuitive when
in the case of fission product release from viewed within the context of binary diffusion.
conventional fuels. The gettering of oxygen by
reaction with the carbon is not passivating as is the
case wvith gettering of oxygen by reaction with
zirconium in the case of conventional fuels. It is
not evident, then, that the usual Fickian diffusion
approximation can he made incaustiously to
predict release from the kernels

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion
Subsequent Grain growth
Water Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/ssue

Rank: 1, Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Grain growth is largely unimportant Rationale: It has not been essential to consider Closure Criterion:
because of the grain boundary pinning effects of grain growth in models of fission product release
fission products and especially separated phases of from conventional reactor fuels, though some
fission products codes include such models.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kcrnel Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (U02 or U0C) to form UC2 and CO ( gas)

Subsequent Blutier carbon-kenmel interaction
Water Intrusion I _II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: ll Level: 3 Remedy:

Rationale: The reaction of the buffer wsith the Rationale: Details of the reaction process and even Closure Criterion:
kernel can be responsible for the pressurization the phase relations in these systems are not knowsn
perhaps to failure of the SiC layer. The reaction well.
can also lead to fission product release as the
reactive refinement of the urania progresses

Additional Discussion
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Life Cvc~e Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of steam

Subsequent
Water Intrusion Kinetics

c R k Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1, Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The hypothesized scenario involves an Rationale: There is a wealth of information on the Closure Criterion:
atmosphere with only 1% water vapor. It is just not kinetics of low concentrations of steam reacting
possible to imagine how such a low concentration with urania. There is also good information on how
of water vapor would persist in contact with the this reaction of low concentration of steam will
kernel despite opportunities to react with graphite. change the properties of the urania.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgcelssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowiicdgc Lcvcl and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Thc hypothesized scenario involves an There is a xvealth of information on the kinetics of Closure Criterion:
atmosphere ssith only 1% water vapor. It is just not low concentrations of steam reacting with urania.
possible to imagine how such a low concentration There is also good information on how this
of water vapor would persist in contact ssith the reaction of low concentration of steam %vill change
kernel despite opportunities to react with graphite. the properties of the urania

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent water
Water Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
c R k ad R Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The hypothesized scenario involves an There is a wealth of information on the kinetics of Closure Criterion:
atmosphere with only 1% water vapor. It is just not low concentrations of steam reacting with urania.
possible to imagine how such a low concentration There is also good information on how this
of water vapor would persist in contact with the reaction of low concentration of steam will change
kernel despite opportunities to react with graphite. the properties of the urania

Additional Discussion
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APPENDIX F

PANEL MEMBER DETAILED PIRT SUBMITTALS FOR TRISO FUEL
DEPRESSURIZATION ACCIDENT WITH AIR INGRESS

The INEEL submittal is provided in Appendix F.1 (pages F-2 through F-79).

The ORNL submittal is provided in Appendix F.2 (pages F-80 through F-160).

The SNL submittal is provided in Appendix F.3 (pages F-161 through F-239).
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Appendix F.1

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the INEEL Panel Member

F. A. Petti
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Accident With Subsequent Air Intrusion

Life Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element The temperature, burmup and fast Iluence history of the layer
Subsequent Air Irradiation history
Intrusion .-

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueClosure Criteria
Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Irradiation history determines inventory Rationale: Closure Criterion:
at risk and initial conditions in particlc relative to
internal pressure in the particle and stress state.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Inter granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Air Condensed phase diffusion

Intrusion I.._I

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Mechanism describing the transport of fission Rationale: Air or water ingress can change the microstructure of Closure Criterion:
products in matrix of the fuel element. Important to the matrix, wiich can influence the surface diffusion of fission
understanding source term for the reactor. products by making transport easier. At very low partial

pressures, air and water oxidation rates can be determined by
the number of active sites in the matrix at which the oxidation
can occur. In some cases oxidation can be catalyzed by
impurity elements that are trapped at adsorption sites in the
graphitic matrix. Thus there can be competition between fission
product adsorption and the reaction between the air or steam
and the matrix. The isotherms are fairly well known. The key
issue is whether the internal surface area of the matrix has been
changed by the air or water oxidation event and thus the amount
of material available for release. Dislocations and/or defects can
act as trapping sites for fission products as they transport
through the matrix. If the number of dislocations is about the
same as the number of fission products then the effect may be
important. If the fission product concentration is much greater
than the dislocation density then the effect is probably second
order. Exact values have not been measured nor has any
transport behavior been directly correlated with these
parameters. The influence of the oxidation event may be to
provide enough energy to the matrix to release fission products
from the traps. Sensitivity analysis can be performed to scope
this out.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure). Other factors include holdup, cracking, adsorption,
Intrusion site poisoning, permcability, sintering and annealing.

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criterla dl

Rank: I1 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Gas phase diffusion is thought to be the Rationale: Air or wvater ingress can change the Closure Criterion:
mechanism for gaseous fission product transport in microstructure and porosity of the matrix, which
the matrix. can influence the gas diffusion of fission products

by making transport easier. The interconnected
porosity can be a transport path for the air or water
intrusion. The reaction of air or wNater wvith the
matrix can change the microstructure, porosity,
tortuosity, and permeability, and hence affect
gaseous fission product transport in the matrix.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Transport of Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest
Subsequent Ar metallic Fps through fuel
Intrusion element

_Chemical form____

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Transport has been assumed to be Rationale: Closure Criterion:
elemental for the major fission products (Cs, Ag, I,
Xe, Sr). Potential changes in chemical form due to
the presence of air or water can be calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air bK air
intrusion Kinetics___

Remedy for Inadequate KnowledigeflssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale CosuredCriteriaClosure Criteria
Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Key parameter to describe thermal Rationale: Kinetics are fairly Nvell known for both Closure Criterion:
response and subsequent fission product release air and steam as a function of temperature and
during the event. partial pressure and flovTate.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can affect reaction rate and Rationale: Oxidation rate data have been Closure Criterion:
thus impact overall behavior during the intrusion determined for actual pebbles and compacts and
event. thus implicitly include the effects of impurities.

The effects of fission products have not been
included because oxidation testing has not been
performed on irradiated material. In principle,
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion in chemical form of

_______fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 6 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Accient itllby air

Subsequent Air
IntrusionChanges in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I-I 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the graphite by creating tunnels this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
or pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc., can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory

Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion I holdup reversals

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level an~d Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the matrix may simplistic yet conservative manner if details are not
be released because of the thermal energy well known or more sophisticated models with
associated with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or . .
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Temperature distributions

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well known and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the energy MELCOR). The high conductivity of the PyC
generation is properly calculated. should make the gradient quite small in general.

T he degree of fine detail in the model may be an
open question but can be handled with sensitivity
studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

AcdnWihOuter PyC Lay er Diffusion of gaseous fission products through Iaycr (Knudsen and bull; diffusion through pore structure,
Accident Wit (las-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)Subsequent Air
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowvledge/lssue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: I1 6 Remedy:

Rationale: OP)C can hold up gaseous fission Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients for Closure Criterion:
products. noble gases through PyC exist for both German

and U.S. PyC. The Knudsen diffusion formalism
has not been historically used in the modeling. The
effect of oxidation on changes in the transport
behavior has not been studied. Sensitivity studies
can be performed to bound potential changes to
determine the impact on the overall source term.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer
Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion Inter-granular diffusion an/or intra-grannular solid state diffusion
Intrusion _________________________________________________________

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 6 Remedy:

Rationale: PyC layers provide for some transport Rationale: Data exist on the effective diffusivity of Closure Criterion:
delay of metallic fission products. Cs, Ag, and Sr through the PyC layer. The

mechanism responsible for the transport has not
been definitively identified. The effect of
oxidation on transport properties has not been
studied. Sensitivity studies can be performed to
bound potential changes to determine the impact
on the overall source term.

F-14
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Life Cvcle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC LaVer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subscquent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedge/Issue

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of OPyC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PyC are known at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel clement.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Subsequent Air Stress state
Intrusion (compression/tension)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria
Rank: 1 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The stress state is judged to be of low Rationale: Stress state is easily calculated using Closure Criterion:
importance for a chemical oxidation event. current finite element models for coated particles.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Trapping of species between crystallite planes of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssuermporanceClosure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: In an intact particle, little diffusion of Rationale: Closure Criterion:
fission products is expected. If the level of
adsorption or defect sites is high in the OPyC due
to neutron irradiation for example, then these sites
may be effective in holding up fission products if
they are not annealed out during the oxidation
event. In a failed particle, the number of fission
product atoms is so large that such a mechanism is
very small. This is based on diffusion and trapping
modeling performed for tritium under the NPR
program in the early 1990s. The oxidation event if
severe enough could probably liberate any
adsorbed or trapped fission products. Sensitivity
studies X ith a diffusion and trapping model can
study this in more detail to determine overall
significance in the core for the oxidation event.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defects
Subsequent Air Trapping
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: In an intact particle, little diffusion of Rationale: Closure Criterion:
fission products is expected. If the level of
adsorption or defect sites is high in the OPyC due
to neutron irradiation for example, then these sites
may be effective in holding up fission products if
they are not annealed out during the oxidation
event. In a failed particle the number of fission
product atoms is so large that such a mechanism is
very small. This is based on diffusion and trapping
modeling performed for tritium under the NPR
program in the early 1990s. The oxidation event if
severe enough could probably liberate any
adsorbed or trapped fission products. Sensitivity
studies with a diffusion and trapping model can
study this in more detail to determine overall
significance in the core for the oxidation event.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Lengths, Widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during operation or an accident
Subsequent Air Cracking
Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowrladge/lsiu

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: A cracked OPyC wvill not retain fission Rationale: Models can be used to calculate the Closure Criterion:
gases and would act as a fast transport path for stress state in the OPyC layer.
oxidation of the SiC.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer Pvc Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air takb i
Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H I 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of OPyC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PyC are known at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel element.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
attack by airXSub~sequcnt AirCalyi

Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale emdy Cor Inasequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 4 Remedv:

Rationale: Impurities can alter reaction rates and Rationale: Reaction rate testing of PyC swould Closure Criterion:
change nature of the event. implicitly include the effects of any impurities on

the overall oxidation. No chemical reaction rate
measurements have been performed using
irradiated PyC where fission products may be in
the layer. In principle sensitivity calculations can
be performed w ith variations in the oxidation rate
to bound this effect.

Additional Diiscusslon
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products

Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue________________________________ ________________________________Closure Criteria
RInk: -H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical torm during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate KnowvledgellssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdge Level and Rationale ClosurCriterla

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the PyC by creating tunnels or this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the PyC may be simplistic, yet conservative manner if details are
released because of the thermal energy associated not well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation and thus increase the source detrapping can be used if the fundamental data
term. needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycic Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air attack bv air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledlge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssucClosure Criteria
Rank: I1 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well Ianown and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the energy MELCOR). The high conductivity of the PyC
generation is properly calculated. should make the gradient quite small in general.

The degree of fine detail in the model may be an
open question but can be handled with sensitivity
studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgerIssue

Rank: 1-1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier, Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
understanding the transport is very important. both the U.S. and Germany for the fission gases

through the SiC. They are probably a combination
of bulk diffusion and Knudsen diffusion at these
high temperatures but the tvo mechanisms have
never been individually sorted out in any
experiment. The parameters needed for such
detailed models and the changes in microstructure
of the SiC particle to particle and/or across the
layer and/or as a result of the oxidation make such
an effort very expensive and time consuming. The
use of effective diffusion coefficients although less
scientifically satisfying is more pragmatic and may
be completely acceptable in system safety analysis
when accompanied by proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accid.nt With SiC Laver Inter-gramnlar diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion

Intrusion I I

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 7 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier, Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
understanding the transport is very important. both the U.S. and Germany for the metallic fission

products through the SiC. They are probably a
combination of bulk diffusion and grain boundary
diffusion at these high temperatures but the two
mechanisms have never been individually sorted
out in any experiment. The parameters needed for
such detailed models and the changes in
microstructure of the SiC particle to particle and/or
across the layer and/or as a result of the oxidation
process make such an effort very expensive and
time consuming. The use of effective diffusion
coefficients although less scientifically satisfying is
more pragmatic and may be completely acceptable
in system safety analysis when accompanied by
proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading
Subsequent Air Thermal
Intrusion Ideterioration/decomposition

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lissueClosure Criteria
Rank: M 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Less important in oxidation events than Rationale: Closure Criterion:
in the longer term traditional heatup event. (See
similar factor in heatup PIRT table for more
information).

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Air Fission product corrosion
Intnusion I.-_I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: The deterioration of the SiC layer via Rationale: Various research institutions have Closure Criterion:
I'd attack has been postulated as a key failure performed many measurements. The kinetics of
mechanism because Pd forms silicides based on this mechanism is not known with enough certainty
phase diagram and experimental measurements. since extrapolations from the database are required.
This is very important for the high bumup fuel More testing would help develop a better
being proposed in new reactor designs since the Pd understanding of the phenomena and its impact
yield from Pu fission is much greater (- 25 x) that above 1600'C. Synergistic effects between
from U fission. Overall, it is judged to be of less - oxidation and Pd attack (e.g., increase in
importance in the oxidation event since it is temperature due to oxidation and its impact on
assumed that the chemical energy associated with greater Pd corrosion) have never been studied
the oxidation event would dominate the subsequent experimentally but can be examined use computer
fission product behavior in the particle. models with appropriate sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through the intact layer
Subsequent Air Heavy metal diffusion
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 3 Rcmedy:

Rationale: Although higher oxides of uranium Rationale: 1-leavy metal diffusion has never been Closure Criterion:
(JO2 ,3) can be volatile, this factor is judged to be observed in German accident heating tests.
of low importance in air or water ingress events
since the ability of air or water to get to the kernel
to mobilize the uranium is quite small given the
large amount of carbon in the system available to
react %kith air or steam.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subscqucnt Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: H 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation by air orwater is important to Rationale: At high partial pressures of air a Closure Criterion:
understand the response of the fuel. protective layer of SiO2 is expected. But at lower

partial pressures of air, volatile SiO is predicted to
form.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or .i .
Phase Phenomenon Defintion

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through defects in the SiC layer
Air Fission product release through

Intrusion undetected defects

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: As the primary fission product barrier. Rationale: Effective diffusion coefficients exist in Closure Criterion:
understanding the transport is very important. both the U.S. and Germany for the fission gases

through the SiC. Release via defects has never
been individually sorted out from the other
transport mechanisms in any experiment. The
parameters needed to model release via defects and
the presence or absence of defects in the SiC layer
particle to particle, and/or across the layer, and/or
changes in the defect structure as a result of
oxidation makes such an effort very expensive and
time consuming. The use of effective diffusion
coefficients although less scientifically satisfying is
more pragmatic and may be completely acceptable
in system safety analysis when accompanied by
proper sensitivity studies that assume some
percentage of defective SiC layers present in the
core.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during
Subsequent Air Fission product release through operation or an accident
Intrusion failures, e.g., cracking

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmldy for InaCeruate Knowria lge/ssueClosure Criteria
Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: A particle with a failed SiC layer but Rationale: Such a causal relationship can be Closure Criterion:
intact PyC layers will not release fission gas. The modeled and sensitivity studies performed to
1PyC layers must fail in order to have fission gas determine the overall impact in an oxidation event.
release. A failed layer sometimes is modeled as
having no fission product retention characteristics
in fuel performance models. This conservative
assumption is reasonable assuming that the code
can adequately calculate when an SiC layer can
fail. The oxidation event may cause failure of the
layer, which would then result in fission product
release.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Chemical form of fission products including the effects of solubility, intermetallics, and chemical activity
Subsequent Air Thermodynamics of the SiC-
Intrusion fission product system

Importance Rank and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImpotane Rnk nowedgeLevl ad RtioaleClosure Criteria

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Critical to understanding transport Rationale: Thermodynamic calculations have been Closure Criterion:
behavior of fission products performed for both the U02 and UCO systems over

a broad temperature, burnup and enrichment range
to establish the chemical forms of the fission
products. Similar calculations can be performed in
the presence of steam or air to determine the
changes in chemical form of the fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Change of SiC microstructure as a function of temperature
Subsequent Air Sintering
Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. 2 Remedy:

Rationale: The CVD SiC is very high Rationale: Closure Criterion:
density,almost theoretical, so it is difficult to see
that there would be much of a role for sintering to
change the microstructure. Chemical effects from
the oxidation event are much more important.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation by air or water is important to Rationale: At high partial pressures of air a Closure Criterion:
understand the response of the fuel. protective layer of Si0 2 is expected. But at lower

partial pressures of air, volatile SiO is predicted to
form.

Additional Discussion
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Life cyclc Factor, Characteristic or
Phasc Phenomenon Derinition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgeflssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationaic Closure Criteria

Rank: M 5 Rcmcdy:

Rationale: Impurities can change the reaction rate Rationale: Some air oxidation rate data have been Closure Criterion:
determined for SiC and thus implicitly include the
effects of impurities. The effects of fission
products have not been included because oxidation
testing has not been performed on irradiated SiC
material wvith fission products. In principle,
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueTmportance Rank and Rationale Knowledgc Level and Rationale Closure Criteria
Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstnucture of the SiC by creating tunnels or this efect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discusslon
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the SiC may be simplistic, yet conservative manner if details are
released because of the thermal energy associated not well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air air
IntSusion Ar Iemperaturc distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well known and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (c.g.
response of the material as a result of the chemical MELCOR). The degree of fine detail in the model
reaction is properly calculated. may be an open question but can be handled vith

sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank-: H 6 Remedy:

Rationale: PyC can hold up gaseous fission Rationale: PyC effectively retain fission gases. Closure Criterion:
products. Effective diffusion coefficients for noble gases

through PyC exist for both German and [J. S. PyC.
The Knudsen diffusion formalism has not been
historically used in the modeling. The effect of
oxidation on changes in the transport behavior has
not been studied. Sensitivity studies can be
performed to bound potential changes to determine
the impact on the overall source term,

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer
SAbsi cnt Airh Condensed phase diffusion Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6Remdy:

Rationale: Transport through intact particles is less Rationale: Data exist on the effective diffusivity of Closure Criterion:
important than those with exposed kernels in Cs, Ag, and Sr through the PyC layer. The
ingress events mechanism responsible for the transport has not

been definitively identified. The effect of
oxidation on transport properties has not been
studied. Sensitivity studies can be performed to
bound potential changes to determine the impact
on the overall source term.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by increased pressure from fission products
Subsequent Air Pressure loading (Fission
Intrusion products)

eRank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance RClosure Criteria

Rank: H 8 Remedy:

Rationale: A key parameter to determine stress in Rationale: Noble gases contribute to the pressure Closure Criterion:
coating layer. loading in the particle. The effect of temperature

due to the oxidation event on the pressure is easily
calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner 1Py(C Layer Stress loading of the layer by carbon monoxide by increased pressure
Subsequent Air Pressure loading (Carbon
Intrusion monoxide)

Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleRemedy for Inadequate Knowledgc/lssuc
-mprtan Ramk ad Ratio e Knowledgc Lvel and RationaleClosure Criteria

Rank: II for I102 and L for UCO 8 Remedy:

Rationale: A key parameter to determine stress in Rationale: Co (for UO only) contributes to the Closure Criterion:
coating layer. pressure loading in the particle. The elfect of

temperature due to the oxidation event on the
pressure is easily calculated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H 3 Remedy:

Rationale: At high temperatures, oxygen release Rationale: Known at these temperatures Closure Criterion:
from kernel increases over that in normal
operations because of instability of some oxidic
fission products at high temperatures.

Additional Discussion
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LiMc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Derinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident Wit Inner lPyC Laver The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Subsequent Air Stress state
Intrusion (compressionltcnsion)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssucImportance Rank and Rationale Knowlcdge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The stress state is judged to he of low Rationale: Stress state is easily calculated using Closure Criterion:
importance for a chemical oxidation event. current finite element models for coated particles.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner EPIC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Air Cracking
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H 5 Remedy:

Rationale: A cracked IPyC will not retain fission Rationale: Closure Criterion:
gases and would act as a fast transport path for
metallic fission products to the SiC layer.
Furthermore, a cracked IPyC will allow CC) to
attack the SiC layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident Wilh Inner PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssuc
Importance Rank and Rationale Knosvlcdge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Surface and bulk diffusion with Rationale: Transport models do not consider Closure Criterion:
intercalation of Cs and Sr (trapping) is probably intercalation. Effective diffusion coefficients exist
the underlying mechanism of transport through the in both the U.S. and Germany for the Cs and Sr
PyC. Given the large number of Cs atoms, the through IPyC. The data are probably a
trapping may be somewhat less important in the combination of diffusion and trapping via
IPyC than in the OPyC Where fewer Cs atoms are intercalation at these high temperatures but the two
expected and their concentration may be more on mechanisms have never been individually sorted
the order of the number of trapping sites. out in any experiment. Furthermore, the models do

not consider effects that oxidation could have on
changing the microstucture and the intercalation
behavior. The parameters needed for such detailed
models and the changes in microstructure of the
IPyC particle to particle and/or sometimes across
the layer and/or as a result of oxidation make such
an effort very expensive and time consuming. The
use of effective diffusion coefficients although less
scientifically satisfying is more pragmatic and may
be completely acceptable in system safety analysis
when accompanied by proper sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With inmer PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation of IPyC is needed to Rationale: Reaction rates for PyC are known at Closure Criterion:
understand thermal response of the particles in the these temperatures.
fuel element.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
u Aattack bv air

Subsequent rCatalsis
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can affect the reaction rate Rationale: Reaction rate testing of PyC lvould Closure Criterion:
and thus the cause of the ingress event. implicitly include the effects of any impurities on

the overall oxidation. No chemical reaction rate
measurements have been performed using
irradiated PyC where fission products may be in
the layer. In principle sensitivity calculations can
be performed with variations in the oxidation rate
to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air attack by air
IntrusionChanges in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
e R k a d R e Kg L C losure C riteria

lRink: 11 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in ditfusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___C losu re C riteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the PyC by creating tunnels or this effect. Conservative assumptions on such
pathwNays in the matrix. Thus, because the changes may allow sensitivity studies in this area.
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: As the oxidation process continues, any Rationale: This can be accounted for in a very Closure Criterion:
fission products trapped at sites in the PyC may be simplistic, yet conservative manner if details are
released because of the thermal energy associated not well known or more sophisticated models with
with the oxidation. detrapping can be used if the fundamental data

needed for such models exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material

Subsequent Wit attack by air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Ratlonale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnoCt ledge/riue

Rank: 1I 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well know n and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the energy MELCOR). The high conductivity of the PyC
generation is properly calculated. should make the gradient quite small in general.

The degree of fine detail in the model may be an
open question but can be handled with sensitivity
studies.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: I'he transport is fairly rapid and thus Rationale: Rapid diffusion through the porous Closure Criterion:
oxidation is not expected to affect the transport in structure of the buffer is assumed in both U.S. and
this layer significantly. German transport models. Knudsen diffusion

calculations confirm rapid gas phase transport.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristlc or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With BLuffer Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowicdgc Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 7 Remedy:

Rationale: The transport is fairly rapid and thus Rationale: Rapid transport of metallic fission Closure Criterion:
oxidation is not expected to affect the transport in products through the buffer has also been
this layer significantly. historically assumed in U.S. and German models.

Key measurements needed to develop grain
boundary diffusion models along the edges of the
crystallite plans have never been obtained. Instead,
effective diffusion coefficients are used.

Additional DiMcusslon
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling
Subsequent Air Response to kernel swelling
Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for snadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Not expected to be important in Rationale: Has been predicted by EU fuel modelers Closure Criterion:
oxidation events to be important at high burnup where swelling is

large. Usually this is accommodated by
appropriate changes in the buffer thickness to
ensure that the kernel does not come in contact
with the TRISO coated and cause large mechanical
stresses. Has not been shown to be a problem in
current irradiation database at relatively low
burnup.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accidcnt With Buffer Layer Maximum loading of fission products that can deposit from the gas phase onto surfaces of materials

Subsequent Air Maximum fuel gaseous fission surrounding the fuel kernel
Intrusion product uptake

I Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. 2 Remedy:

Rationale: Not important in oxidation events; Rationale: Closure Criterion:
probably more important in reactivity related
events.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Reaction of buffer layer with oxide materials in the kernel

Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 5 Remedy:

Rnlionale: Some oxide materials in the kernel Rationale: In UO2 excess oxygen from fission Closure Criterion:
become less stable resulting in additional oxygen reacts with fission products and then carbon from
that can react with the buffer causing additional the buffer. This is well known and can be
CO formation. calculated and has been measured at low burnups.

In UCO fuel no oxidation is expected.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Lavcr Changc in tcmperaturc with distance
Subsequent Air Thermal gradient
Intrusion II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
mportance Rank and Rationale Knowvledige Level andi RationaleClosure Criteria

Rank: L 6 Remedv:

Rationale: In pebble cores, the temperature Rationale: Temperature gradients can drive thermal Closure Criterion:
gradients are generally low because of the lover diffusion (Soret effect). Temperature gradients
power per particle in the core. Thus, Soret effects under normal operation are very high in prismatic
arc much less important. Thus, this effect is cores (up to 10000 K/cm) which can cause Soret
important as an initial condition for the accident. effects in fission product transport. Values of the
Under oxidation events the gradients are much heat of solution needed to model the fission
smaller and thus much less important during the product transport are sorely lacking.
accident.

Additional Discussion

. ,-
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Rapid densification can occur in the Rationale: This is fairly well known and can be Closure Criterion:
buffer under exposure to neutrons. The state of the calculated.
buffer is an important initial condition in fission
product modeling. Thermal densification is not
expected to be important at these temperatures.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With 3ufler Layer: Chemical attack Ratc of rcaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air by nir
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: M 7 Remedy:

Rntionale: Overall considered to be of lower Rationale: Oxidation rates for PyC can be adjusted Closure Criterion:
importance than the other layers in the particle, to estimate rates for the buffer.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 3 Remedy:

Rationale: In general, the effect is felt to be less Rationale: Reaction rate testing of low-density Closure Criterion:
important for this layer than other layers since carbon would implicitly include the effects of any
rapid fission product transport through the laver is impurities on the overall oxidation. No chemical
already assumed. reaction rate measurements have been performed

using irradiated buffer material where fission
products may be in the layer. In principle
sensitivity calculations can be performed with
variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form, fission products change in chemical form during

the air or woater ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L 3 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: No measurements have been made on Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the buffer by creating tunnels or this effect.
pathways in the matrix. Thus, because the
microstructure changes, the porosity, adsorptivity,
etc. can also change. Given the high porosity in the
buffer and the rapid fission product transport in
this layer, these effects are not considered
important.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident With lButTer Layer: Chemical attack Release or graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inarequate Knowiedga/Issue

Rank: L 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Given the rapid transport expected in Rationale: As the oxidation process continues any Closure Criterion:
the buffer, this effect is not expected to change the fission products trapped at sites in the buffer may
transport properties significantly. be released because of the thermal energy

associated with the oxidation. This can be
accounted for in a very simplistic yet conservative
manner if details are not well known or more
sophisticated models with detrapping can be used
if the fundamental data needed for such models
exist.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air y air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerissue

Rank: H 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Very important in doing an oxidation Rationale: This is well known and can be done in Closure Criterion:
calculation is to make sure the temperature most of the safety codes used by NRC (e.g.
response of the material as a result of the chemical MELCOR). The degree of fine detail in the model
reaction is properly calculated. may be an open question but can be handled with

sensitivity studies.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Maximum fucl temperature attained by the fucl kcrnel during the accident
Subsequent Air Maximum fuel temperature
Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Temperature is the key parameter that Rationale: This can be calculated and sensitivity Closure Criterion:
drives fission product migration in the coated studies can determine its overall importance in any
particle fuel, accident scenario.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time

Subsequent Air Temperature vs. time transient
Intrusion conditions

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale | Closure CriteriaKg

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Similar to temperature and time at Rationale: Sensitivity studies can be easily Closure Criterion:
temperature, the thermal response of the particle is performed to determine the impact of this factor on
important to calculating fission product behavior in the overall progression of the accident.
the particle. ,

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel I-low of heat within a medium from a region of high temperature to a region of low temperature
Subsequent Air Energy Transport: Conduction
Intrusion within kernel

Importane Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueClosure Criteria
Rank-: M 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Necded to calculate thermal response of Rationalc: Thermal conductivity of U0 2 is fairly Closure Criterion:
kernel high and reasonably well lknown. Conductivity of

UCO is assumed to be that of Ua. Can be varied
easily in sensitivity studies to detcrminc impact.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Chemical and physical state of fission products
Subsequent Air Thermodynamic state of fission
Intrusion products

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: IH 7 Remedy:

Rationale: Thermodynamic state of fission Rationale: Thermodynamic studies have been Closure Criterion:
products can determine volatility and mobility of performed for U0 2, UCO and UC2 systems and
the species. chemical states of major fission products have been

identified as a function of burnup and temperature.
The impact of air and/or water can be evaluated.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time
Subsequent Air Oxygen flux
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level anti Rationale Remedy for Inasequate Knowlegerlssue

Rank: L, 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Less important in air and water ingress Rationale: Closure Criterion:
events than in traditional heatup events.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion
Subsequent Air Grain growth
Intrusion

Rank and Rationale Kn~owledge LUvel and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueImpotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleClosure Criteria

4ank: 1, 4 Rcmedy:

Rationale: Not important for air or water ingress Rationale: Closure Criterion:
events.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kcrncl Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (UO) to form UC 2 and CO ( gas)
;ubsequent Air ~Bufler carbon-kernel interaction

Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale RCmldy for inadequate Knowlrdgi/assuc

Rank: H 6 Remcdy:

Rationalc: Thc reaction of the kernel and the buffer Rationale: Closure Criterion:
is known to form a "rind" of UC2 at the intcrface
between the two layers. Photomicrographs show a
different phase that is easily distinguished
optically. Such interaction can result in release of
fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air

Subsequent Air Kinetics
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 for UO,/ 6 for UCO Remedy:

Rationale: Oxidation kinetics are needed to Rationale: Air oxidation of U02 has been studied Closure Criterion:
understand physio-chemical changes in the kernel and data are available in the literature. Less
and effect on fission product release, information is available on UCO.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Deflnition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent Air Catalysis
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Impurities can influence reaction rates. Rationale: Reaction rate testing of U0 2/ UCO Closure Criterion:
would implicitly include the effects of any
impurities on the overall oxidation. Reaction rate
testing of irradiated kernel material would include
the effect of fission products. In principle,
sensitivity calculations can be performed with

__ variations in the oxidation rate to bound this effect.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air Changes in chemical form of
Intrusion fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H 7 Remedy:

Rationale: This can be important because the Rationale: This can also be calculated for a range Closure Criterion:
transport behavior is dependent on the chemical of oxygen potentials to determine if any of the key
form. fission products change in chemical form during

the air or water ingress accident.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident Wih Kernel: Chemical attack by air Change in ditTusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Ar Changes in kernel properties
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationalc RemCdy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M 5 Remedy:

Rationale: The oxidation can change the Rationale: Little data exist on changes in transport Closure Criterion:
microstructure of the kernel and the resultant properties. Some data exist on integral effect of
transport properties. Hyperstoichiometric uranium fission production.
dioxide "ill behave differently than U02. In UCO,
the oxygen will react with the carbide phase to
produce more U0 2. These are important effects to
determine fission product mobility in the kernel.
This is rated Medium because it is difficult to see
how a lot of air can get all the wvay to the kernel.

Additional Discussion
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Appendix F.2

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the ORNL Panel Member

R. Morris
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TRISO Fuel P1RT: Accident With Subsequent Air Intrusion

Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element The temperature, burnup and fast fluence history of the layer
Subsequent Air Irradiation history
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knovwledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 IC: 7 Remedy: None if the operating envelope remains
the same, otherwise additional testing is necessary

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The fuel behavior is strongly related to Rationale: (< 1600 °C) The Germans have Closure Criterion: Verification that the fuel can
its irradiation history. Increasing bumup and collected a large database for their fuel under their meet any new operating condition.
fluence beyond established limits generally specific operating conditions. Deviations from
degrades performance. The fraction of particles these conditions warrant additional testing. Note
failed during normal operation is important as well that the proven fuel envelope may be less
as the fact that they will release first. demanding than that required for the turbine

concepts.
. Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion of the best performing fuel see:

Perforniance Evalhation of Modemn 1ITR TRISO Futel, R. (ontard, 11. Nabielek, IITA-IB-05/90, July 1990

Fuel Perfontance andt Fission Prodluct Behavior in Gas CooledI Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

A W Fuel Element Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Accident With .

Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: I I < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Defer to fission product transport area.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The major barriers to fission product Rationale: (< 1600 'C) The fuel element matrix Closure Criterion: Diffusion and trapping
release are the particle coating layers. The sorbs some of the released fission products coefficients for the material of interest as a
diffiusion through the fuel element matrix is (metals); data exist to estimate the inventory, function of temperature
considered to be relatively high, although it does however, chemical attack may alter things.
sorb and trap some fission products. When this Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/AClosure Criterion: N/A
material is oxidized, these fission products can be
released, so the inventory is important. _

Additional Discussion

Diffusion through the fuel element matrix is fairly rapid compared to the particle coating layers. Gases are not held up, but there is significant sorption of the
released metals. Overall, the reactor core components can provide an attenuation factor of 10-1000 for the metallics; oxidation could release this inventory. The
GT-MJIR may change its matrix composition from the historical resins; if so, additional investigations may be necessary.
For examples of diffusion and sorption behavior in different 11TGR materials see:

Fuel Pewibrnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

For general interest in the transport of volatile fission products through the reactor system see:

4n analytical Study of Volatile Metallic Fission Product Release From Very High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel and Core, S. Mitake, et. al., Nuclear
Teclmology, 81 (1988), pages 7-12.
Fission Product Plateotut and Liftoff'in the AIHTGR Primary System: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

This sorbed or plated out material could be released in the event of an accident.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phcnomenon

Accident Witi Fuel Element Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air las phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure). Other factors include holdup, cracking, adsorption,

Intnision site poisoning, permeability, sintering, and annealing.

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssuc
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andi Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 °C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 IC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The fission gases migrate rapidly Rationale: (< 1600 OC) Data showvs that the gases Closure Criterion: None
through the fuel element matrix after they escape move rapidly through the matrix material and
from the particle. This fact is used to monitor fuel quickly enter the coolant and/or fuel element.
behavior via RI13. Any damaged particles will Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
release fission gases. Air will react in these
regions.

AdditIonal Discussion

Fuel Perforannce andi Fission Prodhuct Behmvior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
Source Tenn EstimnationforSniall-SizedllTMs: Status and Furt her Needs, ErtracledFromn Gernan Safety Analysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193

A fetlotls wand Data for H7GR Fuel Performwace and Radionuclide Release Modeling hiring Nomial Operational and Accitlentsfor Safetv itnal)'sis, K.

Fission gases move rapidly to the coolant once they exit the particle. In a reactor they are removed by the coolant purification system so the circulating inventory
is low. Transport of volatile metallics is determined by the sorption isotherms and dust. Gases released by damaged particles vill rapidly move through the
reactor core system.
'Ihe actual reaction of air faith the core materials is more complex. For a discussion of air ingress accidents and its effect on fuel see:
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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For examples of the type of modeling that has been done for transport see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftoff in the AIHlTGR Primary System: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

For fuel accident models see: Comipilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forA MITGR Design, Martin, R.C.,
ORNI/NPR-9 1/6
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Lire Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With IFuel Element: Transport or Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest
u A metallic FPs through fuelSubsequInt Air clement

nr nChemical form

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Impor~tance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I I < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine the need for this detailed
knowledge.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The chemical form of the fission Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical Closure Criterion: If necessary, collect or calculate
product will determine how it interacts with the calculations can give plausible chemical forms, but the compounds.
reactor system materials. The chemical this author is not aware of any measurements
environment of the kernel and the reactor system confirming the chemical states.
can be quite different and depend on the kernel
composition and the coolant impurities. The
kernel is expected to be somewhat oxidizing and Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
the normal reactor system quite reducing, thus the
chemical form of the fission product may change
as it leaves the fuel. Once the accident starts, the
environment may become oxidizing again.

Additional Discussion

This issue of chemical forms probably should be covered under fission product transport since the reactor system has a difference chemical potential than the
fuel. It tvill change again with the accident. Carbides may oxidize. See:

Fission Product Plateout andLiftloff in theAfMlTGR Primarv Systen: AI Review, NUREG/CR-5647
Chelnical BelhavlorofFission Products in Core IleaftlpAccidents in Hligh-Teniperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
Source Tenn EstimnationforSinall-SizedMTRs: Status and Furtnher Nceeds Extracted From German SafetyAnalysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193
Alethods andl Datafor 117(11? Fuel Perfonnance and Radionuclide Release Modeling dhuring Nonnal Operational amd Accilentsfor Safetv Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

A n Wh Fuel Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of airAccident With b i
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Collect the relevant data.
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Kinetics data is necessary to determine Rationale: (S 1600 'C) Some reaction data is Closure Criterion: Adequate data for the
the reaction rate for both the matrix material and available, but more specific information may be calculations.
the fuel materials. required.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For different reactor types a considerable amount graphite oxidation work has been done. The kinetics depend a lot on the type of material. Some results are
discussed in:

Fuel Peifoinnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, LAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Also, for graphite materials:

Corrosion of Muclear-Grade Graphites: Air Oxidation of 11-451, E.L. Fuller, et. al., ORNL/NPR-91/27, October 1992
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dfinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subseqiuent Air Catalyis
Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Co u Criteria

Rank: 1I < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: Determine the sensitivity of the situation
to rates. Collect the relevant data if necessary.

> 1600 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The reactions rate can have great local Rationale: (' 1600 IC) Local rates can be quite Closure Criterion: Resolution of the modeling
variations due to catalysis from impurities or different than global rates. needs or the collection of the relevant data.
fission products. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For the effects of trace elements on graphite H-451 see:

The Effect of Trace Elements on the Surface Oxidation of 11-451 Graphite, O.C. Kopp, et. al., ORNL/NPR-92/56, December 1992
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fucl Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 1- • 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (S 1600 0C) Thermochernical codes can Closure Criterion: Data to resolve uncertainties.
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little
properties. confirmation work is available.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Procluct Plateout and Lijtoff in the AIITGR Primary System: A Review, NLJREG/CR-5647

Chemtical Behavior of Fission Produicts in Core Heatup Accidents in High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 ( 1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristie or
Phase Phenomenon D

Accident With Fucl Element: Chemical attack Changes in diflfusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knosvledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Know ledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II 5 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this data and
collect the necessary information.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in graphite properties may Rationale (< 1600 'C) Some data is available for Closure Criterion: Data and models to support the
change reaction rates and transport properties. this from other reactor types. needs.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This issue depends on the particular graphite and matrix materials involved.
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: Ed <1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine what is in the graphite and
how it moves as the graphite oxidizes.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: As the matrix material and graphite are Rationale: (K 1600 'C) Air ingress experiments Closure Criterion: Sufficient information to model
consumed during the reaction, the inventory of have been conducted and the releases examined. or bound the situation.
fission products may be released or converted to a Also, modeling has been done for this and other
form that migrates at a higher rate. reactor types.

Rationale (> 1600 OC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fuel is high quality and the operational temperatures below about 1 300'C, only the in-service failed fuel will contribute to the release inventory. Thus, the
actual material to be released may be quite small. See:

Source Terns Estimationfoir Sinall-Sized HTRs: Status and Further Needs, Extracted From German Safety Analysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (200 1), pages 183-1'93

Fuel Petibrnmance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Compilation of Fuel Peiybrinance and Fission Protduct Transport Models and Database forAJHTGR Design, R. Martin, ORNL/NPR-91/6

Methods and Data for HTIGR Fuel Performance and Radionuclide Release 1'odeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safty Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion lTemperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationalc Knowledlge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I < 1600 °C: 4 Remedy: Determine the data needed to be
._ collected.
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The temperature distribution needs to be Rationale: (< 1600 °C) Graphite oxidation codes Closure Criterion: Sufficient information to
known to predict fuel performance and the course have been developed and similar cases run. resolve the issue.
of the accident. Both aflerheat and heat of
combustion need to be known. Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC 1,ayer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)

Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: H I< 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Insure that proper PyC is manufactured.
Material properties are difficult to characterize.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The PyC layers hold fission gases well. Rationale: (< 1600 'C) A great deal of testing has Closure Criterion: Test fuel performs as expected
The diffusion coefficients are generally quite low. been conduced on PyC at the temperatures of
The biggest concern is the rupture of the layer and interest. The primary concern is fabricating the
the release of gases (if other layers are bad). This proper material and its loss during the accident.
layer may be attacked by air. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done of the PyC for BISO and TRISO fuels under helium conditions, less so under air/steam see:

Petfor7nance Evaluation of Modern HTR TRJSO Fuel, R. Gontard, H. Nabielek, HTA-IB-05/90, July 1990

Fuel Perfortnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, LAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Nuclear Technology, 35, Number 2 (entire issue devoted to coated particle fuels)

If the OpyC is unbreached, the helium heatup issues generally apply. If the layer is damaged or burned away, then the loss of OPyC issues would apply.
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer P'yC Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion
Intrusion I

Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 IC: 7 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Metallic fission products generally Rationale: (5 1600 'C) The O1yC offers little Closure Criterion: None
diffuse through the layer rapidly at high holdup to metallics at accident temperatures._
temperatures. Its loss would make some Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A. Closure Criterion: N/A
difference, but the primary issue would be
exposing the SiC to the air.
Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done of the pyC for in helium 131SO and TRISO fuels; less has been done for air/steam. See:

Perforanmice Evaluation ofAlodleni I1TR TRISO Fuel, R. Gontard, H. Nabielek, HTA-lB-05/90, July 1990

Fuel Perfo7nance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

t'iclear Techrologv 35, Number 2 (entire issue devoted to coated particle fuels)
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank antd Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: Il < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and
collect the necessary data.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The oxidation rate detemnines the life of Rationale: (<1600 0C) Testing has been done, but Closure Criterion: Resolution of the data gaps.
this layer under air ingress. Generally, a bulk rate it is of a more integral nature.
is assumed rather than detailed behavior. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For information on fuel exposure in steam/air see:

Source Tenn Estimation for Smnall-Sized HTRs: Status and Furtlher Needs, Extracted From Gernan Safety Analysis, R. Moormann, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193

Fuel Petformance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Compilation of Fuel Performnance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database for AIHTGR Design, R. Martin, ORNL/NPR-91/6

A/ethods and Data/for HTGR Fuel Pewforinance and Radionuclide Release AModeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safety' Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outcr PyC Layer '[he state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Subsequent Air Stress state

mntmsion(compression/tension)

Remcdy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Imp ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Ratlonalc Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 °C: 6 Remcdy: Review and collect new data for the
codes if necessary. Material properties are the
major issue.

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The stress state of the OPyC helps keep Rationale: (< 1600 °C) The fuel design codes Closure Criterion: Adequate test fuel performance.
a compression force on the SiC. Failure of the include these calculations. (Assumes the PyC is
Ol'yC by oxidation increases the likelihood of SiC irradiation stable)
failure.

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discusslon

RevisedA1JITGR ufigh-Temperature FuelPerfornjancefodels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

AMethods and DataforHITGR Futel Perfonnance and Radlontclide Release 1fodeling during Nonnal Operational andAccidentsfor SafielyAnalysis, K.

See the PIRT Design 'l'able for references on fuel design. Also see the accident models. The most common accident model is pressure vessel failure. See:
Verfondem, ct. al., Jul-272 1

Conmpilation of Ftel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forAII TGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/0

RevisedAfI7`GR High-Temperature Ftel Perfonrance Models, RC. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

Fuel Perfonnance and Fission Produhct Behmavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TE3CDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer T'rapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerissue

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: Review data to determine if it is
important.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Small amounts of material may be Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: None
trapped in the layer, but the material sorbed in the in this area, but it has not been an important driver.
matrix is expected to be much larger. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

With good SiC, the fission product transport to the OPyC is very low. Some new modeling efforts are determining if this is an important factor.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defectsAccident With - Tapn
Subsequent Air rapping
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1 < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Review data to determine if it is
important.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Some trapping is used in the modeling Rationale: (' 1600 'C) Some modeling has looked Closure Criterion: None
and it may play a role in the transport, but the FPs at this
in the matrix appears to be the major concern. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

With good SiC, the fission product transport to the OPyC is very lowv. Current modeling efforts are investigating this effect. Even if it is a real effect, it may be
consumed by general data uncertainties.

....
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during operation or an accident

Subsequent Air Cracking
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 5 (models determine failure rather Remedy: Better data and model for fuel
than cracks) performance, especially PyC behavior.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Failure of the OPyC affects the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Fuel models have been Closure Criterion: Models that predict fuel
likelihood of SiC failure and exposes it to developed to model normal and accident behavior. behavior under normal and accident conditions.
air/steam. Cracking of particle layers can result in Particles are assumed to fail when they meet some Does one need cracks or just failure? This adds a
particle failure. One intact PyC can retain gases, weakness criteria based on a layer stress. Details lot of complexity.
but metallic release will be high. Modeling often of cracks are not modeled (yet). Agreement has
assumes that particles fail by overpressure rather been good for high quality fuel
than a small crack. A crack is assumed to equal R le (> 1600 C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
IiHilure.

Additional Discussion

For some work on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see:

Consideration of 'the Efjects on Fuel Particle Behavior from Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner Pyrocarbon Layer G.Miller, et. al.. Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.
Key Dijfjrences in the Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of U .S. and Gennan TRISO-coated Particle Fuel aid Their Implications on Fuel Performance
D.A. Petti, et. al Nuclear Engineering and Design, 222 (2003) 281-297.
0

Ai-1ITGR IRISO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-I-HTGR-90390Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database
/br.M4HTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

gMethods and Data Jor HTGR Fuel Perfornance and Radionuclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational andAccidents for Saftty Analysis, K.
Verfondiem, et. al., Jul-2721

Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product TransportModels and Database forAMHT'7GR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1/6

Revised MHTGR High-Temperalure Fuel Performance Alodels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/ 16

Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAF A-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
.a Attack by airSubsequent Air Kntc

Intrusion Kinetics

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledgel/ssuc
Imponrtnce Rank and Rationale Knossicdge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 < 1600 C: 4 Remedy: Dctermine conditions and perform
testing.

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The reaction rate determines how long Rationale: (c 1600 °C) Much work has been done, Closure Criterion: Collect the required data.
the layer will last and support or protect the SiC. but the results are sensitive to materials.

Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Dlscussion

Some wotk has been done in this area, but specific rates and mechanisms have not been isolated: Mfethodcs and Datafor IITGR Fuel Performance and

Radlionuclide Release Aodeling during Normial Operational and Accidentsfor Safety Analysis, K. Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721

Compilation of Fnel Performance anrd Fission Product Transport Models and DatabaseforAMITGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNI./NPR-9 1/6

Fuel Peufonnanice and1 Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TEICDOC-978 (1997)

Reactivity of Graphite and Futeled Graphite Spheres with Oxidizing Gases, J.Rl'. Blakely, ORNL-TM-75 1, Februauy 1964

The particular material under relevant conditions needs to be examined, as there can be considerable variation in results.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent Air Catalysis
IntrusionCalyi

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine if it is relevant or important
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A catalysis can increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 oC) This is an unexplored area Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
rate in the layer and hasten its failure. for fuel, but the graphite air reaction has seen much necessary.

work.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fission product inventory in the PyC is low and its loss does not significantly increase the SiC failure probably, then this issue may be unimportant.

For the effects of trace elements on graphite H-45 1 see:

The E.ffect of Trace Elements on the Surface Oxiclation of 11-451 Graphite, O.C. Kopp, et. al., ORNL/NPR-92/56, December 1992
A literature search should come up with some material on catalysis for PyC. It is likely to be sensitive to the exact nature of the materials.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcefnition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outcr PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air attack by air
Itison A r Changes in chemical form of

________fission products _ __________________I_________________I________

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: 1- < 600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (' 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. confirmation work is available.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the inventory of the layer is low, this issue may be of little practical importance. The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some
information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Prodtuct Plateout ard Li qoff in the AIIITGR Primary Sysenm: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fissioni Products in Core fleatup Accidents in High-Temtperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PvC Layer: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.

Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M c 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumed to disappear
at some rate. Rationale (> 1600 0 C) N/A. Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the failure of the SiC may dominate.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knoileage/Issue

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and
collect the necessary data.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: As the OPNC is burned away; any Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Some air ingress Closure Criterion: Determine the relevance of this
inventory of fission products will be released. The experiments have been done. need and collect data.
inventory of this layer is low for high quality fuel.

Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: NIA

Additional Discussion

If the fuel performs as expected, the inventory of this layer will be very low. Thus, the actual details of its release may not be important. The greater problem
will be that its loss exposes the SiC to air. For a summary of burning data see:

Compilation of Ftel Performnatce and Fission Product TramsportAfodels and DatabaseforAMHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Perfornance and Fission Procdct Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D nt
Phase Phenomenon Derition

ntsiont jt Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through materialAcietWt attack by air

Subsequent Air Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
reaction rates and thus how fast the layer is done to reasonably estimate the temperatures.
attacked. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion III

Remedy for Inadlequate Knoiviedge/IssucImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Cyosure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 °C: 4 Remedy: Determine relevance of this issue and
collect data if necessary.

> 1600 `C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The SiC is an important barrier to Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Germans have done Closure Criterion: Resolution of the uncertainties.
fission products. Its damage will allow fission extensive testing in this area with a helium
product to migrate. It is assumed that the OPyC atmosphere. The major problem is attack of the
has been destroyed so that air can reach the layer. layer. Some work has been done in this area.
Also, note that the IPyC must also fail for gas Extensive work to collect diffusion coefficients has
release. not been done.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

AdditIonal Discussion

Much work has been done in a helium atmosphere, but less has been done with air. See:

Compilation of Fiel Performance and Fission Prodtuct Transport Aodlels and DatabaseforAMHTGR Desigt, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Perfonnance and Fission Produhct Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Afethoods andl Datafor IHTGR Futel Perfornmnce and Radionuclide Release AMfodeling dhuring Nonnal Operational and Accilentsfor SafetyAnalysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion
Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Outline the course of the accident and
collect the relevant data.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The SiC is the major barrier to the Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Integral experiments Closure Criterion: The course of the accident and
release of metallic fission products. It is assumed exposing a particle to air and steam have been the necessary data.
that the OPyC has been removed and air/steam is done.
attacking the SiC. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Much work has been done in a helium atmosphere, but less has been done with air. See:

Compilation of Fuel Performiance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database for MHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1/6

Fuel Perfornmance andi Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Methods and Data for HTGR Fuel Performance and Radionmclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Saftly Analysis, K.
Verfondem. et. al.. Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading

Subsequent 1Air Thermal
Intrusion deterioration/decomposition

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H ' 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: If 16001C and the irradiation envelope
are adequate then okay; otherwise testing may be
necessary, especially if air/steam contact layer.

_ > 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The loss of the SiC will result in the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Extensive testing at 1600'C Closure Criterion: Accident definition and the
release of metallics even if the PyCs are in good has shown it to be a "safe" limit, but exposure to uncertainties with air/steam resolved.
shape. The loss of the OPyC wvill probably result air/steam may accelerate the process.
in accelerated failure due to loss of strength. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

1 600'C has been used as the maximum temperature; it is conservative and some researchers feel that 1 650-17001C may be allowable, but the air exposure my
greatly change the situation. The modeling approach to this situation needs to be resolved. This is a complex issue. Some references:

Compilation of Ftel Perfonnance and Fission Product Transport A todels and DatabaseforAfflGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Perfonnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

,A lethodls anl Datafor H7GR Fuel Performance and Radio)n'c/idle Releasel Aodeing during Normal Operational and Accidentsfor.Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Air Fission product corrosion
Intrusion _

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: El 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None, if the particle operating
temperature/time is below an acceptable damage
limit.

> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Some fission products may migrate to Rationale: (5 1600 'C) This effect has been studied Closure Criterion: Insure that the operating
the SiC layer and damage it. This corrosion both in-pile and out of pile. Controlling the conditions are acceptable
process is a function of temperature. The maximum operating temperature is a major factor.
corrosion mostly occurs during normal operation at
the higher temperatures and weakens the particle Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
for the accident. At the higher accident
temperatures, thermal decomposition effects
dominate.

Additional Discussion

Palladium is one element that is of great concern for high temperature corrosion of SiC and temperature is an important driving factor. Corrosion rates are strong
functions of temperature. See the other PIRT Tables and:

Fission Product Pd-SiC Interaction in Irradiated Coated-Particle Fuels, T.N. Tiegs, Nuclear Technology, 57, pages 389-398.

Silicon Carbide Corrosion in High-Temnperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel Particles, H. Grubmeier, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35 (1977), pages 413 -427

Out-of-ReactorStudies of'Fission Product-Silicon Carbide Interactions in HTGR Fuel Particles, R. Lauf, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 120 (1984), pages
6-30

Carbon Monoxide-Silicon Carbide Interaction in HTGR Fuel Particles, K. Minato, et. al., Journal of Materials Science, 26 (1991), pages 2379-2388
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Dcfinition

A W SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through layer

Subsequent Air Heavy metal diffusion
Intlmsion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. < 1600 °C: 5 Remedy: None
> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Diffusion of heany metal through the Rationale: (< 1600 °C) To this author's knowledge, Closure Criterion: None
particle could result is the redistribution of fissile heavy metal diffusion through the SiC is not a
material. problem. .

Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Significant migration of fissile material through SiC during an accident is not an issue at the temperatures of interest. See: Compilation of ruelPerformance
and Fission Product Transport l olels and Database forAIIITGR Design, Martin, RC., ORNL/NPR-91/6
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Defulition

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Rmd Closure CriteriaKl

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine chemical conditions and
release time for the relevant case.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Oxidation of the SiC layer will destroy Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Experiments have been Closure Criterion: Resolution of release rates.
its fission product retention capability. A major done with particles and spheres.
issue is whether SiO or Si0 2 is produced. SiO2  Rationale (> 1600 TC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
will produce a layer that impedes mass transfer
while SiO is volatile. Also, if the IPyC breaks, the
SiC layer may be exposed to CO that could slowly
corrode it. This is less of a concern for UCO fuel.

Additional Discussion

This is a complex issue. Some references:

Compilation of Fuel Perbrinance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forMHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Per/br7nance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

AHfethod5 and Data for HTGR Fuel Perfonnance and Radionuclide Release AMlodeling during No0mal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
CO corrosion can be a problem at the higher pressures and temperatures if a crack in the IPyC allows access to the SiC. Controlling the IPyC properties and
controlling the CO by using UCO or gettering the fuel can mitigate this problem. See other PIRT tables and:

Carbon Monoxide-Silicon Carbide Interaction in HTGR Fuel Particles, K. Minato, et. al., Journal of Materials Science, 26 (1991), pages 2379-2388
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through defects in the SiC layer
Subsequent Air Fission product release through
IntSusion undetected defects

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: Defer to fuel fabrication
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Defective SiC will allow gas transport if Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This is a manufacturing Closure Criterion: None
the PyCs both fail. This is more of a issue that shows up during accident conditions.
manufacturing issue that shows up when the fuel is Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
stressed.

Additional Discussion

The SiC layer can be damaged during compact fabrication by iron impurities. The particles will still retain gases as long as one of the PvCs is good. See the
PIRT on Manufacturing Design. It is not known if the chemical attack wvill worsen the situation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or .i.
Phase Phenomenon Defintion

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission products from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during
iAir Fssion product release through operation or an accident

Subsequent failures, e.g. cracking
Intrusion II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: HI • 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: If the fuel is used outside of its tested
region, more testing is needed.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Failure of the SiC will allow fission gas Rationale: (c 1600 0C) C Accident models have Closure Criterion: Resolution of identified
to pass through it. If the PyC remains good, the been compared to experiments to approximately concerns.
gas wvill not be released, if not, the gas will be model the situation. If material properties are
released. Metallics will be released in both cases. consistent, useful predictions can be made,
See previous SiC entries, however chemical attack issues can change the

results.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Most SiC failure models are based on pressure vessel failure. More recent models are considering cracking. See the other PIRT Tables and:

Revised MHTGR High-Temperature Fuel Peifornance Alodels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16
Mlethods and Datafbr HTGR Fuel Perfbrmance and Radionuclide Release MAlodeling during Nonnal Operational and Accidents for Saftey Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
AIHTGR TRISO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-HTGR-90390, 1993
Fuel Petformnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Chemical form of fission products including the effects of solubility, intermetallics, and chemical activity
Subsequent Air Thermodynamics of the SiC-
Intmtsion fission product system

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgcllssue
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: H < 1600 0C: 7 Remedy: None, if the particle operating
temperature/time is below an acceptable damage
limit.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Some fission products may migrate to Rationale: (< 1600 IC) This effect has been studied Closure Criterion: Acceptable performance.
the SiC layer and damage it. This corrosion both in-pile and out of pile. Controlling the
process is a function of temperature. See the entry maximum operating temperature is a major factor.
on corrosion. If the SiC fails and air/steam enters,
the oxidation state may increase, which may not be
bad Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See entries on corrosion and the other PIRT Tables. Also see entries on UCO. One of the goals of kernel design is to stabilize the corrosive elements so they do
not migrate to the SiC. Also, determine if air attack kernel.
During normal or accident conditions, the SiC can crack or break due to over pressure or an interaction with cracked PyC. High temperatures increase the
pressure in a particle. Above 1600 IC or so, decomposition begins to *eaken the SiC and it can fail.

For some work on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see the other PIRT tables and:

Consideration of tie Effects on Fuel Particle Belhaviorfroin Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner Pyrocarbon Laier, G.Miller, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.

K.ey Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of U.S. and Gennman TPJSO-coated Particle Fuel ani Their Implications on Fuel Perfonnice,
D.A. Petti, et. al., INEEL/EXT-02-00300
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Revised AMHTGR High-Temperature Fuel Petfornnance lodels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16

Methods and Data for HTGR Fuel Peiformiance and Radionuclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Ju1-272 1

AMfHTGR TRJSO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-HTGR-903 90, 1993

Fuel Peijbn7nance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dcfinition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer Change of graphite microstructure as a function of temperature
Subsequent Air Sintering
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issuc
Importance Rank anti Rationale Knowliedge Level and Rationale Closure Critcria

Rank: L < 1600 C: 7 Remedy: None if temperatures are below 1600 0C,
an air environment may modify this.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: SiC doesn't appear to suffer any Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Extensive testing at 1600 Closure Criterion: None
significant changes at normal operating conditions 0C for hundreds of hours has shown the good
and survives at 1600 0C without large changes. behavior of SiC.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The major challenge is to reproduce the SiC that performed so well in past testing. The exposure to air is expected to lead to corrosion cffects rather than
sintering effects. The loss of the SiC integrity is the major issue.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine chemical conditions and
release time for the relevant case.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The rates determine how long the SiC Rationale: (S 1600 'C) Experiments have been Closure Criterion: Resolution of release rates.
will last. Also, oxidation of the SiC layer will done with particles.
destroy its fission product retention capability. A Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
major issue is whether SiO or Si0 2 is produced.
SiO2 will produce a layer that impedes mass
transfer While SiO is volatile.

Additional Discussion

This is a complex issue because of the SiO or Si0 2 issue and mass transfer. Some references:

Comipilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product TransportA'Iodels and DatabaseforAMHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Peirbnnance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

1ethods and Data for HTGR Fuel Peifornnance and Radionuclide Release Modeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for SafetyAnalysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Laver: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air air
hintusion Caayi

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: I Remedy: Estimate the potential for this to occur.
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A catalysis could influence the reaction Rationale: (e 1600 'C) This is unexplored. Closure Criterion: Resolution of the issue.
rate of SiC with water or air and thus greatly
increase the rate of thinning. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Little is known albout this, but experiments have not revealed any sort of problem. A literature review may be a way to quickly determine if this area needs to be
explored more.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (_ 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. Once the SiC fails, the potential for confirmation work is available.
significant particle releases increase. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftoff in the AIHTGR Pritnary Systemn: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Products in Core Heatup Accidents in High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors. R. Moornann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in ditfusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air air
IntSesion Changes in SiC properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H c 1600 0C: I Remedy: Determine if this item is relevant.
> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The modeling is not performed at this Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Not examined in this detail. Closure Criterion: Collect relevant detail.
level; generally, the layer is assumed to disappear
at some rat.Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discusion

This level of detail may not be necessary if all one needs is time to significant fuel releases as the SiC fails.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Release of SiC FP inventory
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the conditions of interest and
collect the necessary data

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: As the SiC is removed; any inventory of Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Some air ingress work has Closure Criterion: Determine the relevance of this
fission products will be released. The inventory of been done. need and collect data.
this layer is low for high quality fuel. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If the fuel performs as expected, the inventory of this layer will be very low. Thus, the actual details of its release may not be important. The greater problem is
that its loss exposed the high inventory kernel. See:

Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product TransportAlodels and Database ]brAlHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Perl/bmnnce and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristie or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: 1-1 < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the reaction Rationale: (' 1600 'C) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
rates and thus how fast the layer is attacked. done to reasonably estimate the temperatures.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional DIscussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: None at present

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Gas diffusion through the PyCs is Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Gas diffusion through the Closure Criterion: Acceptable test fuel behavior
generally quite low at the temperatures of interest. PyCs has been shown to be quite low. The issue is
The SiC layer must be breeched for the gases to the layer behavior after is has been attacked. Some
get out. If the SiC layer has been damaged, the integral testing has been done.
failure likelihood of the IPyC is increased. If Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: Acceptable test fuel behavior
attack of the IPyC occurs, significant release will
soon follow.

Additional Discussion

Extensive testing has been done on various fuels over a range of temperatures. The challenge is to reproduce this good material. See:

Perfmnlance Evaluation of 1ode17r HTR TRISO Fuel. R. Gontard, II. Nabielek, HTA-11B-05/90, July 1990
Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
Fission-Product Release During Postirradliation.Annealing of Several Types of Coated FuelParticles, R.E. Bullock, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 125 (1984),
pages 304-3 19

The concern is how the chemical attack affects the layer. For accident models see:

Comnpilation of Fuel Peybrtnance and Fission Product Transport Aodels and Databasefor MHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
Revised .AIHTGR High-Temperature Fuel Petjbnnance Models, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16
Metlhods and Data ]br HTGR Fuel Perfonnance and Radionuclide Release Alodeling during Nlonnal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfoondem, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PvC Laver - Inter-granular diflusion and/or intra-granular solid-statc dilffsion
Subsequent Air Condenscd-phase diffusion

Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M <1600 °C: 4 Remedy: None, nothing can be done

> 1600 °C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The diffusion of metallic fission Rationale: (< 1600 °C) The PyCs are generally Closure Criterion: Nonc
products through the PyCs is known to be fairly assumed to provide limited retention to metallic
high. Only modest credit can be taken for PyC as a fission products at accident temperatures.
barrier or release delay for metallics. Any chemical Chemical attack may make the situation worse.
attack wvill only enhance the diffusion. Rationale (> 1600 °C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion of PyC and metallics see:

Ntclear Teclhnology, 35, Number 2, Fission Product Release Section, pages 457-526
For the higher accident temperatures, the PyCs are assumed to have essentially no resistance to metallic transport. The PyC offers some impedance to metallic

transport, but is not a major barrier. Chemical attack will worsen the situation, but the SiC layer is the important one.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by increased pressure from fission products
Subsequent Air Pressure loading (Fission
Intrusion products)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H S 1600 OC: 7 Remedy: Proper design and fabrication

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Depending on the particular Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Acceptable fuel performance
configuration, the PvC layers can help keep the by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
SiC in compression. Loss of a PyC layer can Analysis and designs are available
increase the probability of SiC failure. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

According to the fuel models, the PyC functions as an important load-bearing component of the fuel particle. See the PIRT Design Table for more infornation
concerning the stresses. Loss of other layers due to chemical attack influences the structural stability of the entire particle.

A major concern is the proper material properties - see the Manufacturing Design PIRT
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Imp~ortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: -1 < 1600 0C: 7 Remedy: Control pressure by design
> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: High CO product will result in high Rationale: (5 1600 IC) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Proof testing of final fuel design
particle pressures, especially at the higher accident by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
temperatures. Changing the kernel composition Analysis and designs are available.
can control CO production. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion on kernel design to minimize CO and immobilize key fission products see:

.Sloifchionteric Effects on Performance ofIfigh-Temperature Gas-Coolel Reactor Fuelsfront the U-C-O S.steni, F.J. Iloman, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35,
pages 428441.
See the other PIRT Tables for fuel design issues.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PvC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphic with oxygen released from the kernel.
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowlege/Issue

Rank: H S 1600 OC: 3 Remedy: Collect relevant data
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Defects or cracks in the OPyC and SiC Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This behavior is similar to Closure Criterion: Reasonable calculational basis.
can allow air/stem to enter the particle and oxidize the bum leach tests used to determine fuel quality.
the IPyC. This will release fission gases and The rates are assumed to be the same as for OPyC
provide a direct path to the kernel. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

If both the OPyC and the SiC are breeched, then the particle is releasing.

Perfonnance Fvaliation of A'odern HTR TRISO Fuel, R. Gontard, H. Nabielek, HTA-IB-05/90, July 1990
Euel Peijbrmance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
Fission-Produtl Release During Postirradiation Annealing of Several Types of Coated Fuel Particles, R.E. Bullock, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 125 (1984),
pages 304-319

For accident models see:

Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database forAMHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-91/6
Revised AIHTGR High-Temperature Fuel Performance AMiodels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/16
Alethods and Data for HTGR Fuel Perfonnance and Radionuclide Release Aodelin7g during Nor7nal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem. et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident Wit Inner PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that are acting across the layer to resist movement
Accient ithStress state

Subsequent Air Stression/te
Intrusion (compression/tension)

Importance Rank and Rationale Know ledge Level and Rationale Remedy Cor Inadequate Knowledge/rssueClosure Criteria
Rank: I 5 1600 eC: 7 Remedy: Control pressure by design

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Failure of the PyC can increase the Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Pressure can be controlled Closure Criterion: Proof testing of final fuel design
likelihood of SiC failure. See the previous by particle design, burnup, and kernel composition.
pressure loading entries. Analysis and designs are available

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

See the table entries'about pressure loading and also the PIRT Design Tables.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Air Cracking
Intnrsion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lIssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 (failure only, cracking is not Remedy: Review and collect new data for the
calculated) codes if necessary.
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Failure of the IPyC affects the Rationale: (c 1600 0C) Fuel models have been Closure Criterion: Models that predict fuel
likelihood of SiC failure. See the entry on stress developed to model normal and accident behavior. behavior under normal and accident conditions.
state. The lengths, widths, and number of cracks Particles are assumed to fail when they meet some Does one need cracks or just failure? This adds a
don't really matter - the failure does. Many weakness criteria rather based a layer stress. lot of complexity.
models assume the SiC layer will dominate the
particle failure. Effects of chemical attack may not Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/AClosure Criterion: N/A
be included. ....e ...1600________ClosureCriterion:____

Additional Discussion
For some work on examining the effects of cracks on fuel performance and general models see:

Under accident conditions, a pressure vessel type failure model has been used with the particle failing when the pressure exceeds a critical value. The accident
models may not include all the chemical attack effects.

Consideration of the Effects on Fuel Particle Behavior from Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner PYrocarbon Layer, G.Miller, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 295
(2001), pages 205-212.
Key Dififrences in the Fabrication, Irradiation and Saftve Testing of U.S. and Gennan TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Iniplications on Fuel Performance,
D.A. Petti, et. al., INEEL/EXT-02-00300

MIHTGR TRISO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-HTGR-90390

Compilation of Fuel Performiance and Fission Product Transport M'odels and Database forMAHTGR Design, Martin, R.C., ORNL/NPR-9 1 /6
Revised 1HTGR High-Temperature Fuel Perfornance AModels, R.C. Martin, ORNL/NPR-92/I 6
Afethods and Data for HTGR Fuel Performance and Radionuclide Release Miodeling during Normal Operational and Accidents for Safety Analysis, K.
Verfondem, et. al., Jul-2721
Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Massive pyrocarbon failure In HRB-21 due to a design flaw (seal coats) resulted in cracks that appear to have compromised the SiC and resulted in releases.

(ORNL)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dermition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: None

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: This layer is likely to be saturated with Rationale: (< 1600 0C) This situation has not Closure Criterion: None
fission products and this effect may only make a caused problems
minor differenc. Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Some modeling is looking at this situation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characterlstic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
u Aattack by airSubsequent Air Kntc

Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank andi Rational Knowledge Level anti Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Review data and perform tests to fill in
gaps.

> 1600'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: This is the last barrier before exposing Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Some testing has been done Closure Criterion: Sufficient data to resolve gaps.
the kernel. Metals are being released, but gases are on the reaction of steam faith matrix material and
still retained. graphite.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Air attack of the IPyC means that the OPyC and SiC layers have all been breeched. In this case, the particle is probably just about gone. It may not be
%vorthvhile to model this in detail as failure is near. See:

Source Temi Estinmationfor Siall-Sized IlTRs: Status and Further Needs, Etracted From Genran Salet, Analysis, R Moormanm, et. al., Nuclear Technology,
135, (2001), pages 183-193

Futel Perfonnance anId Fission Prohuct Behavior in Gos Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)

Conmpilation ofFutelPerfonnance awd Fission Product TransportAfodels anl DatabaseforAfI!TGR Design, R Martin, ORNI./NPR-91/6

A let/hols and Datafor 11TGR Friel Perforimance and Radiontclide Release A Modeling during Nonrmal Operational and Accidentsfor SafetjAnalysis, K.
Verfondern, et. al., Jul-272 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impuritiesattack by air
Subsequent Air Ys
Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if it is relevant or important
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A catalysis can increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This is an unexplored area. Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
rate in the layer and hasten its failure. necessary.

Rationale (> 1600 OC) N/A. Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For the effects of trace elements on graphite H-45 I see:

The Effect of Trace Elemients on the Suifice Oxidation offI.-451 Graphite, O.C. Kopp, et. al., ORNL/NPR-92/56, December 1992
A literature search should come up with some material on catalysis for PyC. It is likely to be sensitive to the exact nature of the materials.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air attack by air
Instrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H 5 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. Once the SiC fails, the potential for confirmation work is available.
significant particle releases increase. The greatest
change may come from the reaction of UC and the
change in kernel structure. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Lifloff in theA1llTGR Primary .Svstem: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior ofFission Products in Core Hfeartp Accidents in Higl-Tenmperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.n Ar attack by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: Determine if this level of detail is really
needed for the safety case.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: It may not be necessary to examine the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This area has not been Closure Criterion: Resolution of the problem and
PyC to this level of detail. An integral weakening examined in detail. Many of the tests have been the needed data.
or failure rate may be sufficient. integral tests on fuel elements and particles.

Rationale (> 1600 "C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The level of detail needed by the models needs to be examined. This -will be expensive and difficult information to get. It is also like to be sensitive to the exact
material nature.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite IFl inventory
Subsequent Air ~ attack by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L ' 1600 C: 2 Remedy: Determine if this is really important.
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The destruction of this layer will Rationale (< 1600 'C) This individual parameter Closure Criterion: Resolution of its importance.
expose the kernel/buffer and a large fission product has not been studied in much detail.
inventory.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once the particle layers have been breached, the kernel is exposed. The inventory now available for release will dwarf the minor inventories in the layers.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Inner PyC Laver: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Accident With attack by air

Subsequent Air Temperature distribution
IntrUSion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: I-I < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the rate at Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
which the layer is attacked. done to reasonably estimate the temperatures

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas-phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdgellssue
Im ortance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: IT < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The buffer layer is designed to be a void Rationale: (< 1600 'C) The buffer layer appears to Closure Criterion: None
to collect the gases released from the kernel. The work as planned. Gases are expected to diffusive
problem would be if it weren't porous. through this layer.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once this layer is exposed, the kernel is essentially exposed.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon i______

Accident With Buffer Layer Inter-granular diffusion and/or intra-granular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Air Condensed-phase diffusion
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Reme Cy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer is essentially void Rationale: (< 1600 0C) The buffer layer appears to Closure Criterion: None
volume and is not expected to offer resistance to work as planned. Fission products are expected to
transport. Some material may be sorbed on this diffusive through this layer. _

layer. tionale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once this layer is exposed, the kernel is essentially exposed.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling
Subsequent Air Response to kernel swelling
Intrusion I _II

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Implortance Rank andl Rationale Knoledge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II < 1600 0C:5 Remedy: None
> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer must be weak enough Rationale (< 1600 IC) All evidence to date Closure Criterion: None
that it wvill deform or crush xvithout transmitting indicates that the butTer layer performs as
high forces to the IPyC as the kernel distorts, expected.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

In the accident fuel testing done to date, no evidence of adverse buffer reaction to kernel swelling svas apparent.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Maximum loading of fission products that can deposit from the gas phase onto surfaces of materials
Subsequent Air Maximum 'fuel gaseous fission surrounding the fuel kernel
Intrusion product uptake

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I I 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The buffer layer must have sufficient Rationale (< 1600 'C) All evidence to date Closure Criterion: None
void volume to control the pressure from released indicates that the buffer layer performs as
fission gases and CO. expected.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This is really a design issue. See the PIRT Design Table.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

A W Buller Layer Reaction of buffer laVer wvith oxide materials in the kernel.
Accident With Lae oxdto
Subsequent Air Lnyer oxidation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank andl Rationale Knoivcdge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L ' 1600 0 C:7 Remedy: None
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A small portion of the layer is oxidized Rationale: (< 1600 'C) No problem ahs been Closure Criterion: None
by the excess oxygen rcleased form the kernel. observed. The basic problem is CO production
This is of no consequence, as the layer has no that has been outlined elsewhere.
structural function. It is of no consequence if the Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
buffer is oxidized by air/steam as the particle is
already failed.

Additional Discussion

See the discussions on the use of UCO to control CO pressure.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer Change in temperature with distance
Acciduent With Thennal gradientSubsequent Air
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: During accident conditions, the particle Rationale: (< 1600 'C) 'Ihe codes can compute Closure Criterion: None
gradient is low because the power production is these temperatures.
low relative to operating conditions and heat Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
transfer is no longer driven by strong convection

Additional Discussion

It is not likely that the chemical reactions will generate thermal gradients that are comparable with normal operation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomcnon

Accident With Buffer Layer Dimension changes in the buffer layer or changes in its porosity produced by irradiation or by exposure
Subsequent Air Irradiation and thermal to elevated temperatures
Intnision shrinkage

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledg Level and Rationale Rrcmcdy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssuc
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ____ _ Rank__Know edgeLvel_ _aional Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 IC: 6 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Ideally, the buffer layer should isolate Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Modest buffer shrinkage Closure Criterion: None
the kernel from the IPyC, but small cracks or and small cracks don't seem to result in problems
limited shrinkage do not seem to cause trouble. Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
Most of these changes would have taken place
during normal operation.

Additional Discussion

One concern is that cracks could offer a direct p ath for corrosive fission products to the SiC if the lIPyC also breaks. Some current modeling is looking at this.

In this high burnup Pu kernel (ORNL), considerable shrinkage took place in the buffer layer and the IPyC separated from the SiC. While one wvould like to see
less behavior of this sort, the particle performed wvell under irradiation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air *y air
Intnision Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 OC: 3 Remedy: Determine if this affect is of any real
importance.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The particle has failed by the time this Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Some data and modeling is Closure Criterion: Resolution of the importance.
layer is attacked. The additional loss of the buffer available. Integral tests on particles and fuel
may not make much difference. elements have been performed.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Once the other layers have been attacked, the buffer offers very little impedance to fission product migration.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Butfer Layer: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities

Subsequent Air ba air
Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: I Remedy: Determine if it is relevant or important

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Catalysis can increase the reaction rate Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This is an unexplored area. Closure Criterion: Collect the effects of catalysis if
in the layer and hasten its failure. necessary.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A. Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For the effects of trace elements on graphite H451 see:.

The Effect of Trace Ehlenents on the Surface Oxidationi of 11-451 Graphite, O.C. Kopp, et. al., ORNL/NPR-92/56, December 1992
A literature search should come up wvith some material on catalysis for PyC. It is likely to be sensitive to the exact nature of the materials.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products

Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. The greatest change may come from confirmation work is available.
the reaction of UC and the change in kernel Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
structure

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some information on the chemical forms see:

Fission Product Plateout and Liftloff in the MHTGR Priniary System: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemnical Behavior of Fission Products in Core Heatup Accidents in High-Tempera/tire Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1 99 1)

pages 56-67.
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Lire Cyclc Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Butfer Layer: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: Determine if this level of detail is really
needed for the safety casc.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: It may not be necessary to examine the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This area has not been Closure Criterion: Resolution of the problem and
PvC to this level of detail. An integral weakening examined in detail. Many of the tests have been the needed data.
or failure rate may be sufficient. integral tests on fuel elements and particles.

Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The level of detail needed by the models needs to be examined. This vill be expensive and difficult information to get. It is also like to be sensitive to the exact
material nature

s.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 'C: 2 Remedy: Determine if this is really important.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The destruction of this layer will Rationale: (< 1600 'C) This individual parameter Closure Criterion: Resolution of its importance.
expose the kernel and a large fission product has not been studied in much detail.
inventory.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A.

Additional Discussion

Once the particle layers have been breached, the kernel is exposed. The inventory now available for release will dwarf the minor inventories in the layers.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Ilemperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1-1 < 1600 IC: 4 Remedy: Determine if the uncertainty in the
temperatures is acceptable. Refine models and
collect data as necessary.

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The temperature determines the rate at Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Enough modeling has been Closure Criterion: Adequate data for calculations.
which the layer is attacked. done to reasonably estimate the temperatures

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Defiition
Phase Phenomenon

A W Kernel Maximum fuel temperature attained by the fuel kernel during the accident
Accident With
Subsequent Air Maximum fuel temperature
Intnmsion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II S 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: Insure that core models are up to date.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The SiC layer is the primary barrier, but Rationale: (< 1600 'C) The core codes should he Closure Criterion: Acceptable uncertainties.
diffusion through the kernel does delay the release good enough to calculate the temperatures.
somewhat. The kernel retains a considerable Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
amount of material and release is a function of
temperature.

Additional Discussion

For a study comparing the relative contributions of core and fuel materials and fission product retention see: An Analytical Study of Volatile Metallic Fission

Product Release From Verv High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel and Core, S. Mitake, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 81, 7-12.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time
Subsequent Air Temperature vs. time transient
Intrusion conditions

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowleri ge/asue

Rank: II < 1600 'C: 7 Remedy: None, expect to watch for hot spots
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The temperature history of the fuel is Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Modem codes can Closure Criterion: Calculations within the needed
important. I ligher temperature operation even if it computer the time history of the fuel. The greatest uncertainties.
is followed by lower temperature operation can problem is material property uncertainties.
result in greater corrosion problems. High_
temperatures also increase fission product Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
diffusion.

Additional Discussion

This is really a core design issue.

A.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Flow of heat within a medium from a region of high temperature to a region of low temperature
Subsequent Air Energy Transport: Conduction
Sntbsbont within kernel

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: M < 1600 0C: 7 Remedy: None

> 1600 0C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: The kernel conductivity determines the Rationale: (• 1600 IC) These numbers have been Closure Criterion: None
kernel peak temperature. The kernel is fairly measured for the fuels of interest. No major issues
small, so modest changes in conductivity won't are associated with them.
matter much. Higher temperatures could result in Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
greater diffusion of fission products out of the
kernel.

Additional Discussion

Kernel conductivity depends on the kernel composition and changes as the kernel burns up. The small size of the kernel limits these effects in coated particle
fuel.
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Llfc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomcnon

Accident With Kernel Chemical and physical state of fission products

Subsequent Ar 7hennodynamic state of fission
Sntnesion products

Remedy for Inadequate KnowletgellssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 0C: 4 Remedy: If fuel kernels other than U0 2 are to be
used, testing is required to assure that they work as
expected.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The chemical state of the fission Rationale: (< 1600 IC) A considerable amount of Closure Criterion: Demonstrated performance
products determines how they will migrate and the work has been done kernel composition to limit the under the conditions of interest
temperature dependence. It is desirable to oxidize migration of fission products and control CO
some fission products without producing CO. Air pressure. However, only UO2 has been extensively
and steam could cause additional changes by tested in a high quality fuel. Also, the kernel will
reacting with the UCO. oxide with air and water.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For a discussion on kernel design to minimize CO and immobilize key fission products see:

Stoichiomnetric Effects on Performance of Iligh-Tentperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuels fioin the U-C-O System, F.J. Homan, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35,
pages 428-44 1.

The effect of WJ'ater Vlapor on the Release of Gaseous Fission Produuctsfron High-Temperatuire Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuel Compacts Containing Exposed
Uranitum, Oxvcrarbide Fuel, B. Myers, DOE-HTGR-88486
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time

Subsequent Air Oxygen flux
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L S 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine if this area is of any
significance

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: The mass of oxygen from the kernel Rationale' (< 1600 0C) Some work has been done Closure Criterion: Resolution of the issue.
will determine the rate at which CO is formed and in this area. T he full implications are not clear.
particle pressure. Since the particles are designed Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A
assuming maximum pressure, the rate does not
seem that important, but his area is somewhat
unexplored. Oxygen coming in due to air/water
will oxidize the kernel. See previous entry.

Additional Discussion

Tests have shown that the oxygen does not immediately leave the kernel, leading to a somewhat lower CO pressure than normally would occur. This effect is
probably more important for low bumup fuel than high bumup fuel. Upcoming tests on German fuel at higher bumups should shed more light on the oxygen
issue. See:

Production ofCarbon A1.onoxide During Burn-up of U02 KerneledHTR Fuel Particles, E. Proksch, et. al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 107 (1982) pages 280-
285.

I,.fluence of Irradiation Temperature, Burnup, and Fuel Composition on Gas Pressure rXe, Kr, C0, C02) in Coated Particle Fuels, G.W. Horsley, et. al.,
Journal of the American Ceramic Society, 59, Number 1-2, pages 1-4.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dermiflion
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion
Subsequent Air Grain growth
Intrusion II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 IC: 3 Remedy: None at present
> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: Kernel grain gross1h has not been an Rationale: (< 1600 CC) The grain growth issue Closure Criterion: None at present
issue. The higher burnups of coated particles fuels appears to be less important with coated particle
often results in the destruction of any structure. fuel because the layers form the fission product
Gas release could be higher, but this issue hasn't boundary.
come up. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Unlike LWR fuel, the grain structure appears to be less important.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (U02 or UOC) to form UC2 and CO (gas)
Subsequent Air Buffer carbon-kemel interaction
Intnision

. R k ad R Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank-: L < 1600 'C: 5 Remedy: None
> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A significant problem in this area has Rationale: (< 1600 0C) Reactions of this nature can Closure Criterion: None
not been observed, be investigated using thermochemical codes.

Nothing has come up to date.
Rationale (> 1600 'C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

This issue is discussed to some extent in: Stoichiometric Effects on Perfonance ofHigh-Temnperalure Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuels from the U-C-O Svstem, F.J.
Homan, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 35, pages 428-441.
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Lifc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air Kinetics
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank ant Rationale Knowledge Level ant Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H < 1600 'C: 3 Remedy: Determine the need for this information.

> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy:N/A
Rationale: As the kernel is oxidized, it can change Rationale: (c 1600 'C) The details effects on Closure Criterion: Resolve this issue for accident
its structure and release fission products in a small kernels have not been studied. Some integral cases.
burst. The rate at which this happens may be testing has been done with particles and fuel
important if a significant number of kernels are elements.
exposed or particles fail.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

For some information on fuel under oxidizing conditions see:

Compilation of FtelPerfonnmace andrFission Prodcuct TransportA(odlels and Database jorAIl1TGR Design, Martin, R.C.. ORNL/NPR-91/6

Fuel Perflonmiance ancl Fission Product Behavior In Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air Catalysis
Intnision

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L < 1600 0C: 1 Remedy: Determine if relevant.

> 1600 0 C: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: A catalysis could increase the reaction Rationale: (< 1600 IC) Unknown Closure Criterion: Collection of relevant data.
rate and accelerate releases, but it doesn't appear
that there are any good candidates. Rationale (> 1600 IC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

Accelerated releases from the kernel under accident conditions due to catalysis have not been explored.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chcmical attack by air Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air Changes in chemical form of
Intrusion fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Know ledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: Ul < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the need for this knowledge,
collect as necessary.

> 1600 'C: N/A Remedy: N/A
Rationale: Changes in the chemical form of the Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Thermochemical codes can Closure Criterion: Collect data to resolve
fission products can greatly change their transport calculate the possible chemical compounds. Little uncertainties
properties. The greatest change may come from confirmation work is available
the reaction of UC and the change in kernel
structure Rationale (> 1600 OC) N/A Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The forms and migration of the fission products can be complex. For some infornation on the chemical forms see:

Fission Prodiuct Plareout and Ltftoffin the MIHTGR Primarv System: A Review, NUREG/CR-5647

Chemical Behavior of Fission Products in Core fleatup Accilents in High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, R. Moormann, Nuclear Technology, 94 (1991),
pages 56-67. 1
Fuel Performance andl rission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air Changes in kernel properties
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M < 1600 'C: 4 Remedy: Determine the relevance of this situation
> 1600 OC: N/A Remedy: N/A

Rationale: If the kernel restructures because of Rationale: (< 1600 'C) Testing has been done for Closure Criterion: Relevance of this situation and
oxidation, it can release some its stored inventory LWR fuel. Some of this information may be useful any data.
of fission products, mostly gases. for HTGR fuel.

Rationale (> 1600 0C) N/A. Closure Criterion: N/A

Additional Discussion

The amount of damaged fuel determines how significant this issue is. If the fuel performs as advertised, then it may not matter. See
Fuel Perjbnnmance and Fission Product Behavior in Gas Cooled Reactors, LAEA-TECDOC-978 (1997)
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Appendix F.3

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the SNL Panel Member

F. A. Powers
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Accident With Subsequent Air Intrusion
This PIRT is based more on geometry than it is on phenomenology, despite the name. The PIRT seems to be attempting to identify the critical component of the
coated particle fuel structure that deserves the most attention. This is done at the expense of identifying the critical phenomena that need to be understood to
anticipate the behavior of the fuel in normal and off normal circumstances. As a result questions are asked repetitively about each of the major elements of the
fuel perhaps to see if one or more of the elements are more vulnerable than others. The questions do not illuminate in any detail the type of information that must
be derived for coated particle fuel or the types of testing that must be done to gather the information. For instance, lumped within the simple question of gas
phase diffusion are bulk and Knudsen diffusion. Though the question is repeated for each layer even when the layers are very similar, such as inner and outer
PYC, there is no request for details of the materials that would be essential to estimate Knudsen versus bulk diffusion such as porosity and tortuosity. There is no
indication of whether tests of permeability need to be done for layers in situ or such data can be obtained from macroscopic samples of analog material. We do
not know from the PIRT whether phenomena such as thermal diffusion require testing to be done in prototypic gradients or just known gradients. We do not
know from the PIRT whether diffusion must be considered as approximately binary diffusion or has to be viewed as a multicomponent process. This focus on
the structure at the expense of phenomena limits the utility of the PIRT for the design of fuel models and experimental studies. Perhaps, the PIRT is more useful
in other respects because of its focus on structure.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element The temperature, burnup and fast fluence history of the layer
Accidnt Wth - Irradiation history

Subsequent Air
Intnasion .

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Impnortance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 3 Remedy:There is a need for studies of the
energctics of radiation damage to the materials
making up the coated particle fuel layers. (Damage
to the kernel is of lesser interest). The needed
information can probably be obtained by thermal
analysis of specimens irradiated under prototypic
conditions for varying lengths of time. There is
further need for information on the kinetics of
oxidant reactions and reactions of nitrogen with the
materials as functions of temperature.

Rationale: The fast fluence history of the layers Rationale: We have some knowledge of the Closure Criterion:
will dictate how much radiation damage is built radiation damage that can develop in carbon
into the materials. This will affect the kinetics of materials at the operating temperatures of interest
reaction. Also as reaction proceeds, the radiation for this work. We don't have such information
damage energy will be released augmenting the about the specific materials involved in the coated
energy of chemical reactions with the layers particle fuel. Furthermore, we don't have data or

models on the effects of radiation damage on the
kinetics of oxidant interactions with the materials

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Inter grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed phase diffusion
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank-: M Level: I Remedy: The essential remedy is to wait until a specific and
reproducible material is specified. Then the material has to be
characterized in terms of grain size and orientation as well as in
terms of the surface and grain boundary diffusion coefficients of
irradiated material. Diffusion studies will have to take into
account the fact that the material will not be isothermal. Rather
there will be necessarily a temperature gradient across the
material from the fuel particles (which are the source of the
decay hseat) and the coolant. A major issue to confront here is
whether the release modeling should be so complete that it
considers release limitations by the matrix material surrounding
the fuel particles. It would not be an unreasonable conservatism
to neglect this barrier to release since it appear unlikely that
there will soon be useful experimental data to validate models
of the barrier

Rationale: Grain boundary and surface diffusion of fission Rationale: The bulk matrix material has not been specified and Closure Criterion:
products will be faster mechanisms of mass transport of fission certainly has not been characterized sufficiently to estimate
products from the perimeter of the fuel particles to the surfaces diffusion coefficients for the fission products. There are of
of the matrix material and into the reactor coolant system from course no measured data because the specification of the
where they can escape into the plant environment. Surface material has not yet been made. Studies of generic material may
diffusion and gnain boundary diffusion are notoriously provide some guidance.
sensitive to impurity concentrations of the material. They are
also sensitive to the grain sizes and die preferential orientation
of grains. Presumably they are also sensitive to the irradiation
of the material though I am not familiar with definitive studies
of this issue. Diffusion in the systems will be complicated by
the presence of a thermal gradient across the material.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air (Gas diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure) Other factors include holdup craking adsorption, site
Intrusion poisoning, permeability, sintering and annealing

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knoswledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1I Level: 4 Remedy: The gas phase mass transport across elements
from multi-point sources is a sufficiently complicated
process that it is probably useful to set up models now
and test them against models used for catalysts and the
like. Detailed analyses of the issue still have to vait until
there are real data on the fuel matrix materials that will
be used in the reactor.

A major issue to confront here is whether the release
modeling should be so complete that it considers release
limitations by the matrix material surrounding the fiuel
particles. It would not be an unreasonable conservatism
to neglect this barrier to release since it appear unlikely
that there "ill soon be useful experimental data to
validate models of the barrier

Rationale: Vapor transport through pores and voids il Rationale: The physics of the process is relative well Closure Criterion:
the matrix material will be the fastest mechanism of understood and, indeed, fairly sophisticated models of
mass transport of fission products from the fuel particle this kind of mass transport have been developed by the (continued from previous column)
surfaces to the boundary of the fuel elements, The catalyst community. What we don't know ,ith any may not be negligible if the thermal gradients are-large
transport may driven by pressure differences or it may detail is the speciation of the fission product vapors or and if there are gases that have low molecular weights
be by diffusion (either chemical or Knudsen). The the pore and void structure of the matrix material. relative to the fission product vapors. Application of
presence of a thermal gradient %sill affect the diffiision Diffusion coefficients for the vapors can be estimated models of this type to the issue is not possible now
process. It mav be necessary to develop the diffusion Cvith surprisingly good reliability from simple first order because ve do not have data on the material such as its
equations to include thermal ditli'sion. Certainly the Chapman Enskog theory. Second order theory must be void and porosity structure and its permeability
mass transport uill have to address multicomponint used to estimate thermal diffusion coefficients which
effects using something like the Stefan Maxwell (continued next column)
equations rather than Fick-ian diffusion equations

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident . Fuel Element: Transport of metallic Chemical stoichiometry of the chemical species that includes the radioisotope of interest
Subsqent Aith FPs through fuil element
Subsequent Air Chemical form
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy: There needs to be an agreed upon
A major issue to confront here is whether the release thermodynamic data base for the important species
modeling should be so complete that it considers release arising in the analysis of fission product release at these
limitations by the matrix material surrounding the fuel gas-cooled reactors. Much of the data in this base could
particles. It would not be an unreasonable conservatism be borrowed from existing databases. There needs also
to neglect this barrier to release since it appear unlikely to be a search for possible species many of which have
that there will soon be usefuil experimental data to been identified in the literature but not characterized
validate models of the barrier sufficiently to include in data bases now available.

Rationale: metallic fission products are going to be Rationale: Elemental vapor pressures are rather well Closure Criterion:
transported through the matrix material primarily as established for most of the fission products. Databases
vapors. The effective vapor pressures of the metallic exist for most oxides and some hydroxides. Hydride,
fission products depend on their gas phase speciation. carbonyl, carbide data are scattered in the literature and
There have been fairly limited investigations of the have not been systematized nor has there been a
speciation of the fission products in the strongly systematic survey to identify more exotic vapor species.
reducing environment of the fiuel element. Certainly the
elemental forms will be important. What is of interest is Polyatomic vapor species become less important as
whether there are more exotic species such as carbonyls temperatures increase and pressures decrease.
and carbides and even cyanides that can augment the
vapor pressures significantly. A reliable database on the
thermodynamics of fission product species appropriate
for this kind of a reducing environment (At least prior to
oxidant intrusion) has not been assembled. Existing
databases treat primarily elements, oxides and in some
cases hydroxides. Once the oxidant (air) intnides, these
other possible vapor species as well as vapor phase
hydrides need to be considered to know the vapor
pressures of the fission products
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

Accident Wihli Fuel Element: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air K in
Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy: Any model of fission product release will
have to be capable of addressing the multiple
effects of oxidation.

Rationale: The intrusion of oxidant, in this case air, vill have Rationale: There is a lot of information about air interactions Closure Criterion:
several effects: with generic graphitic materials though obviously nothing
Alter the ambient oxygen potential and consequently the specifically for the material that will be used in gas-cooled

speciation and volatility of fission products reactor fuel. What we know is that at lower temperatures the
Convert carbon into carbon monoxide. etc. and in doing so attack by oxidant is not uniform. Attack is along preferential

open pathways for vapor transport through the fuel element to locations. Catalysis can be responsible for this localized attack
the reactor coolant system thereby facilitating release of and catalysis is discussed further below. In the absence of
radionuclides catalysis oxidation of graphite seems to be at energetic sites

Impart heat to the element and alter the temperature such as those found on cracks and pore networks of the
distribution within the element material. This means that solid material gets converted to gas to

open channels for gas phase mass transport from the fuel
particles through the matrix material. It also means that kinetics

The kinetics of attack on the matrix material is important since of oxidant attack on graphite should differ between normal
the depietion of oxidant by the reactions reduces the attack that material and irradiated material though it is not entirely clear
is possible on fuel particles themselves, how much the kinetics differ. One possibility is that irradiation

will make the attack more homogeneous since the defects
An interesting issue in the case of air intrusion is reactions of introduced by irradiation will be much like energetic sites on the
nitrogen. Presumably some production of cyanogens occurs. walls of cracks and pore networks. Investigation of the kinetics
Cyanides of metals such as fission product metals are oflen of oxidation as a function of temperature is made complicated
considered analogous to the rather volatile halides of the same by the additional release of energy as material displace by
metals. Does the production of cyanogens alter the vapor phase irradiation from normal crystal sites reacts.
speciation of fission products and enhance the volatility of
fission products normally considered refractory? Unfortunately,
there does not seem to have been a systematic study of the At very high temperatures, the attack on graphite by oxidant
volatile cyanides of pertinent metals in the literature, becomes more uniform and the effects of catalysis less

dominant. Still the overall issues of oxidation remain.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy:Catalysis will have to recognized in
modeling of the oxidation of graphite.

Rationale: the oxidation of graphite is catalyzed RationaleThere is information in the literature on Closure Criterion:
especially at lower temperatures. The catalysis catalytic oxidation of generic graphites. Nothing
arises because of the adsorption step can be said to be particularly applicable to the

02(gas) = 2 0 (surface) graphite to be used in the reactors. There has not
That preceeds reaction with carbon and the been a systematic survey of catalysts by the fission
desorption step products of interest for graphite reactors.

CO(surface) = CO(gas) Catalysis becomes of decreasing interest at very
elevated temperatures - It is difficult to investigate

Catalysis is by materials deposited on the surface because the catalysts vaporize from the surface.
of the graphite. Because of this, catalytic attack is This may not be an excuse to ignore the issue here.
localized and leads to pits being bored into the The transport of radionuclides will involve
material. The depth of attack in these pits vastly transient adsorption and desorption along the
exceeds the expected uniform erosion. In the case transport pathway. During residence on the surface
of fuel elements, pit attack can result in oxidant the material can catalyze reaction of the surface
boring into the regions of fuel particles. Many and the opening of the flow pathway
materials catalyze the oxidation. Common
contaminants such as iron catalyze attack. Such
fission products such as cesium and palladium are
known to catalyze attack.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in chemical rorm resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Susequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of
Intrusion __fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy Cor snadequate Krtowledge/lrue

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy Any modeling of the fission product release
front gas reactor fuels still have to include a careful
thermodynamic assessment of both the condensed and
vapor phase speciation. It may require that this
speciation assessment is spatially dependent:

Rationale: Vapor pressures of many of the fission Rationale: The speciation of fission products in the Closure Criterion:
products are strong functions of the ambient oxygen environment of air attack on graphite have not been
potential. In the regions of oxidant attack the oxygen explored very thoroughly though the basis for such an
potential may be much higher than the bulk average exploration can be done. The data base is not evll
oxygen potential of the reactor core. The higher oxygen established and there has not been a careful survey to
potential can enhance the vaporization of fission identify unusual species like carbides and cyanides that
products like Pd. Ru. Mo. It can inhibit the vaporization might contribute to the vaporization of fission products
of fission products like Ba, Sr, La, Ce. An intriguing
concept is the possibility that nitrogen will react wvith
carbon to form cyanogens that -till subsequently react to
foon pseudo halides of the metals.

N2 (gas) + 2C = (CN)2
(CN)2 + Ru = Ru(CN)2 (gas)

Since pseudohalides like halides are typically quite
volatile, this could enhance the vaporization of some
radionuclides. At high temperatures, vapor phase
nitrides (as wevl as carbides) could contribute to the
volatility of the fission products.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 2 Remedv:This modeling of the oxidation along
pathways for mass transport could be a very
challenging feature of a fission product release
model. Whether the development of such a model
needs to be done or not depends on whether credit
is taken for the barrier to fission product release
provided by the matrix material.

Rationale: As noted above, especially at lower Rationale: The prediction of the effects of oxidant Closure Criterion:
temperatures, oxidant attack on graphite is attack on the pathways is challenging. There has
localized, not uniform and the localized attack is been some work in the chemical engineering field
on the regions that will facilitate gas phase mass on analogous issues that could serve as a basis for
transport of fission product vapors through the fuel modeling this phenomenon.
matrix like cracks and pore networks, the attack
opens these pathways and makes transport easier The effects of oxidant attack on cracks and pore

networks become less important as temperature
become very high and the attack becomes more
uniform.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

AccidentFuel Elmnt: Chemical attack Release of graphite FP inventory
Subsequent Air Hoby ai
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Ip c RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Imortnce Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and RationalClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: It is not clear that this phenomenon needs
to be included in a model. Certainly it does not
need to be included if the barrier to release
presented by the matrix is neglected as a
conservative measure that considerably relieves the
challenges in estimating releases for risk
assessments.

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites will Rationale We probably do not have sufficient data on the Closure Criterion:
adsorb fission product vapors and create some holdup to make quantitatively defensible estimates of the
holdup of the release of radionuclides. It is not holdup. We do know enough to make simple qualitative
evident that there are enough of these sites to cause arguments about its significance
the holdup of a significant fraction of the
radionuclide inventory. It is known that chemical Holdup on the matrix surfaces is less important at high
reactions that destroy energetic sites or even the temperatures because of the high vapor pressures of the
intrusion of polarizable gases that a'il compete for fission product species of interest. Though we certainlyo .pbler ow less about holdup on the surfaces at high
site occupancy can result in the release of the temperature than we know at low temperatures, we
adsorbed fission products. But, if the desorption probably know enough to say that if the importance of
does not involve a large fraction of the inventory the phenomenon is questionable at low temperatures, it

of particular class of fission products the certainly is unimportant at very high temperatures.
phenomenon is not significant

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Fuel Element: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: Level: 6 Remedy: If the barrier to fission product release posed
by the matrix material is to be considered a fairly
sophisticated model of gas phase mass transport will be
needed. ( A completely similar model will be needed
also for mass transport hi the fliel particles themselves.
Once developed the same model can be used in both
places) Modeling of fission product transport by gas
phase processes will be important both because these are
the fastest transport processes and because it is unlikely
that we will ever have good. reproducible data on the
release of fission products from fuel elements for the
range of accidents that will be of interest for risk
assessments.

Rationale: Temperature distributions along the transport Rationale: Given the details of the gas phase mass Closure Criterion:
paths for fission products will affect the vapor pressures transport paths (which are not currently available) it
of these fission products. The temperature gradients will should be possible to estimate the effects of temperature (Continued from previous column)
also affect the gas phase mass transport of fission di stribution on the transport of fission product vapors vapors. Though we can estimate chemical diffusion
products (It will also affect condensed phase mass from the fuel particles to the surfaces of the fuel element coefficients using perturbations of Chapman Enskog
transport though here this process is taken to be much exposed to the atmosphere of the reactor coolant system. theory, it is more challenging to estimate the thermal
less important than gas phase mass transport) the effect Many things will have to be estimated. Fickian diffusion diffision coefficients of polyatomic species (Third order
is both to the chemical diffusion of vapors and to the may not be the appropriate basis for the calculation of expansion of determinants versus first order expansion).
thermal diffusion transport of multicomponent gas which may include A further complication will be the need to allow for

light molecular weight species such as CO along with Knudsen diffusion and pressure driven flow in the case
heavy molecular weight species like the fission product of very limited flow pathways for release. Though the
(continued next column) problem is doable, it is not trivially doable.

The reliability of predictions of gas phase mass transport
decreases with increasing temperature because of the
increasing influence of inelastic collisions Otherwise
things are the same as above though Knudsen diffusion
becomes more important at higher temperatures
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas Phase Diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I- Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
within the fuel particle will have to include a gas
phase mass transport model recognizing bulk
diffusion, pressure driven flow and Knudsen
diffusion

Rationale: These gas phase mass transport Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore Closure Criterion:
processes are the fastest ways for fission products and crack network in the layer it is possible to calculate (continued from previous column)
released from the kernel to cross the Outer PyC the gas phase mass transport across the layer. We can oriiole and the pore, crack and void network in the layer.
layer. estimate most of the gas phase diffusion coefficients. We know the layers will not by spherically symmetric.The mass transport is probably not modeled well by Does the deviation from symmetry have a significant

Fickian diffusion and one will have to develop a effect on the rate of transport? Similarly the layers %vill
multicomponent diffusion model much like the not be uniformly thick and this may create short circuits
membrane models that have been developed in the or preferred pathways for mass transport. We do not
chemical engineering literature. It may be necessary to have good data on the pore and void netvork. We are not
include in these models the effects of thermal diffusion likely to get adequate data from microscopic analysis.
especially if the gas includes both low molecular weight The cracks pores and voids that are of interest are too
species such as CO (MW-28) and fission product vapor small to readily identify and detect and microscopic
species (MW>100) and temperature gradients are examinations sill never yield anything but a biascd
significant as they surely must be to get decay heat out estimate of the concentration and sizes of the networks.
of the particle. The most complicated part of the Transport data are needed, but it is not readily apparent
modeling %vill be to treat the geometries of the layer as a how such data are obtained for the microscopic layers of
(continued next column) the particles.

The situation is much the same at elevated
temperatures though gas phase mass transport
becomes an even more dominant mechanism
simply because the gas phase concentrations are
higher. The ability to estimate diffusion
coefficients and thermal diffusion coefficients for
polyatomic vapor species begins to degrade
because inelastic collision become more important
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Intergrannular diffusion and'or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed phase diffusion
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport
across the Outer PyC layer will have to include
these process though it is likely that even with only
modest vapor pressures the gas phase mass
transport processes will be more important
mechanisms. The diffusion process has the same
problems discussed above. Spherical symmetry
may be an overly crude approximation as may be
the assumption that the laver is uniformly thick.

Rationale: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale: We donot have surface and grain boundary Closure Criterion:
will be transported across the barrier posed by the diffusion coefficients for the fission products and
outer PyC layer by the condensed phase diffusion materials of interest here and surface and grain boundary
processes. Bulk diffusion is the slowest of these a diffusion are likely to be the dominant condensed phase
low temperatures, but it has the highest activation transport processes. These coefficients cannot beestimated. They have to be measured and they are
energy so it does eventually become the dominant notoriously sensitive to impurities accumulated on the
process. Even if the metals have only small vapor grain surfaces and at the grain boundaries
pressures, gas phase mass transport of fission
products may still be the dominant mechanism for At sufficiently high temperatures (and it by no means
most fission products. There do appear to be some established that 1600 is sufficiently high) bulk diffusion
exceptions such as the transport of Ag. of fission products will be dominant transport processes

for nonvolatile species. We do not have useftil bulk
diffusion coefficients for irradiated material. The need
for irradiated material is to be emphasized since it is
known that radiation defects can act as traps for
diffusing species

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PvC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the keemel
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and] Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 2 Remedy: Analysis of fission product release during air
intrusion or vater intrusion accidents will have to
account for the effects of oxidant on the integrity of the
outer PyC layer. It will have to be a kinetic analysis so
that the analyst will know how much oxidant survives
the interaction with the layer to attack other regions of
the fuel particle.

Rationale: Oxidant can reach the Outer PyC layer either Rationale: The oxidation reactions kinetics are Closure Criterion:
coming front oxygen evolved front the ftel kernel or enormously sensitive to impurities that can catalyze
oxidant intruding into the core (air or water). It is likely reactions. Fission products themselves may act as
that the source of oxidant coming fomi the fuel will be catalysts. Though we have some data on the oxidation
sufficiently weak that most of this oxidant will be reactions, we do not have data on the specific material.
consumed by reactions with graphite etc. before it can Witlout these data accurate quantitative analysis of the
reach the Outer PyC layer in any form other than CO. oxidation process at the Outer PyC layer is really not
Oxidant from intrusive sources still have to survive possible
reactions wvith graphitic materials along its transport path
to the fuel particle. When it does survive this transport The situation becomes a little simpler at very high
the results can be catastrophic with respect to fission temperatures where the kinetics are less affected by the
product transport across the PyC layer. The oxidant will catalytic processes and proceed in a more uniform
thin the layer, but more importantly localized attack on process Still we donot have validated kinetic models.
energetically preferred sites wvill result in widening and .
smoothing the cracks and pores through the layer
thereby facilitating gas phase mass transport across the
layer. The oxidation reactions can also heat the layer

Additional Discussion
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank-: L Level: 2 Remedy: it isn't clear that any remedy is needed

Rationale:This is a more important issue during RationaleWe really don' t know much about these Closure Criterion:
normal operations since it can result in rupture of forces
the layer prior to the accident Thermal expansion
may cause some stresses on the layer and it would
be of interest to know if rupture can occur

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank ant-i Rationale Knowledge Leel and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites in the Rationale: We don't really know how much holdup Closure Criterion:
PyC layer will provide sites for fission product can occur
deposition and holdup. There can be a preference
for fission products to migrate toward the basal At sufficiently high temperatures there really will
planes of the graphite structure and be intercalated. not be any holdup since the vapor pressures of the
It is not apparent that sufficient concentrations of fission products will be so high
sites will be formed to holdup a significant fraction
of the radionuclide inventory of the fuel particle.
Eventually oxidation or thermal annealing will
eliminate these energetic sites and lead to the
desorption of fission products that have been
attracted to the sites. The elevated temperatures
lvill eventually move fission products from the
intercalation sites as well.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer Adsorption of fission products on defects
Subsequent Air Trapping
Intrusion

Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issueImportance Rank and Rationale KnoClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: It is known that energetic sites in the Rationale: We don't really know how much holdup Closure Criterion:
PyC layer will provide sites for fission product can occur
deposition and holdup. There can be a preference
for fission products to migrate toward the basal At sufficiently high temperatures there really will
planes of the graphite structure and be intercalated. not be any holdup since the vapor pressures of the
It is not apparent that sufficient concentrations of fission products will be so high
sites wiII be formed to holdup a significant fraction
of the radionuclide inventory of the fuel particle.
Eventually oxidation or thermal annealing will
eliminate these energetic sites and lead to the
desorption of fission products that have been
attracted to the sites. The elevated temperatures
will eventually move fission products from the
intercalation sites as well.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgcllssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level andl Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: I Remedy:lt is clear that any model of fission
product transport through the fuel particles has to
recognize the possibility of cracks in the material
providing a short pathway for transport. Whether
the cracking has to be modeled or cracking is input
to the transport model is a decision that must be
made. This decision may well rest on whether
cracking occurs during the accident transient or is
primarily a process that occurs during normal
operations.

Rationale: Cracks through the layer facilitate gas Rationale: It is not apparent that we are in any Closure Criterion:
phase mass transport of fission products across the position to predict the cracking of the layers under
layer any circumstances let alone under accident

circumstances. It may not be practical to predict
cracking and we will have to rely on empirical
evidence for cracks. This is a challenge since
cracks that can affect fission product release rates
may be very difficult to detect microscopically

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: Hl Level: 2 Remedy: Analysis of fission product release during air
intrusion or water intrusion accidents will have to
account for the effects of oxidant on the integrity of the
outer PyC layer. It will have to be a kinetic analysis so
that the analyst will know how much oxidant survives
the interaction with the layer to attack other regions of
the fuiel particle.:

Rationale: Oxidant can reach the Outer PyC layer either Rationale: The oxidation reactions kinetics are Closure Criterion:
coming from oxygen evolved from the fuel kemel or enormously sensitive to impurities that can
oxidant intruding into the core (air or water). It is likely catalyze reactions. Fission products themselves
that the source of oxidant coming form the fuel will be may act as catalysts. Though we have some data on
sufficiently weak that most of this oxidant will be the oxidation reactions, we do not have data on the
consumed by reactions with graphite etc. before it can the matereacthout wes e data onrte
reach the Outer PyC layer in any form other than CO. specific material. Without these data accurate
Oxidant from intrusive sources will have to survive quantitative analysis of the oxidation process at the
reactions with graphitic materials along its transport path Outer PyC layer is really not possible
to the fuel particle. When it does survive this transport
the results can be catastrophic with respect to fission T . . .
product transport across the PyC layer. The oxidant will The situation becomes a lttle simpler at very high
thin the layer, but more importantly localized attack on temperatures where the kinetics are less affected by
energetically preferred sites will result in widening and the catalytic processes and proceed in a more
smoothing the cracks and pores through the layer uniform process. Still we do not have validated
thereby facilitating gas phase mass transport across the kinetic models.
layer. The oxidation reactions can also heat the layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or .i.
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PYC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy: Models of fission product transport that
include the effects of oxidation will have to take
into account catalysis. That is oxidation of pure
material cannot be the kinetic data base the model
uses.

Rationale: catalysis by impurities will affect the Rationale: We don't have good models of the Closure Criterion:
oxidation rates of the PyC layer. Catalysis can be catalysis of oxidation of the materials of specific
caused by fission products. Defects introduced by interest by the fission products or the radiation
the irradiation of the layer may also accelerate the defects.
reaction kinetics in such a way that the catalytic
effects are not detectable. However, the biggest Catalysis is much less important at high
effect of catalysis is to open up pore networks and temperatures where the reaction rates are
facilitate the transport of radionuclides across the inherently high and the fission products are quite
layer. Defects and reactive sites are very likely to volatile. Though we don't know more about high
be most concentrated in these networks. temperature catalysis, we don't need to know as

much so our relative knowledge level is higher

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Changes in chemical form of

fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H Level: S Remedy: Fission product transport models will
have to have the capability to evolve the chemical
forms of the fission products as the ambient
conditions change with respect to both chemical
potentials and temperatures.

Rationale: The high local oxygen potential will Rationale: We have databases that will allow us to Closure Criterion:
change the fission product chemical form making do some exploration of the change in chemical
some more volatile and some less volatile form of the fission products in the vicinity of

regions of higher oxidation potential. We do not
have information on more exotic species like
pseudo halides such as cyanides that may affect the
volatility of some of the more refractor fission
products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air attack bv air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: II Level: 3 Remedy: Oxidation effects on fission product
transport wvill have to be considered. Data on the
change in the penneability of material as reactions
progress would be useful.

Rationale: The important effect of oxidation aside Rationale It is difficult to predict quantitatively Closure Criterion:
from changing the volatilities of the fission how the oxidation will change the transport
products is to open pathways for the transport of pathways
the fission products from the fuel kernels to the
outside of the fuel particles, same as above, however at higher temperature

when oxidation kinetics are rapid, the reactions
take place more uniformly and act more to ablate
material (shorten the transport distance) than to
open the flow pathways

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory

Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: L Level: 4 Remedy:It is not evident a remedy is needed until
there is some demonstration that the holdup is
significant from a risk perspective

Rationale: oxidation reaction will destroy energetic Rationale: We don't have data on the adsorption. Closure Criterion:
sites that have absorbed fission products and thus We do know that reactions will reverse it
release the fission products. It is not apparent that
absorption of fission products on energetic sites At such high temperatures the adsorption of fission
holdups enough of the releasable inventory of product vapors has probably been thermally
fission products for this reactive desorption reversed prior to reaction
process to be risk important

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Outer PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air attack bv air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 3 Remedy:Any fission product transport model will
require good, local temperature descriptions
including the effects of chemical reactions on these
temperatures

Rationale: Chemical reactions can heat the layer Rationale: We generally know enough about the Closure Criterion:
and change the thermal gradients across the layer - heat of reaction. Combining this wvith the less well
both of which will affect fission product transport known kinetics of reaction and the heat that comes

from destroying irradiation produced defects
should allow a calculation of the effects of reaction
on temperatures. The thermal conduction
calculation is a challenge as delineated above

Additional Discusslon
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

A dent WithSiC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowler ge/Issue

Rankt: H Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport within
the fuel particles will have to include an gas phase mass
transport model recognizing but diffusion, pressure
driven flow and Knudsen diffusion The mechanistic
detail with which a model could be constructed is
probably not supported by adequate characterization of
the irradiated layer. It may be necessary to adopt a more
empirical modeling retaining perhaps the functional
forms suggested by the theory of mass transport through
porous materials.

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport across the SiC layer Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore and crack Closure Criterion:
through cracks or through the pore and void network in network in the layer it is possible to calculate the gas phase (continued from previous column)
the material will be by far the fastest mechanismn for mass transport across the layer. We can estimate most of the gas
mass transport of fissiot prodtcts across tsis layer phase diffusion coefficients about as accurately as they can be

measured. The mass transport probably cannot be calculated
using Fickian diffusion and neglecting temperature gradients in
the material. A multicomponent model similar in nature to the
models of mass transport across membranes used widely in the
chemical engineering field will have to be used. It may be
necessary to recognize the effects of thermal diffusion if the
temperature gradients are large and there are significant
differences in the molecular weights of gases. This may well be
the case especially inside the SiC layer which will be
The situation is largely the same at high temperatures as at low
temperatures though the speciation of the gas phase fission
products becomes more complicated.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Inter-grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion
Subsequent Air Condensed phase dilTusion
Intrusion

Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImortance ReClosure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport will
have to include the modeling of condensed phase
mass transport.

Rationale: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale: We really don't have good condensed Closure Criterion:
will transport across the layer by diffusion. At lowv phase diffusion coefficients for fission products (continued from previous column)
temperatures, grain boundary diffusion and surface during bulk, surface or grain boundary diffusion materials with the urania fuel kernel. Complication
diffusion will be the more rapid processes. for the specific material that is of interest. Bulk in the analysis come about if the deviations from
Because the activation energy for bulk diffusion is diffusion coefficients from analogous materials spherical symmetry of the layer are significant and
highest, it wvill become, eventually the dominant may be adequate IF the defects in the crystal if the variations in the layer thickness is significant.
mechanism of mass transport as the temperature is lattices produced by irradiation don't act as traps Characterization of the pore, void or crack netwvork
increased. Still, even if the fission product has only for diffusing species. Grain boundary and surface in the layer is most important and quite challenging
a very small vapor pressure, gas phase mass diffusion coefficients depend so much on the since the voids or cracks that can be effective for
transport may outstrip condensed phase diffusion impurity levels at surfaces and grain boundaries mass transport arc not easily detected by
processes. There are some exceptions to this. Ag where these impurities accumulate, that it would be microscopic examination. It is furthermore quite
seems to be capable of fast transport across the difficult to ascribe significance to data sets for difficult to average sets of visual observations of
layer and this fast transport has been ascribed to anything except the actual material of the layer cracks and voids to come up with a suitable
condensed phase diffusion although there are not including the correct crystallite orientation etc. average' description for the analysis of mass
the data necessary to conclusively demonstrate pressurized with CO from the reaction of carbon transport. What would really be desirable would be
this. permeability measurements of the layer. It is of

(continued next column) course not practical to make such measurements.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Decline in the quality of the layer due to thermal loading
Subsequent Air Thermal
Intrusion deterioration/decomposition

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy: no remedy may be needed.

Rationale: SiC is a most peculiar material. There Rationale: To quantitatively examine this issue we Closure Criterion:
have been reports of phase changes in the material would have to have considerable data on the
from cubic to hexagonal at elevated temperatures. product of the particle formation process to see if
Modem phase diagrams do not reflect this phase polytypism occurs and also to see if radiation
change. It may be more important that the material restructuring can occur during an accident
is subject to polytypism based on the hexagonal temperature transient. Then we would need data to
structure. If the formation of the layer does not see how annealing affected the permeability of the
yield the thermodynamically stable product, layer
thermal annealing during the temperature transient
of an accident could cause some restructuring that The situation is the same as above for lower
will create pathways for gas phase mass transport. temperatures
It might also be possible during a thermal transient
for the heavily radiation damaged material to
restructure to relieve the accumulation of strain
energy of the irradiation defects ( A sort of analogy
to the formation of the rim in heavily irradiated
fuel!). This restructuring could well lead to gas
phase mass transport paths that will facilitate the
transport of fission products released from the fuel
kernel across the layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Attack of layer by fission products, e.g., Pd
Subsequent Air Fission product corrosion
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy: At this juncture it appears to me that
holdup by chemical reaction with the SiC layer can
be neglected until there is evidence that this
important for more important radionuclides'than
Pd.

Rationale: Chemcial attack on the layer by fission RationaleWe don't have a comprehensive survey Closure Criterion:
products *vill affect transport across the layer and of the attack on SiC by fission products in part
certainly may affect the transport of the fission because SiC under reducing conditions is not an
product doing'the transporting since it will be especially reactive material.
converted to a more stable form which may be less
volatile. It is however to become excessively
concerned over this since the fission product
inventory of the kernel is not large enough to
produce massive damage to the layer that will
affect the transport of all fission products. There is
only one example of significant attack and that is
with Pd which is not an especially important
fission product from an accident consequences
view point. The attack by Pd may suggest other
noble metals such as Ru and Mo wvill produce
similar attack. There would have to be substantial
evidence of this to rate the process of higher
signficance.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Diffusion of heavy metals through layer
Subsequent Air Heavy metal diffusion
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport will
have to include the modeling of condensed phase
mass transport

Rationale: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale: We really don't have good condensed Closure Criterion:
will transport across the layer by diffusion. At low phase diffusion coefficients for fission products
temperatures, grain boundary diffusion and surface during bulk, surface or grain boundary diffusion
diffusion will be the more rapid processes. for the specific material that is of interest. Bulk
Because the activation energy for bulk diffusion is diffusion coefficients from analogous materials
highest, it will become, eventually the dominant may be adequate IF the defects in the crystal
mechanism of mass transport as the temperature is lattices produced by irradiation don't act as traps
increased. Still, even if the fission product has only for diffusing species. Grain boundary and surface
a very small vapor pressure, gas phase mass diffusion coefficients depend so much on the
transport may outstrip condensed phase diffusion impurity levels at surfaces and grain boundaries
processes. There are some exceptions to this. Ag where these impurities accumulate, that it would be
seems to be capable of fast transport across the difficult to ascribe significance to data sets for
laver and this fast transport has been ascribed to anything except the actual material of the layer
condensed phase diffusion although there are not including the correct crystallite orientation etc.
the data necessary to conclusively demonstrate
this.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Uptake of oxygen by the layer through a chemical reaction
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion III

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgc/Issue
Importance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationalc Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: No remedy needed.

Rationale: I distinguish here between the reaction Rationale: There is a lot of information about the Closure Criterion:
of SiC with oxidant to form CO and SiO and the response of SiC to oxidizing conditions of various
uptake to form nominally SiOC. This later uptake oxygen potentials. I don't' find information that
can only progress to the point of saturation. It will indicates processes during uptake that would affect
only be important if it causes swelling or fission product transport (but see below when
decrepitation of the SiC layer and I can find no reaction is discussed)
evidence that it does. All my experience is with
higher oxygen potentials where SiO is not stable
and SiO2 is the condensed product of reaction and
this SiO2 does act to occlude surfaces which
would interfere in gas phase mass transport at the
highest temperatures. SiO, a vapor in the
temperature ranges of interest could condense
elsewhere in the particle and have some
rarnmifications on the transport of fission products.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definiton

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission gas from the buffer region through defects in the SiC layer
Subsequent Air Fission product release through
Intrusion defects

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: H Level: I Remedy: This mechanism probably cannot be
modeled mechanistically. It will have to be treated
by providing empirical evidence of the change in
layer permeability as irradiation progresses.

Rationale: Defects introduced into the SiC lattice Rationale: We don't have the information to assess Closure Criterion:
by manufacture or by irradiation will become this process now
mobile at elevated temperatures and accumulate to
form dislocations that themselves will lead to the
formation of porosity networks. These networks
will provide a pathway for gas phase mass
transport that will be the dominant mechanism for
fission product transport across the layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Passage of fission gas from the buffer region through regions in the SiC layer that fail during operations
Subsequent Air Fission product release through or an accident
Intrusion failures, e.g. craking

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgelIssueImporanceClosure Criteria
Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy: Mechanistic modeling of gas phase mass

transport across a failed layer of SiC may not be
undertaken though it can be done. A true failure of
the layer may be taken somewhat but not greatly
conservatively as meaning the layer no longer
poses a barrier to fission product transport.

Rationale: SiC layer failure sill permit the venting Rationale: We don't have information that allows Closure Criterion:
of accumulated fission product vapors and the us to know when SiC layers fail or how massive
ongoing releases of fission product vapors as they the failures are. If we had this information it should
escape the fuel kernel and reach the SiC layer not be difficult to model the gas phase mass

transport across the layer through the failure
locations.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Include solubility, intermetallics, and chemical activity
ntubseqent Air Thermodynamics of the SiC-

Subsequent fission product system

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: The remedy is some compatibility studies
of fission products with SiC

Rationale: Fission products that dissolve in the SiC Rationale: There is amazingly little information Closure Criterion:
lattice will be stabilized and will be held from about the phase relationships in the Si-C-FP
release at least temporarily. It does not appear, systems of interest.
however, that this is major factor in the release of
the more important, volatile fission products like I,
Cs, Xe, Kr, Te etc. It may be more important for
some of the transition metal fission products.
Certainly Pd actually can react with SiC. Similarly
Zr might react. It would also be of interest to know
if other materials interacted badly with SiC, but
even if we knew of some bad interactions
involving materials other than fission products, we
would have to have some idea of how these
materials came into contact with the SiC within a
fuel particle.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer Change of graphite microstructure as a function of temperature

Subsequent Air Sintering
Intrusion

. Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge[lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Lvel and RationaleClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 6 Remedy no remedy necessary:

Rationale: I do not find anything to suggest that Rationale : there is really quite a lot of information Closure Criterion:
changes in the microstceture of graphite will about the sintering of SiC in the literature. It does
affect the SiC layer there may be some information not necessarily cover the entire region of interest
suggesting that bonding of the graphite to the SiC nor does it address the effects of the fission product
affects the integrity of this layer, but it has nothing species on the sintering process. It should,
to do with microstructure issues however, be sufficient to estimate the magnitudes

of any effects attributable to sintering on fission
product transport. Far more important than simple,
classic sintering will the thermal annealing of the
radiation-induced defects in the SiC structure

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Sutbsequent Air air
Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank anal Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 4 Remedy:The key issues are whether sufficient oxidant
survives transport through the core and the matrix
material to reach the SiC and whether oxidant in the
viscidity of the SiC layer will react to open pathways for
gas phase mass transport across the layer or only leads to
homogeneous ablation of layer material as the gases SiO
and CO. Clearly actual data are needed and these should
be collected for irradiated material since the dislocations
produced by the irradiation should be more reactive than
normal materials

Rationale: The rate of oxidation will be important to Rationale: there is some data in the literature on the air Closure Criterion:
know. The rate will be complicated in regions of oxygen oxidation of SiC. Most of these data are for higher
potential where there is a change from both products of oxygen potentials than are likely to exist at the layer
oxidation being gases (SiO and CO) and higher oxygen within the fuel particle. The database does not include
potentials where the silicon-bearing product is information on highly irradiated material. A further
condensed SiO2. More important than the homogeneous complication is that SiC produced in a dynamic fashion
reaction kinetics will be how the reaction rates are such as is done in the manufacture of the coated particle
affected by radiation-produced defects and the presence fuels may still exhibit polytyism and not be in the stable
of pores and voids in the SiC. We will want to know if crystallographic state for which measurements of
there is preferential attack in the voids that leads to the reaction kinetics done in other technical disciplines have
opening of pathways for gas phase mass transport of been directed.
fission products through the layer or simple material
ablation thinning the transport path across the layer. It Especially at temperatures in excess of about 1800 K,
will also be of interest to know if the SiC will react with and at higher oxygen potentials, product SiO2 will be
the nitrogen component of air once the oxygen has been liquid and will occlude the surface so that oxidation rates
depleted to form silicon nitride and cyanogens, etc. are controlled by transport across the viscous layer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air Catalysis
Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerissuc
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy No remedy needed:

Rationale: I am not aware of data indicating that Rationale: I am not aware of a data base that would Closure Criterion:
the oxidation of SiC is catalyzed. There arc some suggest catalysis
indications that impurities, notably iron, can
accentuate the rates of attack and lead to attack The situation at higher temperatures is much the
along the grain boundaries, but this is really not same as above and catalysis becomes less
catalysis. important at higher temperatures where reaction

rates can be sufficiently fast that mass transport of
oxidant will control the rate of reaction

Additional Discussion

.1_
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
Subsequent Airt air
Subseqent A Changes in chemical form of
Intrusion fission products

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 6 Remedy:lt will be essential in the analysis of
fission product transport to track the speciation of
the fission products as changes in ambient
temperature, pressure and chemical potentials
occur including the ambient potentials of oxygen

Rationale:An elevated oxygen potential can lead to Rationale: There is a reasonable data base to Closure Criterion:
changes in the chemical forms of the fission calculate the speciation of fission products as a
products making some more volatile and some less function of the oxygen potential. The issue may
volatile. There is a reasonable understanding of focus on the local oxygen potential and not the
this. Less certain is whether nitrogen from air can core wide average oxygen potential which will be
react with the fission products or carbon to dictated by the equilibrium:
produce species such as cyanides that have higher
vapor pressures than would otherwise be expected. 2 CO = C02 + C
Vapor phase nitrides are now getting substantial
attention in the molecular vapor literature. Solid There has not been a systematic survey of the
thermochemical databases have not been effects of species like cyanogens and the formation
developed for these species though it is known that of pseudohalides of the fission product elements to
some fission products can form stable vapor phase produce elevated vapor pressures
nitrides.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Changes in diffusivity, porosity, ndsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air air
IntSusion Changes in SiC properties

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank;: M Level: 2 Remedy A more far ranging data base on the
oxidation of SiC and its effects on bulk material
permeability would help resolve whether this is an
issue of concern or not.:

Rntionalc:Thc clear concern is that oxidation of Rationale: No data base for oxidation of the Closure Criterion:
SiC opens pathways for gas phase mass transport particular material in the coated particle fuels
because the attack is preferentially at pores, and which will certainly be badly defected by
void networks. I am not aware of data that shows irradiation and may exhibit some polytypism that
this to be the case, but it is certainly possible for makes it different than bulk annealed materials
this to happen since the material at the boundaries
of porosity in the SiC will be more energetic and
reactive than material in the bulk. Also, because
reactions with SiC are essentially slow there may
be some preferential attack. Its significance
depends both on the nature of SiC oxidation and
the availability of oxidant to reach the SiC

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

A W SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Release of SiC FP inventoryAccident With
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rank: L Level: I Remedy no remedy needed:

Rationale: Chemical reaction of oxidant with Rationale There appear to be only anecdotal Closure Criterion:
energetic sites that have adsorbed fission products accounts of fission product retention on the
will destroy the site and release any retained, dislocations introduced by irradiation and no
volatile fission product. It is not clear that quantitative data on the adsorption isotherms
adsorption will retain a sufficient fraction of the
radionuclide inventory to make this oxidative The issue becomes of less interest at elevated

release of risk significance. temperatures both because energetic sites anneal

thermally and because the vapor pressures of
important fission products become so high that
there is no significant retention even on energetic
sites

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With SiC Layer: Chemical attack by Impact of SiC oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Rcmedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criterla

Rank: II Level: 6 Remedy: Fission product transport analyses will
require a detailed prediction of the temperature
distributions throughout the coated particle fuel.

Rationale: The oxidation of SiC is not iso- Rationale: It should be possible to calculate the Closure Criterion:
enthalpic so we knowv that the temperature effect of oxidation on the temperature distributions
distribution will be changed by chemical reaction. across the layer since the heats of reaction are
As noted elsewhere temperature distributions can known for the bulk material and may be estimated
affect both the volatility and the transport of when the involve the destruction of a radiation
fission products across a layer induced defect in the SiC lattice. It is necessary to

have detailed knowledge of the reaction kinetics to
do this calculation

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas Phase Diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue

Rankb: 11 Level: 6 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport within the fuel
particle will have to include a gas phase mass transport model
recognizing bulk gaseous diffusion, pressure driven flow and
Knudsen diffusion

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport is the fastest Rationale: Given the geometry and nature of the pore Closure Criterion:
mechanism to move fission products release from and crack network through the layer it should be possible
the fuel kernel across the barrier posed by the inner to calculate the gas phase mass transport across the layer.
PvC layer We can estimate the gas phase diffusion coefficients for

most of the dominant gaseous species. The diffusion
process itself probably cannot be modeled as strictly
Fickian diffusion. One will have develop a
multicomponent diffusionmodel much like the
membrane modesl that have been developed in the
chemical engineering literature. It may be necessary to
include in these models the effects of thermal diffusion
especially since we will have low molecular weight
species (CO MW=28) migrating along the same paths as
the high molecular weight (> 100) fission product vapor
species. The importance of this will depend on the
magnitude of the thermal gradients across the layer
which surely must be significant given the relatively
high conductivity and the need to move the decay heat
away from the fuel kernel.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Inter-grannular and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Air Condensed phase diffusion)
Intrusion I _II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueImportance________________________________ _ RaClosure Criteria
Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy: Any model of fission product transport

across the inner PyC layer will have to include the
condensed phase mass transport process to account
for mass transport of fission products when the
layer does not have pore and crack networks to
facilitate gas phase mass transport across the layer

Rationale: Fission products that are not volatile Rationale We do not have surface and grain boundary Closure Criterion:
wfill be transported across the inner PvC layer by diffusion coeflicienhs to model the mass transport of (continued from previous column)
the condensed phase diffusion processes. Bulk fission products across the layer at lower temperatures. is only justified if the deviations from spherical are not
diffusion is the slowest of these at low These cannot be estimated or transferred from studies of sufficient to provide a short circuit pathway in some
temperatures but it has the highest activation analogous matenials since they are notoriously s ensitive gions. Similarly. it will be tempting to treat the layer as

enegyso t oesevntull beom th dminnt to the precise grain structure and the nature of impunities uniform in thickness though it never will really be. We
proEven if the metally hbcome the dominant at the grain boundaries. We don't even have a data set ofo not h ing at th
process. Eeift mtlha olsal vapor bulk diffusion coefficients for the PyC layer of netork s noha etmwan rksu maya chn ei thepre isd cractio
pressures, gas phase mass transport of fission demonstrated reliability. The most complicated part of neith the intruding gases. We may not be ablc to derive
products may still be the dominant mechanism for the modeling %vill be a realistic portrayal of the layer useful descriptions of the pore and crack networks
mass transport geometry and the pore and crack networks. It is tempting through the layer from microscopic examinations of

to model the layer as a spherical shell, but this these networks. Cracks and channels to small to be
readily identified in microscopic analyses can be

..Contined next column effective in the transport of material across the layer.
At sufticiently high temperatures bulk diffusion will be
the dominant condensed phase mass transport process
This process is very sensitive to the presence of defects
produced by irradiation acting as traps for diffusing
species and we don't seem to have data on this.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by fission products by increased pressure
Subsequent Air Pressure loading (Fission
Intrusion products)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgerIssue

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedv to evaluate the pressure drop one would
have to have some estimate of the permeability of
the layer:

Rationale: Pressure loading will more likely be by Rationale: We need permeability data that seem Closure Criterion:
CO pressure produced by the reaction of carbon not to exist to estimate the pressure drop across the
with the fuel kernel. The loading will probably be layer. If this is significant then the layer can act at
on the SiC layer rather than the inner PyC layer least temporarily as a barrier to fission product
though it is possible that there will be some transport. But, if the pressure drop is significant
pressure drop across the layer then the layer is likely to rupture and completely

lose its effectiveness as a barrier as the accident
progresses and additional pressurization from both
CO build up and fission product release occurs

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Stress loading of the layer by carbon monoxide by increased pressure
Subsequent Air Pressure loading (Carbon
Intrusion monoxide)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy:no remedy needed

Rationale:The loading by CO should dominate that Rationale: We need permeability data that seem Closure Criterion:
by fission products. Still it is not evident that the not to exist to estimate the pressure drop across the
layer will have a substantial pressure retaining laycr. If this is significant then the layer can act at
capability and the SiC layer is a more important least temporarily as a barrier to fission product
layer for this. transport. But, if the pressure drop is significant

then the layer is likely to rupture and completely
lose its effectiveness as a barrier as the accident
progresses and additional pressurization from both
CO build up and fission product release occurs

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 2 Remedy:Analysis of fission product transport will
have to treat the effects of oxidants and ascertain if
oxidants can reach the inner PyC layer. If so, the
possibility of preferential and even catalyzed
oxidation of the layer will have to be considered.
Decent data sets on the reactions of the specific
materials with oxidants are really needed.

Rationale: This high importance is assigned under the Rationale: The layer really does not take tip oxidant. It Closure Criterion:
presumption that oxidant can reach the layer. The reacts to forni CO (and other equivalent species such as
oxidant that comes is more likely to be from the fuel C20 and C203) that vaporize. The reactions are
kernel than from the gases intruding in the accident enormously sensitive to catalysis and fission products
scenario. Intruding gases will have to pass over an awful can act as catalysts. We don't have a lot of data on which
lot of reactive material before they can reach the inner fission products will produce catalysis, We do know that
PyC layer. On the other hand oxidant from the fuel will Cs can catalyze the oxidation of C. We also know that
have to pass through a buffer layer of carbon to reach the irradiation makes the material more reactive. More than
inner PyC layer. If the oxidant reaches the material it can just rate of reaction data for the specific material, we
cause thinning of the layer (probably not especially need to know if the reaction takes place uniformly over
important) or opening of the pathways for gas phase the surface or if there is preferential reaction especially
mass transport of fission products making the transport to open pathways for the gas phase transport of fission
by gas phase processes even more rapid. products across the layer

same as above though catalysis is not an issue at very
high temperatures where the oxidation reaction are rapid

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer The state of the forces induced by external forces that arc acting across the layer to resist movement
Subscquent Air Stress state
Intrusion (comprcssion/tension)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgel/ssue
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rank ad Ratonalc nowiclge RatonaleClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: Models or data to predict rupture of the
layer are needed. These models may he nothing
more than criteria identifying conditions for which
layer integrity can no longer be assured.

Rationale: It is known that stress state can affect Rationale:We don't really know much about the Closure Criterion:
both condensed phase and gas phase diffusion forces and especially forces induced by the
across a layer, but this is a pretty subtle effect. radiation caused growth of materials
More important is whether tie layer stays in tact or
is ruptured and allows essentially unimpeded gas
phase mass transport acrosslthe layer, but this is
treated in other questions

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Lengths, widths and numbers of cracks produced in layer during accident
Subsequent Air Cracking
Intrusion

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Ratinale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: I Remedy: Any model of the fission product
transport across the inner PyC layer will have to
admit to the possibility of cracks - perhaps quite
narrow cracks - developing in the layer from
radiation-induced growth or thermal expansion or
mechanical forces on the layer including
pressurization examined above.

Rationale:Any cracking of the layer will create Rationale: We are not really in the position to Closure Criterion:
effective pathways for gas phase mass transport predict cracking of the layer. Though there are data
across the layer in abundance for PyC they are not for the specific

material in the fuel particle and not for the material
subjected to thermal transients and irradiation of
the type that will be seen by the PyC layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer Trapping of species between sheets of the graphite structure
Subsequent Air Intercalation
Intrusion I _II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy fo r Inadequate Knoiledge/issue

Rank: M Level: 2 Remedy:WE need some sort of data or analyses to
show whether intercalation will be an etTective
holdup mechanism for fission product release.

Rationale: Intercalation could act as a holdup Rationale: I have no data on intercalation as a Closure Criterion:
mechanism for fission products. Intercalation dynamic process either during an accident or
usually occurs during the simultaneous during fuel operations
condensation of vapors and graphitic material.
Intercalation could occur because of the radiation Intercalation will reverse at very high temperatures
displacements of materials. Intercalation is knowin and not be an issue
to be an effective way to trap potassium in graphite
and so it might be effective in trapping Cs in the
graphite. Still, it is not evident that so much of the
radionulcide inventory can be trapped in the layer
that this is risk-significant issue

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air attack by air
Intrusion Kinetics

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H-I Level: 5 Remedy: kinetic data on both the reactions of oxygen
and the reactions of nitrogen with the specific material of
the inner PyC layer will be needed. As important as the
spedific reaction kinetics - which may be just mass
transport limitations for this particular case - will be
information on the nature of the attack and in particular
whether the attack is uniform or is localized so that it
enhances the pathways available for gas phase mass
transport through the layer.

Rationale: A rating of e high > is given to this issue Rationale: There is quite a lot of information about the Closure Criterion:
under the assumption that it is conditional upon oxidant interactions of air with carbon analogous to the carbon
actually getting to the Inner PyC layer after having that makes up the inner PyC layer though none.
passed over and through a lot of reactive material. apparently, for the specific material. At low temperatures
Though it is possible for the oxidant to do this. it may the attack on carbon can be localized rather than (continued from previous colurmn)
not be especially likely. IF, indeed. oxidant reaches the uniform. The reactions can be catalyzed. There is much The situation at higher temperatures is much the same as
PvC surface it can react exothermically - thereby less information of the reactions of nitrogen from air that above though the potential for reaction of the layer with
increasing the driving force for fission product has been depleted of its oxygen by reactions prior to nitrogen increases. Also, at higher temperatures the
vaporization - reactions will remove layer material and reaching the inner PyC layer. Certainly. one can reactions should become more homogeneous so that they
facilitate transport of fission products across the layer - hypothesize the reactions of nitrogen to form cyanogens work primarily to thinning the layer rather than to
and it will affect the volatility of the fission products - and this would certainly affect temperatures in the enhancing the facility of gas phase mass transport across
accentuating the vapor pressures of some fission particle, remove material from the layer and affect the the layer.
products and reducing the vapor pressures of others. volatility of radionuclides through the formation of

vapor phase cyanides which could be viewed as pseudo
halides

Continued next column

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impuritiesAccident With Yattack by air *XA*m m_ XM
Subsequent Air Catac ai
Intrusion _ __Catalysis

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
mp ortance Rank andi Rationale Knonvledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: I1 Level: 3 Remedy: Models of graphit oxidation will have to
account for catalysis and a more comprehensive
base of data on catalytic agents will have to
become available

Rationale: there is information suggesting that the Rationale: It is known that some materials such as Closure Criterion:
rates of reaction of oxidant with graphite can be Cs and Fe will catalyze the oxidation of carbon.
catalyzed and this catalysis can lead to preferential The effects of these catalytic materials or the
attack on the layer - perhaps enhancing gas phase catalytic effectiveness of other fission products on
mass transport across the layer the reactions of the specific material are not

reported in literature that I have seen.

Catalysis is less of an issue at higher temperatures
where the reactions rates are inherently more rapid
- eventually becoming limited only by the
availability of oxidant. It is not that we know more
about catalytic reactions at high temperature, it is
that we need to know less that leads to relative
scoring of the two temperature regimes.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
u Aattack by air

Intrusion Changes in chemical form of
fission products

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy:The data bases used to calculate fission
product speciation need to be reliable or at least
known. Codification of the data base to be used for
NRC would be beneficial. There also needs to be
an examination of the literature and even molecular
calculations concerning the likely importance of
vapor phase nitrides and cyanides.

Rationale: It is well established that the ambient Rationale: We have the technical capability to Closure Criterion:
oxygen potential can strongly affect the volatility assess the effects of oxygen potential on the vapor
of many fission products - enhancing the vapor pressures of fission products as long as we confine
pressures of some such as Ru, Mo and Te, and or interest to oxides and elemental forms of the
depressing the vapor pressure of others such as Ba, fission products. We don t have much of a data
Sr. Ce, and La. Of additional interest for this base to assess the effect of nitride formation and
particular location is the enhancement of the vapor the formation of pseudo halides like cyanides on
pressures of fission products caused by an ambient the vapor pressures of fission products. Modem
partial pressure of nitrogen or the products of methods of molecular orbital calculations have
nitrogen reactions with carbon. advanced to the point that it ought to be possible to

explore computationally for stable species of these
types that have not been systematically
investigated experimentally _

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

AccInner PyC Layer: Chemical Changes in dilfusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air attack bv air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationalc Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: I Rcmedy:Models of PyC layer oxidation will have
to recognize the possibility of localized attack that
increases the porosity or permeability of the
material. Mechanistic models or even bounding
models of mass transport across the inner PyC
layer wvill have to recognize that the porosity7and
permeability of the material is time dependent
when there is oxidation taking place.

Rationale: Again given that oxidant can reach the Rationale: There appears to be little information on Closure Criterion:
inner PyC layer this is a high importance issue the localized attack on PyC by oxidants and its
especially at lowv temperatures. Oxidant does not effects on the effective permeability of the material
attack carbon homogenously. There is preferential to gases
attack at energetic sites and the concentrations of
energetic sites are points wvhere catalysts reside and Localized attack becomes less important at
in cracks and pores. Attack on surfaces in cracks elevated temperatures where reactions become
and pores will enhance vapor phase mass transport faster.
of fission products across the layer.

Additional Discussion'
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inner PyC Layer: Chemical Release of graphite FP inventory
Iubsqenti Air attack by air
Subsequent Holdup reversal

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: It is knoxin that fission products can Rationale: We don't have information for Closure Criterion:
adsorb on energetic sites in graphite. It is also quantifying the holdup of fission products on the
known that chemical reactions with these sites can energetic sites created by irradiation or by cracking
release the adsorbed material. What is not evident in the inner PyC layer. What holdup does occur
is whether the adsorption of fission products on will be reversed at the rate of oxidation reaction.
energetic sites in the inner PyC layer can involve
sufficient amotnts of fission products to be risk- Holdup by adsorption is much less important at
significant. high temperatures because the vapor pressures of

the interesting fission products are so high.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Inncr PyC Layer: Chemical Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air attack bv air
Intrusion Temperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank andi Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 3 RemedyAny fission product ttransport model will
require goo, local temperature descriptions
including the effects of chemical reactions on these
temperatures

Rationale: If oxidant can get to the inner PyC Rationale: We know enough in principle to Closure Criterion:
layer, its reactions will be exothermic and will calculate the effects of chemical reactions on the
affect temperature distributions. As noted above temperature distributions if we know the kinetics
these temperature distributions affect both the of reaction. Certainly we know the heats of
volatilities of the fission products and their reaction with pristine material and these heats need
transport across the layer to modified to account for the additional energy

coming from the reaction of defects introduced by
irradiation. A key to the calculation of temperature
distributions is the thermal conductivity of the
porous, defected and possibly cracked material.

The situation at higher temperatures is much the
same as above except radiation heat transfer
becomes more of an issue and the ambient
atmosphere of CO will participate in the radiation
heat transfer.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Diffusion of gaseous fission products through layer (Knudsen and bulk diffusion through pore structure,
Subsequent Air Gas phase diffusion and pressure driven permeation through structure)
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy a fairly sophisticated model of the layer
porosity will be needed as will a very sophisticated
model of mass transport across the layer:

Rationale: Gas phase mass transport across this Rationale Given the nature of the porosity in the Closure Criterion:
layer will be the dominant transport mechanism for layer it should be possible to calculate the gas
volatile fission products because the temperatures phase mass transport quite well. We can estimate
are high and because the material is quite porous. the diffusion coefficients for most vapor species.

The analysis probably cannot treat the diffusion as
Fickian. A multicomponent model will have to be
considered because there will be a flow of CO
across the layer that may be, in fact, pressure
driven rather than diffusion. Diffusion may have to
be augmented by consideration of thermal
diffusion because of the large temperature gradient
and the mixture of molecular weights of the
gaseous species. Other complexities in the analysis
include lack of spherical symmetry of the layer and
the variations in the layer thickness

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Inter-grannular diffusion and/or intra-grannular solid-state diffusion

Subsequent Air Condensed phase diffusion
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: I Remedy:no remedy needed

Rationale: Fission products that reach the interface Rationale: Don't have definitive condensed phase Closure Criterion:
between the buffer carbon and the fuel kernel will diffusion coefficients for the material
have all escaped the kernel as some sort of a vapor
species through the interconnected pore network in Condensed phase mass transport rather than vapor
the urania. (The flux of fission products from the phase mass transport is even less likely to be
fuel via intragrannular diffusion is really quite dominant at higher temperatures and the condensed
small at temperatures that are well below the phase diffusion coefficients are even less known at
urania melting point) It does not seem likely that elevated temperatures
significant transport of even species with very
modest vapor pressures would switch to a
condensed phase process upon encountering the
highly porous buffer region.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Mechanical reaction of the layer to the growth of the kernel via swelling
Subsequent Air Response to kernel swelling
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank M Level: 4 Remedy:Because integrity of the layer is not
critical, it may not be necessary to develop a very
detailed understanding of the mechanical
properties of the buffer layer. It may not even be
present in future incarnations of coated particle
fuel pellets

Rationale: cracking and otherwise opening RationaleWe have been shown some evidence that Closure Criterion:
pathways for gas phase mass transport as a result in the current inadequate fuels mechanical
of mechanical interactions could facilitate fission interactions can rupture the buffer layer. We have
product transport across the buffer region, but the not been shown any indication that this process can
region is already quite porous so the incremental be predicted in a quantitative way. There are data
effects of cracking on gas phase mass transport are on the mechanical properties of materials
not likely to be as dramatic as cracking of the more analogous to materials in the buffer region, but
compact structural barriers in the coated particle these data may not be applicable to the thin layer
fuel. that can bond to either the kernel or to the

bounding PvC layer

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Lcvel and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy no remedy needed:

Rationale: It is likely that some fission products Rationale We know deposition can take place. We Closure Criterion:
will deposit in the buffer region at least don't have quantitative information on the density
temporarily and this effect has to be considered in of active sites for deposition or adsorption
developing the modeling of the fission product desorption isotherms for the fission products
transport. But it does not appear likely that the
fraction of the released fission product inventory Adsorption on active sites become even less
that can deposit in this region will be sufficiently important at elevated temperatures first because the
large to be of risk significance vapor pressures at such elevated temperatures are

so high and second because at elevated
temperatures active adsorption sites are being
thermally annealed. So it is not that we know more
about the situation at high temperatures, it is that
relatively we need to know less.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Reaction of pyrolytic graphite with oxygen released from the kernel
Subsequent Air Layer oxidation
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Rationale Kntowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 2 Remedy Easily one of the most important characteristics
to understand for coated particle fuels is the reaction of
carbon with the urania fuel. This may well be a
heterogeneous reaction of gas phase oxidant with carbon.
It may also involve a homogeneous direct reaction of
two solid materials especially under conditions of
irradiation. The reaction will be dependent on the
ambient CO pressure. In fact leakage of the CO from the
coated particle fuel may well dictate the extent of
reaction

Rationale: The 'uptake' is really the reaction of oxygen Rationale Reactions of carbon with urania are Closure Criterion:
from the fuel reacting with carbon in the buffer layer to thermodynamically possible at sufficiently low CO
form CO that pressurizes and possibly ruptures the partial pressures even at low temperatures. They do
compact barriers with the fuel particle such as the PyC appear to be slow. Irradiation of the carbon may create
layer and the SiC layer. Rupture of these layers will energetic sites that are more reactive than might be
allow the venting of the vapor phase fission products expected based on tests with unirradiated materials. Still
within the particle and provide a facile pathway for the the empirical evidence is that the reactions are slow in
gas phase mass transport of fission products out of the absence of some sort of catalyst. Always a concern is
fuel particle as the accident progresses. The reaction that the fission product species may act as catalysts
could also damage the crystal structure of urania at the tinder circumstances not so far encountered in the studies
surface of the kernel - converting it into UCO and of coated particle fuels
eventually UCx. The crystallographic changes are
sufficiently large that fission products within grains of Reactions of carbon with urania definitely occur at more
the surface fuiel will be expelled and ready to vaporize elevated temperatures. I am not aware of definitive rate
without mass transport limitations that affect release of data for the reactions
fission products from grain surfaces within the fuel
kernel.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer Change in temperature with distance
Subscqucnt Air IThermal gradient
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Imortance Rank andi Rationale , Knowledge Level andi Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 1H Level: 4 Remedy: Modeling of fission product transport in the
coated particle fuels will require that there be a detailed
model of the local temperatures and temperature
gradients. To do this for the butTer layer will first require'
that the porosity of the layer be characterized aid then
some heat transfer modeling be done to develop
expressions for the thermal conductivity of the material.

Rationale: Thennal gradients across the butrer layer - Rationale: In principle we can calculate the mass Closure Criterion:
which could be substantial in magnitude - will atTect the transport across the layers given the temperature
fission product release both by chemical diffusion of distributions. Calculations of the thermal distributions
vapors and by thermal diffusion of vapors are made complicated by the poor knowledge of the

material thermal conductivity and the effects of radiation
defects and pores or cracks on the thermal conductivity.
It is unlikely that simple corrections of material thermal
conductivity using things like the Loeb correction will be
adequate since the layer is so thin the bulk averaging
inherent in the Loeb correction and similar corrections
simply still underestimate the effects of porosity.
Something much more sophisticated will have to be
done.
The situation is largely the same at elevated temperatures
except that radiation heat transfer within the layer
becomes more of an issue. It is not simple to calculate
because the ambient CO cannot be taken as transparent
to the radiation.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Buffer Layer Dimension changes in the buffer layer or changes in its porosity produced by irradiation or by exposure
Sube rent Air Irradiation and thermal to elevated temperatures

Intrusion shrinkage of buffer

kand Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank aClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: The only real issue that must be borne in
mind is whether the dimensional changes are
sufficient to cause rupture and then this is of
concern only if holdup of fission products in the
buffer layer is actually credited in the transport
process.

Rationale: The effects are small enough that they Rationale: We know that the buffer layer material Closure Criterion:
will probably be safely neglected in the modeling will grow as a result of radiation-induced defects in
of fission product transport. Of course, if the the material. Thermal expansion during accident
changes open pathways for gas phase mass transients will affect the material. While w e don't
transport of fission products they facilitate this have data for the specific material, we do have data
transport as discussed above, for analogous materials

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air
Subsequent Air bv air
Intrusion Kinetics

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Closure Criteria

Rank: 1. Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy really needed.

Rationale: It really begins to stretch the Rationale Detailed reaction kinetic data for the Closure Criterion:
imagination of how oxidant intruding from outside specific material are not available and probably are
the core could penetrate to the buffer layer rather not really needed. If models are really needed it
than react with other carbon materials along the may be adequate to assume reaction proceeds at the
pathway. Besides, if oxidant is this far it has rate of mass transport of oxidant to the buffer
reached the fuel kernel and the game is up. region which cannot be very fast even if the other
Oxidation of fuel will initiate massive release of parts of the fuel particle have been completely
fission products. It does not seem useful to give ruptured.
great attention to the oxidation of the buffer layer
from external gases. The more important issue is
reaction of the buffer with oxygen from the fuel
kernel and this has been discussed above.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion Catalysis

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 4 Remedy no remedy needed:

Rationale: See discussion above. The reactions just Rationale: reactions of carbon with oxidants are Closure Criterion:
are not likely to be important for tlis layer catalyzed and fission products can be catalysts.

This may more important for oxidants coming
from the fuel kernel rather than intruding oxidants
like air and water vapor.

Catalysis is just less important at very high
temperatures where the rates of reactions especially
of gases are intrinsically high.

Additional Discussion
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Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale for Inadequate Knowlege/issue

Rank: L Level: 6 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: oxidant intrusion to this depth in the Rationale: As discussed above for other layers Closure Criterion:
coated particle fuel structure is hard to believe. If it there is some technical basis for at least estimating
does occur the higher oxidant partial pressures will the effects of oxidants on the speciation and
affect the speciation and consequently the vapor consequently the vapor pressures of fission
pressures of the fission products - enhancing some products
and depressing others.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer lIayer: Chemical attack Changes in diffusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air y air
Intrusion Changes in graphite properties

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: again, it just is not apparent that oxidant Rationale: see discussions above for the effects of Closure Criterion:
is likely to intrude to the buffer layers oxidants on pathways for gas phase mass transport.

Even if oxidant gets to this point and does react
preferentially in local areas, the incremental effect
on the facility of gas phase mass transport across
the layer is likely to be very much less than it is for
localized reactions in other layers that are more
compact and less porous.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadlequale Knowledlge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowvledge Level and Rationalc Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 2 Remedy: no remedy needed

Rationale: Agnin, we just don't believe for most Rationale: Don't know the concentrations of the Closure Criterion:
accident sequences that oxidant will penetrate to active sites for adsorption nor do we know the
the butTer layer and if it does little details like the adsorption/desorption isotherms for the material
release of holdup inventory in the layer will hardly with the radiation induced sites. It is not apparent
matter. however that in any case the fractional holdup

could be risk significant.

There is likely to be little to release since active
sites will thermally anneal at elevated temperatures
and vapor pressures are so high that adsorption on
defects that remain may be small.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Buffer Layer: Chemical attack Impact of graphite oxidation on temperature distribution through material
Subsequent Air by air
Intrusion T emperature distribution

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 4 Remedy: Any modeling of fission product
transport in the coated particle fuel will require a
detailed model of the temperature distributions in
the layers including the buffer layer.

Rationale: As noted above, it is unlikely that Rationale: The pertinent knowledge bases are those Closure Criterion:
oxidant will penetrate to the buffer layer itself and discussed in connection with reactions of other
so chemical reactions of oxidant with this layer layers and the modeling of thermal conductivity in
will not distort temperature distributions. But to the buffer layer.
some small extent the temperature distributions in
the buffer layer will be affected by the chemical
reactions of intruding oxidant with other layers.
The effect is not likely to be large since the buffer
layer thermal conductivity will not be huge.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Churacteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Maximum fuel temperature attained by the fuel kernel during the accident
Subscquent Air Maximum fuel temperature

Intrusion I I

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy Cor Inarequate Knowlerige/ssue

Rank: I1 Level: 6 Remedy:

Rationale: Temperature is well known to be one of Rationale: In principle, it should be possible to Closure Criterion:
the dominant variables controlling the release of calculate the maximum kernel temperature fairly
fission products form urania kernels accurately. Even so, errors on the order of 50

degrees are possible. Definitive, defensible
calculations for credible accidents have not yet
appeared.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel The time-dependent variation of fuel temperature with time
Subsequent Air Temperature vs. time transient
Intrusion conditions

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgeissuea

Rank: H Level: 4 Remedy:

Rationale: Fission product release is a strong Rationale: Though fairly reliable temperature Closure Criterion:
function of both time and temperature histories are in principle possible to predict

defensible calculations have not yet been produced.
Most existing calculations are hopelessly
optimistic about heat loss pathways.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Flow of heat within a medium from a region of high temperature to a region of low temperature
Subsequent Air Energy Transport: Conduction
Intrusion within kerel

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgclssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Conduction as well as decay heat Rationale: Conduction in moderately porous urania Closure Criterion:
generation determine the temperature history of the is known with some accuracy. But, the porosity of
kernel during the event the urania kernels can become heroic during

extended operations and the events of the accident
could easily produce porosities and configurations
of the kernels that are quite intractable for
conduction calculations.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Fission product release depends on the Rationale: We have a useful understanding of Closure Criterion:
chemical activity of the fission products. chemical activities of fission products in urania
Completely diluted in the urania matrix, the fission fuel at moderate burnups. At the higher bumups
product activities could be quite low. But, when expected for some gas reactor fuels, our knowledge
the segregate into separate phases such as uranate and predictive capabilities begin to fail us
phases or metallic nodules, chemical activities can
be driven up substantially - orders of magnitude.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Charactcristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Mass transport of oxygen per unit surface area per unit time
Subsequent Air Oxygen flux
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for InadeCitue Knowrlege/assue

Rank: M Level: 3 Remedy:

Rationale: Diffusion of fission products %vill occur Rationale: Release analysis recognizing the Closure Criterion:
simultaneously with the diffusion of oxygen from multicomponent nature of the transport s ithin fuel
the kernels to the reactive graphite at the buffer- grains have not been published. In
kernel interface. The release is far more a multicomponent systems remarkable things can be
multicomponent process than we have encountered predicted that appear counter-intuitive when
in the case of fission product release from viewed within the context of binary diffusion.
conventional fuels. The gettering of oxygen by
reaction with the carbon is not passivating as is the
case with gettering of oxygen by reaction with
zirconium in the case of conventional fuels. It is
not evident, then, that the usual Fickian diffusion
approximation can be made incaustiously to
predict release from the kernels

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel Enlargement of grains as a result of diffusion
Subsequent Air Grain growth
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: Grain growth is largely unimportant Rationale: It has not been essential to consider Closure Criterion:
because of the grain boundary pinning effects of grain growth in models of fission product release
fission products and especially separated phases of from conventional reactor fuels, though some
fission products codes include such models.

Additional Discussion
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Lire Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D nt
Phase PhenomenonDefinition

Accident With Kernel Chemical reaction between carbon and the fuel (U02 or UOC) to form UC2 and CO ( gas)
Subsequent Air BulTer carbon-keemel interaction
Intrusion I _II

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 3 Remedy:'

Rationale: The reaction of the butfer * ith the Rationale: Details of the reaction process and even Closure Criterion:
kernel can be responsible for the pressurization the phase relations in these systems are not known
perhaps to failure of the SiC layer. The reaction whell.
can also lead to fission product release as the
reactive refinement of the urania progresses

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Rate of reaction per unit surface area as a function of temperature and partial pressure of air

Subsequent Air Kinetics
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/rssue

Rank: 1 Level: 9 Remedy:

Rationale: Air attack on the kernel would produce Rationale: We have a growing knowledge of Closure Criterion:
catastrophic release of fission products. But, if the fission product release from fuel exposed to air.
fuel particle was so damaged that air could reach We also know that carbon will react with air well
the kernel, there would have already have been before it is possible for the air to reach the kernel.
catastrophic release of fission products

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kcrnel: Chemical attack by air Modification of the reaction rate by fission products or impurities
Subsequent Air Catalysis
Intnision I I

Remcedy for Inadequate Knowledgeflssuc
Importance Rank andl Rationale Knowledge Level and Raflonale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: I Remedy:

Rationale: Air attack is unimportant and there is Rationale: Not awvare of information on catalysis of Closure Criterion:
not a lot of evidence that air attack on urania is air attack on urania at temperatures that would lead
catalyzed to extensive fission product release

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Changes in chemical form resulting from oxidizing or reducing fission products
nubsioent Air Changes in chemical form of

Subsequent fission products
Intrusion

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy:

Rationale: Should air reach the fuel, it can cause Rationale We certainly know of possible changes Closure Criterion:
changes to the volatility of fission products by to the chemical forms of fission products exposed
changes in the chemical forms of these fission to air.
products. It is just not obvious that air will reach
the kernels and if air does reach the kernels, core
damage may be so extensive there will be few
fission products left that can react with the air.

Additional Discussion
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Lifc Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Accident With Kernel: Chemical attack by air Changes in dilTusivity, porosity, adsorptivity, etc.
Subsequent Air Changes in kernel properties
Intrusion

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy Cor Inadequate Knowlia gellssue
Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The changes in the thermophysical Rationale: Huge amounts of information about the Closure Criterion:
properties of urania when it is exposed to air are changes to urania exposed to air exist.
quite significant. But, as noted above, such
changes are not likely to be of importance either
because air cannot get to the urania or because the
fission products have already been released once
the air arrives.

Additional Discussion
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APPENDIX G
AIR INGRESS STUDY

G.1 Background

As part of the PIRT process, the NRC panel members felt that calculations of the postulated air
ingress event were needed to better inform the panel members about the potential conditions that
fuel pebbles experience in a postulated air ingress event. A MELCOR model has been under
development for the past few years at the INEEL to scope out the important phenomena related
to air ingress events in a pebble bed reactor. These results were presented recently at a gas
reactor conference [G-l]. The results showed that a significant amount of the pebble bed core
would not be exposed to air. The factors, which contributed to this calculated result, include the
large flow resistance between the postulated breach location and the core, the extended time for
natural convection to begin, the limited oxygen available in the reactor containment, and the
large amount of lower reflector graphite available for oxidation, which acts as a sink for any
oxygen in the air.

The MELCOR model has been improved and now includes the effect of neutron fast fluence on
the thermal conductivity of the pebble bed core and detailed modeling of the region between the
reactor pressure vessel '(RPV) and reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS). As a result, the
analyses conducted for the PIRT panel are different than earlier scoping results. Calculations
were performed for alternate scenarios that could result in varying amounts of air entering the
active region' of the core to determine what conditions the fuel could hypothetically experience in
this event. The calculations are not intended to be a best estimate calculation of such an events
in a PBR. The calculation are intended to provide realistically conservative basis for
understanding the accident condition and identifying the important phenomena that could affect
fuel performance and fission product transport. The calculations also aid in the understanding of
the potential interactions between the system thermal hydraulics, core thermal response and
oxidation behavior under a wide range of scenarios. The following eight cases were analyzed:

* Case 1: Base case.
* Case 2: Reduced effective thermal conductivity of the pebble bed core
* Case 3: Significant leak in the upper head of the reactor vessel (to investigate its effects on

early initiation of natural convection in the vessel).
Case 4: Reduction in the flow resistance in the core by a factor of 10 (to investigate
increased air flow into the core).

. Case 5: No structural graphite oxidation in the lower reflector region (to maximized
unreacted air in the active core region).
Case 6: Thermal conductivity of the side reflector reduced by 50% (to investigate the effects
of higher core temperature on core oxidation).

. Case 7: Infinite containment volume (to investigate'ultimate unmitigated long term
behavior).

* Case 8: A combination of all seven previous cases as the most conservative case.
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G.2 Introduction

A MELCOR model of a reference pebble-bed reactor (PBR) was developed to explore the
environmental conditions for oxidation in the PBR core in the event that fuel elements and
graphite core structural components are exposed to air due to a catastrophic break in the cross
flow duct connecting the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) with the power conversion systems
vessel. The break is assumed to occur outside of the reactor vessel between the RPV and the
high-pressure turbine. The MELCOR model presented in this appendix is sufficiently
representative of PBR designs to scope out environmental conditions in the core during an air
ingress accident.

The MELCOR [G-2] code used for this analyses is a severe accident code being developed at
Sandia National Laboratory for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to model the
progression of severe accidents in light-water nuclear power plants. The modeling approach
used by MELCOR, like other thermo-hydraulic codes, is based on the use of control volumes,
heat structures, control functions and material property tables to build system models. Because
of the general and flexible nature of the code, other concepts such as the pebble-bed reactor can
be modeled with some simple modifications to the code. The latest released version of
MELCOR is 1.8.5; however, for the analysis presented in this report a modification of the earlier
1.8.2 version of the code was used. The modifications to MELCOR 1.8.2 were the
implementation of multi-fluid capabilities, a graphite oxidation model, and a simple molecular
diffusion model. The multi-fluid capabilities allow MELCOR to use fluids other than water,
such as helium, as the primary coolant for low Mach number flows (gases that can be treated as
an incompressible fluid). This capability is documented in Reference [G-3]. The capability to
analyze the oxidation of graphite structures was also added to MELCOR and will be discussed
later in this appendix as will the molecular diffusion model.

G.3 PBR MELCOR Model

The PBR reactor considered for this study was assumed to have a core diameter of 3.5 m and a
height of 8.0 m, yielding a total core volume of 76.97 m2. The active core of the reactor was
divided into three radial zones and eight axial zones for a total of 24 core control volumes, as
shown in Figure G-1. The inner radial zone consists of 8 control volumes representing the inner
reflector region (non heat generating). The remaining 16 core control volumes represent the
active core. The core control volumes are cylindrical and are centered about the core centerline.
The inner radial zone (inner reflector) contains 72,247 non-heated pebbles'. The two outer radial
zones contain a total of 342,944 heat-generating pebbles producing a total of 270 MW of thermal
energy. The pertinent dimensions for this model are given in Table G- I.

For nominal operating conditions the coolant enters the bottom of the reactor (CV1 11) at
4500C (723 K) and flows up an annular flow channel located between the reactor side reflector
and the core barrel. Control volumes 101 through 110, and 211, 212, 213 as shown in
Figure G-l represent this flow channel. The coolant then flows radially along the top of the

1 The most recent core design for the PB1MR involves a fixed cylindrical graphite central column rather than moving
solid graphite (unfueled) pebbles
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reactor (CV 100), exiting into a small plenum located just above the core, represented by control
volumes 25, 26, and 27.

Figure G-1 PBR control volume diagram

From the plenum the coolant flows down through the core and exits the bottom of the core
(CV126) at 850'C (1123 K). The coolant then flows down through the lower support structure
(CVs 126, 125, 124, and 123) to the power conversion unit, which is represented simplistically
by control volumes 112 through 122 (refer to Figure G-2). The double-ended rupture of both the
inlet and outlet pipes as shown in Figure G-2 occurs in control volumes 112 and 122. The pipe
break is represented in the model as two valves, which are connected to containment volumes
500 and 501 (not shown in figure) and are opened at the beginning of the loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). This accident is sometimes referred to as a depressurized conduction cool down event.
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For the base case model and all models used in the sensitivity study unless noted, the
containment volume is assumed to be 27,000 in3 . This value was estimated from preliminary
drawings of the containment region, thus the actual containment volume might be smaller. The
large containment volume allows more oxygen to be available for oxidation of the core graphite.

Table G-1 Summary of Basic Modeling Parameters for Air Ingress Sensitivity Study

Parameters PBR Units
Base Case

Thermal Power 270.0 MW
Core coolant inlet temperature 450.0 °C
Core coolant outlet temperature 850.0 0C
Outer radius of inner flow zone [inner reflector] 0.73 m
Outer radius of middle flow zone 1.21 m
Outer radius of outer flow zone 1.75 m
Outer radius of radial reflector 2.50 in
Outer radius of inlet coolant channel 2.80 m
Outer radius of core barrel 2.83 X m
Outer radius of gas annulus 2.90 m
Outer radius of pressure vessel 3.00 m
Inner radius of reactor cavity cooling system 4.27 m
Height of HS 124, 111, 714,314, 414 1.20 m
Height ofHS 223, 210, 713, 313, 413 0.80 m
Height of HS 224, 211, 712,312, 412 0.50 m
HeightofHS 225, 212,711, 311, 411 0.50 m
Height of HS 226, 213, 710, 310, 410 0.50 m
Height of CV 01, 02, 03 0.06 m
Height of CV 04, 05.06 0.06 m
Height of CV 07, 08,09 0.18 m
HeightofCV 10, 11,12 0.18 mn
Height ofCV 13, 14, 15 0.36 m
HeightofCV 16, 17,18 2.39 m
Height of CV 19, 20,21 2.39 m
Height of CV 22, 23, 24 2.39 m

Height of CV 25, 26, 27 0.50 m

Number of non-fuel pebbles in reactor (inner reflector) 72247
Number of fuel pebbles in reactor 342944
Active height of core 8.00 m

Total volume of core 76.97 m3

Active core volume 63.57 m3

Core mean power density 5.51 MW/m
Core mass flow rate (steady state) 131.00 kg/sec
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--Pni d5
Figure G-2 PBR control volume diagram continued

The heat transfer from the pebbles is dominated by convection during normal operation.
However, for the LOCA when the forced circulation flow in the core decreases to zero, the decay
heat generated by the pebbles is removed primary by radial conduction and radiation to the
graphite reflector, which surrounds the core. The heat is then conducted through the reflector,
radiated and conducted to the primary reactor vessel (RPV) wall, conducted through the vessel
wall, and is finally convected and radiated to the reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), which
for the purposes of this study was modeled as a 271C (300 K) heat sink.

The reactor pebbles, and core structures such as the top, bottom, and side graphite reflectors,
core barrel, reactor pressure vessel, and lower graphite support structures are modeled using the
MELCOR heat structure package. The heat structure package calculates one-dimensional heat
conduction through a solid structure and the energy transferred across its boundary surfaces into
surrounding control volumes. Each heat structure has two boundary surfaces and a boundary
condition must be specified for each surface. One of six different boundary condition can be
specified depending on the modeling assumptions used at the boundary. For most of the surfaces
in the model the heat transfer package calculates a convective heat transfer coefficient based on
the flow conditions in the adjacent control volume and the geometry of the heat structure: Most
of the heat structures used in the model are shown in Figure G-3 and are represented in the figure
as rectangular boxes. An identifier beginning with the prefix HS denotes each heat structure.
Each heat structure is coupled to at least one or two control volumes, which are identified on the
figure as numbers in parentheses with the top number identifying the control volume located on
the inside of the heat structure and the number on the bottom identifying the control volume on
the outside of the heat structure. The wire like coupling between the heat structures represent
radiation and conduction paths and are defined by control functions which will be discussed
below.
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The pebbles in the core are modeled as spherical heat structures, one heat structure per control
volume. The convective heat transfer from one pebble is then multiplied by the number of
pebbles in the control volume to get the overall convective heat transfer from all the pebbles in
the volume to the fluid.
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Figure G-3 PBR heat structure diagram

A control function in conjunction with a user-defined subroutine is used to model the axial and
radial conduction and radiation heat transfer between the heat structures representing the pebbles
in the core. The radial heat transfer rate between the heat structures in the core is governed by
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Qrt 2t- 1- keff (Trz Trz) (I)

In . .

and the axial heat transfer rate between heat structures is governed by

6axial =ef 'A Cr0SS (T.z - Trz+,) (2)

where dradias is the total radial heat transfer between CV(rz) and CV(r+l,z), I is the height of the

control volume, r is the center radius of CV(r+l,z), r, is the center radius of CV(rz), k ffis

the effective thermal conductivity of the pebble bed, Oaxial is the the total axial heat transfer rate

between CV(r,z) and CV(r,z+1), A. is the cross sectional area between CV(rz) and
CV(r,z+l), and L is the length between the center of CV(r,z) and CV(r,z+l). The total radial
heat transfer rate to CV(r+l,z) from CV(rz) is divided by the number of pebbles in CV(r+l,z) to
obtain the heat transfer rate per pebble entering CV(r+l,z). The total radial heat transfer rate
from CV(r,z) to CV(r+l,z) is divided by the number of pebbles in CV(r,z) to obtain the heat
transfer rate per pebble leaving CV(r,z). The same process is applied to the axial heat transfer
rate. The heat source term is then added or subtracted to obtain the net heat conduction per
pebble in appropriate control volumes per unit time. The effective thermal conductivity used in
this study accounts for the radiation and conduction through the bed in both the axial and radial
direction.

G.4 Effective Thermal Conductivity

The active core of a pebble bed reactor is an annular packed bed of spherical fuel pebbles with
each fuel pebble element containing many fuel particles. The heat from the pebbles is
transported simultaneously by a combination of mechanisms. These mechanisms are radiation
through the gas regions between the pebbles, conduction through the gas surrounding the
pebbles, and the conduction through the pebbles. As described in Reference [G-4] the overall
effective conductivity is calculated from three different individual effective conductivities. The
individual effective conductivities are summed to obtain the overall effective conductivity of the
core region. These three individual effective conductivities are defined as (I) void radiation plus
solid conduction, (2) gas conduction plus solid conduction, and (3) contact conduction plus solid
conduction.

Equation (3) describes the effective conductivity due to void radiation plus solid conduction and
is based on the cell model defined by Zehner and Schlilender [G-5] and modified by G.
Breitbach and Barthels [G-6].
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(4)

(5)

The variables in Eq.'s (3), (4) and (5) are a the Stefan-Bolzmann constant, X. the thermal

conductivity of the pebble matrix material, Ep the porosity of the pebble bed (0.39), crthe

emissivity of the pebble matrix material (0.8), d the diameter of the pebbles (6 cm), and T is the
average temperature of the pebbles in the control volume.

The second term describes the effective conductivity due to gas conduction plus solid
conduction. This equation was formulated by Zehner and Schluender and tested by V. Prasad et,
al [G-71.

[ (___ ((I -) * B
ke F7 j -In ( I )_(B+C )_( B I ) kg] (6)

where

xs

(7)

In equations (6) and (7) Xg is the thermal conductivity of gas in the space between the pebbles in

the pebble bed.

The third term describes the effective conductivity due to contact conduction between pebbles
plus solid conduction within the pebbles. The effective conductivity component is the result of
compressive loads on the spheres due to the weight of the particles in the bed.
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where

f = p- (9)
NA

For a bed assumed to have a simple cubic arrangement of the spheres, s,. SF, NA and NL are
given as Ss = 1, SF=I, NA = 1/(4R2 ), NL=I/(2R) where R is the radius of a pebble. In Eq. (8)
pp = 0.136 and Es = 9.0E09 (N/m2). These two values are Poisson's ratio and Young modulus

respectively. The variable p is the external pressure and is estimated by the weight of the pebbles
in the pebble bed.

The effective thermal conductivity of the bed is the sum of the three terms given above:

keff=X +X +X) (10)

The above equations were programmed into Mathcad [G-8] using temperature dependent
helium2 and graphite thermal conductivity to generate the effective thermal conductivity used in
the pebble bed for this study. The effective thermal conductivity is shown in Figure GA and is
labeled new effective conductivity in the figure. The effective conductivity model presented
here has been validated by the SANA benchmark experiments (pebble bed experiments)
performed in Germany and reported in Reference [G4].

Also shown in the figure is a second curve (Old Effective Conductivity) corresponding to values
calculated from a second correlation. The values corresponding to the second curve were used in
one of the MELCOR calculations to obtain the sensitivity of the pebble bed oxidation to bed
effective conductivity. The second effective thermal conductivity curve was calculated using the
following equation, which is an old correlation, developed in the 1950s by General Electric as
reported in Reference [G-9]. It was used in our original calculation presented in
Reference [G-1].

kef = 1.1536xl094(T -To) 3  (11)

where ke, has units of W/m-K and the temperature T has units of K. T. is a reference
temperature equal to 273.16 K.

2 Thc effect of air on the effective thermal conductivity of the core weas not included in this study, ho-wever its cffect
would be to lower the effective thermal conductivity. The influence of air results should be bracketed by the two
different effective thermal conductivity curves used in this study.
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Figure G-4 Pebble bed effective thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity of the fuel matrix used in equations (5), (7), and (8) was obtained from
Reference [G-10] and is a function of both fast fluence, and the temperature at which the
irradiation occurred. The fuel matrix thermal conductivity correlation presented in [G-10] was
developed from experimental data from Germany and the United States. The equations
presented in [G-10] were programmed into Mathcad and thermal conductivity curves (shown in
Figure G-5) were generated. When compared to Figure 2.2 in Reference [G-10] the plots are
identical.

Using a fast fluence of 1.5E21 neutrons/cm2 for the core at an average core temperature of 923
K, the fuel matrix thermal conductivity curve shown in Figure G-6 was generated. The core fast
fluence level was obtained from PEBBED, a neutronics code developed at the INEEL
specifically for PBRs [G-11], [G-12]. The graphite conductivity for the side reflector was
calculated (also shown in Figure G-6) using the same correlation for a 10-year fast fluence of
4.6E20 neutrons/cm2 at an average temperature of 823 K. The side reflector fluence is lower
than the fast fluence in the core region because of the very low fast flux in the reflector and was
also obtained from the PEBBED code. The peak fast flux in the side reflector drops off rapidly
with radius, thus a weighted average fluence value was calculated for use in calculating the outer
reflector thermal conductivity. Shown in Table G-2 are fast flux values for five radial locations
at the core midplane. The five fast flux values are area weighted and multiplied by 3.154E08
seconds to obtain a 10-year fluence value of 4.6E20 neutrons/cm2
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Table G-2 Side Reflector Fast Flux Values

--: Radius' @ - - Fast flux: - -- Cross sectional area Columns 2*3
- (cm) (neutrons/cm 2*sec) -; (cn2) - -- neutroni/sec

182.5 6.09E12 1.720E04 1.047E17
197.5 1.63E12 1.861E04 3.034E16
212.5 4.39EI 1 2.003E04 8.792E15
227.5 1/17EII 2.144E04 2.509E15
242.5 2.65E10 2.286E04 6.057E14

Total l.OOlE05 1.470E17

F(1.470E17 .3154E8=4.6E20 rons

tFs l .OOE05) cm2
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Figure G-5 Graphite thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and fast fluence
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G.5 Oxidation

Early experiments performed by Wicke [G-13] and Rossberg and Wicke [G-14] showed that the
reactions between porous carbon and air could be divided into three reaction zones (regimes).
The three zone are (1) the low temperature zone where the reaction is controlled by the reactivity
of the carbon, (2) the intermediate temperature zone where the reaction is controlled by the
diffusion of oxygen through the solid and (3) the high temperature zone where the reaction is
controlled by the mass transport of the oxygen through the boundary layer surrounding the
carbon specimen.

A subsidiary objective of this study was to understand the importance and sensitivity of graphite
oxidation in the lower reflector and in attenuating the degree of oxidation in the other core
regions caused by air ingress resulting from a LOCA. The oxidation model used for this study is
based on the graphite oxidation rates data obtained experimentally at the INEEL [G-15, G-16J.
The two-oxidation curves from References [G-15] and [G-16] are shown in Figure G-7, one
corresponding to INEEL data generated in 1988 using a more porous graphite and the other to
data generated in 2002 at the INEEL using a highly engineered carbon fiber composite (CFC).
The reaction rates generated by the experiments in 2002 only covered the chemical kinetic
control regime (Regime I) and the in-pore oxygen diffusion-controlled regime (Regime II). In
order to cover all three regimes, the data from the 2002 experiment were combined with the data
from the 1988 experiments. This resulted in a correlation that could be used over the entire
temperature range and allowed a smooth transition between each regime. The resulting reaction
rate curve for all three regimes, henceforth referred to as the INEEL-20021 curve, is presented in
Figure G-7 and is the oxidation model used in this study. For the convenience of reading the
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data the same data is plotted in Figure G-8 using a linear temperature scale for the x-axis as
opposed to the inverse temperature scale used in Figure G-7.

For comparison purposes, some reaction rate data for German fuel pebble matrix material [G-17]
are plotted in Figure G-8. The data are a function of the free stream velocity flowing past a
pebble. Three curves are shown in Figure G-8 for free stream velocities of 0.043, 0.023 and
0.012 m/s. The German reaction rate data are higher in Regime I than the INEEL 2002 data
The reaction rates in Regime III are an order of magnitude lower than the INEL 1988 data. The
German data are also limited to temperatures between 600 and 1200'C. Furthermore, the actual
oxidation rate of graphite in the lower reflector is expected to be less than the German fueled
pebbles shown here because the higher graphitization temperature of the reflector graphite
should make the reflector graphite less reactive. Our earlier work using both the 1998 and 2002
INEEL reaction rate data showed that these differences in reaction rates were of less importance
in the oxidation transient because the amount-of the core involved in the oxidation is quite
limited and the reaction at these temperatures becomes starved of air fairly quickly. The ability
to get air into the core was critical. As seen from the data presented in Figure G-8 there is a large
variation in the experimental data. The reaction rate for the specified fuel pebble matrix material
and selected reflector graphite for a specific application would be needed to more accurately
assess the behavior in an air ingress event. The INEEL 2002I oxidation curve was chosen for
this study because the lower reaction rates in Regime I will allow more unreacted oxygen from
the natural convecting airflow to reach the core. Most of the graphite temperatures in the lower
reflector region are low enough that they fall within Regime I. Thus, the INEEL 2002I
correlation was judged to be acceptable for these scoping studies.

The reaction rate equations programmed into MELCOR for the three regimes are:

Regime I: (525 S T < 710 'C)

RX = 1.4754E07-exp(-- T ) (12)

Regime II: (710 < T < 1175 'C)

RX =36.308-exp( TE (13)

Regime III: (1175 < T < 1720 'C)

RoX =1.57E-02.exp (- T ' )(14)

The rate equations (12, 13, and 14) are based on the oxygen content in air at standard
atmospheric conditions; thus, in the MELCOR model as a first-order approximation, the
oxidation rates are assumed to vary linearly with the oxygen partial pressure as shown below:
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rate 0.181E05Pa Ox
(15)

where P0,is the partial pressure of the oxygen in the flow and the constant 0.181E05 Pa is the
atmospheric partial pressure of oxygen at the INEEL where the experiments were conducted.
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Figure G-7 CFC-air reaction rate curve for air ingress sensitivity studies.

The heat generated per pebble from the oxidation reaction is

qox = Rate * Aif Asurfae (16)

where AH, is the heat of formation of carbon dioxide and Aufface is the surface area of the
pebble. The heat of formation of carbon dioxide is given as

AHf= 0.09516.(-93690.-O.7077 -T+7.OE-07*T2 -4E ) (kJ/kg)

The temperature has the units of K.

(17)

During the oxidation of graphite, some CO will likely be generated but is not included in the
graphite oxidation model that is presently in MELCOR. At these temperatures the CO may
oxidize in the boundary layer. This assumption is conservative from the standpoint of maximum
pebble temperatures since the heat of formation of CO2 is greater than the heat of formation of
Co.
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G.6 Diffusion Model

A diffusion model was added to the MELCOR code in order to simulate the molecular diffusion
process, which occurs as air slowly diffuses into the helium present in the core prior to the onset
of natural convection.

The differential equation expressing conservation of mass for the "ith" material solved by
MELCOR [G-18] for the atmospheric phase of the fluid flow is:

aM +V* (piV= (18)

where
P A = atmosphere material density (kg/m3 )
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VA = atmosphere flow velocity (m/s)
rA = atmosphere material source term3 (kg/m3-s)

Equation (18) was modified by adding a gaseous diffusion term that obeys Fick's Law of
diffusion as follows:

-+±V*(P4AVA)=VPA DAV + f&Ar (1 9)

where

D'A = mass diffusivity (m2/s) for the "ith" material diffusing through the atmosphere phase (A)
of the fluid flow

O'A= mass fraction of the "ith" material = Pi/PA

In MELCOR these equations are solved for control volumes (volumes defined by average
material properties such as rooms) that are interconnected by flow paths (connections between
volumes such as piping). After integrating Equation (19) over the "jth" control volume, the
result is as follows:

at, Eoj,k akXAPk.AVkA Fk Ak + Pk.A DkA aL k.AFk Ak + Mj;A (20)at k k Lk }

Here, as described in Reference [G-18], M is the total mass; subscript k refers to a given flow
path, with ajk accounting for the direction of flow in flow path k with respect to volumej; CkLA is
the volume fraction of the atmospheric phase in flow path k; superscript d denotes "donor",
corresponding to the control volume from which the material is flowing; A is the flow path area;
F is the fraction that the flow area is open; Lk is the length of flow path k; subscript m refers to
the volume connected to volume j by flow path k, and M includes all sources of mass. The
diffusion coefficients for Equation 20 are calculated by MELCOR as described in Reference
[G-19].

The diffusive term of Equation (20) is evaluated explicitly in time prior to each time
advancement by MELCOR, and added to the mass source term as follows:

t~~+At (i) i.- 0).i it
MJA = PA DP L, AD akAFk Ak + MJA (21)

k Lk)

where t, is the time (s) at the start of a given computational time interval, and At is the size of the
next computational time interval (s) MELCOR has decided to take. Because an explicit update
of the diffusive term has an upper stability limit regarding time interval size, defined per flow
path as Lk2/DikA, the maximum allowed time interval is determined for all flow paths and if the
MELCOR adopted time interval exceeds this diffusive limit then the calculation is terminated

3Includes changes resulting from chemical reactions
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with an error message stating that the maximum diffusive time step size has been exceeded. The
remaining terms of Equation (20) are advanced in time as described in Reference [G-18].

G.7 Core Pressure Drop

A significant determinant of the mass flow rate of air (oxygen) through the core following the
onset of natural convection flow is the pressure drop through the core. The friction pressure drop
APf through a pebble bed of height H can be expressed as

APf =T' d -pave 2 Up (22)
dh2

where xV is the pressure drop coefficient, H is the height of the core, d4 is the hydraulic diameter,

pave is the average density of the fluid in the core, and Upis the mean velocity in the gaps
between the particles. The pressure drop coefficient is a function of the Reynolds number, which
is defined as

Reb = dh- Up (23)

where p. is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

The dependency of yV on the Reynolds number is

320 6 (24)

x,_ (24)
1- t-C

where

Re= d-U P- v(1-)Re (25)

In version 1.8.2, MELCOR calculates the frictional pressure drop through the core as

APf = *Pave *u2*( 4  H) (26)

where f is the Fanning friction factor. In the MELCOR model, the pebble bed friction pressure
drop (Equation 22) was approximated by a defined laminar flow coefficient for the specific flow
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path. For laminar flow in a pipe, the value of the laminar flow coefficient is 16 and the Fanning
friction factor equals this flow coefficient divided by the Reynolds number (e.g., f = 16/Re). For
this study the Fanning laminar flow coefficient for the pebble bed region of the model was set at
175, which results in a pressure drop through the core of & 46 Pa (shown in Figure G-9) for a
mass flow of 0.125 kg/sec. This value of the laminar flow coefficient was found by
programming Equations (22), (23), (24), and (25) into Mathcad and employing an iterative
procedure to converge the flow coefficient to give the correct pressure drop at a specified mass
flow rate. For a mass flow of 0.125 kg/sec the Mathcad model calculated the pressure drop as
43.2 Pa, which is in good agreement with the pressure drop calculated by MELCOR. This mass
flow rate is approximately three times larger than calculations presented in Reference [G-17],
which shows mass flow rates of 0.04 kg/sec for similar diameter breaks. However, for this
scoping study, the larger mass flow rates are considered adequate for the oxidation and the
maximum temperatures in the core for what are considered reasonably conservative assumptions.

60 . . .

50 _ e.: ::

fi 40

~30

&20

10

0 100 2 00 300 400
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Figure G-9 Calculated core pressure drop following a large break LOCA

Equations (22), (23), (24), and (25) were programmed into Mathcad and for a mass flow of 0.125
kg/s, the pressure drop calculated was 43.2 Pa which is in good agreement with the pressure drop
calculated by MELCOR.

G.8 Results

The results for a base case analysis and seven sensitivity analyses where some factors were
varied about their nominal values will be presented in this section. The base case model was
constructed using nominal values for the reactor input variables such as the effective thermal
conductivity in the core, the thermal conductivity of the graphite reflector sounding the core, the
size of the containment containing the power conditioning equipment, and the flow resistance in
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the core. A listing of the parameters that were varied is contained in Table G-3 as well as some
of the results from the study. For the convenience of presenting the results the sensitivity
calculations will be referred to as Case 1, Case 2 through Case 8. The cases are identified in
Table G-3.

Table G-3 Time and maximum temperatures by sensitivity analyses factor

Sensitihity Looner, Upper ..: :;..
anilyies rem onvof region Of - -l

Case factors loer --- loner - - --Fi t (bottom) layerof-- - -Upperactive core fgon
reflecto reflector . -. pebbles

Tnme Max Tune Tme M ax Time
Max Temp Max Temp NUX Temp above Max Temp above

DC DC Temp °C Occurred 1600 
0

C Temp Oxcurred 1600
0

C
(hr) ° CC (h) (hr)

1 Nominal 840 862 1611 209 03 1402 46 0
value

lbhennal
2 conductivity 840 852 1742 183 4.4 1499 52 0

in core varied
3 Small leak in 840 1087 1464 26 . 0.0 1388 42 0

upper heed

Core flow
4 resistance 840 862 1745 228 3.1 1404 41 0

reduced . .

No oxidation
5 in lower 840 862 1611 209 0.3 1404 46 0

reflector

Thennal
conductivity

6 reflect 848 867 1630 196 0.8 1529 61 0
reduced by

50%o

Infinite
7 containment 840 1317 1754 153 4.2 1407 46 0

volume

8 Factors all 840 1091 1986 33 19.5 1618 64 46
combined

The results from the base case analysis are presented in detail. The results from the other cases
are presented in relation to their variation from the base case results.
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G.8.1 Case 1- Base Case

The accident, which results in air ingress into the core and thus oxidation of the hot fuel pebbles,
is a hypothetical loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The LOCA simulation was initiated at 1000
seconds by opening two valves in the MELCOR model (used to simulate the break in the pipes)
that connect the hot and cold legs to the containment. The circulator tripped at 1000 seconds and
the reactor was scrammed at the same time. The simultaneous double-ended rupture of the hot
and cold legs causes a rapid depressurization of the primary coolant system. The pressure in the
reactor equalizes with the containment pressure (0.15 MPa) in less than 3 seconds.

The mass flow rate of air through the core is shown in Figure G- 10. After the depressurization
stage, hot helium occupies the core, the upper and lower plenums, and the inlet coolant annulus
of the reactor with cool heavy air at the entrance of the pipe breaks. In this configuration there is
insufficient buoyancy force to support natural convective flow. Thus, little or no mass flow of air
from the power conversion system building to the core and from the core to the power
conversion system building occurs for a number of hours. During this phase of the accident, air
from the power conversion system building is mainly transported to the reactor by molecular
diffusion. Japanese and German experimental results support this delay or "incubation time"
prior to the onset of natural convection [G-20, G-21].

The mass flow rate of air through the core is essentially zero until approximately 200 hrs. At this
time, the mass fraction of air (nitrogen) has equalized between the core and the containment
building causing the flow to suddenly increase from zero to 0.125 kg/s indicating the onset of
natural circulation through the core. The flow rate through the core remains between 0.125 kg/s
and 0.075 kg/s from 200 to 400 hours, the time when the transient was terminated.

0.20

0.165

0.10

0.08

0.00
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time (hr)

Figure G-10 Mass flow in the core after initiation of LOCA base case

The mole fraction of air (nitrogen) in the core and upper plenum of the reactor calculated by
MELCOR gradually increases (shown in Figure G-11) until the buoyancy force is large enough
to initiate natural circulation. The flow of air is from the hot leg to the cold leg upward through
the core. As depicted in the figure, the mole fraction of nitrogen in the core gradually increases
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from zero at the beginning of the accident to m 0.45 by means of molecular diffusion. At this
point natural convection starts and the mole fraction of nitrogen increases rapidly to 0.62, which
is the value of the mole fraction of nitrogen in the containment after blow down. When natural
convection starts, the mole fraction of oxygen in the containment immediately starts to decrease
with a corresponding increase of carbon dioxide in the containment. This increase in carbon
dioxide indicates that oxidation of the graphite in the reactor is occurring. The decrease in
oxygen in the containment results from the assumption that there is no significant in leakage or
out leakage of air in the containment building (i.e. the containment is assumed to reclose or be
reclosed within a few days after the LOCA).

0.8 '. ' -. - '

0 . . . . . . . ... ..
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Figure G-1 1 Mole fraction of gas components in the reactor and containment

Figure G-12 is a schematic of the core and lower reflector region with arrows providing a
correspondence between the temperature calculated by MELCOR and the physical location in
the reactor. The temperature curves in all the figures to be discussed pertain to this schematic.
When natural circulation of the air through the core begins, the temperature of the upper region
of the lower reflector graphite (located below the active fueled core) immediately experiences a
sharp rise in surface temperature as shown in Figure G-12. This rise in temperature is due
mainly to conduction and radiation from the pebbles located at the entrance to the core as is
discussed later when the results from the case of no oxidation in the lower reflector region is
presented. As shown in Figure G-12, the temperature of the graphite reflector surface
increases, from 490 0C to a maximum of
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Figure G-12 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (base case)
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Figure G-13 Oxygen partial pressure history of the core and lower reflector region (base case)
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73300 in 26 hours. At 226 hours the upper region of lower reflector graphite starts to cool down
because the temperature of the pebbles in lower region of the core start to cool down. The
graphite in the lower region of the lower reflector experiences initial no oxidation because the
surface temperature of the graphite at the time of air ingress is 267 'C. This is substantially
below the temperature at which significant oxidation takes place. This is consistent with the low
oxidation rates (below 1012 kg/m2-sec) presented in Figure G-8 for temperature below 300 0C.

During the first 200 hrs of the event, the bottom layer of pebbles in the reactor core initially
increases significantly and reaches a temperature of 120000 at 9 hours and then begins to cool
down reaching a temperature of 5000C at 200 hours. At 200 hours, natural convection starts and
the surface temperature of the pebbles in the bottom layer rapidly increases as a result of
oxidation of the graphite. The temperature increases from 5000C at 200 hrs to 16110C by 209
hours. The temperature then begins to decrease again because the oxygen in the containment is
depleted, i.e., the partial pressure of the oxygen in the first layer region has started to decrease as
seen in Figure G-13. The pebble temperatures in CV(002) of the first layer are only above
16110C for approximately 0.3 hours. The heated pebbles in the radially adjacent control volume
(CV(003)) remain below 16000C. As seen in Figure G-12 the pebbles in the upper core region
experience no oxidation as indicated by no perturbation in the surface temperature plot. The
maximum temperature that the pebbles in the upper region of the core experience during the
transient is 14000C. This temperature occurs at 45 hours and is due entirely to decay heating. In
the base case only the control volume associated with the bottom layer of pebbles experience
temperatures (slightly) in excess of 16000C4. This control volume corresponds to 0.3% of the
total fuel pebbles in the core.

Figure G-13 is a schematic of the lower reflector and core region. The stars (*) indicate the
locations in the reactor where the partial pressure curves apply. The partial pressure curves in all
the figures for all the cases to be discussed can be referenced to the star location in this
schematic. Also shown in Figure G-13 is a plot of oxygen partial pressures at various locations in
the lower reflector region and the core for the base case. The oxygen partial pressure curves are
for the lower reflector inlet, the lower reflector outlet, the first layer of pebbles, 4% of the way
up the core (Top of CV(008)), 10% of the way up the core (Top of CV(014)), 55% of the way up
the core (Middle of CV(020)). The partial pressure at the lower reflector inlet slowly increases
from 0.0 to 0.24 atm due mainly to molecular diffusion over the 200-hour period when there is
no airflow to the core. An oxygen partial pressure of 0.24 atm is the value of the partial pressure
in the containment before natural convection begins. As indicated in Figure G-13 there is little
oxidation occurring in the lower region of the lower reflector. Thus, the decrease of oxygen
partial pressure in this region is due to the corresponding decrease of oxygen partial pressure in
the containment.

The oxygen partial pressure in the upper region of the lower reflector increases slowly due to
molecular diffusion at a rate controlled by the concentration of oxygen in the lower region of the
lower reflector. Although oxygen is available, the concentration (partial pressure) and the
temperature of the graphite are low enough that no noticeable oxidation occurs prior to the onset
of natural convection. When natural convection occurs the partial pressure of the oxygen

Ia
4In all cases time above 1 6001C is presented as an indicator of the potential degradation of fuel
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increase immediately to 0.24 atm, then follows the same partial pressure curve as the
containment. Viewing Figure G-13 we see that very little oxygen is transported above 4% of the
core (CV(008)). Thus, for the base case most of the oxygen is consumed in the bottom 4% of the
core.

G.8.2 Case 2 - Reduced Core Effective Thermal Conductivity

The sensitivity analysis corresponding to Case 2 consisted of using a different correlation for the
effective core thermal conductivity resulting in a drop in the thermal conductivity of the pebble
bed (see Figure G-4) that is approximately 30 to 35% lower in the temperature range of 1200 K
to 1800 K than that used in the base case analysis. The temperature and oxygen partial pressure
results for Case 2 are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Each figure has Case I results included for
ease of comparison. The reduced core effective thermal conductivity results in approximately a
100 K increase in the core maximum temperatures. The flow of air from the containment to the
core starts at 175 hours as opposed to 200 hours for the base case. As a result of the earlier
occurrence of air flow to the core and the higher core temperatures, the temperature of the
bottom layer of pebbles peaks at 17420 C and remains above 1600TC for 4.4 hours. The
maximum temperature in the upper core peaks at 1500'C due to decay heating with no indication
of any oxidation occurring in the upper regions of the core.
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Figure G-14 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 2)

Viewing Figure G-15, there is very little difference in the general shape of the oxygen partial
pressure curves between Case 2 and the base case. The partial pressure of oxygen 4% of the way
up the core is 0.057 atm for Case 2 and is 0.060 atm for Case 1. Due to the higher temperature in
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the first several layers of pebbles more oxygen is consumed in the lower regions of the core for
Case 2 than in the base case. Only approximately 0.3% of the core experiences temperatures in
excess of 1600'C.
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Figure G-15 Oxygen partial pressure history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 2)

G.83 Case 3 - Significant Leak in the Reactor Vessel Upper Head

Case 3 assumes a significant leakage in the upper head of the reactor at the time of the LOCA.
The leak results in a 15% per day loss of helium mass from the reactor to the air between the
RPV and containment building for a maximum pressure differential of 6.9 MPa. This leak
causes the onset of natural convection to occur much earlier (22 hours) in the event when
compared to the base case (200 hours). The temperature and oxygen partial pressure results
corresponding to Case 3 are presented in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. The temperatures in
the lower region of the lower reflector are approximately the same as in the base case because
the temperatures are too low for any oxidation to occur. The time-temperature history of the
bottom layer of pebbles is substantially different between Case 3 and Case 1. The temperature of
the bottom layer of pebbles immediately starts to increase as the flow of oxygen from the
containment reaches the bottom of the core. However the temperature of the pebbles in the
bottom
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Figure G-16 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 3)
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Figure G- 17 Oxygen partial pressure history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 3)
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layer peaks at 14640C, which is 145 degrees lower than the peak temperature in the base case.
The reason for this is that most of the oxygen is consumed in the upper regions of the lower
reflector as is indicated by the oxygen partial pressure curves shown in Figure G-17. The
temperatures in the upper core region are essentially the same for Case 3 and the base case
because no oxidation occurs in this region of the core. Since more of the oxygen is consumed in
the lower reflector region, the maximum partial pressure of oxygen above the first few layer of
pebbles is lower than that presented for the base case. From Figure G-17, the partial pressure of
oxygen 4% of the way up the core is 0.043 atm compared to 0.060 atm for the base case. No fuel
experience temperatures in excess of 1600'C in this case.

G.8.4 Case 4 - Reduced Core Flow Resistance

Case 4 corresponds to a reduction in the flow resistance in the core by a factor of 10.
Temperature and oxygen partial pressure results for this case are presented in Figures 18 and 19.
As shown in Figure G-18, the mass flow rate through the core increased from 0.125 kg/s (base
case) to 0.214 kg/s as a result of the reduction of the resistance through the core. The onset of
natural convection for this case occurs at 220 hours, which is 20 hours later than the base case.
This delay in the onset of natural convection is probably due to the localized redistribution of
nitrogen in the core. In general the temperature histories are similar to Cases 1 and 2. The
pebble temperatures in the first layer peak at 17450C, which is 134 degrees higher than in the
base case but is almost the same as Case 2.
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Figure G-1 8 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 4)
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This is the result of transporting more oxygen from the containment to the core in roughly the
same time period. The pebbles in the bottom layer are above 1600'C for 3.1 hours.

The peak partial pressure of oxygen 4% up the core is 0.064 atm due to the higher transport rate
of oxygen to the core. However the maximum temperature in the upper region of the core is the
same as for base case thus no oxidation is occurring in this region. As shown in Figure G-19 the
oxygen partial pressure 55% of the way up the core is zero. Again only 0.3% of the fueled
pebbles experience temperatures in excess of 1600'C.
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Figure G-19 Oxygen partial pressure history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 4)

G.8.5 Case 5 - No Oxidation in the Low Reflector Region

Case 5 results correspond to no graphite oxidation in the lower reflector region. Temperature
and oxygen partial pressure results for Case 5 are presented in Figures 20 and 21. Viewing
Figures 20 and 21 it is seen that the temperature and oxygen partial pressure results for Case 5
are identical to the base case. The results from this case show that the temperature increase of
the upper region of the lower reflector is due mainly to conduction and radiation from the lower
core region. For the oxidation model used in this study the oxidation rates corresponding to the
predicted temperatures in the lower reflector region are too small to support any noticeable
oxidation of the graphite in the lower reflector. Oxidation models having higher oxidations rates
at lower temperature such as the German data and the INEL 1988 correlation would consumed
most of the
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oxygen in the air before it reached the pebbles in the core as shown in previous results [G-1].
Again only 0.3% of the fueled pebbles experience temperatures in excess of 16000C.

G.8.6 Case 6 - Reduced Side Reflector Thermal Conductivity

Case 6 considered the effect of reducing the thermal conductivity in the side reflectors by 50%
on the graphite oxidation in the core and lower reflector regions. The temperature and oxygen
partial pressure results for Case 6 are presented in Figures 22 and 23 respectively. Again the
results for Case 6 are similar to the result presented for the base
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Figure G-22 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 6)

case. The temperatures of the pebbles in the bottom layer are at a higher temperature (9040C)
compared to (7950C) for the base case at the onset of natural convection resulting in the
temperature of the upper region of the lower reflector being higher (600'C) compared to the
5000 C value in the base case. This I 000C increase in the temperature of the upper region of the
lower reflector results in two orders of magnitude increase in the oxidation rate. Thus, in this
case some oxidation occurs in the lower reflector region, which is evident by the fact that the
peak temperature in the first layer of pebbles only exceeds the base case by 19'C although it was
initially I 000C hotter. Figure G-23 also indicates that oxygen is being consumed in the upper
region of the lower reflector. The oxygen partial pressure histories are vary similar to the base
case. Here as well only 0.3% of the fuel pebbles experience temperatures in excess of 16000C.
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Figure G-23 Oxygen partial pressure history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 6)

* G.8.7 Case 7 - Infinite Containment Volume

* Case 7 considers the effect of having an infinite supply of air available for graphite oxidation in
the lower reflector and core regions. The temperature and oxygen partial pressure results for
Case 7 are presented in Figures 24 and 25 respectively. The major difference between this case
and, previous cases is that the upper region of the lower reflector experiences substantial
oxidation due to the unlimited supply of air. The temperature of the upper region reaches a
temperature of 12750C at 200 hours. The temperature remains at approximately 12750C for the
remainder of transient indicating that the heat generated by oxidation is balanced by the heat
removal through the sidewalls of the reactor. The temperature of the bottom layer of pebbles
reaches a maximum temperature of I754uC shortly after the beginning of natural convection (o
146 hours). The reflector graphite then cools down to 10600C where it remains for the
remainder of the transients. The temperature of the first layer of pebbles remained above 16000 C
for 4.2 hours. The temperature of the upper core region is the same as shown in Case 1
indicating that no oxidation is occurring in the upper regions of the core at least out to 400 hours.

From Figure G-25 it is seen that the partial pressure in the bottom layer of pebbles is the same as
in the uppere the lower reflector. This indicates that all the graphit inhte bottom layer
of pebbles is consumed by 180 hours. The partial pressure of oxygen 4% of the way up the core
(CV(008)) increases to the same level as in the upper region of
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the lower reflector at approximately 300 hours into the transient which indicates that the graphite
in the pebbles in CV(008) has also been consumed by oxidation. The results presented in Figure
G-25 indicates that no oxidation (at least out to 400 hours) is occurring above CV(014) which is
located approximately 10% above the bottom of the core. At the end of 400 hours 1.5% of the
fueled pebbles have been consumed.

G.8.8 Case 8-All Factors Combined

Case 8 consists of a combination of all of the factors in the seven previous cases. This case is
therefore considered to be extremely conservative or even excessively conservative. The
temperature and partial pressure results for this case are presented in Figures 26 and 27
respectively. As in Case 3 the beginning of natural convection occurs at 22 hours. The
temperature of the bottom layer of pebbles peaks at 19860 C and remains above 1600C for 33
hours. However, as indicated in Figure G-27, the graphite in the bottom layer of pebbles is fully
consumed by 26 hours (the partial pressure of oxygen increases to 0.2 atm which is the same as
in the containment). The temperature plot of the first layer of pebbles shows the temperature
continuing to decrease due to the assumption that a small radius of the pebble (r = 0.005m)
cannot be oxidized.
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Figure G-26 Temperature history of the core and lower reflector region (Case 8)

This was necessary to eliminate any division by zero when the radius of the pebble goes to zero.
The partial pressure results presented in Figure G-27 show that the pebbles in the layer 4% of the
way up the core are consumed by 158 hours and the pebbles 10% up the core are consumed by
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378 hours. This case indicates extremely severe graphite oxidation would be predicted if air
ingress into the core occurs at very high core temperatures.
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The final figure present is Figure G-28, which shows the mass flow rates through the core for
several of the sensitivity cases. The mass flow rates range from 0.1 kg/s to 0.125 kg/s except for
the low core resistance case (Case 4) where the mass flow rate peaked at 0.22 kg/s. The onset of
natural convection ranged from 22 hours for the upper head leak case to 225 hours for the low
core flow resistance case.
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G.9 Conclusions

The results of the scoping studies showed a remarkably consistent picture of the oxidation event:

1. Following depressurization, there is an incubation time associated with molecular
diffusion of oxygen into the reactor. The incubation time ranged from 22 hours to 220
hours depending on assumptions related to the hydraulics of the system.

2. Very little oxidation occurs in the lower reflector region except for the upper head leak
case (Case 3), the infinite containment case (Case 7), and Case 8 (combined case).
Overall oxidation is limited to the lower 10% of the core. Partial pressures of oxygen in
these regions range from 0.05 to 0.24 atm. Little or no oxidation occurs in the upper
core region because of complete consumption of air with the exception of the case of
infinite availability of air.

3. The amount of fuel at risk in the oxidation transient is limited. In all but the worse case
scenario, the oxidized fuel pebbles experience temperature between 1600 and 17501C for
only 0.5 to 5 hours depending on the case.

4. The destruction of pebble matrix material and higher than normal temperatures allows
the migration of fission products that were released during normal operation and the
convection flow can act as a mechanism to transport these fission products out of the
core. However, the potential source term is likely to be bounded by z 104 normal
operating fuel failure fraction since core temperatures do not exceed 16001C for long
periods of time.
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APPENDIX H

PANEL MEMBER DETAILED PIRT SUBMITTALS FOR TRISO FUEL DESIGN

The INEEL submittal is provided in Appendix 11 1 (pages H-2 through H-24).

The ORNL submittal is provided in Appendix H.2 (pages H-25 through H-48).

The SNL submittal is provided in Appendix H.3 (pages H49 through H-71).
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Appendix H1.1

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the INEEL Panel Member

D. A. Petti
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Design

Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Specification of material properties

Matrix material specification
(common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/IssueImportance Rank and Ratnale Knowledge Level and RationalClosure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: The matrix material must provide Rationale: Knowledge is based heavily on Closure Criterion:
protection for the coated particles during experience from Ft. St. Vrain for US historical
compaction or pressing of the pebble. compacts and AVR and TIITR for pebbles.
Specifications for previous Germnan and US are
fairly well known. Specifications are placed on the
properties of the pitch, and filler grades, matrix
additives, filler crystallite sizes, and filler or shim
particle sizes. .The overall matrix composition is
also generally specified. Unclear what the future
material will be given a different supply of
graphitic material.

Additional Discussion

See the following report for examples of specifications and rationale for historical US compacts

NP-MITGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Volume fraction of particles in fuel zone

Particle packing fraction
(common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy:
Rationale: Packing fraction differs in the pebble Rationale: Irradiation performance of pebbles Closure Criterion:
bed and prismatic gas reactors. In the pebble bed, versus compacts has been linked to the level of
the fuel pebble packing fraction is small (- 10- acceleration in the irradiation and the power in the
15%). In prismatic design, the fuel compacts have fuel body (which is sometimes translated into a
packing fractions ranging from 35 to 50%. The power per particle). Generally, it is felt that the
packing fraction determines the power generated in low packing fraction of particles in pebbles
the fuel element, which influences temperature contributes to their superior performance. The
gradients in the fuel element. Some fuel failure higher packing fraction in prismatic fuel compacts
mechanisms and the transport of some fission can put the particles at greater risk for failure and
products are strong functions of the temperature fission product release under irradiation because of
gradient across the fuel body. the impact on power generation in the fuel body

and the induced temperature gradients. See
reference below for details of irradiation
performance review.

Additional Discussion

See for example

D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their
Implications on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomcnon Definition

DesignFuel Element Unconfined heavy metal outside SiC layer (common)
Unconfined heavy metal

outside SiC layer (common)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___C losu re C riteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The unconfined heavy metal outside the Rationale: Burn leach testing is used as a QA Closure Criterion:
SiC layer consists of the tramp uranium in the technique to establish this value on each batch or
matrix material, any tramp uranium picked up by lot of fuel produced.
the particles in the coaters and fabrication process
and any initially failed or defective particles
produced during manufacture. Specifications limit
the amount of unconfined heavy metal from both
sources in the US; they are a combined
specification in German pebble fuel.

Additional Discussion

Values for the German and US fuel specification and values actually achieved in manufacture can be found in

D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their
Implications on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

The technical basis for the US values can be found in

NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element The degree of homogeneity of the particles in the fuel element

Particle distribution in fuel
element

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: Inhomogeneities can in principle lead to Rationale: The large overcoating in pebble fuel Closure Criterion:
hot spots. There is a specification on homogeneity makes the particles tend to clump when the final
for compacts (see ref 1). matrix material is applied. The overcoating and

final matrix material is applied in a rotating drum
to ensure uniformity. i the compact fuel, graphite
shim is added to the coated particles to ensure a
uniform mixture in the mold before the liquid
matrix material is injected.

Additional Discussion

1. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Unfueled carbonaceous layer on outside of pebble

Fuel free zone Pebble)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgelIssue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___C losureC riteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: The fuel free zone in pebbles helps Rationale: The fuel free zone can hold up fission Closure Criterion:
protect the fuel pebble from abrasion during its products. Diffusion of fission products in the
transit through the reactor. The fuel free zone matrix material has been measured. See reference
absorbs any mechanical shock upon contact with below.
other pebbles or metal and graphitic surfaces
during transport of the pebble.

Additional Discussion

IAEA, November 1997, Fuel Performance and Fission Product Behaviour in Gas Cooled Reactors, IAEA-TECDOC-978.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Layer on outside of outer PyC added after coating

Particle overcoat (pebble)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy:
Rationale: The overcoating protects the particle Rationale: The use of the overcoat reduces the Closure Criterion:
during the creation of the pebble. The soft number of particles that were broken during the
carbonaceous material helps cushion the particles manufacturing process.
during molding. This helps reduce the number of
initially defective particles that would release
fission products under normal and off-normal
condittions

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon
Design Outer PyC layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 8 Remedy:
Rationale: The OPyC layer is primarily used to Rationale: It's thickness and standard deviation are Closure Criterion:
provide a compressive stress to the SiC layer under very well characterized in the fabrication process.
irradiation. (The PyC layers shrinkage under fast Examples of typical specifications and values
neutron irradiation). The OPyC layer will retain achieved during manufacturing are in reference 3
fission gases but not fission metals like Cs, Ag and and 4 below.
Pd. It plays a moderate role in the structural
integrity of the particle based on recent fuel
performance model assessments (see ref I below).
The rationale for the thickness is found in ref 2
below.

Additional Discussion

1. 0. K. Miller et al., "Statistical Approach and Benchmarking for Modeling of Multi-dimensional Behavior in TRISO-coated Fuel Particles," J. Nuclear
Materials, forthcoming

2. NP-MHITGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

3. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

4. Bryan, MF., 1992, Evaluation ofNP-AfIHIR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-I0 130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Outer PyC layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The density of the OPyC layer is an Rationale: Density is easily measured and Closure Criterion:
important variable in describing the shrinkage of controlled during fabrication. See reference 3 and
the layer. If the density is too high then the 4 for typical values.
shrinkage is too great. If the density is too low
then for US compacts, too much of the liquid
matrix material can infiltrate the layer, causing it to
fail under irradiation due to matrix shrinkage.
Shrinkage rates as a function of temperature,
density, and anisotropy are found in Ref. 1. The
rationale for the specification for US compacts is
found in Ref. 2.

Additional Discussion

1. CEGA, 1993, NP-MHTGR, MaterialModels ofPyrocarbon and Pyrolytic Silicon Carbide Report, CEGA-002820.

2. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

3. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Perfornance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

4. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation of NP-MHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design SiC Layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowlrdgelissue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: II Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The thickness of the SiC layer is Rationale: The thickness and standard deviation is Closure Criterion:
important in structural integrity of the particle (see measured routinely with high accuracy. (see
ref 1) and determines the ability of fission products references 4 and 5)
to escape the particle. (The thicker the layer, the
harder it is for diffusing fission products to escape
or "attacking" fission product like Pd to
completely traverse the SiC layer under design
service conditions.) Many fission product models
scale with the thickness of the layer. (see ref 2) the
basis for the thickness is found in ref 3.

Additional Discussion

1. G. K. Miller et al., "Statistical Approach and Benchmarking for Modeling of Multi-dimensional Behavior in TRISO-coated Fuel Particles," J. Nuclear
Materials, forthcoming

2. R. C. Martin, "Compilation of Fuel Performance and Fission Product Transport Models and Database for MHTGR Design," ORNL/NPR-91/6, Oct. 1993.

3. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

4. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fucl Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

5. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation of NP-MJH7TGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design SiC Layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: Density is important to obtaining the Rationale: Density is measured routinely and is Closure Criterion:
proper strength of the SiC and ensuring there is not within specification. Coating temperature and
significant porosity that would allow fission MTS/H2 ratios are used to control the density
products to be released. The diffusivity of metallic during fabrication. Typical values are found in
fission products is a function of the density. The References 2 and 3.
technical basis for the density is found in Ref. 1.

Additional Discussion

1. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

2. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

3. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation of NP-MHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Dfnto

Phase Phnoenon iDfnto
Desig Inner PC layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness________________________________ ____

Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Impotane Rnk ad RtioaleKnowedg Leel ad RtioaleClosure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:

Rationale: The IPyC serves two major functions: Rationale: The layer thickness is easy to Closure Criterion:
(a) to protect the kernel from Cl attack during WTS characterize and meets specifications during
decomposition during SiC layer formation and (b) manufacture (see Ref 5 and 6).
to provide compression to the SiC layer during its
shrinkage under irradiation. Both are very
important. Mechanical modeling of the coated fuel
particle suggests that the thickness is very
important to the stress that could develop in the
SiC layer were the IPyC to crack under irradiation
(see references I and 2). The technical basis for
the IPyC thickness for US fuel is found in
Reference 3. In th NP4.MTR fuel, the thickness
wvas set too high (- 53 microns instead of the
traditional 35 microns) to provide protection from
Cl attack of the kernel. This had a deleterious
effect on the overall in-pile performance under
irradiation. (see ref. 4 and 5)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Additional Discussio n

1. G. K. Miller et al., "Statistical Approach and Benchmarking for Modeling of Multi-dimensional Behavior in TRISO-coated Fuel Particles," J. Nuclear
Materials, forthcoming
2. Miller, G.K., Ct al., 2001; "Consideration of the Effects on Fuel Particle Behavior from Shrinkage Cracks in the Inner Pyrocarbon Layer,"
Journal ofNucleir Materials, Vol. 295, pp. 205-2 12.
3. NP-Ml ITGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
4. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication,, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.
5. B. J. Leikind et al., '%MHTGR TRISO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report," DOE-HTOR.90390, Oct. 1993.
6. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation of NP-4f1iTGR Perfomnance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-101 30.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Design Inner PyC layer Mass per unit volume
Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Cor uredCriteriaClosure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The density of the IPyC layer is an Rationale: Density is easily measured and Closure Criterion:
important variable in describing the shrinkage of controlled during fabrication. See reference 3 and
the layer. If the density is too high then the 4 for typical values.
shrinkage is too great. If the density is too low
then the Cl from the MTS decomposition during
CVD of the SiC layer can infiltrate the layer and
attack the uranium kernel causing the production
of uranium chloride. All of this can lead to
excessive heavy metal dispersion in the TRISO
coating. Shrinkage rates as a function of
temperature, density, and anisotropy are found in
Ref. 1. The rationale for the specification for US
compacts is found in Ref. 2.

Additional Discussion

1. CEGA, 1993, NP-M11TGR, MaterialModels of Pyrocarbon and Pyrolytic Silicon Carbide Report, CEGA-002820.

2. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

3. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

4. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation ofNP-MHITGR Perfonnance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Buffer Layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssueImportance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closnu Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The buffer layer provides two functions: Rationale: The thickness is easily measured and is Closure Criterion:
to accommodate fission recoils and fuel kernel well within specification. See references 2 and 3
swelling and to provide voidage to accommodate for typical values
fission gas and CO (U02 only) release from the
kernel with burnup. Thus the buffer thickness and
density determine the void volume and hence the
pressure loading on the TRISO coating of the fuel
particle. Because of its importance in pressure
loading, there is a specification to limit the number
of particles with very thin or missing buffers to
limit pressure vessel failure of the particles. See
reference I for technical basis for historic US fuel.

Additional Discussion

1. NP-MIITGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

2. D. A. Pctti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

3. Bryan, MF., 1992, Evaluation of NP-AYffTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Buffer Layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The exact density of the buffer is not a Rationale: Well known and measured. See Closure Criterion:
critical parameter. Given its function (i.e., to reference 2 and 3 for typical values.
accommodate fission recoils and fuel kernel
swelling and to provide voidage to accommodate
fission gas and CO (UO2 only) release from the
kernel with burnup) a low-density material is
required. It is usually about 50% theoretical
density but in principal could probably be
somewhat more or less and still be accommodated
in the design. The technical basis is found in Ref.
I

Additional Discussion

1. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992

2. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002.

3. Bryan, MF., 1992, Evaluation of NP-MHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Design diameter with standard deviation

Diameter

Remedy for Inadequate Knowiedgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale ClosureqCriteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: Different kernel diameters have been Rationale: There has never been any definitive Closure Criterion:
used historically. Small kernels have been proof that satisfactory performance depends on the
specified for HEU systems with larger kernels for size of the kernel. Different size kernels have been
LEU systems. Fertile particles also have a made to appropriate specifications.
different size. (In most recent actinide burning
scenarios of MHTGRs, the kernel size is set to
optimize self shielding of the fuel) The size
determines the moles of fission gases produced and
the numnber of moles of non-gaseous fission
products produced. Structurally, the size of the
kernel has less importance than other factors in the
stress developed in the coatings. The buffer
volume is sized to accommodate changes in kernel
size

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Mass per unit volume

Density

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Isaue

Rank: L Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: The density of the kernel is less Rationale: Kernels made with sol-gel process are Closure Criterion:
important from a performance standpoint, typically 95% theoretical density. The density is
especially for fuel that will be irradiated to high easily controlled and measured to be within the
burnup. High density kernels will initially retain given specifications. Typical values are found in
fission gases and non-gaseous fission products references I and 3.
better than low density kernels. However, the high
burnups proposed for current designs will
essentially destroy the structure of the kernel
making the density less important in terms of
fission product release. In the US both high and
low density (so called WAR kernels) were tested.
(see ref 1). The rationale for the kernels used in
the NP-MHTGR is found in reference 2.

Additional Discussion

1. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002

2. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-0003 96, June 1992

3. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation of NP-MHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Maximum and minimum axis lengths of particles

Spherici (max/min diameter)

Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgellIssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: The lack of sphericity in particles has Rationale: Sphericity is measured during Closure Criterion:
been looked at as a cause for particle failure (and fabrication and techniques are used (tabling) to
hence fission product release). Structural remove out of spec kernels. See reference 2 for
calculations suggest that the effect is moderate for values of as-manufactured sphericities.
typical sphericities encountered in fabrication. (see
ref 1). Tabling techniques are used to separate the
most out of round particles both the kernel stage
and the final coated product stage. (see ref 2) in
addition, there are numerous photomicrographs of
irradiated fuel with slight asphericity that have
remained intact following irradiation and/or
accident heating tests.

Additional Discussion

1. G. K. Miller and D.C. Wadsworth, "Treating Asphericity in Fuel Particle Pressure Vessel Modeling," Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol. 21 1, pp 57-69, 1994.

2. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications
on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002
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Mife Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Design Kernel Oxygen to uranium atomic ratio for U0 2 fuel
Stoichiometry: Uranium to

oxygen

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy:

Rationale: The O/U ratio determines the oxygen Rationale: The value is measured and Closure Criterion:
potential in the fuel, which in turn determines the specifications are used to ensure an acceptable O/U
chemical forms and mobility of key fission ratio. Typical values for German U0 2 are found in
products in the fuel. See ref. 1 reference 2.

Additional Discussion

1. D. Olander, "Fundamental Aspects of Nuclear Reactor Fuel Elements," ID-2671 I-PI, 1976.

2. Gontard, R., and H. Nabielek, 1990, Performance Evaluation ofModern HTR TRISO Fuels, HTA-IB-05/90.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Oxygen:carbon:uraniurn ratio for UCO

Stoichiometry: Uranium to
carbon and uranium to oxygen

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
* __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___Closure C riteria

Rank: H Level: 6 Remedy: Measurements of oxide and carbide
phases must be performed at the particle level to
ensure that the values at a particle level are
acceptable relative to the batch average
specification values currently in use.

Rationale: The O/U and C/U ratios determine the Rationale: The values are measured on a batch Closure Criterion:
stoichiometry of UCO fuel. The purpose of UCO basis. There is some concern that at the individual
fuel is to add enough UC 2 to prevent formation of particle level the ratios could be different but
CO during operation. The UC2 acts as a buffer to would still meet the batch average values. (For
prevent any free oxygen released during fission example, you could mix in appropriate proportions
from reacting with carbon in the buffer to produce UO2 kernels and UC2 kernels and still meet the
CO. If too much UC2 is added then rare earth specification but the performance would be
fission products will form carbides that are too unacceptable.) At the high burnups envisioned for
mobile under off-normnal conditions. There is a GT-MHR, an oxide-rich particle or a carbide rich
specification to ensure the proper amount of particle could fail under either irradiation or high
oxygen and carbon in the kernel to get the fission temperature accident conditions. Typical
product chemistry correct. The overall theory is specification values are found in Reference 4 and
discussed in References I and 2. The technical 5. Information on particle specific values from
basis for the specification is found in reference 3. studies conducted during the NPR program is

found in Reference 6.

Additional Discussion

1. Hooman, F.J., et al., 1977, "Stoichiometric Effects on Performance of High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Fuels from the U-C-O System," Muclear
Technology, Vol. 35, pp. 428441.

z McCardell, R.K., et al., 1992, NP-AMHTGR Fuel Development Program Plan. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Report EGG-NPR-8971 (Revision C).
3. Nl`-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
4. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation ofNP-AfIHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-101 30.

I'.
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5. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, rradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their
Implications on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002

6. Saurwein, J., and L. Shilling, September 1993, Final Report - Testing ofAs-mnanufacturedNPR-PTF, Gertnan, and U.S. Historical Fuel, General Atomics,
Issue/Release Summary, Doc. No. 910647 N/C.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Elemental constituents and amounts other than design

Purity __

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___C losu re C riteria

Rank: M Level: 7 Remedy:
Rationale: Impurities in the kernel can potentially Rationale: The elemental limits have been Closure Criterion:
migrate during irradiation and pose a threat to the established and are easy to control in fabrication.
SiC. There are certain elements that can reduce These elements have not been found to be a serious
SiC chemically, especially the transition elements. problem related to particle failure and fission
The rationale behind the impurity limits for US product release from this fuel. Values of the limits
fuel is found in reference 1. (Note impurities from and manufacturing values are found in Reference 2
other parts of the fabrication process may be more and 3.
important).

Additional Discussion

1. NP-MHTGR Fuel Product Specification Basis Report, CEGA-000396, June 1992
2. Bryan, M.F., 1992, Evaluation ofNP-MHTGR Performance Test Fuel Quality Control Data, INEEL. Report EGG-NPR-10130.
3. D. A. Petti et al., "Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation, and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their

Implications on Fuel Performance," INEEL/EXT-02-00300, June 2002
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Design Kernel Weight fraction U-235 in total uranium
Enrichment

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 9 Remedy:
Rationale: Enrichment is very well known in the Rationale: Is easily measured and meets the Closure Criterion:
particles. It determines the ultimate burnup that specification with high precision.
can be achieved given reactor constraints relative
to reactivity etc. The enrichment determines the
fission rate, which is of secondary importance in
some fission gas release models at low
temperature. (see Reference 1). However this
effect is rather small compared to the effects of
bumup and temperature on fission gas release

Additional Discussion

W. K. Terry (editor) "Modular Pebble-Bed Reactor Project: Laboratory Directed Research and Development Program FY-2001 Annual Report," INEEL/EXT-
2001-1623, December 2001.
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Appendix H.2

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the ORNL Panel Member

R. Morris
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Design

Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Specification of material properties

Matrix material specification
(common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 7 Remedy: Investigate the key aspects of fuel
element formation and irradiation behavior if new
materials and methods are introduced.

Rationale: The matrix binds the particles together Rationale: Scores of fuel compacts and pebbles Closure Criterion: Generate data that shows fuel
and serves as a structural and heat transfer have been made with generally good results, particles are not damaged by the resin during fuel
medium. Many carbon materials dimensionally especially in the case of pebbles. However, in element formation and satisfactory irradiation
change under processing and unirradiation and some cases a switch in the matrix material from performance results.
these changes can affect the fuel performance. In petroleum pitch to thermosetting resin is under
addition, impurities and fuel element processing consideration. Less is known about this resin in
can damage particles. the case of compacts, although no deleterious

behavior is anticipated.

Additional Discussion

The German pebble bed technology has used a thermosetting resin for pebble fabrication while the US has used a petroleum pitch. Early experience at GA has
shown that if a resin is substituted for pitch in the injected molded compact the particle matrix bond is too strong and coatings can be damaged as the matrix
shrinks during subsequent processing. This interaction does not take place in the pebble because of the lower amounts of binder material. The US examined the
compacting issue in the 1990's and will revisit this issue during the upcoming work on the GT-MHR. Thermosetting resins have some process advantages.
Modest changes to the compacting process are expected to resolve this issue.

For a past comparison (1984) of German and US fuel systems see:

Review of Pebble Bed HTGR Fuel and Graphite Technology for PotentialApplication in the US, GA Document Number 907634.

For a description of the German fuel system see:

Status of Qualification of High-Temperature Reactor Fuel Element Spheres, Nuclear Technology, W. Heit, et. al., 69 (1985), page 44.

Spherical Fuel Elements for Advanced HTR Manufacture and Qualification by Irradiation Testing, A. W. Mehner, et.al., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 171
(1990), pages 1-18.

Long Time Experience with the Development ofHTR fuel Elements in Germany, Nuclear Engineering and Design, H. Nickel, et. al., 217 (2002), pages 141-151.
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A recent reference (1994) containing much useful background material on the subject of fuel element fabrication is:

Fuel Compact Design Basis Report, DOE-GT-MHR-100212.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Design Fuel Element Volume fraction of particles in fuel zone
Particle packing fraction

(common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 7 Remedy: None required at present unless radical
changes are made in the process

Rationale: This parameter helps determine the heat Rationale: This parameter has been investigated to Closure Criterion: Satisfactory irradiation and
production of a fuel element and particle damage a fair extent over the years. Higher packing accident performance.
during fabrication is more likely at the higher fractions (>35%) can result in greater particle
particle loading. breakage if the admixture method is used, limiting

the choice to the injection method.

Additional Discussion

Over the years, two main methods have been used for fabricating fuel elements. The first involved the use of a binder with high filler content. The particles
were overcoated with a mixture of binder/filler and then pressed together with additional binder/filler (admixture compaction) to form the green fuel element.
This method has advantages with respect to element shrinkage during both sequent process and irradiation. A disadvantage is that it is limited to a particle
packing fraction of about 35%. An injection method can be used to achieve a higher packing fraction of about 60%. The particles and any shim are placed into a
mold and a hot fluid pitch is injected under pressure into the mold. The disadvantage is that the pitch mixture has a lower filler content and the compact matrix
has a higher shrinkage, which tends to show up as mircocracks and increased matrix porosity.

Volume packing fraction differences are a direct result of the smaller volume fraction available for fuel in the prismatic designs versus the pebble designs.
Higher reactivity fuel such as plutonium may reduce the required packing fraction and allow the admix process to be used for the GT-MHR.

For excellent source of background material (some 15 different fuel element methods have been used) on the subject see:

Fuel Compact Design Basis Report, DOE-GT-MHR- 100212
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition

Design Fuel Element Unconfined heavy metal outside SiC layer (common)
Unconfined heavy metal

outside SiC layer (common)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdge/Issue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___Closure Criteria

Rank: II Level: 8 Remedy: None
Rationale: Unconfined heavy metal results in Rationale: Tests are available (bum-leach, HCI- Closure Criterion: None
fission products in the primary circuit and potential leach, carbon analysis, TRIGA irradiation) that can
for releases under accident conditions as well as detect low levels of U contamination. These tests
possible maintenance concerns. are routinely done during fabrication.

Additional Discussion

Unconfined heavy metal can come from several sources. Some sources are: defective particles, particles broken during green fuel element fabrication, particles
damaged during heat treatment of the green fuel element, and matrix/resin U impurities. Some of this U can be removed from fuel elements by leaching with hot
HCI.

For a general discussion of the fuel fabrication and SiC defect issues see:

Nuclear Technology, Volume 35, Number 2, 1977 (entire issue is devoted to coated particle fuels)

TRISO Fuel Particle Coating Design Basis, DOE-GT-MHR-100225, 1994

Fuel Compact Design Basis Report, DOE-GT-MHR-100212, 1994

Data Support Document: Operating Proceduresfor SiC Defect Detection, DOE-HTGR-88359, 1991

An Assessment of the Methodsfor Determining Defect or Failure Fractions in H7GR Coated Particle Fuels and Their Relationship to Particle Alicrostructure,
DOE-HTGR-88260, 1989
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element The degree of homogeneity of the particles in the fuel element

Particle distribution in fuel
element

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knrwledge/Issue

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None
Rationale: Inhomogeneous particle distribution Rationale: Fuel particle distribution can and has Closure Criterion: None
within fuel elements can result in hot spots and been investigated by X-ray scans, sectioning,
possible fuel damage. Also, particles touching plane-by-plane deconsolidation, and gamma
each other could result in damage. scanning. Inhomogeneous packing and clustering

is fairly easy to see.

Additional Discussion

For compact type elements uranium fuel homogeneity can be determined by gamma counting both halves of a fuel compact at the green stage. The relative
spectrums or counts can be compared to each other and the relative loading determined. Similar methods can be used for other fuel types. Sectioning provides
information, but is destructive. Uranium shows up well against the carbon background for X-ray analysis. Since there have been considerable developments both
in gamma spectrometry and X-rays analysis, it is likely that an evaluation of the two techniques will be done before a new fuel facility is built.

For historical (1988) general QA issues see:

M11TGR Fuel Manufacturing Quality Assurance Plan, DOE-HTGR-8809 1
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Unfucled carbonaceous layer on outside of pebble

Fuel free zone (Pebble)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None
Rationale: The fuel pebble requires a fairly strong Rationale: The Germans have studied this layer Closure Criterion: None
outer layer to shield the inner-fueled region from extensively and have had few failures with their
damage as the pebble is dropped several meters high quality material.
during its transient into the reactor.

Additional Discussion

The pebble is unique in that it is required to wvithstand being dropped frm a height of several meters. Now only does it need a hard outer laycr to withstand this
impact, the outer layer must be tightly bound to the fuelled region to insure integrity of the pebble and good heat transfer throughout the life of the pebble.

For a description of pebble fabrication history see:

Fuel Compact Design Basis Report, DOE-GT-MMR-100212, 1994

For a description of the German pebble manufacturing process see:

Fuel Elementsfor the High Temperature Pebble Bed Reactor, L. Wolf, et. al., Nuclear Engineering and Design, 34, (1975), pages 93-108
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Layer on outside of outer PyC added after coating

Particle overcoat (pebble)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 7 Remedy: None for the German process. However,
if overcoating is applied to compact type fuel
elements, testing is warranted.

Rationale: This layer helps protect the particle Rationale: The Germans have developed an Closure Criterion: None for the German process,
during fuel element fabrication by slightly overcoating process that works very well for their but irradiation testing would be required for other
deforming, provides a spacing function, and pebbles. Also, other international efforts have fuel element types.
integrates the particle into the matrix material. achieved good results. US attempts to overcoat

particles did not fair well.

Additional Discussion

The particle overcoating process is really a part of the admix process for making fuel elements. It has been tried in conjunction with the US injection process, but
fatal design problems lead to irradiation failure. High particle packing fractions favor the injection process.

For overcoating and fuel element fabrication see:

Fuel Compact Design Basis Report, DOE-GT-MHR-100212, 1994

For a description of the US problems that arose from an overcoating process see:

MAzHTGR TRISO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-HTGR-903 90, 1993

It is likely that the overcoating process will not be used for injection-molded fuel (compacts). Improvements in the injection process promise to resolve the
historical difficulties.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Outer PyC layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgelIssueImportance________________________ Rankad___KnowldgeLveladClosure Criteria
Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None needed for these dimensional

parameters
Rationale: This layer performs a structural function Rationale: The layer thickness and its standard Closure Criterion: None.
during irradiation by placing a compressive force deviation can be fairly easily measured. The major
on the SiC layer. uncertainties are in the material properties.

Additional Dlicusslon

According to the fuel models, the outer PyC functions as an important load-bearing component of the fuel particle. The major uncertainties associated with the
layer come from material properties and not dimensional uncertainties.

Over the years there have been many, many papers and models published for HTOR fuel performance. A simple model to gain a conceptual understanding is:

Considerations Pertaining to the Achievement of figh Burn-ups in HTR Fuel, D.G. Martin, Nuclear Engineering and Design, 213 (2002), pages 241 -258

Also see (useful primer, but dated on fission product release):

Coated-Particle Fuels, T.G. Godfrey, et. al., ORNL4324,1968

A very short list of historical model references is:

A AfathematicalAflodelfor Calculating Stresses in a Pyrocarbon and Silicon Carbide Coated FuelParticle, J. KAAE, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 29 (1969),
page 249

Evaluation of High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor Fuel Particle Coating Fallure Models and Data, Tokar, NUREG-01 I I

An Explicit SolutionforStresses in Pyrocarbon-Coated Fuel Particles, Stevens, D.W., Nuclear Technology, 10, page 301

Improvement ofaAl ethodfor Predicting Failure Rates of Coated Particles Thiring Irradiation, Bongartz, K., Nuclear Technology, 35, page 379

A Mathematical fodelfor Calculating Stresses in a Four-Layer Carbon-Silicon-Carbide-Coated Fuel Particle, Kaae, J.L., Journal of Nuclear Materials, 32,
(1969), page 322.
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The Mechanical Design of TRISO-Coated Particle Fuelsfor the Large HTGR, T.D. Gulden, et. al., Nuclear Technology, 16 (1972), pages 100-109.

The modeling field is becoming active again and recent efforts are to employ much more complex structural and chemical models. Consult the researchers in the
field for the most up to date models and theories.

A relatively recent design manual (these specifications may or may not be used in future fuel fabrication) by General Atomics is:

TRISO Fuel Particle Coating Design Basis, DOE-GT-MHiR-100225

A recent review on the performance of pyrocarbon and its effect on fuel performance is:

Key Differences in the Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of US. and German TRISO-coated Particle Fuel and Their
Implications on Fuel Performance, D.A. Petti, et. al., Nuclear Engineering and Design, 222 (2003) 281-297.
All these references tend to point to material properties and their uncertainties as the major issues.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Derinition
Design Outer PyC layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___C losure C riteria

Rank: 11 Level: 6 Remedy: Investigate pyrocarbon properties as a
function of irradiation performance. Investigate
new methods of characterizing pyrocarbon.

Rationale: The density of the PyC layer is Rationale: One can measure density fairly well, but Closure Criterion: A method or process for
connected to its material properties so it is the implications of the measurement are not clear. verifying pyrocarbon behavior under irradiation.
important to control it. The PyC dimensionally changes under irradiation (The German fuel has a defined process.)

and this property is connected to the density among
other things. Density can also affect the
permeability of the coating. Connecting
measurable material properties to pyrocarbon
irradiation performance has been difficult and no
foolproof method has been found to date.

Additional Discussion

The pyrocarbon layers have been the most difficult to characterize. The goal of relating measurable properties to irradiation performance has remained elusive
leaving process conditions as part of the fuel QA. Density is one parameter, but so are others such as rate of material deposition in the coater. Density alone is
not a complete enough specification for design.

For a general review of pyrocarbon fabrication see:

Nuclear Technology, Volume 35, Number 2, 1977 (entire issue is devoted to coated particle fuels)

For an evaluation of US and German pyrocarbons see:
Key Differences In the Fabrication, Irradiation and Safety Testing of U.S. and German TPJSO-coated Particle Fuel and Their Implications on Ftiel Performance,
D.A. Petti, et. al Nuclear Engineering and Design, 222 (2003) 281-297.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design SiC Layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C losure C riteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None needed for these dimensional
parameters

Rationale: This layer performs a structural function Rationale: The layer thickness and its standard Closure Criterion: None
during irradiation and acts as the major fission deviation can be fairly easily measured. The major
product barrier. uncertainties are in the material properties.

Additional Discussion

The major issues with SiC are material properties rather than dimensions. The manufacturing QA has reached the point that missing and grossly out of
specification material is extremely rare. See the pyrocarbon entries for model references and a discussion of past US problems.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design SiC Layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale | Closure CriteriaKl

Rank: H Level: 6 Remedy: Investigate SiC properties as a function
of irradiation performance. Investigate new
methods of characterizing SiC.

Rationale: The density of the SiC layer is Rationale: The density measurement is fairly well Closure Criterion: A method or process for
connected to its material properties so it is defined, but it is not sufficient to characterize the verifying SiC behavior under irradiation and
important to control it. material. Density may affect the permeability of accident conditions. (The German fuel has a

the coating to fission products. Connecting process.)
measurable material properties to irradiation
performance has been difficult and no foolproof
method has been found to date.

Additional Discussion

The density and the grain structure of the SiC help determine the fission product retention ability of this layer. Deposition rates and temperatures determine the
final product. See the entries on pyrocarbon for references on design models.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Inner PyC layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness _

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: El Level: 8 Remedy: None needed for these dimensional
parameters

Rationale: This layer performs a structural function Rationale: The layer thickness and its standard Closure Criterion: None
during irradiation by placing a compressive force deviation can be fairly easily measured. The major
on the SiC layer. The layer also shields the fuel uncertainties are in the material properties.
kernel from HCO during fabrication.

Additional Discussion

The design models and past US results have shown that the IPyC layer is structurally important. Counter to intuition, too thick of a layer can increase the failure
probability by increasing the stresses in the IPyC and those transmitted to the SiC, especially if the layer cracks. See the model references in the pyrocarbon
entry, but also see:

MHTGR TRJSO-P Fuel Failure Evaluation Report, DOE-HTGR-903 90, 1993

for some of the issues that arise from a too thick IPyC

Since the IPyC shields the kernel from the HCI produced during SiC coating, a trade off condition is encountered. Thinner, higher porosity IPyC may be
desirable for irradiation performance, but thicker, less porous IPyC is desired to limit the attack of the kernel from the HC1. In addition, the reactivity of the
kernel is an issue as well.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Inner ayC layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: 11 Level: 6 Remedy: Investigate pyrocarbon properties as a
function of irradiation performance. Determine the
tradeoff between irradiation behavior and kernel
attack. Investigate new methods of characterizing
pyrocarbon.

Rationale: The density of the PyC layer is Rationale: One can measure density fairly well, but Closure Criterion: A method or process for
connected to its material properties so it is the implications of the measurement are not clear. verifying satisfactory IPyC behavior under coating
important to control it. The PyC dimensionally changes under irradiation and irradiation.

and this property is connected to the density among
other things. Density can also affect the
permeability of the coating to I-CI and thus attack
of the kernel during SiC coating. Connecting
measurable material properties to pyrocarbon
irradiation performance has been difficult and no
foolproof method has been found to date.

Additional Discussion

See the previous entry for some of the issues relating to IPyC and the design tradeoffs. Also contact researchers as this issue is again under active investigation.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Buffer Layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C losu re C riteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None needed for these dimensional
parameters

Rationale: This layer attenuates recoils and Rationale: The layer thickness and its standard Closure Criterion: None
provides a collection volume for the released gases deviation can be fairly easily measured.

Additional Discussion

The buffer layer has not been a subject of great controversy.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Buffer Layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knawledgellssue
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___C losu re C riteria

Rank: H Level: 7 Remedy: Performance is not a major issue.
Rationale: The density of the PyC layer is Rationale: The PyC dimensionally changes under Closure Criterion: None
connected to its material properties so it is irradiation and this property is cornected to the
important to control it. In particular, one wants to density among other things. This layer has
control void volume. minimal structural properties so it is less of an

issue than the inner and outer pyrocarbons. At
present, void volume has not been an issue.

Additional Discussion

Density and microstructure affects irradiation performance. Great structural integrity is not required of the buffer layer, but minimal cracking is desired to limit
kernel extrusion.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Design diameter with standard deviation

Diameter

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgeflssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None required for these dimensional
measurements

Rationale: The diameter of the kernel affects the Rationale: Kernel diameters are fairly easy to Closure Criterion: None
power generated and the gas production in a fuel measure and a considerable experience base exists
particle. Off-sized kernels may affect coating in their manufacture.
behavior.

Additional Discussion

Considerable experience exists in the manufacturing and measurement of kernels. Diameter measurement is not a major issue with fuel performance.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kemet Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 8 Remedy: None required for this measurement
Rationale: The kernel density affects the power Rationale: Kernel densities are fairly easy to Closure Criterion: None
generated, the gas production, and perhaps the measure and a considerable experience base exists
reactivity with HCI in their manufacture

Additional Discussion

Measuring kernel density is not a major issue, but related items may be. One issue is reactivity to HCI liberated during SiC deposition. Kernels that are sensitive
to 1ICI may require that the designer use thicker and/or less porous IPyC. This compromise could result in a less robust particle design unless a way to limit
kernel reactivity is found.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Maximum and minimum axis lengths of particles

Sphericity (max/min diameter) _

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
______________________________________________________________Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 8 Remedy: None
Rationale: The kernels need to be fairly round to Rationale: There is a considerable experience base Closure Criterion: None
be easily handled and free flowing during with kernel fabrication and inspection. Simple
processing, but no serious irradiation effects have methods are available to remove deformed
been noted for slightly out-of-round particles. particles.

Additional Discussion

Detailed structural studies have reviewed the issue of non-spherical particles:

Treating Asphericity in Fuel Particles Pressure Vessel Modeling, G.K. Miller, D.C. Wadsworth, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 211 (1994), pages 57-69

Some additional problems could be forthcoming for seriously deformed particles, but in practice modest deviations seem to cause no serious problems. See
photos at right. Current QC methods limit particles to those that are quite round and the odd shapes are no longer a problem.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Oxygen to uranium atomic ratio for U0 2 fuel

Stoichiometry: Uranium to
oxygen

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: M Level: 8 Remedy: Nonc
Rationale: The stoichiometry affects the amount of Rationale: Stoichiometry is not a problem for UO2  Closure Criterion: None
oxygen available for release and thus the particle and a great deal of experience is available for its
gas pressure. The stoichiometry of U0 2 is not a production.
big issue as radical changes are unlikely.

Additional Discussion

There is a great deal of experience with U0 2 fuels and controlling the stoichiometry within the desired limits is not considered to be a problem. Large deviations
are not a problem.

I,
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or D
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Oxygen:carbon:uranium ratio for UCO

Stoichiometry: Uranium to
carbon and uranium to oxygen

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: El Level: 6 Remedy: Investigate the production methods for
UCO to assure they produce the desired product

Rationale: The stoichiometry affects the amount of Rationale: Stoichiometry is a more difficult Closure Criterion: Satisfactory production of UCO.
oxygen available for release and thus the particle problem for UCO as the material is harder to
gas pressure. The stoichiometry of U02 is not a produce. Less experience is available for UCO
big issue, but it matters greatly for UCO. large-scale production.

Additional Discussion

UCO is a two-phase material that is much more difficult to make than UO2 . Significant deviations in the O/C ratio are important because the purpose of the
material is to control the oxygen potential within the particle. Modest changes in the ratio can result in considerably more CO pressure in the kernel and the
designer must bear in mind the implications for his fuel design.
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Elemental constituents and amounts other than design

Purity

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importa_ Rank nd Knwledg Levl andRatinaleClosure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy: None
Rationale: Impurities can affect the neutronic Rationale: Chemical analysis of fuel is well Closure Criterion: None
behavior of the kernel and, in larger amounts, the developed.
chemical behavior of the kernel fabrication
process.

Additional Dkscusslon

Uranium handling and chemical analysis is well-understood process. The sources of the impurities may not be known, but their presence can be detected.

...
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Weight fraction U-235 in total uranium

Enrichment

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: H Level: 9 Remedy: None
Rationale: The enrichment determined the nuclear Rationale: The methods of analyzing isotopic Closure Criterion: None
properties of the kernel compositions are well developed

Additional Discussion

There is a considerable amount of experience in the isotopic analysis of uranium and it is not an issue.
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Appendix H.3

Detailed PIRT Submittal by the SNL Panel Member

D. A. Powers
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TRISO Fuel PIRT: Design

We have two peculiar situations in this section. The first of these unusual situations is that it is not possible now to produce fuel that reliably meets the reactor
designer's own specifications. Though design specifications may exist, they are for fuel that will not be used in a power reactor. We don't know what it will take
to produce fuel that reliably meets design requirements and must assume that changes to the current design will have to be done. Right now many, are operating
in the belief that some relatively small changes in process have to be made to meet the standard set some 20 years ago by "German" fuel that itself cannot now be
made. Such small changes may not be enough and it may be necessary to make radical changes in the design of the fuel to achieve the sought after level of
reliability. We have to assume that eventually this level of reliability will be reached. When it is, the specifications for the fuel will be known with great
accuracy. These specifications will most likely be in the form of tolerance ranges that really will not be especially useful for those predicting the performance of
fuel in the reactor including fission product release during normal operations, upset conditions and during accidents.

The second peculiarity is most of the items listed below will be needed for the prediction of fission product release. But, it is not the specification values of these
quantities that are needed except for gross exploratory calculations. What will be needed for realistic calculations and likely to be needed for regulatory processes
involving advanced reactor is what actually gets manufactured and the way these quantities evolve during operations for the most part and during accidents in a
few cases. In most cases there will be distributions of the values that are needed.

Consequently, the 'design' values for the quantities discussed below are just not very important. These same questions need to be addressed for the manufactured
materials. The answers here, then, are nearly always, "The design specifications really are not very important. The design specifications will eventually be known
rather well, but they are still nearly irrelevant."
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Fuel Element Specification of material properties

Matrix material specification
(common)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: The analysis of anticipated fuel Rationale: The level of knowledge now of the Closure Criterion:
behavior during operations upset conditions and material specifications is not high. It will be by the
accidents requires that the materials and their time fuel is ready to be added to the reactor.
properties be known. What is needed is not the
design specifications of the materials. What is
needed is the nature of the materials of the actual
fuel and how this nature has evolved during
operations

Additional Discussion

, *"
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Defnition
Design Fuel Element Volume fraction of particles in fuel zone

Particle packing fraction
(common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: The particle packing fraction will be an Closure Criterion:
important quantity for the analysis of fuel behavior Rationale: Though the design packing fraction
undercannot be specified with any definitiveness now, it
un d howevercnd t of oerion upsets o raccidnth. will be specified quite well by the time the fuel isIt is, nowever, not the design packing fraction that ready to be incorporated into the reactor. The
is of interest. It is the packing fraction of the fuel specification will not be a number. It will be a
that is actually produced and installed in the seiiainwl o eanme.I ilb
reactor range of packing fractions which will not be very

useful of analysis of fuel performance. What will
be needed is the actual distribution of packing
fractions that actually go into the reactor

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon

Design Fuel Element Unconfined heavy metal outside SiC layer (common)
Unconfined heavy metal

outside SiC layer (common)

Remedy for Inadequate Knowlcdgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: The design specification of this quantity Rationale: It will be very easy to provide a Closure Criterion:
is not of any importance. What is important is what specification for this quantity. It will be rather
is the heavy metal contamination outside the SiC more difficult to ascertain that this specification
layer in material that is actually introduced into the has been met. The specification will most likely be
reactor a range and what will needed for the analysis of

fuel performance will be the distribution of values
within this range - again, not the design
specification, but the actual distribution for fuel
going into the reactor.

Additional Discussion

.. .
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: No need for remediation except there will
very much be a need to develop techniques to
measure the homogeneity of the particle
distribution in fuel compacts that are actually
produced

Rationale: This will be a quite important quantity Rationale: It is unlikely that a very high level of Closure Criterion: What is really needed here is
for the estimation of local neutronic behavior in knowledge of the distribution will ever be some description of what exactly needs to be
compacts as well as understanding of the thermal generated. Rather some idealized approximate measured and how well. This probably requires
environment for the particles both during description of the distribution of particles in a fuel some careful neutronic analysis and some careful
operations and during accident or upset conditions. compact will be generated and used as a heat transfer analysis.
But, the design specification is not what is specification
important. It is the actual homogeneity of fuel in
the reactor that is important . .

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon_ _ __ _ __ _ __ _
Design Fuel Element Unfueled carbonaceous layer on outside of pebble

Fuel free zone (Pebble)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale | Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: The unfucled carbonaceous layer could Rationale: Presumably the fuel design Closure Criterion:
have a significant impact on the estimation of specifications will provide a range for the
temperatures and fission product releases from the carbonaceous layer - perhaps as a set of bounds
fuel. But, the layer of interest is that actually which will not be of great use for the prediction of
produced in fuel in the reactor and not the design fission product release. Detailed knowledge of this
specification of this layer specification is not know available because there is

not an acceptable fuel that can be routinely and
reliably produced

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon
Design Fuel Element Layer on outside of outer PyC added after coating

Particle overcoat (pebble) ay

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criterla

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy :no need for remediation
Rationale: This outer layer has some importance in Rationale: Presumably, once an acceptable fuel can Closure Criterion:
fuel behavior. The design specification is be produced reliably and routinely this
inconsequential. What is important is what is done specification will be provided. Without doubt, the
on fuel actually in the reactor specification will be in a form of limited utility for

analysis of fuel performnance.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon
Design Outer PyC layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: no need for remediation
Rationale: Thc outer PyC layer thickness will be of Rationale: Because an adequate fuel cannot now be Closure Criterion: What is really needed is an
some importance for the analysis of fission product produced, there is little knowledge of this thickness agreed upon reliable method for measuring the
release as well as for estimation of local nor of its standard deviation. But eventually when layer thickness and its standard deviation in fuel
temperatures and temperature gradients. The reliable fuel can be produced this layer thickness that is manufactured. And also to monitor how it
specification, pe se, is not important. What actually will be specified well, one presumes. evolves under the operating conditions of the
gets produced is important and the evolution of reactor which will not be uniform - that is, it will
this layer thickness and integrity with time will be not be spatially uniform and certainly no
important temporally uniform. Even locally the system will

be in thermal gradient and not in a uniform
temperature.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Outer PyC layer Mass per unit volume

Density

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy no need for remediation:
Rationale: The density of the outer PyC layer will Rationale:
be modestly important for estimating fission One can safely assume that once some method for need to have a way to measure te a density of the
product transport and for the calculation of manufacture of reliable fuel is available this outer PyC layer in manufactured fuel and predict
temperatures in local regions. Again, the specification will be known well. how it evolves in the environment of the reactor
specification will not be of any importance. What during operations.
will be important is what the distribution of
densities that actually exist in the fuel. This is
beyond even what is manufactured since this
density will evolve during operations.

Additional Discussion
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Importane Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssuc
m a Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy no need for remediation:
Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Closure Critcrion:
layer since it applies as well for this layer layer since it applies as well for this layer See discussion above for the outer PyC layer since

-- _ _it applies as well for this layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon
Design SiC Layer Mass per unit volume

Density

c R k Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Closure Criterion See discussion above for the
layer since it applies as well for this layer layer since it applies as well for tias layer outer PyC layer since it applies as well for this

layer:

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon Defintion
DesiInner PyC lLayer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgerIssue

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy :No need for remcdiation
Rationale: Sce discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Closure Criterion: See discussion above for the
layer since it applies as well for this layer layer since it applies as well for this layer outer PyC layer since it applies as well for this

layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Inner PyC layer jMass per unit volume

Density

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: Closure Criterion: See discussion above for the
layer since it applies as well for this layer See discussion above for the outer PyC layer since outer PyC layer since it applies as well for this

it applies as well for this layer layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon
Design f Layer Layer thickness and its standard deviation

Thickness

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgerlisue

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Closure Criterion: See discussion above for the
layer since it applies as well for this layer layer since it applies as well for this layer outer PyC layer since it applies as well for this

layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Defnition
Phase Phenomenon
Design Buffer Layer Mass per unit volume

Density __

a RRemedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy No need for remediation:

Rationale: See discussion above for the outer PyC Rationale: Closure Criterion: See discussion above for the
layer since it applies as well for this layer See discussion above for the outer PyC layer since outer PyC layer since it applies as well for this

it applies as well for this layer layer

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Denition
Design Kernel Design diameter with standard deviation

Diameter

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledie/assue

Rank: L Level: 8 Rcmcdy No need for remediation:
Rationale: The bounding design specification of Rationale: Currently reliable fuel cannot be Closure Criterion: There is a need for a reliable
kernel diameters will have no importance in the produced. Once presumes that current thoughts on technique to measure what is actually in the fuel
estimation of fuel performance and fission product kernel design will evolve in the effort to produce and to monitor how the kernel geometry evolves
release. What will be needed is what actually goes reliable fuel. So one has to admit that the current under the conditions of irradiation, thermal
into the reactor fuel and how these kernels evolve specification for the kernel diameter is not well gradients and thermal cycling while in contact with
in geometry under the conditions of thermal known. But, once reliable fuel can be made, the a reactive material like carbon.
gradients thermal cycling and intense irradiation specification of the kernel diameter will be known
when adjacent to a reactive material like carbon. well. It will likely be a range. For analysis of fuel

performance ,hat will be needed is not the
specification but what actually goes into the reactor
cast in the form of a continuous probability
distribution

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate KnowledgelIssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 7 Remedy No need for remediation:
Rationale: The initial fuel density will affect its Rationale: Not known well now, but will be known Closure Criterion:
performance during reactor operations. But what is well once fuel can be reliably produced
needed is not the density specification. The need is
for the density of fuel that actually goes into the
reactor

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Deflnition
Design Kemel Maximum and minimum axis lengths of particles

S herici (max/min diameter)

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Ranka d_____________vela dClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 3 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: Lack of sphericity of the kernel is very Rationale: This probably is not getting a great deal Closure Criterion: What will be very much needed
important since it can make the codes used for of attention from those designing specifications for is an agreed upon wuay to measure the deviation
predicting diffusive process like fission product fuel from sphericity both in fuel that goes into the
release and heat transfer complicated. The design reactor and in fuel as it evolves within the reactor
specification on this quantity is inconsequential.
What is needed is information on the lack of
sphericity of the fuel that goes into the reactor and
how it evolves with operation.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or Definition
Phase Phenomenon
Design Kernel Oxygen to uranium atomic ratio for U0 2 fuel

Stoichiometry: Uranium to
oxygen

Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/Issue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 5 Remedy: No remediation needed
Rationale: The stoichiometry of fuel affects the Rationale: control of 0 to M ratios in urania based Closure Criterion:
diffusion of fission products through that fuel. It fuels has reached sufficient sophistication that
also affects the potential for the fuel to react with fairly tight specifications can be imposed
the carbon. The design specification is not
important and probably won't characterize the fuel
very well. What will be needed is the 0 to M ratio
for fuel that actually goes into the reactor and a
model of how this 0 to M ratio varies during
operation in light of internal buffering by the
MoO2/Mo equilibrium as well as reaction with the
carbon adjacent to the fuel kernel.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase Phenomenon Definition
Design Kernel Oxygen:carbon:uranium ratio for UCO

Stoichiometry: Uranium to
carbon and uranium to oxygen

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Remedy for Inadequate Knowledge/lssue
Importan_ ___ Rank nd Rtionae K andRatinaleClosure Criteria

Rank: L Level:3 Rcmcdy Need models of the UOC system:
Rationale: The phase relations in the U-O-C Rationale: Current knowledge of the U 0 C Closure Criterion: We are going to have to have
system are not known-well enough to predict with system even at the thermodynamic level is at best predictive modeling of both the thermodynamics of
certainty how sensitive fuel behavior is to the rudimentary. There is limited understanding of the the U-O-C system and the transport properties of
precise stoichiometry effects of non-stoichiometry and the effects of materials in this system to have specifications of

irradiation in a thermal gradient on non- composition of fuel. Existing modeling is not at all
equilibrium phase separation. Transport properties encouraging because of the complexities of non-
of non-stoichiometric materials in the U-0-C stoichiometry
system remain largely unexplored.

Additional Discussion
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Life Cycle Factor, Characteristic or
Phase PhenomenonDefinition
Design Kernel Elemental constituents and amounts other than design

Purity

Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 8 Remedy: No remediation needed
Rationale: The effects of impurities on the Rationale: The specification of urania purity to Closure Criterion:
behavior of urania-based fuels have been relatively avoid deleterious fuel behavior has been
well established for conventional reactor fuels. established by experience with conventional fuel
Though important levels of impurities such as behavior. Experience with the urania in coated
chloride and some metal oxides such as iron oxide particle fuel is, of course quite limited, but, still,
can drastically affect behavior, the fluorite there should be no problem providing a
structure is amazingly forgiving for most specification that will remove this issue from
commonly encountered levels of impurity. Where consideration in the analysis of fuel performance
the material is unforgiving is gas generation such and fission product release during normal
as the reaction during operation of carbon operations, upset conditions and accidents.
impurities with the oxide to form CO that
pressurizes the cladding. In the case of the SiC
'pressure vessel' for coated particle fuel, this may
not be a concern since the reaction with buffer
carbon will occur regardless of the purity of the
fuel. Still chloride contamination will be a concern
as will iron oxide contamination.

Additional Discussion
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Remedy for Inadequate Knowledgellssue
Importance Rank and Rationale Knowledge Level and Rationale Closure Criteria

Rank: L Level: 9 Remedy: No need for remediation
Rationale: The enrichment of the fuel does not Rationale: Presumably the reactor design will Closure Criterion:
normally enter into the analysis of most severe specify rather exactly what the enrichment of the
reactor accidents except that it may affect the fuel will be.
fission product inventory. Enrichment will affect
reactivity insertion accident analysis from the point
of susceptibility and energy input during the
accident. The energy input will, of course, affect
the fission product release associated with the
event in a fairly complicated, and not too strong a
way. Enrichment of the fuel also determines the
extent of burnup of the fuel. As burnup gets high,
the fuel kernel geometry and integrity gets
degraded very badly to the point it will be difficult
to identify a kernel at bumups in excess of about to
GWdAt. This makes the usual approaches to
analysis of fission product release exceptionally
difficult. This kind of distortion of the kernel from
idealized spherical symmetry is very likely to
happen as a consequence of the kernel being in a
thermal gradient during operations and reacting
with the adjacent carbon, so it is an issue that the
modelers of fission product release are going to
have to confront for a variety of reasons.

Additional Discussion
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APPENDIX I

MEMBERS OF TRISO FUEL PIRT PANEL

Robert N. Morris

R. N. Morris received his Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from
Wayne State University in 1978, his Masters Degree in 1979 from the Georgia Institute
of Technology and continued on to receive his Ph. D. in Nuclear Engineering from the
Georgia Institute of Technology in 1984. His research efforts were in the field of fusion
energy and computational plasma physics. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory has
employed Robert Morris since the spring of 1984 and his job experience has included a
wide variety of tasks from plasma physics computational modeling to nuclear fuel post
irradiation examination (PIE). Past work has included computational and theoretical
analysis of the Advanced Toroidal Facility and other three dimensional magnetic fusion
candidate configurations. Topics included stellarator magnetic configurations, neutral
beam heating, and plasma equilibrium and stability. Recent work has concentrated on
irradiated fuel examination, irradiated capsule measurements, and High Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) fuel accident behavior. This'experience has included both
HTGR program (New Production Reactor, Civilian HTGR, and Gas Turbine Modular
High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (GT-MHR)) and Mixed Oxide (MOX) LWR
(Fissile Materials Deposition Program (FMDP))" irradiated -fuel examinations and
analysis. He has authored and co-authored over 60 technical reports, proceedings, and
journal articles.,

Current work is focused on participation in the FMDP, both the LWR MOX fuel and the
Russian Federation GT-MHR program. Domestic work is involved in the post irradiation
examination of LWR MOX test fuel containing weapons grade plutonium and the
Russian effort is technical support of coated particle fuel development, also containing
weapons grade plutonium. He is also currently involved with the Advanced Gas-Cooled
Reactor program in the areas of coated particle fuel PIE planning and fuel accident
behavior.

David A. Petti

Dr. Petti is currently an Engineering Fellow in the Advanced Nuclear Energy Directorate
at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory. -He has fifteen years of
experience at the INEEL where he has worked in programs that have dealt with issues
related to nuclear materials, nuclear safety, and radiological source term behavior in high
temperature applications.

Dr.'Pettitis currently a Principal Investigator for gas cooled reactor research at INEEL.
related to coated particle fuel modeling and material properties development. He is an
INEEL technical lead for Advanced Gas Reactor Fuel Qualification and Development
Program focusing on irradiation testing and fuel modeling. He was recently named Chief
Scientific Investigator for the United States by the DOE to participate in IAEA
Coordinated Research Program on Coated Particle Fuel Technology.' He has directed and
been personally involved in INEEL research related to reactor safety issues for gas
cooled reactors..
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Dr. Petti was also heavily involved in the development of SiC-coated gas reactor fuel and
targets for the New Production Modular High Temperature Gas Reactor (NP-MiHTGR).
His areas of responsibility included the technical development and execution of the fuel
and fission product development qualification program, the development of the technical
bases for irradiation and safety testing required to support the NP-MIHTGR tritium target
demonstration and qualification program and the modeling of TRISO-coated particle fuel
and targets, and the radiological source term for the NP-MHTGR. He has served on
technical committees for the Department of Energy. He has received a number of awards
including two Literary Awards from the Materials Science and Technology Division of
the American Nuclear Society. He is the author or co-author of more than 50 technical
publications.

Dana A. Powers

D. A. Powers received his Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry from the California
Institute of Technology in 1970. He received a Ph.D. degree in Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering and Economics in 1975 from the California Institute of Technology. His
research for this degree program included magnetic properties of basic iron compounds,
catalyst characterization and the rational pricing of innovative products. In 1974, Powers
joined Sandia National Laboratories where he worked in the Chemical Metallurgy
Division. His principal research interests were in high temperature and aggressive
chemical processes. In 1981, he became the supervisor of the Reactor Safety Research
Division and conducted analytic and experimental studies of severe reactor accident
phenomena in fast reactor and light water reactors. These studies included examinations
of core debris interactions with concrete, sodium interactions with structural materials,
fission product chemistry under reactor accident conditions, aerosol physics, and high
temperature melt interactions with coolant. In 1991, Powers became the acting Manager
of the Nuclear Safety Department at Sandia that was involved in the study of fission
reactor accident risks and the development of plasma-facing components for fusion
reactors. Powers has also worked on the Systems Engineering for recovery and
processing of defense nuclear wastes and has developed computer models for predicting
worker risks in Department of Energy nuclear facilities. Dr. Powers was promoted to
Senior Scientist at Sandia in 1997. Dr. Powers is the author of 103 technical
publications.

From 1988 to 1991, Dr. Powers served as a member of the Department of Energy's
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety (ACNFS). In 1994, he was appointed to
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. He was Vice Chairman of the ACRS in 1997 and 1998. He was elected
Chairman in 1999 and 2000. In 2001, Dr. Powers received the Distinguished Service
Award from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Dr. Powers has served on
committees for the National Research Council involved with the safety of Department of
Energy facilities and the nuclear safety of reactors in the former Soviet Union. He has
been an instructor for courses on reactor safety and accident management held by the
International Atomic Energy Agency in several countries.
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